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PREFACE

FOR MORE THAN THIRTY YEARS, I HAVE PRACTICED LUCID DREAMING,the ability to become consciously aware of dreaming while in the dreamstate. During this time, I have had approximately 1,000 lucid dreams,most logged away in dozens of dream journals and computer files.Like many, I initially considered lucid or conscious dreaming asa fascinating playground for the mind. I could fly over treetops, pushthrough walls, make objects appear, even walk on water (dream water,that is) - all while conscious in the dream state. As the years passed,however, certain pivotal lucid dreams opened my mind to the possibilitythat lucid dreaming offered a gateway to so much more.In part one of this book, you will read about my journey into luciddreaming, beginning with simple experiments such as asking a dreamfigure to explain the dream symbolism or tell me what it represents.The results contain both expected and unexpected elements. Whilethe expected certainly seemed understandable, I found the unexpectedresponses troubling. If the lucid dream was a product of my mind, thenhow did a completely unexpected and shocking response arise fromwithin my own mind?Probing deeper into this mystery, I and others began to lucidlychallenge the boundaries of dreaming as we sought out the unexpected,the unknown, the abstract. Increasingly, we let go of manipulating thedream and directing the dream events as we opened up to the uncon-scious. Surprisingly, something responded. An inner awareness behindthe dream provided answers, observations, insight. Carl Jung theorizedthat an inner "ego" might be discovered within the "psychic system"of the unconscious; I propose that lucid dreaming has the potential to
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show that his theory contains fact. Like Hilgard's "hidden observer"in deep hypnosis, lucid dreaming also shows an inner observer withwhom the lucid dreamer can relate.In part two, I explore the limits of awareness available to a lu-cid dreamer. I show examples, both mine and others', of numerousconceptual explorations as well as attempts to procure telepathic andprecognitive information while lucid. And, with the help of researchfrom lucid dreamer Ed Kellogg, Ph.D., I delve into the topics of physi-cal healings while lucid, mutual lucid dreams, and interacting withdeceased dream figures.Those who have experienced lucid dreams will find here numeroustechniques, tips, and challenges to consider in their own lucid explora-tions. For those who have never experienced a lucid dream or do nottruly understand the experience, I hope to act as a dream anthropolo-gist of sorts - explaining the lucid dream terrain, the local customs, therituals, and something of the inhabitants, the dream figures, as luciddreamers consciously interact with them in the psychological spaceof dreams. In the book's appendixes, I provide advice and guidancefor those who wish to become lucid dreamers or improve their luciddreaming skills.Lucid dreaming provides us a means to explore, experiment, andquestion the nature of dreaming and, as some might say, the natureof the subconscious - the largely unknown part of our selves. For thisreason alone, psychologists, therapists, consciousness researchers,and dreamers should have an intense interest in the experiences andexperiments of lucid dreamers. As I see it, lucid dreaming is a uniquepsychological tool with which to consciously investigate dreaming andthe subconscious.In many respects, this book responds to those who claim that luciddreaming simply involves expectation, which automatically createsmental models to be experienced. By lucidly going beyond expecta-tion and the expected, I attempt to show that much more is going onhere. Consciously aware in the dream state, we have access to deeperdimensions of information and knowing that can hardly be explainedby expectation or mental modeling. This way is not for the faint ofheart or those comfortable with unexamined beliefs.The journey into lucid dreaming truly is a journey within your con-scious and unconscious self. Here, not only will you meet your beliefs,your ideas, your thoughts, and expectations - often materialized in the
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dream space - but also your fears, your hopes, your limitations, andintents. In responding to those challenges, those self expressions, youmake your path. I hope this book helps guide you along the way andgives you insight into your self-creations and the larger dream reality.I wish you well on your journey.
Robert Waggoner 
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THE

JOURNEY

INWARD



1
STEPPING THROUGH 

THE GATE

LIKE MANY CHILDREN, I HAD AN INTENSE DREAM LIFE. DREAMS WEREan amazing theater of the mind featuring both glorious adventures andmoments of sheer terror. In one dream, a songbird, a meadowlark,I believe, landed on my chest and sang me its simple song, which I immediately understood and woke up singing. In another dream, I found myself on a fifteen-foot Pogo stick bouncing down the desertedstreets, almost flying. On occasion I seemed to be an animal - a dogor coyote, for example - trotting along the dark night's sidewalks ina four-legged gait, totally at peace, seeing the neighborhood from a canine's drooping-headed, tongue-wagging perspective.With dreams like these, I was a child who had to drag himself outof bed.In those early years, I remember clearly only one spontaneous luciddream. In it, I was wandering the local library and suddenly saw a di-nosaur stomping through the stacks. Somehow it dawned on me: If alldinosaurs are extinct - this must be a dream! Now consciously awarethat I was dreaming, I reasoned further: Since this was a dream - I couldwake up! I reasoned correctly and awoke safe in my bed.That youthful experience illuminates the essential element of luciddreaming: the conscious awareness of being in a dream while you'redreaming. In this unique state of awareness, you can consider and carryout deliberate actions such as talking to dream figures, flying in thedream space, walking through the walls of dream buildings, creating
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any object desired, or making them disappear. More important, anexperienced lucid dreamer can conduct experiments in the subconsciousor seek information from the apparently conscious unconscious.But I'm getting ahead of myself . . . In those preteen days, before I began lucid dreaming regularly,three experiences kept alive my interest in dreaming and the psyche:occasional dreams that seemed to be precognitive, an unexpected"vision experience," and the very real sense of having access to aninner knowing. Like many, I found life's deepest mysteries in themind.For me, the occasional precognitive dream often appeared as smallevents, like dreaming of someone making an odd statement in a dream,only to hear a real person make the same odd statement a few hourslater, or to have a voice in the dream announce an observation thatlater would be proven correct. Once, the voice explained that the dreamsymbols meant the dream events would take three years to transpire.I kept track of that date and something incredible did indeed happenin the waking world, directly related to the dream from three yearsearlier.1
Precognitive dreams challenged my budding scientific worldviewand disrupted my traditional religious and spiritual views. Strange co-incidences, self-fulfilling prophecies, or unknown information? Howwas one to tell?One day in my preteen, church-going mind, I had a mini-epiphany.It occurred to me that if God was the same "yesterday, today, and for-ever," as they said in the Old Testament, then God must exist outsideof time, apart from time, in a place where time had no meaning. And,if that were true, then perhaps dreams were the gateway to a placewithout time, where time existed in one glorious Now. Yet my youngscience-educated mind balked at this notion. A dreamt event followedby a waking event could be nothing more than sheer coincidence anddidn't necessarily entail any foreknowing. Or perhaps it was like a self-fulfilling prophecy, in which I unknowingly helped bring about theevent that I dreamt. And even when a dream voice made an observationthat later turned out to be true, perhaps my creative unconscious hadsimply noticed things and, by calculating the likely outcome of thosethings, made a clever announcement.As this spiritual questioning was going on, another fascinatingincident occurred. One Sunday evening when I was eleven or twelve, I lay on my bed reading a book and stopped for a moment to think. As I 



absentmindedly looked up at the ceiling, my head suddenly turned northand I began to see a vision of a Native American setting overlaying thephysical scene. I struggled to free myself from this unexpected experi-ence while another part of me took in the vision. Finally it stopped.At that young age, what do you do with something like this? Inmy case, I went to the library. I flipped through a number of booksabout the Old Testament containing commentary on visions but foundlittle of value for me there. I also checked out a few books on NativeAmerican culture and discovered the vision quest, a traditional practiceby which youth gain insight into their lives. Normally a vision questoccurs in a ritual fashion. The young person is obligated to leave thetribe and travel alone for a period of days of fasting, praying, andwaiting for the visionary experience. Yet why would something likethat happen to me? Only years later did I discover that our family hadNative American ancestry.2
Somewhere in this time period, I also recognized the presence ofan "inner advisor," for lack of a better term. At certain times, when I considered things deeply, an inner knowing appeared in my mind. Itwas such a natural thing, I assumed everyone experienced this. It waslike having the services of a wise old man inside. For example, after a very simple incident that most anyone would ignore, the inner knowingwould make an observation about life or suggest the prosaic incidentas a living parable. The comments seemed intelligent, even remarkable.I began to sense that all around me life had meaning, if I only caredto look. Since I lived in the middle of Kansas, far from the centers ofworld power, the pace of life was slower and perhaps simpler, yetbelow the surface, at another level, I knew we had everything, all thelessons of life.Like any teenager, I'd pester this inner advisor - What am I? Whoam I? To these questions I was given two answers and then nevervisited the issue again (although the answers rolled around my mindfor decades). In one instance, to my "Who am I?" the inner advisorresponded, "Everything and nothing." Okay, I thought, any person ina sense has the potential capabilities of all, but in having them also hasnothing, for time or the fates will sweep it all away. In those words, too,I sensed a hidden connection between the rich lavishness of Being andthe complete freedom of Nothing. But still not entirely content with be-ing a place marker between two extremes, I continued to pester myselfand, by extension, the inner advisor with the question of identity until,one day, an answer came that laid all further questions to rest. "You
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are what you let yourself become," said the inner advisor. That answersatisfied me completely: The living of life was an allowing of self. Altogether, the precognitive dreams, the vision experience, andmy search for spiritual meaning kept me probing for satisfying andcomplete answers. Obviously, my intense inner life, sparked by thought-provoking dreams, created a persistent desire to accept, abandon, orperhaps bridge one of the two worldviews: the scientific and the spiri-tual. Which is why in 1975, at age sixteen, I picked up one of my oldestbrother's books, Journey to Ixtlan: The Lessons of Don Juan by CarlosCastaneda, and embarked on my first lesson in lucid dreaming.As some readers may know, Carlos Castaneda was an anthropol-ogy graduate student at UCLA in the 1960s who sought to learn fromnative shamans about psychotropic plants in the southwestern UnitedStates and Mexico. According to his story, he met a Yaqui Indian sor-cerer, don Juan, who agreed to teach him about hallucinogenic plants.In the process, don Juan provided Castaneda with a unique view of theworld. Even more important, perhaps, don Juan supplied techniquesto experience this new worldview.The philosophy of don Juan might be summed up in these words,spoken to Castaneda: "[Y]our idea of the world . . . is everything; andwhen that changes, the world itself changes."3 Don Juan constantlypushed Castaneda to consider new and world-changing ideas and tobecome more mentally flexible.Castaneda has recounted in numerous books his decade-long asso-ciation with don Juan. While many have openly questioned Castaneda'sveracity in storytelling,4 his many books nevertheless contain a numberof provocative ideas and, like many young people, I was intrigued. I readJourney to Ixtlan and decided to try just one of the ideas, never imagininghow transformative an idea could be.Don Juan suggests to Castaneda a simple technique to "set up dream-ing" or become conscious in the dream state. "Tonight in your dreamsyou must look at your hands," don Juan instructs Castaneda. After somediscussion about the meaning of dreaming and the choice of hands as anobject to dream about, don Juan continues. "You don't have to look atyour hands," he says. "Like I've said, pick anything at all. But pick onething in advance and find it in your dreams. I said your hands because theywill always be there."5
Don Juan further advised Castaneda that whenever an object orscene that he was looking at began to shift or waver in the dream, he
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should consciously look back at his hands to stabilize the dream andrenew the power of dreaming. Simple enough, I thought. So, before going to sleep each night, I sat cross-legged in bed and began looking at the palms of my hands.Mentally, I quietly told myself, "Tonight, I will see my hands in mydream and realize I'm dreaming." I repeated the suggestion over andover, until I became too tired and decided to go to sleep.Waking up in the middle of the night, I reviewed my last dream.Had I seen my hands? N o . But still hopeful, I fell back asleep remember-ing my goal. Within a few nights of trying this technique, it happened.I had my first actively sought lucid dream:
I'm walking in the busy hallways of my high school at the junction ofB and C halls. As I prepare to push the door open, my hands spontane-ously fly up in front of my face! They literally pop up in front of me! I stare in wonder at them. Suddenly, I consciously realize, "My hands!This is a dream! I'm dreaming this!"I look around me, amazed that I am aware within a dream. Allaround me is a dream. Incredible! Everything looks so vivid andreal.I walk through the doors a few feet toward the administra-tion building while a great feeling of euphoria and energy wellsup inside. As I stop and look at the brick wall, the dream seemsa bit wobbly. I lucidly remember don Juan 's advice and decide tolook back down at my hands to stabilize the dream when some-thing incredible happens. As I look at my hands, I become totallyabsorbed in them. " I " now see each fingerprint, each line, as a giant flesh-toned canyon that I float within and through. Theworld has become my palm print, and I'm moving about its vastcanyons and gullies and whorls as a floating speck of awareness.I no longer see my hand; I see cream-colored, canyon-like walls ofvarying undulations surrounding and towering above me, whichsome part of me knows as my fingerprints or palm prints! As forme, " I " seem to be a dot of aware perception floating through allof this - joyous, aware, and full of awe.I'm wondering how this could be, when suddenly my vision popsback to normal proportions and I see again that I am standing, handsoutstretched, in front of the administration building. Still consciouslyaware, I think about what to do next. I walk a few feet but feel anincredible urge to fly - I want to fly! I become airborne heading straightup for the intense blue sky. As my feeling of overwhelming joy reachesmaximum pitch, the lucid dream ends.
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I awake in bed, totally astounded, my heart pounding and head reel-ing. Never had I felt such intense feelings of elation, energy, and utterfreedom. I had done it! I had seen my hands literally fly up to face level inmy dreams as if propelled by some magical force and I realized, "This is a dream!" At the age of sixteen, I had become conscious in the dream state.And suddenly, like Dorothy in Oz, I was not in Kansas any more.Well, actually, I was in Kansas for another year, until I left for col-lege.
THE PARADOX OF THE SENSES

My first lucid dream felt like a monumental achievement. I had actuallybecome aware in a dream. Moreover, in the don Juan tradition, thisfirst lucid dream seemed filled with auspicious symbols - becoming a speck of awareness floating through my palm prints, maintaining thedream, working on awareness outside of the "administration building"(symbol for my own inner authority, perhaps). I was excited.Still, it seemed so paradoxical - becoming conscious in the uncon-scious. What a concept! Like some teenage magician of the dreamingrealm, I had done what scientists at the time proclaimed could not bedone.Little did I know, during that same time in April of 1975, thousandsof miles away at the University of Hull in England, a lucid dreamer namedAlan Worsley was making the first-ever scientifically recorded signals fromthe lucid state to researcher Keith Hearne. By making prearranged eye move-ments (left to right eight times), Worsley signaled his lucid awareness fromthe dream state. Pads on his eyes recorded the deliberate eye movementson a polygraphs printout. At that moment, Hearne recalls, "It was likegetting signals from another world. Philosophically, scientifically, it wassimply mind blowing."6 Hearne and Worsley were the first to conceive ofthe idea and demonstrate that deliberate eye movements could signal theconscious awareness of the dreamer from within the dream state.7A few years later, in 1978, Stanford sleep lab researcher StephenLaBerge, using himself as the lucid dreaming subject, devised a separate,similar experiment of signaling awareness from the dream state througheye movement. Publishing his work in more broadly read scientificjournals, LaBerge became strongly identified with this exciting discoveryand a leader in its continued research.Back in Kansas, each night before I went to sleep I would lookat my hands and remind myse.lf that I wished to see my hands in my
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dreams. Of course anyone who tries this will soon discover that staringat your hands for more than ten seconds is quite boring. When youalready feel sleepy, it takes real effort to concentrate. Your eyes cross,your hands get fuzzy, your attention wavers, within a minute or twoyou may even become so bored and tired as to go blank momentarily.After a few minutes, I would give up and prepare for sleep. At the time,I chastised myself for my lack of concentration and wavering focus, butlater I came to feel that these natural responses were actually the bestapproach, since the waking ego seemed too tired to care about the gamemy conscious mind wanted to play. In fact, don Juan suggested that thewaking ego often felt threatened by the more profound nature of ourinner realm. Perhaps a sleepy ego would be less likely to interfere.My next few lucid dreams were lessons in exquisite brevity. I wouldbe in a dream, see my hands in the course of the dream (e.g., as I openeda door with my hand or as if by some inner prompting my hands wouldsuddenly appear directly in front of me) and immediately realize I wasin a dream. I'd experience a rush of exhilaration, joy, and energy. As I took in the dream surroundings, my feelings of joy rose to such levelsthat the lucid dream would begin to feel unstable and then come to anend. I would awaken, full of joy but mystified by the sudden collapseof the lucid dream.This brought me to one of my first lessons of lucid dreaming:
To maintain the lucid dream state, you must modulate your emotions.
Too much emotional energy causes the lucid dream to collapse.Years later, I learned that virtually all lucid dreamers realize this samelesson and as a result learn to temper their emotions.After reading don Juan's exhortation to Castaneda that he shouldtry to stabilize the dream environment and, bit by bit, make it as sharplyfocused as the waking environment, this became my new goal. DonJuan advised that the dreamer should concentrate on only three orfour objects in the dream, saying, "When they begin to change shapeyou must move your sight away from them and pick something else,and then look at your hands again. It takes a long time to perfect thistechnique."8
In the next dream, I was walking at night and suddenly saw my handsappear directly in front of me. I immediately realized I was dreaming.Lucid, I took a few steps and noticed the colors were extremely vibrant;everything seemed so "real." I felt euphoric and knew that the dream
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would end unless I could regulate my feelings, so I looked back at myhands to stabilize the dream and decrease my emotional upsurge.After a few moments, I looked around at the grassy knoll on whichI was standing. I seemed to be inside a fenced enclosure that included a building, similar to a military or secured installation. I took a few stepsand looked at my hands again to stabilize the dream. There were somesmall evergreens ten feet away, obviously recently planted. I knelt andtouched the grass. It felt soft and grass-like. I marveled at how lifelikeand realistic everything looked and how I could think about what I was seeing and choose what to do next. I touched myself and, Wow, even I felt real! But I knew my awareness existed within a dream andI was touching a representation of my physical body, which only felt like a real body.Trying to make sense of what I was seeing, I had the intuitivefeeling that the building housed computers and was somewhere in thesouthwestern United States. But where? As I took a few steps towardthe building to look for a name, the imagery started to become unfo-cused. I looked back at my hands but it was too late - the lucid dreamcollapsed and I awoke.It began to sink in that knowing it was a dream did not make itseem unreal. The grass felt like real grass. My skin felt like real skin. IfI truly focused on something, like the ground, I could actually see theindividual blades of grass and grains of sand. When awake, we considerseeing and touching as largely physical activities, but in lucid dreaming,I began to see that seeing and touching were also mental activities andequally real-seeming when consciously aware in the dream state. Whichbrought me to my next lesson:
Our senses provide little distinction between physical reality and the real-seeming illusion of the lucid dream. Only the mind distinguishes between the two realities. 
In later lucid dreams, I tried the other senses - taste, smell, andhearing - and discovered that they, too, seemed real experiences, or atleast largely real. Even self-induced pain - pinching myself in the lucidstate, for example - actually hurt. But if I pinched myself while tellingmyself it would not hurt, it didn't hurt. Here I uncovered an odd aspectof the lucid dream realm: My experience would normally follow whatI lucidly expected to feel.Fellow lucid dreamers I've met over the years seem to agree withme that the senses proclaimed each experience as real as waking experi-
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ence. Yet, experienced lucid dreamers note that if they predetermine orexpect what to feel or how to feel, they can alter the sensory experiencein line with their expectations. In other words, "As you believe, so shallit be" is a powerful truth when lucid.In the lucid dream state, the senses show themselves as the confirm-ers of expectation - not infallible guides to sensory response - and expe-rience is largely infused with mental expectation about the experience.Just as in studies on hypnosis and pain reduction, the senses somehowbend to the intent of hypnotic suggestion. In both lucid dreaming andhypnosis, the senses don't appear as biological absolutes but more asthe servants of the mind.By age eighteen, I had visited a hypnotist to learn about self-hypnosis. I understood the basic concept that suggestions made to uswhile intensely focused in a mild trance state influenced the subcon-scious and affected our perceived experience. Now I could see that beingconsciously aware in the subconscious (i.e., lucid dreaming) possessedsimilarities to deeper self-hypnosis.Our suggestions in a state of hypnosis or self-hypnosis act on the senses.For example, we can make a posthypnotic suggestion that certain foodswill taste opposite to their normal taste and experience the suggested tasteupon waking. Or we can suggest that we will feel minimal pain during, say,a tooth extraction, and then experience remarkably little pain. Similarly,when lucid in a dream, the senses naturally follow expectation (expectationbeing a type of natural mental suggestion). In fact, one of the advantagesto lucid dreaming involves seeing the immediate results of your suggestionor expectation. If I lucidly dream of a fire, for example, and expect to feelno heat upon walking in it, I'll feel no heat. If I change my expectation tofeel the fire's heat, my new expectation will be realized, and I'll feel definiteheat.My lucid dreaming experiences made me wonder how extensivelythe mind influences perception and sensation while waking. Consciousin the dream state, the influence seems pervasive. During waking, I sim-ply assumed I experienced things "as they actually exist." Yet I knewfrom my exposure to hypnosis that waking sensory experience couldactually be considerably modified.All dreamers can see how unreliable the senses behave in telling usthe difference between waking and dreaming. In almost every dream,the senses don't inform us of the difference between waking and dream-ing; rather, they seem to confirm that whatever reality seems to behappening is indeed happening. Dreaming seems real, our senses tell
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us. Waking seems real, our senses tell us. To sense the reality of oursituation requires a new perspective. The lesson:
Only by increasing our conscious awareness in the dream state can we ever realize the nature of the reality we experience. 
So, the senses pose a problem. They tell us we exist, but they don'tindicate the state of our existence: Are we awake, dreaming, or luciddreaming? Since the senses don't remind us we're lucid and in a dream,holding onto conscious awareness in the dream state requires consider-able training in greater mindfulness.For example, in many of my early lucid dreams, my hands wouldappear and I'd realize I was dreaming. Then as I lucidly interacted withthe dream, some interesting dream figure would become so compellingand real-seeming that my attention to "the dream as dream" decreasedsignificantly. I'd begin to forget that this was "all a dream." Just as inwaking, your conscious attention can begin to drift when lucid dream-ing. After a few unfocused moments, you're swept into the dreaming,following its movements, suddenly unaware and no longer lucid. Notonly did I need to be consciously aware of being in a dream, I neededto be consciously aware of being aware!Once again, a new lesson emerged:
Lucid dreamers must learn to focus simultaneously on both their conscious awareness and the apparent dreaming activities. Lucid dreamers who become overly focused on the dreaming activities get swept back into non-lucid dreaming. So too, lucid dreamers who become inattentive to the fact of their conscious awareness risk becoming lost to the dreaming. To maintain lucidity, we must develop a proper balance of mindful, awareinteracting to engage the dream consciously. 
In an environment that appears real, our awareness has to adopta neutral stance: be in the environment but not of the environment.Engage the dream, but never forget it's a dream. In my experience,keeping your foot on the tightrope of awareness is an ever-presentchallenge. In about a third of my early lucid dreams, I would becomelucid but eventually, through inattention or engrossment, I'd fall offthe tightrope. Each time I fell off, though, it acted as another lesson inthe importance of maintaining mindful awareness.The awareness needed for meditation, at least some forms of it,seems analogous to what lucid dreamers seek to develop. Meditators,
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especially beginners, have to learn a sense of balance when they turninward; otherwise, they can fall asleep while meditating or becomecaught up and engaged with entrancing thoughts. Likewise, beginninglucid dreamers often hold focused awareness for only a short periodof time. It takes practice and patience and poise to hold awarenessconsciously while being confronted with new thoughts or images - theproducts of the mind.As you log time in the lucid dream realm, you develop poise, confi-dence, skills, and flexibility. Your awareness begins to relate differentlyto thoughts and images. You don ' t get swept into dream or thoughtevents as easily; rather, you pick and choose what to accept with a greater sense of engaged detachment.At deeper levels of lucid dreaming, you might discover how to re-main aware even when the dream visually ends, and then wait for a newdream to form in the mental space around you, as I did, for example,in the following lucid dream (October 2002):
I seem to be walking through a small town. I enter a simple restaurantand walk through it into a mechanic's garage. I see a door and decideto slip through it, even though it seems to have a string attached toan alarm. As I get out into the street, I look around and realize, "Thisis a dream."Lucidly aware now, I start flying up the street, looking at the peoplesitting in candle-lit cafes and walking down the street. The detail isincredibly vivid. I sing a funny rhyming song as I look at things. I keepflying farther and end up outside of town with a strong inclination tofly to the right. But then in a moment of conscious choice, I exercise myright to change the direction of the dream and decide, no, I'm going intothe darkness, and I turn left.As I move forward in the darkness, the visual imagery disap-pears. For a very long while, I feel that I'm moving without any visualimagery - there's only a foggy dark-gray void. I keep moving in thisvisually empty space and begin to wonder if I am going to wake up.But suddenly a scene appears, bit by bit. First a bush, then a tree, thenanother tree. Soon the dream fleshes out nicely, and I stand, lucid, on a gently sloped hill, like something you'd see in Britain, with small leafytrees and lots of green grass. I notice that right next to me is a smallbush with berries on it. I examine it closely.Suddenly, I have the awkward realization that my body in bed ishaving a hard time breathing (even though I continue to see the luciddream imagery of the green hills). While my conscious awareness isadmiring a grassy spot in a lucid dream, I try to feel the breathing
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obstruction. With this bifocal awareness, I gently put some mentalenergy into making my physical head move up and away from the bedsheets or pillow while concentrating on remaining in the lucid dream.This seems to work. But finally, I decide to wake into physical realityand determine what is hampering my breathing.
With experience, you'll realize that sometimes you can be con-sciously dreaming and also aware of your physical body in bed. To stayin the lucid dream, you have to maintain your primary focus there, but,on occasion, you can check in on the physical body's awareness. In thisexample, when I woke, the bed sheet really was in my mouth!As we become more experienced with lucid dreaming, we discoverhow to maintain awareness even when the dream imagery has all disap-peared. In learning how to lucid dream, we learn much more than howto manipulate dream objects and symbols; we learn the importance andproper use of conscious awareness.



2
DOES THE SAILOR

CONTROL THE SEA?

BEFORE DREAM RESEARCHERS PROVED LUCID DREAMING AS A DEMON-strable experience and published the results, I spent six years practicingit by myself and often defending the experience of it in conversationswith others who routinely told me, "It's impossible to become consciousin the unconscious of sleep." During those years, I was greatly influ-enced by my father, whose insistence on intellectual integrity helped meaccept the validity of my paradoxical experience while also acceptingthat my interpretation of the experience could be far off the mark. Asa result, I continued deeper into lucid dreaming while regarding myinterpretation of the experience as a working hypothesis or a "provi-sional explanation."In retrospect, this period of my life taught me to view much ofscience as providing this same kind of "provisional explanation," notthe final word. I saw that scientists and the prevailing cultural wisdomcan occasionally ignore or explain away what later science or moreenlightened times accept. In the case of lucid dreaming, Western sciencedoubted its existence for at least a century, if not longer.Thankfully, some of my high school friends were open to trying thisidea of conscious dreaming and "finding one's hands" in their dreams.It became a challenge of sorts. Within a week or so, one friend reportedthat while in a dream his hands suddenly appeared in front of his face.As he looked at them, he thought, "Oh, my hands. This is a dream,"and decided to wake up.
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"Why didn't you do something," I asked him, "like go flying orsomething?""It was just a dream," he said. "It wasn't real. So I woke up."This cultural bias toward the waking state as "real" and any otherstate as "unreal" - and therefore unworthy of attention or study - ex-ists as a mental block for many. Yet if we presume that little can belearned from any state other than waking, we largely ignore any stateother than waking and thus perpetuate the bias."This important phenomenon [lucid dreaming] has been dismissedas a psychic chimera by many authors and derided as a scientific will-of-the-wisp by others," explains J. Allan Hobson, a Harvard sleep anddream researcher. "[The philosopher Thomas Metzinger] knows, as I do, that lucid dreaming is a potentially useful state of consciousness."1
Lucid dreaming offers insight into the scientific study of consciousness,since neuroscientists could potentially investigate the relation of brainactivity to subjective experience while lucidly aware and compare it towaking and dreaming states.An occasional lucid dreamer himself, Hobson suggests that "anMRI study of lucid and non-lucid dreaming is a highly desirable nextstep in the scientific study of consciousness. The technical obstaclesto the realization of such an experiment are formidable but the mainobstacle is political and philosophical." Hobson observes, "Manyscientists rule out any study of subjective experience especially one asdubious and evanescent as lucid dreaming."2

Overcoming the barriers of science, theory, and culture may be theconstant burden of any proven paradoxical experience such as luciddreaming. Twenty-five years after my first lucid dream, I found myselfonce again defending lucid dreaming - not so much from scientificresearchers who ultimately accepted the official scientific data on thesubject, but from concerned psychotherapists and dreamworkers.At a recent International Association for the Study of Dreams(IASD) conference, psychotherapists began singling me out. It seemsanother psychologist had mentioned hearing me speak at a conferencein Copenhagen during which I wove together lucid dream experienceswith comments by Carl Jung and Sigmund Freud to suggest that luciddreaming may be a means to explore and acquaint ourselves with thelarger Self, or collective aspects of the psyche. After hearing my talk, thisparticular psychologist reconsidered her negative-leaning predispositionto lucid dreaming and realized the potential value in lucid dreaming asa means of psychological exploration and integration.
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So now I began to meet the assorted - and yet-to-be convinced -colleagues of this newly swayed psychologist. Most began by telling methat their academic training had taught them to consider dreaming as a message from the deepest part of our selves. To "control the dream,"as they assured me that lucid dreamers do, would destroy or pollute thepure message from this deep part of our selves. Though they were toopolite to voice it, the suggestion hung heavy in the air - only a narcis-sistic fool would encourage lucid dreaming.After a few hallway encounters in which I groped for the words tomake my point, an analogy came to me that seemed to bring greaterawareness into the conversation. My analogy is this:
No sailor controls the sea. Only a foolish sailor would say such a thing. Similarly, no lucid dreamer controls the dream. Like a sailoron the sea, we lucid dreamers direct our perceptual awareness withinthe larger state of dreaming.
Oh, the power of an analogy. Suddenly, I saw in the eyes of myquerying psychotherapists the realization that my lucid dreaming expe-riences were simply attempts to understand the depths of dreaming and,by extension, the Self. Suddenly, we were on the same team - dreamerstrying to fathom the beauty and magnificence of dreaming. Now, luciddreaming had potential for increased awareness, instead of narcissisticflight!3 In fact, as I interacted with these Jungian-trained psychothera-pists, I remembered a recent lucid dream with definite Jungian overtones(April 2005):
My wife and I and my brother (who occasionally changes) seem to bestuck in an old post-Depression farm household that is struggling tokeep food on the table. The farmwife comes home with three children,and they put some beans and other items on the stove to cook.After a while, they serve us at the kitchen table, placing a smallportion of beans on our plates. But there seems to be a problem ofsome sort. Standing behind me, I notice a tall slender black womanwho seems to be with us. It seems the farmwife doesn't care for her.We wait.As I sit there, I look at my brother and then at the black woman;it suddenly occurs to me that this is a dream. Aware now, I stand upand want to know what this means. Lucid, I pick up the black womanand place her in front of me, asking, "Who are you? Who are you?"She looks at me and surprises me with her unexpected response. "I ama discarded aspect of your self," she says, and immediately I sense the
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truth of her statement and feel the need to reintegrate her into my being.She seems to evaporate into me, as a brief wisp of light energy.
Many Jungians might suggest this lucid dream illustrates integra-tion with a shadow element, represented by the black woman standingbehind me. In Jung's theory, shadow elements consist of repressed,ignored, denied, or misunderstood thoughts, feelings, or impulses thatcontinue to reside in the realm of the subconscious. In some instances,the shadow element appears in a "shadow's position" to the dreamer,normally behind the dreamer.Jung maintained that these shadow elements may adopt the guiseof dream figures to interact with the dreamer as they seek integration oracceptance by the conscious self to create a more fully integrated Self. Inthis example, the apparent reintegration happens almost immediately,when I lucidly question and understand the dream figure's presence inthe dream and accept her openly.Once I became lucidly aware in this dream, I recognized that some-thing needed resolution. (By this time in my lucid dreaming experience I was aware of the importance of approaching the area of sensed emotionor conflict in the dream, instead of ignoring it.) As I instinctively placedthe figure of the black woman in front of me, I consciously intendedto understand her place in the dream and what she represented. In theprocess, I received both a conscious answer and an infusion of energyinto my awareness. Facing her, I felt the dream figure's energy evapo-rate into me, as a wispy, colored, light vapor washing toward me. The"discarded aspect" had apparently been welcomed home.As it happened, in the week after this dream I felt new energyregarding a project that I had discarded years ago as unachievable.The project? You're holding it in your hands. It feels odd to say thatreintegrating a discarded aspect into yourself brings a certain energyand imaginative spirit, but after this lucid dream I could suddenly feelthe new ideas and positive emotions about writing a book. The wall ofdoubt surrounding my old goal had suddenly crumbled. Yet to beginwork on this project, I had to make other changes that I saw symboli-cally illustrated and exaggerated in this dream. I had to overcome theculturally ingrained, deep belief about "working to keep food on thetable," an issue seemingly represented by this obviously struggling,post-Depression farm family.At the time of the dream, to concentrate on a book seemed incom-patible with a full-time job. Yet, in the year following the dream, the
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desire grew. I overcame my inner concern about finances, reduced mytraditional job responsibilities, and began to focus on this book.So, no. No sailor controls the sea. Only a foolish sailor wouldsay such a thing. Similarly, no lucid dreamer controls the dream.But like a sailor on the sea moving toward an island or point on thesea's horizon, we lucid dreamers direct the focus of our intent withindreaming to seen and unseen points. In so doing, we come to knowthe limited realm of our awareness compared to the magnificentdepth and creativity of what I refer to as "the dreaming." As a por-tion of our conscious awareness rides upon the surface realm of thesubconscious, we sense the support and the magnificent majesty ofthe unconscious below.
THE LIMITATIONS OF AN ANALOGY
Sadly, the power of the sailor and the sea analogy goes only so far.Additional concerns about lucid dreaming arose from various view-points. While many people understand that the conscious directing ofone's focus while in the lucid dream state does not equate to "control"of the dream, they still feel reticent about the idea of lucid dreaming.Underneath it all, three issues begin to surface: 1) a fear of the subcon-scious and its processes, 2) concern for the dream as sacred message,and 3) using lucidity to escape and to avoid personal growth.So, let's tackle these three ideas - or as I would call them, miscon-ceptions - about lucid dreaming.
Fear of the Subconscious 
In investigating fear of the subconscious, I came to understand thatsome people, including highly trained psychologists, have what amountsto a basic fear of the subconscious. They simply do not believe that thewaking self should interact with unconscious or subconscious elements.The psychiatrist R. D. Laing commented that society has a "psychopho-bia, a fear of the deeper contents of our own minds."4 Often, behindthis fear of lucid dreaming, lies a hidden concern about "messing upsubconscious processes." Which subconscious processes? Well, no onecan ever say exactly because we don't understand the subconscious fullyenough, leaving me to suggest that, perhaps, with lucid dreaming, wefinally have a tool with which to explore it.
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A healthy respect for what we call the unconscious or subconscioushas considerable value. However, a fear of what essentially constitutesa portion of our being does not seem healthy or respectful; rather, itseems needlessly divisive and limiting. To counter our intense culturalconditioning, we must possess a sense of curious engagement to ventureinto the unconscious. Even though it's a part of us, it exists as terraincognita or, perhaps more appropriately, psyche incognita - we simplyhave drawn a sketchy map of the psyche and marked a large segment infrightful red letters, "Mind Unknown." We will never develop a truerconceptualization of the subconscious and unconscious if we only dancearound it or consider it from the safe distance of the waking world.Why not let go of fear and interact with the dream (or realm of thesubconscious) consciously?Lucid dreamers have little support from a culture whose psycho-logical theories and cultural views often suggest that the subconsciouscontains the repository of dark thoughts, repressed feelings, buriedanxieties, and ancient antisocial instincts. They often must deal with justthese beliefs as they approach lucid dreaming. As a result, they invariablyexperience unusual things as they attempt to "affirm" their place in theunconscious. As we will see, some lucid dreamers deal with their owndoubts and fears (made manifest) as well as the interesting, surprising,and sometimes disturbing phenomena encountered in lucid dreaming. Tobe in the psychological space of the unconscious requires considerableaffirmation of self in spite of numerous cultural conflicts.
Dream as Sacred Message 
The viewpoint that dreaming exists as a sacred message from innerportions of our being is pervasive. Any attempt to disturb the dream, toinvolve the (assumed tainted) ego with it, or bring conscious awarenessinto it should, according to this viewpoint, be deemed fundamentallyprofane and a violation of the sacred.I, too, view dreaming as a profound and creative act that is es-sentially sacred. But does the sacred prefer I always approach it as a dreamer unawares? Does the sacred have no interest in interacting withme as an aware dreamer, an aware being? Or does the sacred prefer lessawareness in its dealings? Rather it seems that the sacred would takejoy in dealing with greater awareness, greater consciousness. Wouldn'tthe sacred appreciate the chance to inform, educate, and instruct at a more aware level?
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Further, if we look at our dreams as sacred messages, how manyof these sacred messages do we truly understand? For many people,remembering one dream a night seems quite an achievement, even asanother four to six dreams slip by unremembered. Then, of the dreamsrecalled, how many can say they truly understand the sacred messagein them? Does our interest in calling the dream sacred simply reflectour inability to understand it? By discouraging conscious interactionwith the dream, we limit our ability to improve our understandingof it.In the lucid dream in which I questioned the woman who an-nounced herself as a discarded aspect of myself, would I have under-stood this dream if I had not been lucidly aware and able to questionher? Would I have experienced new insights and new energy becauseof it? Only by consciously attending to an important element of thedream did I receive this new level of insight and energy.
Using Lucidity to Escape and to Avoid Personal Growth 
Finally, some observers raise a concern about dreamers using lucidawareness to escape or avoid a dream's message and, thus, the oppor-tunity for personal growth the dream might otherwise provide. In somecases, this is true, since in a lucid dream we have the ability to chooseand some dreamers do, indeed, choose to escape into an adventure.For example, a lucid dreamer may decide to ignore an angry dreamfigure and fly away instead, thereby avoiding the issue represented bythe figure. More experienced lucid dreamers, however, would stop andengage the dream figure to find out more about the situation, as I didin this lucid dream (October 2004):

I am walking down a street at night in my childhood neighborhood. I look toward some houses on the right. Suddenly, a big black dog comesrunning toward me; in a funny way, I expect this. The dog appearsmenacing and dangerous, but somehow this strikes me as very odd,and I even seem to recognize the mean black dog. I think, "This isnothing. This is a dream." I begin to talk to the dog and firmly knowthere is nothing to fear. Purposefully, I project love onto it by sayingcompassionate words. Now, another dog appears. It's a dachshund,like we had when I was a child. Lucid, I begin to fly around the twodogs, who now both seem friendly and happy. Then I decide to takethe dachshund flying. I swoop down very low and grab it. Feeling itin my hands, I begin to fly higher but wake up.
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Lucid dreamers repeatedly find that when they project love,compassion, and care onto unfriendly dream figures, like the menac-ing black dog here, the love and concern transforms the image orintroduces a new, positive dynamic - or in this case, a dachshund! Bytaking a direct approach in this dream, I was able to transform fear(represented by the black dog) into something benign, even lovable(represented by the dachshund, a fond memory from my childhood),and quite possibly resolved an emotional issue at the subconsciouslevel.I argue that though lucid dreams may occasionally lead to escapingissues, most lucid dreamers benefit from recalling more dreams thanthe average dreamer and, potentially, gain more conscious awarenessof inner concerns. At any rate, even for experienced lucid dreamers, thenumber of non-lucid dreams - "untainted" by the dreamer's interac-tion - far outnumbers lucid dreams. Most lucid dreamers would saythat in less than ten percent of their dreams do they become lucid. Inmy experience, I recall about three dreams per night, or about ninetydreams each month. In an average month, I may have only three luciddreams. Proportionally, more than ninety-six percent of my remem-bered dreams occur in the non-lucid form, and four percent or less inthe lucid form. While at one time I recorded thirty lucid dreams in a month (in college) at my prime quantitatively, two to five lucid dreamsper month seem the norm nowadays.Like all dreamers, if we purposely ignore a dream message, it likelyreturns in another dream or some other form. All dreamers come toknow that in the final analysis, lucid or not, there is no escape fromthe Self.
LUCID DREAMERS W H O

STILL BELIEVE IN CONTROL

Lucid dreamers, particularly beginners, can occasionally behave like"Conquistadors of Consciousness," as thoughtful lucid dreamer andwriter Ryan Hurd put it,5 and proclaim dominion over a dreamingthat they fail to understand or appreciate. I recall reading of a luciddreamer who flew into a crowded room of dream figures and gleefullyannounced, "I am your god!" Oh brother, I thought.Occasionally, lucid dreamers will come up to me after a talk andproclaim, "But I do control the dream! I fly. I make things appear. I 
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tell dream figures to disappear and they do. I really control the luciddream!"My response generally goes something like this: "If you controlthe dream, who made the grass green and the sky blue? Who createdthe new scene when you came around the corner or flew through a wallinto a new room? Did you control all that new scenery and detail intobeing?" I also point out that if lucid dreamers control the lucid dream,they wouldn't spend so much time trying to learn how to manipulatethings. If they control the lucid dream, their lucid dreams wouldn'tsuddenly collapse and end. Control suggests a fundamental dominanceor authority over. By contrast, lucid dreamers show varying degrees ofability to manipulate themselves within the dreaming.At this point, the lucid dreamer acknowledges that their "control"seems limited to directing their focus. They don't "control" the color ofthe various items, the new vista when they fly over a hill, the items inthe rooms they just entered, or necessarily the length of the lucid dreamitself. Rather, they direct their focus within the larger dreaming aroundthem. When unaware of these points, a lucid dreamer stumbles into thephilosophical perspective of the lucid solipsist - one who believes thathis or her waking self in the dream is the only reality.Don Juan cautioned Castaneda that the presumption of controlcould become a major stumbling block along the path. Since the egofinds security in the feeling of control, it habitually occupies those areasdeemed under its control. Any journey into one's depth requires theflexibility and courage to accept a more profound reality and moveoutside of the area of the ego's control.When lucid dreamers focus upon what they don't control, they thenrealize all the things happening without their conscious involvement andunderstand that they direct their focus but do not control the dream.No sailor controls the sea. No lucid dreamer controls the dream. Likesailors on the sea or lucid dreamers in the dream, we can only directour focus within that environment, which begs the question: If the luciddreamer does not create the scene or the objects in the room, what orwho does? As we progress deeper into lucid dreaming, this questionwill become even more pressing.In the meantime, let's accept our ability to direct our focus withinthe conscious dream and investigate the mysteries of awareness.
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M O V I N G I N

MENTAL SPACE

ADVENTUROUS LUCID DREAM EXPLORERS ARE LIKELY TO ENCOUNTERseveral phenomena along their path. Out-of-body experiences, forexample, are quite common. In fact, a survey of lucid dreamers con-ducted by The Lucidity Institute shows a strong correlation betweenlucid dreaming and out-of-body experiences (OBEs). In the study,lucid dream experts Lynne Levitan and Stephen LaBerge report that"of the 452 people claiming to have lucid dreams, 39% also reportedOBEs . . ."1
In fact, many thoughtful, intelligent people have reported havingOBEs. Author, professor, and philosopher of consciousness ThomasMetzinger, for example, wrote of experiencing an "out-of-body (OBE)state again" during an afternoon nap.2 Lecturer and writer Dr. SusanBlackmore, author of Consciousness, "had a dramatic out-of-bodyexperience" that led to her deeper investigation into the nature ofconsciousness.3 I also recall a prominent sleep and dream researcherspeaking at an IASD conference at Tufts University who mentionedan apparent out-of-body type of experience while recovering from anillness.My own experience with the out-of-body state occurred withinsix months of my first lucid dreams. As my seventeen-year-old selflay in bed and began to drift off to sleep, I felt an incredible energyand buzzing around me, particularly around my head. I was startled,but not sure whether I should be alarmed. The buzzing vibration
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sounded like a thousand invisible bees hovering around my head,or an Australian didgeridoo. I felt incredible energy all around me.Remembering don Juan's advice, I told myself not to fear and justgo along with it. Don Juan had told Castaneda that fear was thefirst barrier to overcome, since the ego used fear as a reason not toexplore one's totality and, instead, maintain the ego's dominanceof the waking self.During one of these buzzing episodes, I noticed that I seemedsuspended in space. I viewed the room from a perspective about fivefeet above my physical body, which, of course, seemed extremely odd!How was I getting a view like that, when I knew my body lay in bedwith eyes closed?That summer an even stranger incident occurred. I found myselfflying around the sycamore trees in the front yard, doing loop de loops,really enjoying myself in the early morning dawn. It felt very real, notdream-like at all. Suddenly, I saw someone coming down the street ona bicycle. I felt the need to hide, so I flew to the roof of our house andhid behind the peak to watch. Moments later, the young person on thebike threw something at our house! I immediately woke up, alarmed atwhat I had just seen. It was around 6 A.M. and no one else was awake. I put on some shorts and rushed to the front door. I opened the door and,yes, someone had, indeed, thrown something at our house, and rightwhere I expected - the morning newspaper! I was stunned. Could I haveactually seen the newspaper boy ride his bike by our house and throwthe newspaper? Could I have witnessed that from the roof of our housewhile my body lay in bed?Imagination creates beautiful imagery, so I wondered if this wasan interesting case of imagining a scene in a very real and vivid dream-like state that just "happened" to contain elements of a normal dailyevent. Could I, on some deep level, have heard the paper land in thegrass on the opposite side of the house and simply concocted a dreamabout this subauditory event? I know the experience happened - yethow to explain it?I decided to ask one of my brothers. He listened to my story, thensaid, matter-of-factly, "You're having out-of-bodies.""I have them sometimes," he said, "and normally I fly around theneighborhood. I like to fly around these sycamores, too." I asked him howhe knew they were out-of-bodies, and he mentioned a book by RobertMonroe, Journeys Out of the Body.4 He even gave me some advice ondealing with the buzzing and how to roll out of my body.5
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"Out of bodies" - holy smokes! I didn't recall asking for them.Besides, all the buzzing and humming and energy felt weird sometimes.Comparatively, lucid dreams were fun and easy to understand, sincemy dreaming self played in the playground of my mind (or so I as-sumed). Even the term out-of-bodies bothered me. It implies that theperson's awareness has left the body and now explores physical realitysans body. Yet, I definitely had a body image when experiencing thisstate - it just wasn't a physical one. For this reason, I came to preferthe term "projection of consciousness," as suggested by metaphysicalexplorer and author Jane Roberts.As you can see, while the OBE experience itself may be somewhatcommonplace, interpreting the experience is a challenge. If one's aware-ness seems apart from the physical body, then does one experience a physical realm or an imagined realm, possibly a mental model of thephysical realm? If it seems an imagined realm, then how do we explainthe rare but occasional instances of apparently valid perceptions of thephysical realm? And what does this say about the nature of awareness?Does awareness require a physical body, or does awareness residesometimes within and sometimes without a physical body?After reading about and talking with other lucid dreamers, I learnedthat many developed the ability to lucid dream before experiencingspontaneous, and less frequent, OBE-type experiences. One cannothelp but wonder if this coincidence of lucid dreaming and projectionsof consciousness result from an actual connection between the twoexperiences or if it relates to the person's interest and involvement inworking with awareness. In other words, once we begin to lucid dream,do we then notice similar, subtle experiences of awareness?On a number of occasions, in my college dorm room, I would takean afternoon nap with the intention of having an OBE. In one attempt, I recall looking very closely at a white, textured surface, just a fraction ofan inch above my eye level. When I awoke, I realized that my awarenessmay have been about eight feet above myself, carefully inspecting theceiling tile! To check it out, I precariously balanced a chair on my bedand stood on it to reach that same ceiling height. Now, if I could juststick the top half of my head into the ceiling, I could get my physicaleyes in the same spot. The view seemed so close to what I had seen whileapparently OBE. Just maybe, my awareness had actually moved.For me, the OBE usually occurred in the local environment (thatis, in the general area of where I had fallen asleep). Also I noticedthat though I might fly around the neighborhood, I unintentionally
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"changed" things. For example, if I decided to fly through a house, I might find a window to fly through where no window exists in wak-ing reality. Upon waking and recalling the situation, I would note thatI had unknowingly made it easier for myself to fly into the house bymentally perceiving a window where none existed. Realizing this, I cameto think of local OBEs as a "reality plus one" phenomenon, meaningthat OBEs seemed to mimic a waking-reality model quite nicely, yetheld "plus one," or added elements, of apparent subconscious desireor intent interwoven into the imagery.

DIFFERENTIATING LUCID DREAMS

FROM OBEs

Invariably, discussions with lucid dreamers yield clear differencesbetween OBEs and lucid dreams. As I see it, there are six clear distinc-tions between the two phenomena.First, most lucid dreams occur when one's awareness comes to anunderstanding of the dream state while dreaming - one realizes onedreams within the dream. Most OBEs simply begin at the fuzzy junc-ture between waking and sleep, and then the person begins the OBEexperience "aware."Second, some OBE reports occur when instigated by physicaltrauma, illness, or medication, unlike most all lucid dream experiences.In his groundbreaking book Lessons from the Light, near-death re-searcher, Kenneth Ring, Ph.D., reports the story of a woman at Seattle'sHarborview Hospital who had a severe heart attack and then wentout-of-body during cardiac arrest. Upon waking, she told the hospitalsocial worker how she had floated up to the ceiling and watched asthe doctors and nurses tried to save her, then had floated outside ofthe hospital and noticed a tennis shoe on the third-floor ledge of thehospital's north wing. She begged the social worker to see if a tennisshoe really existed on the ledge of the hospital's north wing. To placateher, the social worker investigated the third-floor ledge and was stunnedto find a tennis shoe with the same wear marks and specific details thewoman described from her OBE journey.6 Examples like this fuel thedebate that some OBE experiences connect to remote perception in thephysical world.Third, out-of-body experiencers often report buzzing, energy, vibra-tions, and other phenomena preceding their experiences, which lucid
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dream reports rarely mention. OBErs sometimes mention "shootingout," or "rolling out" of their physical bodies; again, comments nor-mally never mentioned by lucid dreamers about lucid dreams.Fourth, as Robert Monroe mentioned in comments to the Lucidity Letter,7 the "most common" difference between a lucid dream and anOBE involved the lucid dreamer's ability to "change" the internallygenerated environment that they experienced; by contrast, those havingan OBE do not report consciously changing their environment. Monroesuggests a difference in how the environment is experienced.Fifth, as lucid dream researcher, Ed Kellogg, Ph.D., has described,the memory of a long OBE experience seems crystal clear and easilyrecalled in a linear order, while memory of an equally long lucid dreamseems less detailed and more difficult to recall precisely and in order.8
Many lucid dreamers, myself included, report this hampered memorywith long lucid dreams, though my long OBE experiences seem com-paratively clear, memorable, and detailed.Sixth, OBErs usually report "returning" to their body, sometimeswith a noticeable reconnection. Lucid dreamers, by contrast, at the endof the lucid dream report waking up, having a false awakening, or thedream imagery "going gray" (that is, losing normal visuals and seeinga diffused dark state).In short, those experiencing OBEs normally recognize their statefrom the start; they often report unique vibratory and energy sensationspreceding their experience; they seem to accept and not change theirenvironment; they seem to recall easily the details of their experience;and OBE reports contain more reference to "returning to the body."Lucid dreamers, by contrast, report that lucid dreams normallyoccur late at night and within a dream; lucid dreamers note a distinctchange in awareness from non-lucid awareness to lucid awareness; theyrarely report any unique sounds or sensations preceding their luciddreams; they frequently change the environment; long lucid dreamsseem relatively more difficult to recall in exact detail; and, finally,most lucid dreamers report that they decide to "wake up" or realizethe dream has ended.The difficulty in differentiating between lucid dreams and OBEs oc-curs when you have experiences like my flying around the trees, appar-ently seeing the newspaper boy. Was I OBE or lucid? On the one hand,I didn't recall any humming or vibrating, but then again I don't recallleaving my body. I didn't change anything, as lucid dreamers report,nor did I recall realizing, "This is a dream!" The experience occurred
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late at night, like a lucid dream, but I vividly recall every detail, like anOBE. I acted with a sense of awareness, but not like lucid awareness.My lucid dream illustrates how easily one can become confusedabout two distinct types of inner experience. As coeditor of The Lucid Dream Exchange, I see this same confusion in a small subset of luciddream submissions. The person doesn't indicate or recall how theybecame lucid; however they fly around the mental landscape much likein a lucid dream, yet fail to alter the environment, as lucid dreamersnormally do.Tomato, tomat-obe? Maybe so. But as we investigate the varietiesof conscious experience and their possible meanings, we must take careto investigate the phenomena's differences and similarities.9

MOVING IN THE LUCID DREAM STATE

For many beginning lucid dreamers, few things are as joyous as flying.The fantastic sense of freedom as you swim, glide, or soar throughthe dream space brings deep satisfaction. Of course, when it doesn'twork, when you're unable to fly or do so only with extreme effort, yourfrustration can mount rapidly. Thankfully, with experience and a bitof insight, you can become an accomplished flyer.In fact, sometimes the best flying advice comes from dream figures.10
I clearly remember one such encounter. He was just a kid, maybe twelveyears old, thin, with short brown hair. His red flannel shirt, with sleevesrolled up, was worn threadbare. I had seen him earlier in the dream,and now he reappeared on the muddy road of this Depression-era town.Though he spoke only eight words, this boy gave me great insight intomoving in dream space (March 2000):

At this moment I can see mud glistening wet on the road and somethingstrikes me as odd. Then I notice the view in my rearview mirror isn't atall what I thought it should be, since I had just left my old-fashionedhotel. I realize this is a dream.From my convertible, I announce to the boy, "You know this isa dream." He looks back at me like he already knows this. I ask himif this is the right way back to the hotel. He then offers me a greatlesson in the nature of dream space. "Mister," he says, "here, any wayis the right way."
I glimpsed the raw truth of this statement and realized anothervaluable lesson in lucidity:
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Almost all movement and flying in the dream begins, proceeds, and ends in the same way - with the manipulation of the mind. Any way is the right way, because there is basically one way,and that way is through manipulating awareness. 
In lucid dream space, you are as close to any place as you expectto be. The apparent fifty-foot flight is only a mental act away. So, too,the long-distance flight to that hill over there - you and the hill are onlyseparated by an act of focus and intent.In one of my first lucid dreams, I became lucidly aware in my child-hood front yard, by our sycamore trees. Gleefully, I decide to fly. I leapa few feet in the air and, hanging there in space, I think, "Now what?"I simply could not conceive of how to fly.For many beginning lucid dreamers, flying in the perceivedspace is a primary goal. Getting from point A to point B should beeasy - after all, you're dreaming this, right? But while many find iteasy, others find movement frustrating. They get stuck. They can flyor move only with extreme effort. Why? Normally it's because theybring the expectation or mindset of physical space into the psycho-logical space of the lucid dream. When they want to move in a luciddream, they walk, they flap their arms, they swim through the air,using physical-type effort. They grow frustrated, not realizing thattheir belief and expectation in the need for physical action is causingtheir experience.The solution to this dilemma involves another lesson in lucidity:
The dream space largely mirrors your ideas, expectations, and beliefs about it. By changing your expectations and beliefs, you change the dream space. Realizing mental space responds best to mental manipulations, you let go of physical manipulations and use the wings of your mind. 
How would you recognize that you are relating in a physicalway to the mental space of dreams? You would see it in your be-havior and thinking in the lucid state. If you find yourself acting ina physical way, it suggests at some level that you believe or feel thedream space to be like physical reality. If, on the other hand, you feelyourself consciously relating to the space in a nonphysical way (youfly through walls, change the couch into a chair, or fly upside down,for example), it suggests that you believe or understand the space asa mental construct.
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In some instances, your beliefs automatically overlay and inte-grate into the mental environment without your conscious awareness.Consider this example: Why does an apple fall in a lucid dream? Ormore to the point, why do many beginners fall in a lucid dream? Letme assure you, it isn't gravity.Whether an apple, or a dreamer, the sense of falling in a luciddream must be the result of a type of psychological force within thedreaming. Nearly every experienced lucid dreamer would say the luciddreamer's belief and expectation in falling creates the experience offalling. Lucid dreamers who don't possess that belief, expectation, orfocus of falling don't fall. They may simply hang in space, knowingit as the gravity-free space of lucid dreaming. Or if they do move in a downward motion, it's just that - a directional motion - not falling.With apologies to Newton, the only apple that falls in a lucid dream isthe one that believes in falling.But movement, of course, is not always a black and white affair.You may notice this in some early lucid dreams in which movementtoward your goal seems extremely difficult. If you take a momentto review it, the quicksand-like difficulty may reflect your ambiva-lence or conflict about your intended goal. The uncertainty becomesexteriorized as difficulty in movement. In those cases when you feelclear about your goal and are not conflicted, you normally proceedtoward it easily. Since the lucid dream environment largely followsthe contours of your mind, your mind appears embedded in the en-vironment, the experience, and the experiencer. The difficulty only appears to be out there.So, each lucid dreamer's emotional situation provides an avenuefor insight. Whenever you feel frustrated in a lucid dream, it should bea clue that you are approaching the dream in a physical manner or inconflict with unexamined beliefs. Conversely, an easy and successfullucid dream experience shows the proper use of mental principles anda conflict-free mind.Consider this lesson in lucidity:
The mind, emotions, and mental action precede the effect. 
After waking from your lucid dreams, carefully review the effect ofeach recognized and unrecognized mental action, thought, emotion, orexpectation. You will quickly discover that background beliefs, suddenexpectations, and new insights create the field from which most lucidevents spring.
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CFI: MOVING V IA CONCENTRATED

Focus W I T H INTENT

By far, the simplest method to move could be called "concentrated focuswith intent." It's a simple two-part process: 1) As the lucid dreamer,concentrate your focus on the place you want to be; then 2) intendyourself to be at that place, feel it, imagine touching it, engage yourmind with it. By concentrating on your goal, you naturally dismissother concerns and thoughts, sharpening your focus. Intent draws thegoal and you together.This method does not consider how one gets there - do I fly likeSuperman or do I float on a magic carpet, at what speed or in whatform? With this method, the focus becomes concentrated solely on thegoal, and the movement happens naturally. The lesson:
Concentrating on the goal as your sole focus, then intending yourself there, moves your awareness effortlessly. 
What if the place you want to be is far away? How do you "intend"yourself to that mountaintop? In general terms, you focus exclusively onthe mountaintop and place your perception there, by either imaginingyourself on the mountaintop or, say, by imagining yourself touchingthe highest rock; in any case, your focus follows your intent, and youfind yourself where you want to be. In the following lucid dream, I usethis principle to help a friend learn to fly (August 2002):
I sense that the setting is just "too dreamy" and become lucidlyaware. I tell my friend, "Let's fly! I'll show you how," and I grab herarm and we fly about fifty feet. We do this a few more times, goingabout fifty feet each time, and with each try she gets better. I finallytell her that to fly easily when lucid, you have to see yourself whereyou want to be. I point to a car far away and say, "See yourself thereand then fly, it's easier." I joke with her and we laugh about it. Wefly there easily. We go past a gate and into a beautiful garden - it'slike a miniparadise.
In this next lucid dream, I see where I want to be and feel myselfdrawn toward it (May 2006):
I seem to be on a neighborhood street on a sunny day. Snow covers theground. I notice one place where water drains down, creating a largehole in the snow, surrounded by fluffy, unreal-looking snow. Suddenlythis seems too dream-like and I say, "This is a dream!"
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I take off and fly upward. Gaining altitude easily, I see a schoolbuilding about a half mile away, across a large field. I put my armsout, a la Superman, and tell myself to concentrate on one corner ofthe building and draw it to me. As I concentrate, I accelerate towardthe building effortlessly and arrive there in seconds.
By switching to the method of concentrated focus with intent, youleave behind the days of slow, effortful movement. Just concentrate onthe exact spot you wish to be, intend yourself there, and you will feelthe graceful flight of intent pull you to your destination.Soaring through space can feel incredibly joyous and exciting,which is why it remains one of lucid dreamers' favorite activities.However, I once met a dream figure who had an entirely differentperspective on Superman flying (August 2002):
I have become lucid and done a number of things. I meet a guy wholooks like Robin Williams and tell him I want to know all there isabout flying in dreams. He says dryly, "Not that Superman kind offlying stuff.""Yes," I reply.He shakes his head and explains, "You've got to understandthat there are many different kinds of flying." He pauses. "There'sjungamon, hugamon, and tagamon flying, and there's . . . " He con-tinues with four more odd names of flying. He tries to make a pointthat different types of lucid flying are required for different types oflucid environments. It seems best to use the most appropriate for theenvironment. Superman flying seems to be a very modest level. He goeson with more information about using thoughts.
Before this dream, I had never considered that the type of flyingor movement is related to the environment. It makes sense that certaintypes of lucid flying would be appropriate in certain lucid dream envi-ronments. For example, I still find that I swim through a small room-sized space. It just seems appropriate in that setting. But, in a wide-openspace, you'll likely find me flying a la Superman.

PROJECTING YOUR POWER

INTO A FLYING OBJECT

In some lucid dreams, rather than flying on our own power, we projectpower into an object and then use that object to fly. For example, welook for a rocket pack or a magic carpet and then project our belief
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into its ability to fly. Sometimes we even project power into completelyodd things, as in these two short lucid dreams:
Finding myself lucid in a dream, I grab hold of a blue sandal which I believe can fly - and it does! I hold onto it as it goes zipping around theroom. I gleefully hold on, amazed at the speed of the blue sandal.
Standing on a hillside lucidly aware, I decide to touch the wing of anairplane, which begins to levitate, so I use it to take me where I wantto go. I hang on and it goes to places that I want to visit. I find thisvery easy.
While both the sandal and the plane, in some sense, have an as-sociation with movement, I still feel surprised by the idea of projectingpower into something else in order to fly. Upon waking, I normallyremind myself that my belief and expectation alone made the objectsfly, even though I projected symbolic power into those items.And, then, I have to wonder. Why do we sometimes find it easierto project power into an external thing and believe in its ability insteadof believing in our own power? Are we predisposed to invest somesymbols with power? Or does it follow the outline of our own beliefand expectation?

THE POWER OF E M O T I O N

While flying, many beginning lucid dreamers will realize they're gain-ing altitude - they see the rooftops or trees below them and can barelybelieve they're flying! - and suddenly, their focus shifts. They becomefearful of the distance to the ground, and they begin to fall. At themoment their focus changed from flying to the distance to the ground,the direction of the lucid dream changed. The lesson:
When you focus on your goal, you attract your goal. When you focus on fears, you attract your fears. In a mental space, your focus matters because it naturally draws you to the area of your focus. 
Left alone, your focus naturally follows your beliefs, interests, andemotions. If you focus on fears or have a fearful mindset (e.g., "Oh,I'm getting too high!"), things will go awry. Likewise, if you adopta limiting belief or expectation (e.g., "I can only go this speed"), the
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psychological space will adjust to mirror that belief or expectation.Your experience of dream space reflects your focus, which aligns withyour beliefs, interests, and emotions.Lucid dreamers learn that progress involves expanding the mind.By overcoming limiting or negative beliefs and expectations and thesubsequent focus on fears or concerns, we open our mind to the pos-sibility of new, broader concepts. When our conceptual mind beginsto grow, so do the possibilities of experience. New concepts allow fornew creativity.So, our fears and concerns demonstrate a particularly importantlesson in lucid dreams:
Emotions energize the area of focus. If you want to get somewhere in a hurry, just add some emotional energy to it. Emotion shortens the distance between the experience and the experiencer, between the dreamer and the desired. 

M O V I N G INTO APPARENT OUTER SPACE

As you become more accomplished as a lucid dreamer, there may comea time when you wish to travel into apparent outer space, or in thewords of Star Trek's Captain Kirk, "to boldly go where no man hasgone before."In this lucid dream experience of apparent outer space, I simplyfound myself there (March 1997):
There are many people around, like a family dinner or picnic. SomehowI become lucid and find that my flying control is excellent. I effortlesslyfly from room to room with grace, precision, and awareness. I playaround with moving objects in the rooms. One woman notices me andacts seductively. I choose to ignore her.I think about what to do and decide to try to fly out into thestars. I begin to fly and keep flying and flying. I'm astounded! I can'tbelieve how far I'm going and everything stays the same. (In previouslucid dreams, when I would fly toward the stars, they would some-times merge together into various symbols, like interlocking circles,triangles, and so on.)I continue flying into outer space. I begin to fly past planets. Thisis incredible! Finally, I decide to stop. I look down about forty degreesand there's a large planet with rings and four moons. I notice that twoof the moons seem to have ghostly rings around them while the othersdon't. The main planet's ring is kind of orangish gold. Two of the
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moons are to the right, with a third almost halfway behind the planet.The fourth moon is on the left side of the planet.I marvel at the profound sight of seeing an entire planet hangingin space. It's so incredibly silent and still. I decide to keep going, anddo, but don't find anything new, so I turn back with the intent of flyingthrough the outlying rings of the planet. I head toward the rings and,as I do so, I begin to feel energy hitting me as I move through the ring.(Here, I believe I momentarily lose my lucidity or have a total sceneshift.) I am back on Earth, still flying. It occurs to me that this has beenquite a long lucid dream.
It may require a number of attempts before you make it into outerspace. Perhaps on some conceptual level, it poses difficulties in regard toour beliefs. It can be done, however. I still recall the unexpected feelingof energy as I flew through the rings of the planet.A fellow lucid dreamer once commented that whenever he had luciddreams of outer space, he couldn' t help but wonder if he had reallymoved deeper and deeper into inner space. The experiences often feltprofound and mind expanding, he said, but he wondered if the journeyhad been symbolic of an inner one. His insight struck me, since I toowondered if these journeys represented a movement of inner depth withthe wings of the mind.Mental space can twist the mind of the lucid dreamer. In one sense,you paradoxically experience the illusion of space and the infinity ofspace. Your perspective changes as your mind changes, but in thatchanging, where is space? Does space exist only in the mind? Is spacean artifact or epiphenomenon of changing mental perspective? Do youactually venture through space, or would it be more correct to say youventure through ideas, intents, and beliefs exteriorized? Is the movementof consciousness the only movement?Lucid dreaming offers a new approach to the exploration of aware-ness and the territory of the mind. Later, we'll travel into implied spaceand potential space as we explore the far reaches of the lucid mind.
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BEYOND FREUD'S

PLEASURE PRINCIPLE 
"COULD FREUD BE RIGHT?!" I WONDERED, INCREDULOUS, AS MY COL-lege professor explained the id and the libido. It was 1980, and I was a psychology major listening to a lecture on Freud's pleasure principle.As the professor spoke about the id, ego, superego, and libido, I beganto see distinct correlations between these ideas and my first five yearsof lucid dreaming.The professor outlined Freud's theory that the id, or the vast,instinctual, unconscious system within one's psyche, is the primarysubjective reality of each of us. Through the id, said Freud, flows theprimary source of life-giving psychic energy, or the libido. Because theid is not governed by reason, culture, or morality, it has one principleconsideration: to satisfy its instinctual needs in accordance with thepleasure principle of avoiding pain and finding pleasure.Freud maintained that one way the id released its energy and foundsatisfying expression was through the production of dream symbols.In our dreams, said Freud, the id forms impulsive, magical, selfish,pain-avoiding, pleasure-loving mental images, which satisfy its needto gratify its instinctual urges. According to Freud, dreams essentiallyrepresent wish fulfillments. In dreaming, we learn a bit about the ob-scure nature of the id.Sitting in class, I wondered if, while lucid, I had interacted withthe id or experienced the libido. I began to make a checklist of my firstfive years of lucid dreaming:
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When lucid dreaming, did I seek pleasure? Yes!When lucid dreaming, did I avoid pain? Right!When lucid dreaming, did I act impulsively? Check!When lucid dreaming, did I act selfishly? Often.When lucid dreaming, did I act magically? Yep.When lucid dreaming, could I feel libido energy? I believe so!
In that moment, Freud illuminated for me two fascinating aspectsof lucid dreaming: libido energy and encounters with instinctual urges.On many occasions after becoming lucid, I, and other lucid dreamers,feel an extraordinary energy welling up inside. Suddenly, from nowhere,we experience a vibrant sense of power mixed with pleasure and a feel-ing of confident mastery, all coupled with the joy of realization. Thismomentary ecstasy courses through our whole being like an injectionof life-giving energy.It makes you wonder. When lucid, is that sensation a consciousexperience of libido in its broader sense (i.e., life energy)? Or does itrepresent something else?Since Freud associated one aspect of the libido with sexual urges,I had to admit to myself that many of these collegiate lucid dreamsinvolved having sex. In some cases, it simply felt like sex was in the airof the dream, that it wafted in the dream breeze and I caught its scent.Imagine being aware in the dream state and feeling an instinct hang-ing in the air about five feet to your left. If you accept the instinct, itsenergy engages you. If you focus on something else instead, it recedesfrom your awareness.At other times, I found that lucid dream sex was simply a con-scious decision. If I noticed an attractive dream figure and focused onit in the aware state of dreaming, I could internally observe a decisionbeing made. The decision didn't seem instinctual; rather, it followed a deliberate conscious choosing.Yet Freud's suggestion that the id followed the pleasure principle,with its instinctual element, resonated mightily with my early luciddream behavior. Though I had tried various experiments suggested bydon Juan, many of my lucid dreams involved pursuing pleasure andavoiding pain. I flew joyfully around the dreamscape, magically cre-ated things I wished to experience, and delighted in the freedom of thisalternate reality. When bothered by a dream figure or situation, I wouldeither ignore it or use my will to pulverize it. (Only later did it occurto me that I might wish to understand and reconcile with disagreeabledream figures.) In some lucid dreams, I even found elements of the su-
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perego and its moralistic viewpoint making an appearance. Once whilelucidly and passionately entangled with a lovely dream figure alonga sidewalk (yes, normal inhibitions disappear when you realize youdream it), two gentlemen walked by and I heard one casually remark,"I wonder if he thinks that is spiritual?" This superego-type commentcaught my attention.In fact, reviewing my early lucid dreams uncovered a lot of id-likebehavior. But did I behave like that because of the intrinsic nature of theid and the instinctual unconscious? Did the id call the behavior forth?Or did I behave like that because of me, my personality, my focus, myinterests? Did the behavior represent my self at the time, in my ownprivate dream realm?The answer came to me as I began to review my first few years oflucid dreaming. I realized that I had never engaged in sexual behaviorin lucid dreaming until I had experienced sex in waking life. Once I hadexperienced it at an ego level, I brought it into my lucid dreaming expe-rience. I wondered if perhaps the id or the unconscious system was notso primitive and instinctual after all; perhaps we bring from our wakingselves what we then discover there in the subconscious - our own egoimpulses and desires. To protect our view of our self, we imagine theimpulses and desires arise from the unconscious instead of admittingthat they are our ego ideas brought into the unconscious.As time went on, I came to find the subconscious realm of dream-ing actually relatively neutral. When lucid, the subconscious seemed toreflect me and my ego issues much more than normally acknowledgedby Freud and Jung. The chaotic, primitive, and instinctual expressionsof the id failed to appear; instead, the dream space seemed more hometo the expressions of the ego - "I."For some lucid dreamers, these first years actually pose a possiblethreat to their future development as lucid dreamers. One can becometrapped by the pleasure principle, so to speak. Focused on achievingpleasure and avoiding pain, one simply loses interest in going further.Lucid in the unconscious, the considerable pleasures are as enticing asany waking-world pleasure.In the epic voyage of the Odyssey, lucid dreamers recognize a cautionary tale. Blown off course for many days, the crew finally landson the island of the lotus eaters. There, they find water to continuetheir journey. Ulysses sends three men to find out about the local in-habitants, and they discover that the locals spend most of their timeeating a delicious lotus plant. When the crew members eat the lotus,
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they discover its pleasure-giving powers and become apathetic aboutcontinuing the journey homeward. Recognizing the danger to the crewfrom the powerful lotus, Ulysses forces the three crew members backon board and sets sail, lest others discover the lotus and lose their willto journey onward.For lucid dreamers, the problem is not pleasure so much as aban-doning any other goal as they pursue pleasure. When a lucid dreamerhabitually uses lucid dreaming only for pleasure, he or she becomes lost,blown off course. It takes considerable determination to pursue luciddreaming past this first stage of pleasure seeking and pain avoidance.Often at this stage, the lucid dreamer may begin to imagine that luciddreams have no meaning other than pleasure.Such was the case with one of my nieces. We met recently at a localrestaurant and, after the usual pleasantries, I asked about her dreamlife. She told me about various dreams she'd had, and I asked her ifshe was having any lucid dreams. She told me she'd had ten or fifteenof them. "But they don't mean anything," she said.I was incredulous. "What do you do in your lucid dreams?" I asked.She explained that when she becomes aware that she dreams, shechanges things in the dream. If she sees a run-down building, she beginsto fix it up lucidly until it looks nice and new. Or if she finds herself ina park without trees, she demands that nice trees appear, or sometimesmoves ones from the background to the foreground.I knew my niece had an interest in art, but designing lucid dreamenvironments? Interesting. "So you use lucid dreams to design nicerdream settings?" I asked. She agreed with this characterization.I suggested that if she wanted to find out whether or not luciddreams have meaning, the next time she became lucid, she should an-nounce to the dream, "Hey dream, show me something important forme to see!""Just look up in the dream, and yell it out," I said. "Watch howthe dream responds. Then tell me if you still think lucid dreams haveno meaning."Within the month, she experienced a big lucid dream containinglots of meaning for her and others. She titles the lucid dream, simplyenough, "Meeting My Great Grandmother":
I was running from a large male lion, scared out of my mind andscreaming. A huge boulder was in the front, so I jumped behind itand hid from the lion. I peeked up, and the lion came full force overthe boulder. I stood up, pointed my finger at him and in my deepest
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voice said, "Don't you dare!" Then the lion was gone. At that point,I thought, "Wonderful, I am lucid dreaming!"So I stood on the rock and said, "Okay dream world, I know I amin a dream, so give me something good or maybe show me someone I haven't seen in a long while or something."1
Then this opening or door opened up into a long, endlesstransparent-blue hall. At the far point in the hall, I saw the back of a white-haired head, and so I walked toward it. When I stood in frontof her, I realized it was my great grandmother, DeeDee. I can't recalleverything that she said, but it went something like this. She said, "Youhave good timing, Honey! I get out of purgatory tomorrow and amheaded somewhere wonderful."She told me not to worry about her. Then she said that I shouldnot worry so much, and that I have many people who love me. Aftera while, she said she had to leave, and I asked her if she had a mes-sage that I could give to anyone. She said, "Tell Susan that I love herdearly, and I will see her shortly. Tell your mom to try to be happy."Then she said, "In fact, tell your mom to remember the old room inthe back part of my home. She'll know what I'm talking about." Withthat, I kissed her and woke up.

The day following this lucid dream, my niece called, very excited."Uncle Robert, do you remember how you told me the next time I was lucid dreaming, to just stand up and ask the dream to show mesomething impor tant?""Sure," I said. And she began to tell me the story - even asking meto define purgatory, since she felt a bit unclear about what that meant.I smiled at that. After she finished with the lucid dream, she wonderedout loud, "But what do I do now? Does this mean anything?"I thought about the most constructive response. "Well ," I said,"it may mean something, and it may mean nothing. I don ' t know."I paused for a moment to let that sink in. "The only way you'll everknow is if you do what the dream figure of your great grandmothersuggested."My niece struggled a bit with this idea and then asked me to explainwhat I meant."The dream figure of your great grandmother - now, I am notsaying it was really her, it may be just a symbol - but the dream figureof your great grandmother asked you to give two messages. So youdo it."She asked me how. I explained that it was easy. "You pick up thephone and call your mom. Somewhere in the conversation you tell her
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you had a strange dream about your great grandmother. Then, just likein the dream, you tell your mom that great grandmother wanted youto remind her of the old room in the back part of great grandmother'shome. That's all you say."For myself, personally, whenever I have dream information likethis, I realize it may be purely symbolic and relate only to me. It mayhave nothing to do with anyone else. In that case, it may be improperor feel inappropriate to even bring it up. But if the feeling in the dreamseems largely positive or upbeat, and the information comes from anintent requested in a lucid dream, my inclination is to investigate fur-ther. If I decide to tell the person about it, I always mention that thisinvolved a dream and may be completely symbolic. In other words, I "own" the dream.An hour later, the phone rang. It was my niece. "Uncle Robert," shesaid excitedly, "you won't believe what just happened." She went on totell me that she did, indeed, call her mother and that she eventually gotround to the dream. "I told her most of the dream, and then I told herwhat great grandmother said - to remember the old room in the backpart of her house. You won't believe what happened next."She was killing me with suspense."Well, she started to cry. She said that the happiest moments ofher childhood occurred in that room, because great grandmother keptall these drawers full of old costumes and jewelry there. And whenevershe came over with her cousins, they could all dress up and play make-believe. She said that great grandmother let them do whatever theywanted. There were no rules there." My niece stopped for a moment."I guess those really were the happiest times in her life. I barely knewmy great grandmother; I was, like, eight years old when she passedaway in the nursing home. I never visited her house."We talked some more and, as our conversations came to a close, I asked my niece one final question, "So do you still think lucid dreamshave no meaning?" She laughed.This early stage of using lucid dreams for play and pleasure seemsonly natural. When playing, we learn to enjoy the dream environmentand discover things about it. We experience how to manipulate our-selves and dream objects while learning to maintain conscious focus. Wedevelop spatial and movement skills while doing a lot of playful self-education. Eventually, when you realize the fantastic potential of luciddreaming as a means to explore the unconscious, discover unknownbut verifiable information, and interact with one's inner awareness,
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you notice that the playground of lucid dreams connects to a schoolof higher education. There you can begin a new stage of learning andexperimentation in the lucid dream state as you begin to wonder howdeep the unconscious goes.
THE EXPECTATION EFFECT

Beginning in 1981, the first articles about lucid dreaming and thescientific research of Dr. Stephen LaBerge began to appear in popularmagazines such as Psychology Today. I felt relieved to see that luciddreaming had finally been scientifically proven and was inspired to domy own experiments with the unconscious. Until this point, most of myexperimentation involved trying to manipulate myself in the dream, tofly more easily or make things appear or disappear. Now, however, I began to imagine probing the lucid dream to see how it would respond.Without realizing it, I was entering a new stage of discovery.One day, I became intrigued with the idea of discovering the mean-ing of a dream symbol while lucid. Could a lucid dreamer somehowdetermine the nature of a dream symbol while in the dream? I foundthis quite an exciting prospect and waited for my next lucid dream(May 1982):
Dreamt that I was in Minneapolis on a sunny, early spring day. A foot of snow lay on the ground. I am standing at the bottom steps ofa porch, while on the porch are four other people. Covering the porchsteps are hundreds of amber and emerald gems and crystals.This seems too odd, which triggers the realization that I'm dream-ing. Now lucid, instead of flying around, et cetera, I look up and seemy friend Andrea at the end of the porch steps. I recall my interest indream symbols and excitedly think, "This is my chance." So I benddown and pick up a large amber-colored gem, which I hold between mythumb and forefinger. I look at Andrea and call out to her. "Andrea!What does this represent?" She looks at the gem and then at me andquietly but firmly states, "Hope and consciousness." Excited by mysuccess, I decide to wake up and write this down.
I hadn't known what to expect, but the dream image of my friendresponding to my question with a plausible answer seemed incredible.As I considered her response - that the gem represented "hope and con-sciousness" - I was pleased. For centuries, society had used diamondsand other stones in wedding rings to represent the hope for a bright and
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durable marriage and used gems in crowns to represent the brillianceand light of royal consciousness.Perhaps my years of wondering about the meaning of dream sym-bols was over. Perhaps, lucidly aware, I could gain information aboutall the symbols in the dream. Yet, my miniature experiment created a host of new questions. At some unconscious level, did I fabricate theanswer and subconsciously project it into the comment by my friend?Did the dream figure of my friend simply tell me what on some deeperlevel I expected to hear?By this time in my lucid dreaming, expectation seemed a primaryforce in the dream realm. "To expect was to create" is what I experi-enced in lucid dreams. This basic rule of lucid dreaming has becomeknown as the expectation effect. In the lucid dream state, I found that,in general, expectations of succeeding led to success, while expectationsof failing led to failure. If I expected to fly with ease, I flew easily. If, forsome reason, I expected trouble flying, I had trouble flying. If I expectedto be approached by dream figures, they approached me. Expectationlargely ruled the dream realm.But this didn't exactly explain my friend's response of "hope andconsciousness." Did it simply come from a deeper level of my expecta-tion? Or was it unexpected? How could one tell?In an odd way, the expectation effect sounded a lot like Freud's ideaof wish fulfillment. Freud felt that all dreams are wish fulfillments asthe id produces dream symbols to satisfy its need for gratification. Butin calling it a wish, Freud sided too heavily on the positive side of ex-pectation, for in my lucid dreams, I realized that expecting unfortunatethings led to their creation, too. In a sense, the expectation effect actedas a broader term that encompassed all types of fulfillments - positive,negative, and neutral.Freud also suggested that for the dreamer's conscious wish to be en-ergized and experienced, it had to succeed in touching something similar in the dreamer's unconscious or "in awakening an unconscious wishwith the same tenor."2 But since lucid dreamers routinely have mostevery wish or expectation granted, the unconscious seemed to grantall expectations. For lucid dreamers, the expectation effect displacedFreud's similar-but-not-the-same theory of wish fulfillment.So, expectation seemed paramount. But there still seemed to bemore to lucid dreaming. Here again, I had to wonder, was my friend'sresponse of "hope and consciousness" an expectation? Or somethingelse?
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That same month, I had another lucid dream that resulted in a curious and less than expected outcome (May 1982):
I become lucidly aware outside, near a white clad office building.Feeling energetic, I glance around and notice an attractive youngwoman, dressed in a modern style, standing next to a light post.I go up to her and she looks at me. I say enthusiastically, "I'mdreaming this. I'm dreaming this." She just looks at me, clearlyunimpressed. I ask her who she is, but she seems disinterested by myquestion. In my mind, I assume she can't answer. She starts to walkaway.But then something troubles me. Why did she not behave respon-sively, as I had expected? I begin thinking out loud about her unre-sponsive behavior, asking things like, "Is this your dream or is it mydream? Are you dreaming me or what?"
Upon waking, I realized that dream figures didn't always behave asI expected. While some complied with everything that I wished, otherslooked at me with indifference or even borderline contempt.I also began to see how expectations even come embedded in ourlanguage. In the above dream, I announce, "I 'm dreaming this ," whichpresumes that I create, direct, act, and cast the dream because, after all,our language states, "I dream it." But when the w o m a n walks away, I realize that I'm not directing her. So, if not I, then whom? W h o directsthe actions of dream figures?Years later, I read about a lucid dreamer who met a much moretroubling and unexpected dream figure:
I cannot remember what induced me to do so, but I told Sandra thatshe was a character in my dream. This is a very unusual thing for meto do - my dream characters usually think this is rude.She replied that I'm a character in her dream.To prove her wrong, I did various things such as fly around theroom and change our environment.Sandra did similar tricks. Neither of us could influence theother.After a bit of this, I was very confused and Sandra commentedthat she, too, was confused.3

When dream figures at tempt to prove to you that you exist in theirdream, you realize how unexpected lucid dreaming can be!So, while the expectation effect explained many events in luciddreams, it did not explain them all. Expectation seemed more of a 
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guideline for the dream, not a "law." Lucid dreaming still had manymore mysteries to reveal.
INTENTION A N D THE

MAGIC OF LUCID DREAMING

By continuing to practice lucid dreaming, I developed my skills in main-taining the length and coherence of the dream state. Unlike my earlylucid dreams that lasted only a minute or two, I was now experiencinglucid dreams of considerable length and complexity, such that it washard to recall all the details of the lucid dream. I felt prepared to trymore lucid dream experiments.Knowing that expectation and focus mattered, I began to workwith using intent when conscious in dreaming. As don Juan mentioned,intent seemed one of the primary creative tools for lucid dreamers.Through the power of intent, a lucid dreamer could relate to the dream-ing in a new, mysteriously magical way. Using intent, you could verballyor mentally suggest an action or object to occur and, somehow, it did.How? Well, like this (March 1983):
I am in school with friends and acquaintances. I head off to my schoolroom and open the door. In opening the door, I realize that I no longerattend college. "This is a lucid dream," I happily say to myself.Lucidly aware and feeling energized, I look around the classroomof young people and desks, wondering what to do in this setting. Anidea comes to me. Since I don't see enough desirable women in theclass, I intend to change that! I shout out to the class, "I want to seemore attractive women in here when I open this door again!" I stepoutside the room and shut the door behind me.In the hallway, I wonder, "How long do I have to wait out herefor more women to appear? Five seconds? A minute?" I feel like a kidon Christmas morning, not sure what to anticipate but hoping for thebest. I wait a few seconds longer in the hallway and decide, "That'senough time."I open the door into the schoolroom and find a U-shaped line ofperhaps fifteen attractive young women, completely naked. Amazing!It worked! I walk along and briefly touch each one, awestruck by theability to create all of this.
Now, although some readers may raise their eyebrows at the con-tent of my "intent" here (please recall that at the time of the dream, I 
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am in my early twenties), one sees the creative power of intent in thelucid dream or subconscious platform. I intended in the dreaming thatI wished to experience a specific event in the progression of the dream.And it happened, perhaps even beyond my expectations.Some might be alarmed by this, saying, "Wait one moment! Yousaid that lucid dreamers don't control the dream; rather, lucid dreamersdirect their focus within the dreaming! What do you call this?" But lookat that lucid dream again. Did I make the women stand in a U-shapedline? Did I determine the number? Did I determine their placementor attitude or height or color or any of that? No. I merely suggestedto the dream my general intent. When I opened the door, while nottotally surprised, I saw that my directed focus had somehow intendedthis into being. But my intent did not create the particulars; it merelysuggested a rough outline.All of which again brings up the interesting question of who is do-ing the creating while my young lucid dreaming self is standing in thehallway scratching his head and waiting.To explain the incredible creativity of dreams, some have imaginedthat dreaming has a bricoleur, or tinker behind the scenes, who cobblestogether the next portion of the dream out of bits of memory tracesand objet trouves (found objects) in the mind. With lightning speed andstunning alacrity, the bricoleur creates new objects and figures, perfectlydetailed and individually unique for examination by the dreamer.In this lucid dream, did a bricoleur or dream-maker determine thescene I was to experience after opening the door? Did the bricoleur listen for my intent and quickly throw together an assortment of dreamfigures with various hair styles, features, and heights? Or did the brico-leur extract from the storehouse of my mind some visual imagery andin a few seconds concoct a perfectly acceptable, sensible scene?The magic of intent seems to be just that - the ability to summonan inner responsiveness, instinctively attuned to you, with creativetalents far beyond supercomputing calculations, whose goal seems theappropriate execution of your vocalized desire. In some respects, intentflies far beyond the expectation effect to some deep, rich, formativelycreative force to surprise lucid dreamers with an experience previouslyunknown and basically unknowable. The manifestations of intent arosefrom something deeper than my waking self's doing.So while the results of my intent were stunning, they were alsomystifying. When I willed something to occur in the lucid dream, I felta direct connection of willing it. So too, when I expected something in
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the lucid dream, I saw my expectation take shape. But intent? Intentconsisted of throwing a suggestion into an invisible box and having a response suddenly materialize. Intent was the magic of lucid dreams.But who was the magician?Ten years later when Castaneda's The Art of Dreaming was pub-lished, don Juan would seek to explain intent, saying, "To intend is towish without wishing, to do without doing." Pressed by Castaneda fora more detailed technique, don Juan continues, saying that "there is notechnique for intending. One intends through usage."4
For me, however, doing implies a do-er. Creating implies a create-er. Behind the curtain of intent, something listened.I was on a collision course with the doer of dreams, the greatIntender.



5
INDEPENDENT AGENTS 

AND THE VOICE OF 

THE UNCONSCIOUS 
AROUND THE TIME THAT I WAS CONTEMPLATING AND EXPERIMENTINGwith the issues of the expectation effect and intent, I came across a magazine clipping about others who wished to experiment informallyin lucid dreams. Linda Lane Magallon, coordinator for The LucidityProject, sought experienced lucid dreamers to perform self-directedexperiments. Each month, she would mail out a lucid dreaming goal,derived from ideas found in The "Unknown" Reality by Jane Robertsand other sources. The lucid dreamers would then try to become lucid,recall the goal, and somehow accomplish it.1

For someone like me, living in the Midwest and somewhat isolatedfrom fellow lucid dreamers, it was encouraging to meet others withsimilar interests and begin to explore, as a group, lucid dreaming'spotential. I was involved in the project for three years, and it taught memuch about using lucid dreams as an experimental platform. Simplyhaving a structure developed my skills and brought a sense of purposeand discipline.One of the things I quickly realized was that not every month'sgoal appealed to me. When I didn't relate to or believe in the goal, I simply wouldn't recall the goal in a lucid dream. I found that goalsfirst had to pass through my conscious belief barrier to have a chanceof being acted upon.One goal that did interest me was "Find Out What the Characters inYour Dream Represent." Having already asked dream figures to explain
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dream symbols, I looked forward to having a dream figure explain itself. So, while traveling on business near Chicago, I suggested before sleepto become lucid and discover what a dream character represented. Thatnight I had a lucid dream (March 1985):
Going into an office building, I put my hand out to open the doorand think, "My hands! I'm dreaming!" I open the door, wondering,"Now what am I supposed to do?" Then I remembered the goalfor the month - that I was to find out what the people in my dreamrepresent.I walk down the hallway feeling energetic because I have recalledmy lucid dream task. I turn to the right through a door and step into a typical office setting. Four people/dream figures are there: a fashionablydressed young woman to my right, a receptionist behind a counter,an older gentleman in a three-piece suit, and another woman lookingat a magazine.I deliberated for a moment and although a part of me wantedto talk to the fashionably dressed woman, I decided to talk to thegentleman on my left. He was looking at a picture on the wall when I approached him and asked, "What do you represent?"He turned toward me and the oddest thing happened. A voiceboomed out of the space above him with this reply, "The acquiredcharacteristics!"I considered the statement, but couldn't make sense of it. So I asked, "The acquired characteristics of what?"The voice seemed to hesitate for a moment before it boomed outagain, from the space above the man, "The acquired characteristics ofthe happy giver!" I repeated that to myself and realized I had accom-plished my goal. I wondered if I should stay in the dream or come out.Looking at this older man - of medium height, a little overweight, kindof balding with an avuncular, happy, serene face - I worried that I'dforget it if I didn't come out, so I told myself to wake up. I had thatfunny experience of being in the dream and feeling myself in the bedat the same time - it seemed to last a few seconds.
In all of my past lucid dreams, dream figures spoke (or not) whenI addressed them. Now, the space above the dream figure blurted out a response - this certainly qualified as unexpected. I had to question thevoice ("The acquired characteristics of what?"), to which it provided a complete answer ("The acquired characteristics of the happy giver.")."Happy giver, happy giver . . . " I played with the response in mymind. Then it hit me. The day before the dream, I had stopped andtalked with the head of a local charity. She really surprised me by hav-
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ing such a negative view of the donors to her cause, telling me thatthey only gave to get their name in the annual report. She was such anunhappy receiver that I muttered to myself "The Lord loves a happygiver" as I walked away from her. Now, in this dream, I had met thisbit of day residue - the happy giver.Driving around Chicago that day, I kept returning to the boomingvoice. Why didn't the dream figure respond? Why did a voice boom outfrom above? I had neither intended nor expected that. The unexpectedhad recurred, this time in spades.Because this experience clashed with my assumptions about luciddreaming, an odd wondering began to form in my mind. If the luciddream just reflected what I expected to experience, then how could any-thing unexpected occur? Did the presence of the unexpected mean thatlucid dreams derive from outside my waking self's thoughts, memories,and mind? And if so, where did the unexpected come from? And whythe booming voice from above?I had to ponder, was I now consciously experiencing more than myconscious self? Where did these other aspects of awareness come from,since they did not seem to originate from my waking self?Decades later, I discovered that Jung had considered a very similarpoint, maintaining that one finds much more in dreams than reflec-tions of the conscious mind and conscious memories. In dreaming,one touches the unconscious, something that extends beyond the wak-ing self. As Jung observed, "Looked at in this way, the unconsciousappears as a field of experience of unlimited extent. If it were merelyreactive to the conscious mind, we might aptly call it a psychic mirrorworld. In that case, the real source of all contents and activities wouldlie in the conscious mind, and there would be absolutely nothing in theunconscious except the distorted reflections of conscious contents. . . . The empirical facts give the lie to this."2
At this point, my lucid dream experiences were bringing me to thissame realization - the unconscious does not merely reflect a "psychicmirror world" of the conscious mind. Whenever I experienced theunexpected while lucid dreaming, I experienced something beyond themirror, beyond the conscious mind. The information was not from mywaking self; rather, it came from the unconscious, "a field of experienceof unlimited extent."Jung continued, "Because the unconscious is not just a reactivemirror reflection, but an independent, productive activity, its realm ofexperience is a self-contained world, having its own reality, of which
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we can only say that it affects us as we affect it - precisely what we sayabout our experience of the outer world."3
Suddenly, I could see that when lucid dreamers ask the dream a question or ask the dream to do something (e.g., "I want to see moreattractive women in here when I open this door again!"), the uncon-scious independently listens and responds. Aware in a lucid dream, onehas access to this inner reality of the unconscious and its creativity. Butbecause we lucid dreamers tend to focus simply on our own actionsand manipulations in the dream state, and because we assume we cre-ate the dream, we never bother to ask the dream itself. To get beyondourselves, we have to stop focusing on our doings and manipulationsand allow the unconscious an opportunity to respond.Now, within just a few lucid dreaming experiments, I could see a dra-matic conclusion developing: The unconscious was not chaotic, primitive, and archaic. The unconscious appeared to be both conscious and alive. 

KNOCKING ON THE DOOR OF THE

UNCONSCIOUS

In the months that followed, I began to have more varied and interestinglucid dreams. Dreaming seemed to open up in step with my curiosityand conjectures; inner connections were taking place at deeper levels.In one of the next lucid dreams, I found myself traveling through space.Whether it was inner or outer space, I wasn't sure (May 1985):
I'm with some friends in the darkness of space. We seem to be on a platform, but it's nowhere - it's not connected to anything - we'resurrounded by space. I think I become lucid at this point and decideto go flying. What an unbelievable trip! I'm flying through space, butsuddenly I realize that I'm flying through time as well. At this moment,I know that space equals time and somehow this space puckers; as I move through it, it's thicker in spots than others.Suddenly a couple holding bright purple-red glowing strings fliespast me. I take a string and use it to help me move. Ahead, I see a stunning collection of glowing strands of lights - gold, red, unimagin-ably vivid colors unlike anything I've ever seen in waking reality. It'sbeyond neon, even laser light. The strands reach out into the darkness,brilliantly alive.
In lucid dreams like these, you feel that you have gone beyond theconscious waking mind's conception of the world. You know things
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without knowing how you know. You see things that seem impossibleto articulate because they are outside any physical reference point. Theinner world, so easy to ignore, now appears more brilliantly incredibleand mysterious than ever before.Yet, I remained troubled. Having more fantastic and awesome luciddreams only made my curiosity more acute. What was behind the lucid dreaming} At each stage of my experience, something more appearedin lucid dreaming. The unconscious kept growing in complexity.Meanwhile, the Lucidity Project's next goal involved the idea ofexpanding "space" in a lucid dream - a curious idea. As I saw it, thelucid dreamer acted within a mental space. But what were the char-acteristics of this mental space? Did dream space have limits? Wha tmakes space appear in a dream?Intrigued, I became lucid in a dream:
I begin to explore a long hallway where some women are working onsomething they call "the mold of man." Somehow it comes to me thatgrouping of certain sensory impressions creates "the mold of man."Around on the floor, I see four or five molds of body parts - legs, arms,and part of a torso.Recalling that my goal this month is to "expand space," I feel a jolt of joyous energy rise up. It occurs to me that by expanding space,the lucid dreamer is engaging the unconscious to create! I begin torun down the hallway, and as I do so, I open all the doors I can find!Peering inside, I know I am expanding the space of the dream!Opening each door, my quick observing causes something toappear, though I don't know what. Opening the first door, a living-room setting appears. Opening the next, I see an empty office. Openingeach door, I basically force the expansion of the space of the dream. Butwho fills the space with its contents? Do I, or my friend, the consciousunconscious and its now overworked bricoleur? Finally, I run out of the building and into a plaza. Aha, anotherspace! Then I recall Stephen LaBerge's technique of spinning [in whichthe lucid dreamer spins and expects to see a new dreamscape; often thisis done if one senses the dream is preparing to collapse]. I think, "Yes,another way to expand space!" and begin to spin and spin.
I woke feeling gleeful. I began to understand that my consciousfocus, or my "observer effect," creates the need for apparent space tocome into being. Then that focus somehow prompts the unconsciousprocesses to contribute by filling in the space. If I intended some-thing specific to be in that space, it normally would appear there;
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otherwise, the unconscious cobbled together something acceptable orbelievable.In the "nowhere" of lucid dreaming space, all was potential, itseemed. Consciously focusing activates the potential of that space andbegins the creation process of giving form to the formless. In that briefmoment, the dance of unconscious and conscious creation begins.When conscious focus ends, the space collapses back, I presume, intoits original form, pure potential.
INDEPENDENT AGENTS

Jung said that people respond in one of two ways when placed in anencounter with the unconscious. One group becomes deflated, real-izing the immensity of the psyche's depth and power when comparedto their own small ego. The other group becomes inflated, figuringthat the psyche's depth and power give strength and energy to theirego desires.During this period of my lucid dreaming life, I fit into the secondcamp - those whose ego becomes inflated by the encounter with theunconscious. But things were about to change, as seen in this luciddream:
Becoming lucidly aware, I feel that wonderful upsurge of energy andvitality. I immediately take off flying and have a sense that I am overDetroit, or someplace with a similar street layout. Below me, I see a crowd of dream figures and fly toward them to investigate.Feeling that I have excellent flying control, and not having anyexperiments in mind, I concoct a game. Each time I fly over the crowd,I decide to knock off one of the men's hats. I swoop down, concen-trate, and poof, I knock the first one off. Flying back, I descend, selecta target, and poof, there goes the second one.Coming back around, I concentrate on a hat in the middle of thecrowd, descend, and just as I prepare to hit the hat, a hand reaches upfrom the crowd and stops me in mid-flight!Struggling, I can feel the tight grip around my forearm. Shakingfree takes a moment, but I succeed in flying away. I continue my lucidadventure.
In the morning, I couldn't get over the experience of having a dreamfigure stop me in mid-flight. Without any presuggestion on my part, a dream figure acted contrary to my goals. Absolutely unexpected! Untilthis point, I held the implicit assumption that all dream figures existed
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as reflections of me and thus were my subjects. True, I had noticed somewouldn't respond to my questions, but by and large, the dream figureswere my playthings. This was the first time a dream figure stopped mefrom acting.I could feel my ego deflating. Did a dream figure actually rise upindependently with purpose and volition to stop me? Or did my un-conscious bricoleur observe the scene and decide to teach me a lesson?Perhaps there was a third possibility, that something in me acted inopposition to myself, like an alter ego? But how can we explain that iflucid dreams exist by virtue of the expectation effect?The expectation effect functioned best when used to manipulateobjects, settings, or my actions in the lucid dream. When it came todream figures, however, the expectation effect showed mixed results.Sometimes dream figures did exactly what I expected, while other times,they acted unexpectedly. In fact, dream figures often acted as if theywere semiconsciously aware and pursuing their own purposes.Reading other lucid dreamers' reports, I discovered that their dreamfigures also showed many unexpected tendencies. Occasionally, dreamfigures acted in ways as if to prove their independence from the luciddreamer, as in this case reported by lucid dreamer Connie Gavalis:
Lucid, I turned to a dull blonde, short, plain, thin, middle-aged womandressed in a white print outfit. Her hair is stringy, slightly curly anddown to her shoulders. I say, "You are not real." She says, "Yes, I am."I say, "You are in my dream; therefore you are not real!" Shesays, "Yes, I am."I say, "This is my dream - notice that I'm flying."Then I'm flying and the woman is holding me on her lap while weboth fly. I think, "This is great fun!"4
And as in this case reported by my Lucid Dream Exchange coedi-tor, Lucy Gillis:5
I turn to the girls and say triumphantly, "This is a dream!" Patty isexasperated and says, "You mean to tell me we're all dreaming." I say, "No, I am. You are characters created by my mind." Then I see a bright white light in a narrow horizontal band with black edges flashin my eyes and on my hands. I get kind of surprised.Patty gets angry and interlaces her fingers with mine. I see moreflashes rip through the "fabric" of the dream world and hear a crackleand hiss-like static. The fabric of that reality looks like bad receptionin a TV. Patty bends my fingers back. I don't pay attention to her.
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Instead, I wonder how my fingers can hurt when I am aware that I'mdreaming.
Examples like these suggest that when conscious in the dreamstate, dream figures could now be engaged in long-overdue con-versations. Instead of tacitly assuming the nature of dream figuresand projecting our naive presumptions upon them, lucid dreamerscould listen to the dream figures' analyses of the situation. The onlyproblem - dream figures often see themselves so differently than weexpect!The word conversation has roots in old Latin with two meanings: 1)"to associate with" and 2) "to turn around." This second meaning, "toturn around," bears special significance as some dream figures literallydebate their sense of autonomy with doubtful lucid dreamers. Thesedream figures exhibit a desire "to turn" us to adopting a new perspec-tive. In some conversations, they turn us away from cultural beliefs andblanket assumptions and ask us to give them status as valid beings withsome abilities, aware in the dream space. They converse us toward rec-ognizing them, appreciating them, and ultimately understanding them.Notice, though, that when we refuse to accept their pronouncementand assert our superiority by flying and manipulating the dream space,they do something very rational; they claim their equivalent status byreplicating our behavior. Sometimes, they do another very human thing:they get frustrated and show it. I recall reading where a lucid dreamerbecame upset at the dream figure's repeated claim of awareness andmade a final cutting remark; with that, the dream figure sat down onthe curb and cried.Though they may represent a minority, a certain set of dreamfigures once again show us that the expectation effect only goes so far.By acting unexpectedly, they do much to express their own validity,semi-autonomy, and viewpoint. Consider this lucid dreamer's surprisewhen her expectation is unmet:
I was lucid and saw this man, I asked for his name and he replied,"Otto." As planned, I asked, "Can you warn me the next time I'mdreaming?" He immediately replied, "No!" I was really surprised andasked him, "Why not?" Then Otto said, "Because this is real . . ."6
Taught to believe and expect that the entire dream exists as ourimagined projection, that we dream it into being, many lucid dreamersnaturally resist any notion of not completely creating and controllingthe dream. Yet, these conversations suggest a new level of inherent
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complexity in dreaming. With experience, lucid dreamers come torealize that the dream space contains various types of dream figures,behaving with varying degrees of awareness (which I discuss at lengthin chapter 11).German psychotherapist and lucid dreamer Paul Tholey inten-sively investigated the behavior of dream figures and came to feel thatsome possessed a type of awareness. In general, he based this on threeobservations: 1) in some lucid dreams, the dream figure's awarenesspreceded the lucid dreamer's awareness, 2) in at least one lucid dream,a dream figure supplied unknown but later verified information to thedreamer, and 3) the dream figure sometimes developed reasoned andcreative responses to various dream tasks such as creating poetry ormultiplying numbers.Tholey states:
In addition to the lucidity of the dream-ego, the "lucidity" of theother dream characters also plays an important role in their com-munication. In order to avoid misunderstanding, we can neverempirically prove whether or not other dream characters are lucid,only that they speak and behave as if they were. Elsewhere I haveargued that many dream figures seem to perform with a "conscious-ness" of what they are doing (Tholey, 1985; 1989a). Some of ourunpublished work on the lucidity of other dream figures (in the sensejust described) includes examples which seem to indicate that thedream-ego becomes lucid first. This is followed by the other dreamfigures attaining lucidity. On the other hand, we have many examplesof reverse order. We can illustrate this by means of an example inwhich another dream character not only becomes lucid before thedream-ego, he also possesses a higher degree of lucidity than thedream-ego [lucid dreamer] later achieves.7
In Tholey's 1987 book, Schopferisch Traumen, he recalls a dreamfigure who became upset with the lucid dreamer's attempt to determinethe dream figure's level of consciousness. Tholey writes, "If one asksdream figures themselves if they have a consciousness, it can be thatthey react annoyed. A [lucid] dreamer got this answer: 'That I have a consciousness, I know. But if you have a consciousness, I doubt, becauseyou ask such a silly question!'"8
As the lucid dream examples in this chapter illustrate, the occa-sional lucidly aware dream figure plays havoc with our assumptions,since it appears to operate from its own internal purposefulness anddirected activity. Whereas many dream figures appear to have very
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little aware functioning capacity, some appear to possess the ability toreason, remember, comprehend, and perform purposeful actions.Humbled, perhaps even chastened by the independent agent whostopped me from flying and knocking off hats, I began to see the com-plexity of dream figures. In fact, I noticed how language perpetuates oursimplistic view of them by calling them "dream characters," a term thatdenotes something fictitious, unreal, and imaginary, like a character in a child's play or cartoon. By calling them dream characters, we prejudgethem and dispose ourselves to relate to them as fictions.Having a dream figure grab me in mid-flight made them more than fic-tions, more than characters. By acting independently, they suggested a typeof awareness, a type of conscious energy. Dream figures, I would find out,were so much more complex than the science of dreaming presumes.
W H A T DOES THE UNCONSCIOUS KNOW?

Encountering independent agents and unexpected events in lucid dream-ing can be very troubling. Although at first you might be tempted torationalize away the events as anomalies or a malfunctioning expecta-tion effect, your viewpoint has been shaken. Lucid dreaming bringsyou into deeper contact with both the immensity and beauty of yourunconscious. With that comes a dawning sense of awe and respect.Around this time, I read of another experienced lucid dreamer,Scott Sparrow, author of Lucid Dreaming: Dawning of the Clear Light, who mentioned his own encounter with seemingly independentdream figures:
In my own life, I found that at the height of my lucid dreaming, I raninto a brick wall of sorts. Lucid dreaming had become evidence of myevolution, a merit badge of sorts. Of course, I thought I was handlingit okay; but I had no idea what I was repressing. Who does? Well,all kinds of very angry people began showing up in my dreams, andturning rather demonic to boot. A black panther walked in the frontdoor and would not go away no matter how much I told him he wasonly a dream.9
For some lucid dreamers, these independent agents may representpersonal fears or repressed, shadow elements seeking expression in thedream. In these cases, one wonders whether the dream figures possessactual independent agency or represent personal fears, denied impulses,personal aggression, et cetera, which the lucid dreamer has ignored and
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now faces in an emotionally charged interaction. Could their seemingindependence be only a reflection of their "counter" tendencies to thelucid dreamer's activity? Could a lucid dreamer acknowledge a shadowelement and seek reconciliation?Over the years, there have been numerous anecdotal reports ofnightmares being resolved when the dreamer became lucidly aware andasked the nightmarish figure, "What do you represent?" or "What doyou want?" So with the proper presence of mind, lucid dreamers po-tentially can engage the frightful dream figure to discover its meaning inthe dream. However, if we expect the dream state to contain repressedmaterial, it may create a situation in which we do meet frightful reflec-tions. Do we meet our expectations personified or something actuallyinherent in the dream state?Within the year, the unconscious shocked me again, this time bysuggesting, in a lucid dream, a future event, something beyond myconscious knowing. Jung held that the unconscious could "anticipate"events, and much of what we call precognition is simply that, a forward-looking conjecture. Since Jung felt the psyche held the vantage point ofboth conscious and unconscious knowledge, this allowed it to projecta possible course for events that appeared precognitive.As the following lucid dream unfolded, the future-oriented knowl-edge appeared to come with the show (April 1986):
I see something odd, become lucid, and decide to go find my friend Bill(who lives 2,000 miles away). I move through a deep darkness thenfinally emerge into a nighttime view of his city. It's beautiful! The hillsand the city buildings at night seem perfectly reproduced, as I lookdown from far above.Suddenly I descend into a restaurant. Bill and his wife are there,seated at a heavy, dark wood table. I sit down and tell them, "This isa dream - we're dreaming!"I notice his wife has a set of necklaces in front of her. Each strandhas a different color. She begins very deliberately to place a necklaceover her head, and suddenly I know each necklace represents one yearof their marriage. With the seventh necklace, she stops. Without anyword spoken, I have the distinct impression that their marriage willlast seven years.
I wake, wondering if this lucidly sensed intuition could be valid. I didn't think the symbolism into being; I simply knew each necklace wasa year in their marriage, but there were only seven necklaces.Their marriage? It lasts seven years, then dissolves.
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FALSE AWAKENINGS TRULY HAPPEN

Though the implications of the occasional independent agent andforward-looking lucid dream both troubled and intrigued me, some-thing relatively simple shook me much more deeply. Lucid dreamerscall it the "false awakening."10
Many lucid dreamers have had the interesting experience of seem-ing to wake from a lucid dream, only later to realize that they are notin waking reality but in a new dream scene. Sometimes, these falseawakenings are quite convincing. For example, your lucid dream ends,you wake and reach for your dream journal to jot down your luciddream, only to notice the lucid dream is already written there. Thenyou think, "How did it get written down already?" At that moment,it hits you - you're still dreaming!For some people, the false dream setting can seem quite con-vincing. You may get out of bed, head to the bathroom, and thennotice the pink tile. "Wait a second, when did we get the pink tile?"you muse for a moment. In a flash it dawns on you that you arestill dreaming.Sometimes, you wake from the lucid dream but into a new dreamscene, like driving down the highway or having breakfast or being atschool. You might even begin to look around for something to writeyour lucid dream on. Eventually you realize, "This is a dream!" Usually,the realization of a false awakening causes you to awaken into physicalreality. Usually, but not always.Once while I was giving a talk on lucid dreams, a young manraised his hand to comment that he had three false awakenings in a row. He was in a lucid dream, felt it falling apart, then woke in bed.Wait a second, he thinks, this isn't my bed! Bam, he wakes again, backin his bed. Rolling over, he notices the roman shades. Wait a second,he thinks, we don't have roman shades! Bam, he wakes again, a littleshaken from two false awakenings. He gets up to go take a shower andthen notices the bookcase in the hallway. Wait a second, he thinks forthe third time, we don't have a bookcase! Bam. Now he wakes . . . inphysical reality.I could tell the young man was quite shaken. And I sympathizedwith him, because it happened to me. Seven false awakenings in a row. On a beautiful summer morning I had an enjoyable lucid dreamand woke from it, only to notice a different nightstand. Oh! A falseawakening. But that was just number one. The first two didn't bother
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me, but then came three and four! Each time, I expected to find myreal room, my real bed, but I kept finding very similar realities, closemodels of my bedroom. Then five, then six! Six false awakenings! Mygod, what was happening? Where was my world? It felt as if I wasbursting through layers of probable worlds as the layers kept givingway! At that final, apparent awakening, my mind swirled in a whirl-pool of memories, perceptions, realizations, and ephemera, graspingfor an actual actuality! Finally, I slipped out of bed, steadied myself,and touched the light-blue plaster wall, hoping for nothing more thanprecious stability.After seven, I told myself that whatever reality I might encounterin the hallway, I would accept - that's how shaken I was - any realitywas fine, as long as it stayed put. As I've said before, venturing intolucid dreaming takes a certain amount of fearlessness. Encounteringthe lucid dream reality in all of its complexity and creative splendorcan seem almost overwhelming at times.Maybe that's what happened to me. Maybe like some inner Icarusof the dream world, I had ventured too close to the enormity of theunconscious, only to realize my humanness and fall back. Or maybemy waking ego preferred to be seen as the one in control and feltuncomfortable with the mind-blowing creativity of the unconscious.Whatever the case, something happened, something changed, and I needed a break from lucid dreaming.Of course, all those unanswered questions about lucid dreaming,the unconscious, and the nature of dream reality stayed alive in mymind and refused to go away. Dreaming had developed aspects ofanother reality with all the profound complexity and wonder thatentailed.At this stage, I knew that something was "behind" the dream, evenwhen lucid. There was simply more than the waking self conscious inthe dream state. The bricoleur, the conscious unconscious, the creativesystem - something - hid behind the creations, yet could be seen in thecreativity.I knew, too, that I directed my focus within the lucid dream. I didnot "control" the lucid dream, nor did I control the unconscious andits expressions. I could direct myself and, through "intent," direct theunconscious to some degree.Finally, I knew that dream figures were much more complex thanpeople realized. Some appeared to possess a type of awareness, a typeof conscious volition. Perhaps they were sub-personalities, conscious
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fragments, or archetypal energies, but their independent agency in-creased my uncertainty about the dream realm.So, I stepped back from lucid dreaming to give myself time to re-flect. To let the experiences mature in the quiet places of my mind. Toprepare for the next, deeper phase of lucid dreaming, when I began toprobe the depths of unconscious knowledge and the dream reality.
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REVIEW COMMITTEES

FOR THE NEXT TWO YEARS, I SET ASIDE MY DREAM JOURNAL AND NOlonger sought to become lucidly aware. Instead, I thought about whatI had experienced and tried to make sense of it. On those occasionswhen I did, spontaneously, become lucid, I didn't investigate the natureof the unconscious; I simply played around in the dream space. I stillneeded to process what had happened.Bit by bit, lucid dreaming was reconfiguring my core assumptionsabout the nature of dreaming and, in turn, the nature of reality andthe ego self. I began to grasp something hard to accept, hard to admit.Like Copernicus, who realized that the Earth was not the center of theuniverse, I now suspected that the waking ego self was not the centerof one's self or even the center of conscious awareness. The wakingego self, it seemed to me, was part of a much larger interrelationshipof conscious awareness. Though my waking life revolved around myego, emotions, and personal concerns, in lucid dreaming, I discovered a much larger sphere of influence - the so-called unconscious that actuallyseemed very conscious, very responsive, and very much alive.Consciously aware in the dream state, I saw that I could maintainthe illusion of being the center by focusing on manipulating the dream,achieving my personal goals, and refusing to look beyond. But when I opened up and allowed myself to let go, to engage something beyondmyself and focus there, what appeared was the larger and more com-plex, creative, wise, knowledgeable, and encompassing Self.
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Now, with what Jung would call my newly deflated ego, I reen-tered the investigation of lucid dreaming with a more somber view.Something was going on here, and I was determined to find out. Onsome levels, I felt like my waking ego self unknowingly performed a bit part in a divine comedy, and my only hope lay in lucidly sneakingoff the stage and asking the hidden director to explain the mysteriousplot, the rationale, the raison d'etre.It began to seem preposterous that the waking self created the un-conscious. How could something as narrowly focused as the wakingself create something so unfathomable and profoundly aware? Also pre-posterous was the notion that the so-called unconscious existed as therepository of all the unsavory and repressed impulses from childhood,primitive instincts, and desires. That was not what I was experiencingas I was lucidly aware and probing the conscious unconscious, nor weremy other experienced lucid dreaming friends. Sure, I experienced sexualdesire and aggression occasionally in the lucid state, but it appeared tocome from my waking self's desire brought into dreaming by me, notsomething foisted upon me by a primitive unconscious.If the unconscious naturally contained and was the source of primi-tive, sexual, aggressive impulses, then every lucid dream would be a fight or conflict with these forces; every lucid dream would demonstratethe battle of the unconscious and its instincts against the waking selfand its concerns. This was not the case. On those occasions in whichsomething instinctual arose, the lucid dreamer could focus on it or not;those so-called primitive instincts did not have any power to overwhelmthe lucid dreamer. The unconscious seemed a relatively neutral party. Ifthere was a battle, it was one that the waking self had with the alternat-ing desires and self-conflicting purposes of the waking self.As I considered Freud and Jung, I felt increasingly at odds withtheir depiction of the unconscious. Though Jung would comment uponthe deep creativity, numinous quality, and energetic splendor of theunconscious, he still focused on its dark side and ability to overtakehumankind with dark, seething, unleashed forces of repressed emotions.Yet after hundreds of lucid dreams, I felt the vast majority involved joy,wonder, and learning. Only on rare occasions did I feel disturbed orshocked, and rarer still were the lucid dreams in which I felt threatenedbecause, normally, I saw the threatening figure as a personification ofmy fears, which needed compassion and understanding.There seemed only one way to get to the bottom of this. Lucid,I set out to probe the responsively aware, conscious unconscious and
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see how it responds. How much does the unconscious know? Does ithave a purpose? Only by engaging the unconscious could I set aside theapparently prejudicial views that culture and theory had placed over itand come to a true meeting with the larger aspect of Self.Undoubtedly, the primary way for my ego self to interact more deeplywith the unconscious involved letting go of directing the lucid dream andinviting the unconscious awareness to lead. Only by letting go of myintent, my direction, my manipulation of the lucid dream could I engagethis other awareness behind the dream. Already, I had seen that somethingexisted there. Yet for whatever reason, the something behind the dreamseemed largely an observer until that moment when I let go of the dream;then, it would take the lucid dream in new and unexpected ways.In many of these lucid dreams, I simply asked the lucid dream toshow me something and, suddenly, I would be whooshing through thenight sky or some foggy darkness and then drop into a scene. In thistype of lucid dream, I "surrendered" to the dream or the awarenessbehind the dream. Yet, surrendering to this unseen awareness did notresolve a deeper issue: Did the unseen awareness provide knowledgeand information or just random creativity? I needed to do more thansimply surrender to the awareness; I needed to challenge it and seekout the limits of its knowledge.Around this time, I became curious about a specific concept, putforth in the books by Jane Roberts,1 called "feeling-tone." As describedin Roberts' book, The Nature of Personal Reality, feeling-tones "per-vade your being."
They are the form your spirit takes when combined with flesh. Fromthem, from their core, your flesh arises. Everything that you experiencehas consciousness, and each consciousness is endowed with its ownfeeling-tone. . . . The feeling-tone then is the motion and fiber - thetimber - the portion of your energy devoted to your physical experi-ence. . . . It is the essence of yourself. . . . It is the feeling of yourself,inexhaustible.2
Curious about whether this was an actual tone or just a deepfeeling, I decided that in my next lucid dream I would ask the dreamabout it. I knew some type of awareness was behind the lucid dream,and it was responsive, but did it possess conceptual knowledge? Did itunderstand an idea at a deeper level than my waking self? If I person-ally didn't get it, would this other awareness in the dream be able torespond and teach me?
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So I set out to experiment, hoping the conscious unconscious couldexplain to me the actual nature of the feeling-tone concept. Turns out,I got much more than I bargained for (February 1993):
I'm standing outside in what looks like my childhood neighborhood.I'm walking with one of my brothers. It's a nice, sunny day.Suddenly I notice brightly colored fish, about six of them,swimming through the air, about six feet off the ground! At first I conclude, "They can breathe and live in our environment just likewe do in theirs." Then I see even more fish swimming by in the airand the incongruity strikes me. I realize, "I'm dreaming! This is a lucid dream!"I decide not to run off or go flying, but wonder, "Well, whatshould I do?" I think about trying to find God, but realize that I havetried that before with limited success. (Normally, I begin flying higherand become too emotional and the lucid dream collapses.)Then I remember: I want to hear my feeling-tone.I consider how to do this and, on impulse, just look up in themottled sky and yell out to the dreaming, "Hey! I want to hear myfeeling-tone!"Suddenly, a tiny black dot appears in the sky directly above me.From it comes a barely perceptible humming. At first, it's quite slowand quiet, but it seems to have a familiar sound to it, like a highpitched, vibrating Aaaabhhh. Then the dot begins growing in thespace above me. As it grows, the humming sound volume keeps sound-ing - louder and louder. A A A A A H H H H H ! ! !I can barely believe what I'm seeing and feeling. Simultaneouswith the expanding volume, a distinct conical shape begins formingand growing outward from the initial dot and it's headed toward me!The humming sound continues increasing, vibrating the space aroundme with enormous intensity, and as it does, the conical shape comescloser and closer.Now the humming AAAHHH sound feels like an immense vibrat-ing energy and the sound increases to fantastic proportions. The conegrows larger and will soon be surrounding me on all sides. My wholebeing is reverberating with this energetic, vibrant humming sound asthe cone encloses me! I appear to collapse to a dot of awareness.At this point, "me," "Robert," simply disappears. From a dif-ferent vantage point, an awareness watches the scene of the vibratingcone - the feeling-tone, the sound of that person's being. Oddly, a Robert-me doesn't really exist in any normal sense any longer, there isonly the vibrating sound of my feeling-tone. Yet strangely, an aware-ness views the scene of the vibrating cone.
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As this continues, something inside that awareness eventuallydecides that it needs to recapitulate that feeling-tone back into physicalform - before "Robert" essentially forgets to exist and loses himselfin the sound, the feeling-tone. There's a bit of a struggle here (like a magician pulling a person out of his hat!) as the awareness strugglesto recall and recapitulate the memory/form/idea of Robert. The aware-ness seems to shuffle through various memory/form/ideas until comingupon the one connected to this vibrating feeling-tone.At once, I, Robert, again perceive, sitting in a lotus positionoutside in my front yard. I pick up a deck of cards and try to shufflethem, but all of the cards fly out of my hands in an impressive display.Suddenly I recall the feeling-tone sound again, and the tone beginshumming, Aaaaahhhh. I look down at my thumb and index finger,drawn together like in a yoga mudra, and I can feel the extraordinaryenergy vibrating through my whole body. I'm transfixed by the soundand notice that my thumb and index finger are starting to glow witha golden light from within.
Simply asking the dream to experience a concept brought forththis immense flood of knowledge from the depths of the listening un-conscious. N o w I knew beyond doubt - the unconscious is conscious,responsive, and alive. To experience it only requires turning toward itwhen lucid.At the time, I had no idea what I was asking for! Requesting tohear one's feeling-tone or vibrational essence sounds rather esoteric,but to experience the concept was, quite simply, utterly profound andbeyond belief. I became my feeling-tone. I did not intellectually engagethe concept, or question it, I was the concept.Most curious was that final moment when the cone of vibratingsound energy set to engulf me completely. At that instant, a suddentransposition of awareness occurred, and the vantage point became thisother awareness. As this other awareness watched the vibrating cone offeeling-tone, it then finally tried to recall the memory of Robert , whichbegs the question, did some small bit of my awareness take refuge ina larger awareness?Dreaming has the capacity to break through normal boundariesof experience. When waking, experience comes through our senses forthe most part, and we "entertain" thoughts and ideas. In dreaming,however, experience has greater direct access to feeling, knowing, com-prehending. When lucid, we can see the greater capacity of experiencingavailable to the dreamer.
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Years after this experience, on a business trip to Columbus, Ohio, I had a free hour and stopped at a book store. I stumbled across a bookon mantras and yantras. As I began to read the book, I realized that myexperience of finding my feeling-tone appeared consistent with someancient ideas on mantras and the creation of all physical form throughsound. Also, the black dot I noticed above me seemed to be analogousto the "bindu," a Sanskrit term meaning "dot" or "point," from whichit is believed the creative sound emerges to make the manifest realmof the world. Some religions teach that all manifest matter on anotherlevel is simply vibrating sound energy. After my experience, I wonderedif this ancient knowledge didn't have a basis in fact.Had I lucidly reached the level of something like the collectiveunconscious? Had my lucid request to the conscious unconscious beenanswered through an inner body of knowledge? How deep could onego when consciously aware in the dream state?
VISITED BY REVIEW COMMITTEES

I continued going deeper, spending more time focusing on the awarenessbehind the dream, asking the dream to do things, show things, explainthings. Some of my lucid dreams involved seeking verifiable informationabout future events (as I will discuss in chapter 15). Lucid dreamingbegan to appear as one pathway to the fantastic depth and mysteriesof the unconscious. My old curiosity was back and, with it, the energyto pursue a probing of the conscious unconscious.Around this time, Carlos Castaneda's The Art of Dreaming waspublished. Reading it, I realized that I had lucid encounters similar tothose he writes about before he wrote about them. One example is the"dreaming emissary," which, don Juan tells Castaneda, is an "energythat purports to aid dreamers by telling them things. The problem withthe dreaming emissary is that it can tell only w h a t . . . [dreamers] alreadyknow or should know, were they worth their salt." He goes on to ex-plain that the dreaming emissary is "[a]n impersonal force that we turninto a very personal one because it has a voice . . . [you] simply hear itas a man's or a woman's voice. And the voice can tell them about thestate of things, which most of the time they take as sacred advice."3
Don Juan mentions that most lucid dreamers only hear the authori-tative voice of the dreaming emissary speak from within the dreaming.On rare occasions, however, a lucid dreamer might create an illusorydream figure form as the source of the voice.
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I began to wonder about my lucid dream (in chapter 5) of askingthe gentleman in the office, "What do you represent?" and hearing a voice boom out, "The acquired characteristics!" Was that the voice ofthe dreaming emissary?Castaneda complains to don Juan that the voice seemed to knowmore than he himself did. Don Juan replies, "The emissary didn't tellyou anything new. Its statements were correct, but it only seemed tobe revealing things to you." When Castaneda insists that he could notknow, don Juan concludes, "You know now infinitely more about themystery of the universe than what you rationally suspect. But that'sour human malady, to know more about the mystery of the universethan we suspect."4
Because of some earlier lucid dreams, and regular dreams, in whicha voice provided me accurate information, I considered this portion ofCastandeda's book potentially valid. However, other parts of the booktroubled me. For example, Castaneda lucidly encounters knowledge-able dream figures that he calls "inorganic beings." Don Juan warnsCastaneda, "There is something the emissary hasn't dared to tell you sofar: that the inorganic beings are after our awareness or the awarenessof any being that falls into their nets. They'll give us knowledge, butthey'll extract a payment: our total being."5 Although four paragraphslater, don Juan backtracks and states that "inorganic beings can't forceanyone to stay with them," still, he warned, a person might find theirrealm so alluring as to volunteer to stay. This caught my eye. I hadn'tbeen fearful of dream figures before, but now I truly wondered if I had cause for concern. Nevertheless, I continued on and tried one ofthe book's techniques, which sent me on an interesting adventure thatincluded my first lucid dreaming "review" (October 1993):
I become lucid and find myself flying around my bed. I casuallynotice the bodies under the covers, but have a curious disinterest inthem. The room looks exactly like it does in waking life. I rememberCastaneda's commenting about "when a dreamer learns to wake upin another dream,"6 so I align myself with my sleeping body (aboutfour feet above it), close my eyes and say, "I want to waken in thenext dreaming world." I wonder if there truly could be various levelsor realms of dreaming.Suddenly I feel energized and fly straight up out of the house.The night sky is brilliant with ten thousand stars. I move effortlesslythrough the night as I fly onward. Eventually, I descend and find myselfin an arid region. I notice what looks like some kind of fruit tree andtouch its waxy leaves. A cat walks by.
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Lucid and energetic, I think how great life is and I marvel at thestars above. I recall that others have flown to the stars and decide,"That 's what I'll do . " As I fly upward, in a standing position, thestars glow bright and brilliant. Suddenly, the stars do somethingfantastic - they begin to rush together into patterns and symbols,forming interlocking circles, then pyramidal shapes and some-thing like the Star of David. Other interlocking geometric figuresbegin to form, all composed of golden stars. They stand still for a moment, then they fly away! This keeps happening - more groupsjoin, make a symbol, then fly away, until finally, almost all thestars are gone.I begin to have a feeling that the stars and planets exist as sym-bols of something else. They are more than dust and brilliant burningglobes; they have an inner symbolic meaning at another level beyondour normal awareness.I descend back to the ground, only to find an attractive womanwaiting for me. She comes up to me and insists that I follow. Curiousabout such a talkative dream figure, I follow her, and she leads me toan older, dark-haired woman seated on a chair. This woman beginsasking me a series of questions, the gist of which is that she wants toknow if I'm worthy of advancing deeper into dreaming - she wantsproof that I'm ready! I respond, but wonder why a dream figure wouldwant to question me.
When I awoke from this lucid dream I focused on how profoundlymoved I was by the clustering of stars and planets into symbolic group-ings in this lucid dream and dismissed the woman ' s questioning asinsignificant. I rationalized to myself that reading Castaneda's bookhad aroused in me some concern or suspicion about my ability to godeeper into lucid dreaming and that , therefore, the woman and herquestioning were simply an expression of my concern.I continued with lucid dreaming, wondering if I actually was goingdeeper into myself or deeper into another realm. I seriously questionedthe nature of reality and began to read more deeply into Jane Roberts'sbooks. I wondered how one could get beyond the observer effect - thebeliefs, the ideas, the concepts - and its influence on perception andsee dream and waking "reality" as it truly is. Was there a real reality,or was there only one's specific individual, mentally mediated version?And what about the conscious unconscious? Wha t reality did it callhome? Where did it reside?Exactly one year to the day after my first review, another groupappeared w h o wished to probe me further (October 1994):
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I'm walking through a shopping mall and notice some young women.They seem to be dressed up for something. There are some adults,too, but many of the young women have on halter tops that are quiterevealing, and that catches my attention. I decide to walk up to oneof them, but then it just feels too odd. I realize "this is a dream" andbecome lucid.As I walk along considering what to do, three or four peopleapproach and seem intent on talking to me. Lucidly curious, I followthem into a room. It's like a library conference room, with windows.A few more people are there, all middle-aged, quite friendly, and veryearnest. They seem to know me and want to interact.Since I'm lucid, I decide to ask them questions. I ask, "Whatis my role in life?" And, "What is in my future?" They smile at myquestions, and I get an expressed feeling of encouragement as if to sayI'm doing fine. Then they begin with their questions for me and seemunusually intent on observing my reactions. They have a long seriesof questions.I become amazed at how long this lucid dream is lasting, par-ticularly because it consists of this simple interactive conversation. I keep remarking to myself about this whenever the dream figures talkamongst themselves. Then I hear one of the dream figures concludethat I'm not "as good as Jerdee," but that I'm "conscious" and doingokay or advancing. What did that mean? I wondered.As I listen, I get the feeling that I'm being considered for somethingor some new advancement. At one point, I realize that I have a bowlof little goldfish crackers in my hand, and that every once in a whileI grab and chew some, which makes me wonder if alternating myfocus between the conversation and the bowl of crackers is helping toprolong the lucid dream.Now I definitely wonder whether they are propping up the luciddream or am I? They set up the conversation, the pace of things, and itseems like it's my duty to maintain conscious awareness and respondto them.At last, they finish their deliberations. The middle-aged guy tomy left, who seems the most friendly, smiles and draws my attentionto a book. The volume's cover appears to be white leather. He opensto the contents page and points to a chapter by an "Omar Shemet"or "Omar of Shemet" who has a chapter (number 9?) on the natureof good and evil or decadence and corruption. I wonder why this isbeing pointed out to me.
After having this lucid dream experience, one or two experiencedlucid dreamers mentioned to me their own similar review "meetings,"
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organized by a couple or more dream figures who seem very muchaware and curious about the lucid dreamer and, apparently, his or herprogress.I didn't know what to make of being reviewed by consciouslyaware dream figures. What I did know was that this lucid dream'sending was significant. While I was in the dream, gazing at the chaptertitle about good and evil, decadence and corruption, I knew this wasbeing pointed out to me for a reason. I had begun to wonder if I wasgoing too far. Lucid dreaming allows anyone to move incredibly deepinto the conscious unconscious and even probe the apparent collectiveunconscious, but in the back of my mind, I wondered if I should beconcerned. So, when the man in the committee pointed out that chaptertitle, he pointed out my unarticulated fear: Would I, at this depth ofmovement into the conscious unconscious, finally encounter somethingevil? I had now come face to face with a barrier within myself - anunresolved question that needed to be addressed.
GOOD, EVIL, A N D LUCID DREAMING

In the science fiction classic, Dune, author Frank Herbert pens a classicline: "Fear is the mind killer." In the realm of lucid dreaming or anyinvestigation of the mind, fear inhibits and restricts. Lucid dreamerswho fear can make little progress. Instead, they retreat to "safe," simplelucid dreams, hoping that their fear doesn't find them. Fear becomesone of those self-limiting factors of self-exploration, like narrow beliefsor habitual focus. Fear is, indeed, the mind killer.I had yet to experience anything remotely evil. Almost all of myencounters with the unconscious were responsive, profound, educa-tional, and helpful. Some, like the feeling-tone experience, may havebeen a bit overwhelming, but none could be called evil. Still I knew thatI needed to resolve the issue for myself personally: Did evil inherentlyexist? Would I find it lying in the darkest corners of the unconscious? I was simply going too deep into lucid dreaming not to know.So, I resolved to find out, somehow, in my next conscious adven-ture, and this is what I discovered:
I don't recall how I become aware, but I find myself hurtling throughthe relative darkness of space. At last, I can seek out the answer. I'mdetermined to go to the ends of the universe to discover whether evilexists. I fly past stars and constellations, deeper into the darkness. I 
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speed headlong through the cosmos, looking, sensing for somethinglike inherent evil. I continue deeper until, at last, I come to a placewhere the stars no longer appear. In front of me looms the edge ofthe universe.I stop and look intently at the deep darkness. Is there evil inthere?Then, from within, I hear a voice deliver this message: "The lightupholds the darkness." And suddenly I know that behind all appar-ent evil or darkness is light; and that it's light that gives us the senseof darkness.Then I hear: "Everything is sacred and alive." I intuitively real-ize that the light is in every living creature as a condition of its exis-tence.And then I hear something more clarifying: "Even the spacebetween your fingers is sacred and alive." I look at my outstretchedhand and see the space between my fingers, that precious emptiness,and know with clarity that I live in a sacred universe, where even theapparent emptiness is aware and alive. With form or without, all issacred and alive.
My fear vanished.



7
EXPERIENCING T H E

LIGHT OF AWARENESS

THE YEAR 1995 MARKED TWENTY YEARS OF LUCID DREAMING FORme. Lucid dreaming had enriched my life immeasurably. I had gainedinsights and experiences that I never could have learned in a classroomand a new, profound appreciation for the realm of dreaming. Moreover,I felt close to this newly expanded innerness, since I knew that an ob-serving and responsive, conscious awareness existed there.My relationship with lucid dreaming had become transformative.Though I could say, like so many others, that "it all happened in mymind," I wanted to capitalize Mind, and possibly even My. My con-cept of my own "self" had been altered by these excursions into theconscious unconscious. I now seemed a part of a larger whole, alwaysconnected and aware. Not that I personally am divine, but that every-thing, underneath it all, is divine.As a result, reality began to seem conceptually looser, more am-biguous. We tend to consider dreams as "unreal" and physical life as"real," yet who hasn't woken from a frightening dream with his or herheart pumping wildly? If the dream is unreal, how does an unreal eventaffect the physical body in such a real, dramatic way? Numerous studieshave shown that dreaming engages our cardiovascular and respiratorysystems, hormonal production, brain wave activity, and so forth, andthat various dream activities often correlate with the corresponding
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physical system changes. So dreaming is very real in terms of havingan impact on our physical body and mental life. It may even accountfor the frequently cited phenomenon of altering our moods in termsof "waking up on the wrong side of the bed." Similarly, many luciddreamers report experiencing a "lucid dreaming high" for hours or daysafter waking from an enjoyable or exhilarating lucid dream.Dreams are also "real" when they involve mental events that areinfused with problem-solving significance. Besides the frequent use ofdreams for therapeutic insight, scientists and inventors have pointed tothe mental event of the dream as providing creative solutions to real-world problems. One of the most vivid examples of this occurred in1844. Elias Howe was working on the prototype of a sewing machinebut felt perplexed by how the machine should manipulate the needle.He dreamt of being held by savages who threatened to kill him if hedidn't finish creating his sewing machine. In the dream, he noticed thatthe spear tips had an eye-shaped hole and realized that the eye of thesewing machine needle needed to be at the tip for the machine to work.1
This "real" solution occurred in a dream, and led to the "real"-izationof a world-changing industry.Even if we don't recall dreams or see any value in them, variousneurological viewpoints suggest that any brain or mind event createsa "mass action" that touches the entire brain. Every dream, as a realneurological event, affects the brain and mind in some manner as wellas our individual and collective reality.2

The deeper we probe the nature of dreaming, the more we realizethat referring to dreams as unreal is a false supposition. Moreover,when we consider that in physical life, people report hallucinations,false memories, perceptual errors, and so on, we realize that suggestingthat the physical life experience is utterly real is equally unsupportable.Culturally, we have been led to believe an extreme dichotomy.When we recall that numerous physicists maintain that each so-called real object exists as a conglomeration of energy, of spinningatoms rotating in a field of space, we begin to see that our perceivedreality exists as a version of reality - one perspective on reality, onesense of reality. In a manner of speaking, our experienced reality is theone largely predicated by our senses. It can hardly be considered theonly reality; rather, it is a sensed, mentally mediated reality - in manyregards, much like a dream.When lucidly aware in the dream, a new synthesis appears as thedreamer mixes both reality and illusion. He or she brings the realities
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of action, meaning, thought, and beauty to the so-called ephemeral,insubstantial illusion of dreams. Suddenly, the boundaries betweendreaming reality and waking reality become even more amorphous,as lucid dreaming incorporates aspects of both. The new, synthesizedreality begins to call all realities into question and suggest that each isfundamentally a mental construct.With twenty years of lucid dreaming behind me, I knew that mynext step involved becoming lucid about lucid dreaming. I had to"wake up" to lucid dreaming - get beyond this somewhat more awareframework. Realizing that I existed in the illusion of a dream was notenough; I needed to journey beyond all symbol, appearance, and illu-sion, beyond all self-creation, beyond the lucid dream. I needed to findthe source of it all. Only then would I truly know if meaning existedbehind appearance.Around this time of deep questioning and deliberation, somethingcurious began to happen. Occasionally upon waking in the morning, I would try to recall my dreams, but all I could recall was this: blue light.No matter how I pushed my memory to retrieve the dream story, therewas none. In fact, there was no action, no objects, no figures, no me,no nothing - just blue light.One morning I distinctly recall thinking, "Well, what do I put inmy dream journal, "blue light"? This really seemed odd. Then, walk-ing down to the breakfast table, my wife asked me, only half jokingly,"Robert, what's happening to you?" I laughed and asked her whatshe meant. "Last night, I think I woke up and looked at you," shesaid. "You had this look on your face, I don't know, like pure blissor ecstasy or something. Are you okay?" I assured her that I was fine,that I was just having interesting dreams and thoughts. I didn't tell herabout my deep considerations of reality and the role of the individualin creating the reality experienced or my deep desire to somehow get beyond that.It occurred to me that the blue light reminded me of somethingelse that was happening to me. For many years, while awake, I wouldperiodically notice a dot of blue light in my perceptual field, normallyon the left side. The dot would move around, up and down, so I knewit wasn't a matter of a rod or cone in my eye being damaged. It mighthang around for a couple hours a day, and then I wouldn't notice itagain for a week or so. Curiously, the dot seemed to appear most oftenwhen I was thinking about subjects of interest to me, like the nature ofreality, consciousness, or lucid dreaming, for example.
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This series of nighttime blue light experiences finally led up to a lucid dream that I jokingly call "The Blue Light Monster" (November1995):
I become lucid. The lighting is dim, so I shout out to the dream, "Turnon lights" and things become much brighter. At this point, I noticean area like a white, empty sanctuary. Entering into it, I suddenly seea figure composed of blue light. The figure is about three times largerthan I am. At first I'm taken aback, but then I find it comical and beginto laugh - I've encountered a blue light monster! Or, perhaps a bluelight god, as it doesn't seem menacing at all, in spite of its height, whichseems to me only suggestive of intimidation or power. I have a sensethat I need to get beyond it, and so I run to get around it. Just as I passit, though, a great noise occurs in the lucid dream and I wake up.
I could think of only one association with such an image, and itinvolved Buddhist paintings, which often include a powerful figurecomposed of blue in each of the four corners. But why would I dreamof that image? I had not studied Buddhism (after having considered allthe cultural and translational issues inherent in its study) and there-fore lacked any depth of knowledge about it. I did share with it theprofound interest in trying to understand the nature of reality and themeaning of life.As I began to recollect all of my lucid dreaming experiences, a keensense of certainty formed within me. The reality of lucid dreaming mustbe just another reality, like waking reality, with its forms and symbolsand assumed meanings and preconceptions, but somewhere beyondit there must be an ultimate reality or a base reality from which theserealities emerged. There may be an infinity of realities, as don Juanmaintained, but behind all of this, something must exist that props itall up.Something had responded to my intent when I shouted, "Hey, I want to hear my feeling-tone!" But where was its reality? What was itsreality? Beyond lucid dreaming must lie something - some originator,some source reality. To get there, I realized I had to get rid of "me"somehow - my beliefs, my ideas, my concerns, my interests - since theseconspired to hook me into the reality that I then experienced. But howdoes one get beyond one's self? How does one let go of beliefs? Ofideas? Of concerns? Of interests? Until I let go of everything, I wouldstill experience some aspect of self, some symbol, some representation.But how does one exclude one's self? And what would remain? I neededto know. What was beyond lucid dreaming? 
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In answer to my questioning, I experienced something extraordi-nary. In fact, some experiences simply defy words , and this is one ofthem. In the first part of this experience, I exist without a sense of selfor identity. In the second part , I regain a sense of self. Here 's whathappened, as best I can explain (December 1995):
As if a floating point of light in an expanse of aware, living light, theself-less awareness exists. Here, all awareness connects. All awarenessintersects. All knowledge exists within the brilliant, clear, creamy lightof awareness. Awareness is all; one point contains the awareness of allpoints; nothing exists apart. Pure awareness, knowing, light.Then, suddenly aware of the black-gray dream space and the lonefigure standing there, I try to get my bearings. Recalling the aware lightjust experienced, I ask the robed figure, "Was that a lucid dream?""No," the figure replies. "To enter a lucid dream, go this way."He points to the empty space in front of him.Knowing intuitively that the entry to regular dreams is to the left,I move right, toward the entry space for lucid dreams. As I cross aninvisible boundary, my awareness hurtles through a tunnel of whitish-blue light, along whose surface I see intermittently various raised sym-bols - ovals, triangles, double triangles, circles. I continue moving untilI know intuitively that to enter a lucid dream means going up.Heading up toward lucid dreams, I feel something I've never beforeexperienced. Around the crown of my head, I feel intense, explosiveblasts of energy, localized but moving in a circular pattern. Bam! Bam! Bam! Bam! The energy rings in my mind.Moments later, I know I'm preparing to enter a lucid dream.Until, as if by magic, I emerge through the floor of a dream scene,fully lucid.
I felt completely overwhelmed when I awoke from this experience.What was this? I held my head and traced the energy blasts around it.Working my memory backward, I had been in a lucid dream, a tunnelto a lucid dream, then in that gray space (where often only one figureor one or two symbols appear) and talked to the dream figure. But whatcame before all of that? What was that "aware light"? The dream figuretold me that it was not a lucid dream. What was it then?Within the aware light, there was no idea of self, of me or mine.There were no thoughts, memories, or analysis; no Robert - only a light-filled knowing. Though I had no broader context from which toconsider it, it seemed like my awareness had finally arrived at its source:pure awareness, the reality behind the manifest appearances and sym-bols. The ultimate homecoming. In that aware light, All Is - the essence
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of everything seemed contained in an ever-present Now. All awarenessconnected in that pure awareness. In that great nothing, Everything Is.A few months later, in June 1996,1 attended the Association forthe Study of Dreams (ASD) conference at the Claremont Resort inBerkeley, California. A session had been set up for experienced luciddreamers to chat and share ideas. As I sat there with this group of verytalented lucid dreamers, Stephen LaBerge asked if anyone had had any"extraordinary" lucid dream experiences.The group decided to go around the circle and give each personan opportunity to comment. As it came to be my turn, I wondered if I should talk about my experiences of light. I hesitated because, first ofall, they didn't seem to be lucid dreams. And, second, there really wasn'tanything to talk about - nothing had happened! No action, no acting,only awareness! So, I told the group about my very first lucid dream,twenty-one years earlier, and kept the experiences of light to myself.It wasn't until two years later, while at a conference in Hawaii, thatI started to comprehend the meaning of my experience. At the 1998 ASDconference, on the north shore of Oahu, one of the featured speakers wasTenzin Wangyal Rinpoche, a Buddhist lama from the Bon tradition ofTibet who had just written The Tibetan Yogas of Dream and Sleep. In the late morning sun and a gentle breeze, Tenzin Wangyal stoodin his simple attire and discussed the Buddhist Bon tradition's view ofdreaming and lucid dreaming, which is based on almost ten thousandyears of study. He mentioned his own intense practice of dream yogaas a youth in a monastery, and how he had continued to practice dreamyoga as part of his spiritual path.As he reviewed this rich tradition, he likened the experience ofregular dreaming to a blind horse with a lame rider. In this metaphor,the lame rider is one's mind, which sits atop a blind horse, signifyingthe energy of the dream that dashes about with little control.By developing greater awareness in the dream state, the rider couldovercome his lameness, direct the blind horse, and use conscious dreamingfor his spiritual growth. Tenzin Wangyal suggested that the deep practiceof lucid dreaming, or yoga of dreams, could assist one in the intermediatebardo state, after physical death. Assuming one had developed sufficientawareness, understanding, and stability of mind through lucid dreamingand dream yoga, one might be able to comprehend the illusory nature ofafter-death visions and thus avoid another incarnation.He also noted that with many years of training and experience,the yogas of dream and sleep may "ultimately lead into one another,"
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if the lucid dreaming practice is "fully accomplished," and result inan experience of the "clear light." Unlike a lucid dream, which has a subject and object, in the clear light experience, "the recognition is notof an object by a subject but is the non-dual recognition of pure aware-ness, the clear light, by awareness itself."3 He emphasized that in theclear light experience, there is no subject/object duality or sense of self;rather, the ever-present essential, innate awareness appears. Ultimately,the common goal for those who go deeply into either dream yoga orsleep yoga would be to experience the clear light.Listening, I began to feel that my unusual experiences, aftertwenty years of lucid dreaming, had a name, a history, and a mean-ing. I began to believe that my attempt to go beyond lucid dreamingand beyond symbols, objects, and figures may have naturally returnedmy base awareness to this point of clear light. I found it strange thata Presbyterian lucid dreamer from the Midwest, without expecting oranticipating it, would stumble into such an experience, an apparentglimpse of absolute reality.

T H E METZINGER QUESTION

How did the first person to experience the clear light recognize it? Howdid he or she explain it to himself or herself, since it's an experience ofnon-dual awareness outside of a subject/object relationship? I wondered,did that first person spend decades trying to comprehend that strangerecollection of knowing light? Could he or she deduce an answer?Many years later, I read Being No One, by the German philoso-pher Thomas Metzinger, and was surprised to find he raised a similarpoint.4 He asks, "How can you coherently report about a selfless stateof consciousness from your own, autobiographical memory? How couldthis episode ever constitute an element of your own mental life? Suchreports generate a performative self-contradiction . . ."5
Though I may be walking on thin ice, and I have no pretensions ofbeing a philosopher or an apologist for Buddhism, I feel my experiencemay provide an answer or at least a helpful response.First, to reiterate, I did not expect or anticipate such a state as theclear light. I simply had reached a point at which I deeply felt somethingmust be beyond lucid dreaming. When I lucidly called out a questionor intent, something responded. When I lucidly sought unknown andbasically unknowable information, a response emerged.
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Beyond mediation by symbols, beyond the beliefs, ideas, and ex-pectations of my waking mind, somewhere a base reality must existthat energized or gave rise to appearances, I surmised.Second, in my report about the self-less experience, one findsthat numerous "platforms of experience" appear (e.g., the clearlight, the gray state, the lucid dream, and a sense of the entry pointto regular dreams). Earlier in the event, I questioned a figure in thedream's gray state who showed me how to enter a lucid dream afterinforming me that the experience of awareness had not been a luciddream. So, upon waking, I had some evidence to realize what theclear light experience was not. It was not a lucid dream, nor a dream,nor this relatively empty gray state where sometimes lucid dreamersfind themselves.Third, I began to think that perhaps the first person to experiencethis may possibly have had it explained to them afterward by anotherawareness. If I had asked a different question to the dream figure inthe gray state - "What was that?" for example, instead of "Was that a lucid dream?" - I likely would have received an explanatory response.I wonder if this is how the first person (and others) to experience thiscame to understand the experience. I have to assume so.Be that as it may, it still may not satisfy Metzinger's basic question:"How can you coherently report about a selfless state of consciousnessfrom your own, autobiographical memory? How could this episodeever constitute an element of your own mental life?"So, my fourth point is, I feel the answer may be discovered in myfeeling-tone dream (described in chapter 6). In that lucid dream, we seethat "awareness" apparently has the mobility to reside outside of thewaking self construct. In that dream, I experienced the "waking self asfeeling-tone." When the feeling-tone engulfed, expressed, and becamemy sense of self, awareness stepped aside. Awareness found refugewithin a larger awareness, until the feeling-tone ended, whereuponmy self and awareness reunited. By this, I propose that awareness canstep apart from self, then reunite with self, and that is how you coher-ently report about a self-less state of consciousness. The self does notexperience it; the self's awareness experiences it. Upon the reunitingof self and awareness, the self possesses knowledge of the awareness.This movement suggests that consciousness of self exists as a quality arising from awareness, but does not constitute awareness.One afternoon thinking about how to explain this, I intuitivelyimagined this brief conceptual game:
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See yourself in your mind's eye. Now strip away all of your pos-sessions - your house, your car, your bank account, your clothes, yourdishes. Strip away the things you own or possess. So now strip away allyour emotions, all your feelings, all your likes and dislikes; remove themall. Now strip away all your relationships, past, present, and future;strip them away. Now all of your ideas, your conceptions, your beliefs,let them go; strip them away and cast them off. Now your memoriesand history must be stripped free, too. Finally, strip away any lingeringresidue of ideation of self.As you strip away each layer, something remains - because somethingpreexists your possessions and your emotions; something preexists yourrelationships and your memories; something preexists your sense of self.When you strip them all away, one final thing remains: Awareness.You can call it "your" awareness, but it preexists you. The thingsyou attach to awareness - your ideas, beliefs, emotions, memories, allblend together and become the conception of "you" or "yourself." Butwhen you shake them all free, one thing remains: Awareness. The selfhas awareness, but the self is not the Awareness.Basically, it seems to me that we clothe awareness with layers ofself conceptions. Then we assume awareness results from or exists byvirtue of the clothing of self conceptions! While awareness enlivens theself conceptions, the self conceptions do not create the awareness.When awareness emerged from the clear light, it could then inte-grate the experience with or into my waking self and allow the self toclaim the experience, though in all actuality, it was my awareness thatexperienced it, and not my waking self. In large measure, my wakingself's involvement consisted of questioning the nature of reality andbecoming deeply convinced that some ultimate reality existed behindthe manifest realities of waking and dreaming. The experience of pureawareness simply happened. It did not occur as the result of sometechnique or machination of my waking self.The experience of light has left me with deep feelings about the inter-connectedness of all awareness and what underlies phenomenal reality.Occasionally, it rises to the surface, and I experience in waking reality thesense of interconnectedness. Much of the remainder of this book involvesmy directly and indirectly suggesting the existence of profound intercon-nectedness and how lucid dreaming acts as a platform from which onemight possibly provide evidence of that interconnectedness.
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DREAMING

NO PROBLEM BF.LIEVING THAT THE DREAM FIGURESrepresent aspects of our self, that they may be symbolicof our hopes, fears, desires, and other emotions. So,ou dreamt of an angry, black dog and later realizeddog represented your fear of your boss, you wouldage of the angry, black dog was a symbolic constructareness of this specific fear. If you then came to termslikely would never encounter that dream symbolthe symbolic construct would evaporate once yourdealt with (or reintegrated) the projected awarenessspecific fear.the traditional self looks at these mental creations inst expressions of psychological energy or awareness,viewpoint is the assumption that the waking self existspermost expression of the psyche. Also ingrained inthe assumption that the waking self is the only realityfigures are both lesser and illusory,ome consciously aware in the dream state, however,viewpoint meets severe challenges. As we consciouslythe unconscious, experiences arise to suggest that themuch broader terms than the waking ego self alone.knowledgeable and volitional dream figures (that mayts of conscious awareness or sub-personalities), lucid
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CONNECTING W I T HTHE HIDDEN OBSERVER 
O F D R E A M I N G

MOST OF US HAVE NO PROBLEM BELIEVING THAT THE DREAM FIGURESwe encounter represent aspects of our self, that they may be symbolicrepresentations of our hopes, fears, desires, and other emotions. So,for example, if you dreamt of an angry, black dog and later realizedthe angry, black dog represented your fear of your boss, you wouldrealize that the image of the angry, black dog was a symbolic constructto express the awareness of this specific fear. If you then came to termswith the fear, you likely would never encounter that dream symbolagain. In a sense, the symbolic construct would evaporate once yourbroader awareness dealt with (or reintegrated) the projected awarenessor energy of this specific fear.So culturally, the traditional self looks at these mental creations indreams as manifest expressions of psychological energy or awareness.Ingrained in this viewpoint is the assumption that the waking self existsas the "top" or uppermost expression of the psyche. Also ingrained inthis viewpoint is the assumption that the waking self is the only realityand that all dream figures are both lesser and illusory.When we become consciously aware in the dream state, however,this common viewpoint meets severe challenges. As we consciouslymove deeper into the unconscious, experiences arise to suggest that the"self" exists in much broader terms than the waking ego self alone.In addition to knowledgeable and volitional dream figures (that mayrepresent fragments of conscious awareness or sub-personalities), lucid
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dreamers appear able to contact something more comprehensive andaware, perhaps what could be called the subliminal self, the inner ego,or the inner Self.For the first time, the conscious dreaming self can investigate higherup the ladder of consciousness. In doing so, however, the lucid dreamermust do something counterintuitive. He or she must stop focusing on thedream objects and dream figures and direct questions or intentions to a nonapparent awareness behind the dream. As long as the lucid dreamercontinues to focus on the dream objects and dream figures (whichWestern psychology tells us exist as reflections of the self), then the luciddreamer remains involved with the reflections of the self. To step outsideof this self-reflective aspect of lucid dreaming involves an intentionalfocusing away from the presented dream environment and a redirectedfocusing toward the presumed awareness behind the dream.My first clue of this awareness behind the dream occurred yearsearlier in the "happy giver" lucid dream (as described in chapter 5),when a voice from above boomed out a response. Instead of the dreamfigure responding, suddenly a nonapparent, mysterious voice responded.This oddity, this slip-up, provided me an initial hint that not everythingwas on the dream stage; rather, something hid behind the curtain.Attending to the characters in the dream play, I now realized, wouldnever reveal the other awareness offstage.The problem is, the vast majority of lucid dreamers never considerfocusing away from interacting with the dream environment. Why?Well, for reasons I've already touched upon. First, many believe thatthey completely create and control the lucid dream and thereforepresume their action and awareness is the only action and awarenessaccessible. Second, the waking ego self prefers the sense of primarymastery, manipulation, and control, even when illusory; the wakingego often prefers not to look outside of itself for explanations. Third,to give up control or focus on the unknown can engender fear, and aninflexible waking ego avoids possible fears. Finally, many lucid dream-ers become enamored by the pleasure and play of lucid dreaming andfail to experiment or develop their abilities further. In effect, erroneousconceptions, presumed mastery, fear avoidance, and pleasure-seekingact to blind most lucid dreamers to this possibility.Once the lucid dreamer directs questions or intentions to theawareness behind dreaming, he or she creates an opening from whichto engage the subliminal or inner Self. Initially, this may require botha conceptual belief in and an emotional trust of the abstraction behind
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the dream. The responsive, invisible awareness behind the dream re-ciprocates in such a profound way as to differentiate itself from dreamfigures. Its response reveals a creativity, deep knowledge, and masterythat suggest the lucid dreamer has encountered a consciously aware,much larger aspect of Self.Jung hinted at this distinct possibility when he mused on the charac-teristics of the unconscious and suggested its creativity and spontaneitypointed to its likely existence as an inner, psychic system. Speculatingfurther, he suggested that if it was a system, then it might possess con-sciousness: "We have no knowledge of how this unconscious functions,but since it is conjectured to be a psychic system it may possibly haveeverything that consciousness has, including perception, apperception,memory, imagination, will, affectivity, feeling, reflection, judgment,etc., all in subliminal form."1
Jung goes on to suggest the implications of what this mightmean:
If the unconscious can contain everything that is known to be a func-tion of consciousness, then we are faced with the possibility that it too,like consciousness, possesses a subject, a sort of ego . . . [which] bringsout the real point of my argument: the fact, namely, that a second psy-chic system coexisting with consciousness - no matter what qualitieswe suspect it of possessing - is of absolutely revolutionary significancein that it could radically alter our view of the world.2
Lucid dreamers, in their individually unique conscious explorationsof the unconscious, often discover (independently of each other) thatthe responsively aware unconscious has many of these same qualitieshypothesized by Jung. Let's consider Jung's list of possible functionsthat this inner awareness must possess to constitute "a sort of ego."Perception: In numerous lucid dreams, I and other lucid dreamersignore the objects and dream figures and simply shout out our requeststo the dream, or inner ego.Now, if no other awareness existed to perceive our requests, weshould receive no responses. Or, if our requests were only perceived bya nonstructured or nonsystem chaos (i.e., a primitive archaic realm),we would receive no sensible responses. However, lucid dreamers whoshout out their requests to the dream do receive responses. So Jung'sfirst requirement of "perception" is already shown by the responsesthat result from lucid dreamers' direct requests of the awareness behindthe dream.
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I want to point out here that I'm referring to asking the dream andnot a dream figure. Dream figures are not the psychic system, but are,more likely, small elements within it. Similarly, dream figures vary wide-ly in their capacity to respond (as I discuss in chapters 5 and 11).Apperception: Apperception refers to "the process of understand-ing by which newly observed qualities of an object are related to pastexperience."3 At least one example exists. I submit that my lucid dreamin which the dream voice booms out, "The acquired characteristics,"and I query, "The acquired characteristics of what?" to which the voicebooms out the complete and more comprehensible response, "The ac-quired characteristics of the happy giver!" hint at this point of Jung's.The inner system or inner ego showed the capacity to re-analyze orreflect upon its earlier response, and it did so upon my query.Memory: Here, I would have to point to lucid dreams in which thewaking intent or curiosity seems preloaded into the pre-lucid portionof the lucid dream. Take, for example, my first lucid dream. My handssuddenly appeared in front of my face, and I realized my prompt. Howdo we explain this? Did my waking self place my hands directly in frontof my face? Or did my subliminal self/inner ego incorporate this wakingsuggestion and remember to create an extremely rare dream action ofhands popping up?Imagination: This is where the inner Self excels in terms of creativ-ity and imagination, which seems a determining characteristic of anyhigher system of consciousness. My lucid dream of shouting, "I wantto see more women in here when I open the door" definitely qualifies.The responsive agent did an admirable job of creating an attractive andorderly set of young women, creatively arranged and appropriate tomy thoughts and beliefs. So too, when I shouted, "I want to hear myfeeling-tone!" the experience was light years beyond my expectationsand concepts.If one could suggest an ordering of conscious structures in thepsyche, I feel greater and more profound creativity would denote theproper ranking process. As one moves up the ladder of the psyche, oneshould be able to mark significant gradations in creativity as a key ele-ment. As such, the waking ego does not seem the highest-level structurewithin the lucidly perceived psyche.Will: Many have "surrendered" their will to the lucid dream orasked the dream, "Show me something important for me to see." Inthese cases of setting aside the waking self's will, profound lucid dream
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experiences result, again suggesting the existence of an inner Self's"will" that acts when allowed to act by the waking self.Affectivity and Feeling: In my feeling-tone lucid dream, I experi-enced an affective response when the presumed inner ego's awareness(in which my awareness sought refuge) had to recall the memories andfeelings that constituted "Robert."Also, that the responses to lucid dreamers' requests seem largelyeducational and oriented toward assistance suggests an "inner" affec-tivity or feeling for the waking self.Reflection and Judgment: My lucid dream's "acquired character-istics" retort is evidence of reflection and judgment. In later chapters,I present many additional lucid dream experiences in which the innerSelf responds that the lucid dreaming individual is not adequately pre-pared for the experience he or she requests or has requested somethingin error, which cannot be expressed.My point here is simple. Jung's intimation of "a subject, or sortof ego" within the unconscious appears to be a psychologically andscientifically obtainable goal of lucid dreaming, given an acceptableexperimental design. Moreover, experienced lucid dreamers reportnumerous examples of interactions with the inner ego that can only becharacterized as responsive, seemingly intelligent, and educationallyoriented (i.e., purposeful). The nature of these preliminary interac-tions suggests an inner, functioning, perceiving psychic organism orinner Self, accessible in the lucid dream state. Some experienced luciddreamers already refer to it more poetically, as the Dreamer of thedream, for example.Already lucid dreamers have independently discovered that thedream state or unconscious seems to function around certain principles(such as the expectation effect, belief, intent, etc.) commonly experi-enced by lucid dreamers. These commonalities give weight to the ideathat a coherent structure exists to the dream state or unconscious. Thenormal waking-state view of the dream state as "chaotic" has to bereconsidered as consciously aware dreamers begin to interact with thatstate. Through the aegis of lucid awareness, the dream realm can beobserved, explored, and experimented with to determine its operatingprinciples. The fact that its operating principles may be different thanphysical reality's principles is no reason to ignore or deny its existenceor avoid reconsidering its status as a principled environment, a typeof reality.
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THE INNER SELF IN SPIRITUAL TRADITIONS

Aside from the realm of Western psychology, consideration of an innerego in lucid dreaming may touch upon spiritual traditions as well. Aslucid dreamers provide continuing evidence of an inner awareness,psychologists may be able to draw parallels with the nature of thisinner awareness and what various religions have historically calledsoul or spirit.Beginning with the ancient Egyptians, most religions have consis-tently maintained that behind the waking, physical self exists anothertype of self, a nonphysical, mental, or spiritual self. In lucid dreaming,we may have the capacity to interact with that normally hidden portionof our self and understand it from our waking perspective.For example, lucid dreaming may allow the waking self to experi-ence what the Hindu called atman, or self as soul. As Wendy DonigerO'Flaherty, Professor of the History of Religions at the University ofChicago, explains, Hindu philosophy considered the ego the abamkara. She writes, "Ahamkara, literally 'The making of an "I," ' is best trans-lated as egoism; it is a mistaken perception, the source of the wholeseries of errors that cause us to become embroiled in samsara [theworld of rebirth, illusion, and worldly involvement]. Once we realizethat T does not exist, we are free from the most basic of all illusions.It is the Western assurance that the ego is real that drives us to assumethat this is the point from which all other frames radiate outward. . . . "O'Flaherty further explains that Hindu texts suggest something beyondthe ego, "The self (atman), by contrast, links one not merely to a certaingroup of other people but to everyone and, further, to the real world(brahman) [or the Godhead], which transcends everyone."4
In some regards, I feel that a lucid dreamer realizing that he or shecontinues to exist in a largely ego-reflective illusion even within the luciddream can use that understanding as the motivating force to discoverwhat persists beyond illusion. By seeking to shake free of the "makings"of the ego, exteriorized as the dream creations of objects, settings, andfigures, the lucid dreamer begins to diminish the significance of the illu-sion of self reflection. By focusing beyond appearances, lucid dreamersincrease their likelihood of discovering that which is beyond their ego,presumably their atman, or true Self. From there, Hindu literature (ifI understand correctly) suggests that a dreamer might continue to anexperience of dreamless sleep that provides a glance at the true brah-man, "the divine mind that does not create."5
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Through lucid dreaming, we appear to have the capacity to real-ize our connection with our inner Self as something more than merelytheoretical. Lucidly aware, we can finally interact and engage withour larger psyche and experience its reality to some small degree. Theelusive psyche may finally be found in the most unlikely of places, theparadoxical nature of lucid dreaming.
A SORT OF INNER EGO:

EARLY PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORIES

Jung's suggestion that the inner psychic system's characteristics (e.g.,feeling, memory, imagination, and so forth) might exist "all in sublimi-nal form" brings us back to the history of psychology and the idea ofmore than one conscious awareness in humans.In his book, Divided Consciousness: Multiple Controls in Human Thought and Action, Ernest Hilgard, the late Stanford professor andformer president of the American Psychological Association, suggestsas much in the book's first sentence: "The unity of consciousness is il-lusory."6 Hilgard recounts that in the early years of psychology, manypsychologists proposed competing views of consciousness. The Germanpsychologist Max Dessoir, says Hilgard, wrote Das Doppel-Ich, orThe Double Ego, "in which he identified the two streams of mentalactivity as an 'upper consciousness' and a 'lower consciousness.'"7
The French psychologist, Pierre Janet, was "the first to introduce theterm subconscious to refer to a level of cognitive functioning out ofawareness that could on occasion become conscious."8 The AmericanMorton Prince used the term "co-conscious" to denote the idea that"subconscious cerebration is going on concurrently" with one's prin-cipal intelligence.9Like many psychologists today, these early theorists point outthe complexity of conscious awareness and the likelihood of morethan one conscious awareness within the human psyche. However,Hilgard claims that Freud's psychoanalytic theory conflicted withthese co-conscious views and "presented an alternative conception ofunconscious processes, and substituted repression for dissociation."10
Essentially, Freud used repression to explain away and negate theneed to investigate co-conscious activity. Freud also viewed hypnosisnegatively, hypnosis being one way in which subconscious processescould be ascertained to exist concurrently with conscious processes.
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With the historic rise of behaviorism, Hilgard observes, the currents ofpsychological research moved away from consciousness and created a "lack of interest in subconsciousnesses" as well.11
Interest in subconscious awareness returned in numerous forms inthe 1960s and 1970s as researchers sought to understand the mecha-nism for multiple personality disorders, popularized in books like The Three Faces of Eve. How could psychology explain the appearance ofa new ego form or a new conscious awareness? How did it develop?From where did it come? Hilgard notes that Prince's idea of co-con-sciousness reemerges, since "the concealed (or dissociated) personality issometimes more normal or mentally healthy than the openly displayedone."12 This observation of a healthier new ego-aspect refutes theFreudian idea "of a primitive unconscious" ruled by instinctual impulsesor repressed emotions, and suggests a natural co-conscious system, aswell as an ability to formulate new conscious awareness.13
In his research work with deep hypnosis, Hilgard noted a type ofco-conscious awareness, which he called the "hidden observer." Thehidden observer was first uncovered when a student in a class askedthe hypnotist "whether 'some part' of the subject might be aware ofwhat was going on."14 To their surprise, they discovered a responsefrom an aware information processing part of the self of which thesubject had no knowledge. This "other part" or hidden observer couldrespond to questions, write automatically about its experience, andmake requests. Responses from the hidden observer were found to beclear, coherent, business-like, and analytical, according to Hilgard,and not suggestive of any regressive or infantile nature, proposed inpsychoanalytic views.In conversing with the "hidden observer," Hilgard's hypnotic sub-jects made comments afterwards like these: "The hidden part doesn'tdeal with pain. It looks at what is, and doesn't judge it. It is not a hypnotized part of the self. It knows all parts." "The hidden observeris watching, mature, logical, has more information." "The hiddenobserver was an extra, all-knowing part of me. . . . The hidden partknows the hypnotized part, but the hypnotized part does not knowthe hidden one."15
As a researcher, Hilgard realizes that "a reader may think of un-tapped depths of experience, possibilities of consciousness expansion,unrealized human potential and other rather mystical ideas," whichhe sought to dissuade as unproven. However, he was quick to pointout the "objective, matter of fact, scientific" observations made by
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the hidden observer were suggestive of some type of inner consciousawareness.16
Hilgard's analysis suggested that psychology should refocus onearlier notions of co-conscious awareness, see hypnosis as an experi-mental procedure to probe this, further investigate attention and itsparallel processing, and determine if the "central control mechanism" ofawareness has "two aspects" - a monitoring function and an executiveor decisive, organizing, and goal-directing function.17

LUCID DREAMING A N D

AN INNER OBSERVER

The discovery of the "hidden observer" occurred because a studentasked if "some part" of the subject might be aware. One can onlywonder if the hidden observer exists in all deep hypnotic encoun-ters but-remains primarily withdrawn until consciously sought andquestioned.In lucid dreaming, the inner observer appears most likely to bediscovered when lucid dreamers turn away from interacting with thedream figures and simply address the dreaming. To some degree, thismirrors the actions of the hypnotist turning away from interacting withthe subject to ask if "some part" of the subject might also be awarein that state. Until the focus of the lucid dreamer turns away fromthe dreaming action, the inner observer or inner Self remains hidden.When the lucid dreamer shifts the focus away from his or her interestsand assumed projections and places the focus onto the larger reality ofdreaming, the inner observer appears and responds. I have to assumethat the inner observer or inner Self exists in all lucid dream encountersbut remains hidden until consciously sought.I want to make clear that the inner observer of lucid dreamingwould not normally manifest as a dream figure or an apparent figureor object within the dream. By my experience, the inner observer existsbehind the dreaming and can communicate with the lucid dreamerthrough intelligent and responsive vocalizations, thoughts, informa-tion, and the presentation of new dream creations or experiences.Though dream figures may represent the inner observer in part, theydo not constitute the larger awareness of the inner observer; just as a leaf, twig, or branch represents apparent aspects of the tree but not a tree's totality.
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Questions to the dream's inner observer can be either factual orconceptual, currently known or not yet known, oriented to past orfuture. Although most questions prompt an immediate response, laterwe will see examples of some responses that tell the lucid dreamer of thefallacy, inadvisability, or impossibility of the lucid dreamer's request.These thoughtfully explained denied responses indicate the unique andautonomous nature of the inner observer. The lucid dreamer, of course,can counter with an altered request.Those who feel lucid dreamers only experience what they expectto experience should request something unexpected from the dream. Inlater chapters, I will discuss how I and other lucid dreamers have pusheddream figures and the inner observer to provide answers to unknowablequestions (which thus have no expected answer at the time), listenedfor the response, and then saw whether it was later verified. The resultsare surprising and suggest that the unconscious may be more consciousand more broad "minded" than we want to admit.



9
THE FIVE STAGES OF 
LUCID DREAMING 

WHEN I GIVE PRESENTATIONS ON LUCID DREAMING, I NORMALLY BEGINby asking the audience members to raise their hands if they've had a lucid dream. Around eighty percent of the attendees raise their hands.Then I ask those who've had twenty-five or more lucid dreams to raisetheir hands. Only about thirty-five percent do so. If I ask those who havehad one hundred or more lucid dreams to raise their hands, sometimesI look out and see only one hand in the air. Even among those peoplevery interested in the topic of lucid dreaming - interested enough togo to a lecture or conference on the subject - only a small percentagemanages to enter deeply into the actual practice.This relative lack of experienced lucid dreamers may seemsurprising, given that lucid dreaming can be so rewarding.From experience, I know that lucid dreams often result in animmediate sense of joy and well-being that stays with me forhours, sometimes days afterward, leaving me with a type oflucid afterglow. Lucid dreaming can mystify and delight us withincredible sights and experiences that can't be duplicated in thewaking world. Ranging from the purely sensual to the intenselyspiritual and intellectually profound, lucid dreaming providesfascinating personal experiences. Why, then, do so few progressdeeper into the practice?As I've discussed in previous chapters, lucid dreamers, like trav-elers on a mythic journey, face many challenges on their path, both
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external and internal. To begin with, the current culture largely devaluesdreams as either meaningless or imbued with personal angst, cloakedin indecipherable symbols. The thinking goes that even if you becomeaware within the dream state (which society deems basically absurd),what have you accomplished? In the face of cultural beliefs like these,challenging one's self to achieve a dreaming skill can be a lonely affairwith little external recognition or support.In addition, each lucid dreamer will face numerous issues internallyas they work on acquiring the necessary skills. Becoming adept at ini-tiating lucid dreams, perfecting lucid dream induction, understandingthe mechanics of the lucid dream realm, and persisting in the quest afteronly intermittent success all can lead many aspiring lucid dreamers tolose interest. Though some may have a natural talent, most find luciddreaming requires serious effort.
T H E FOUR STUMBLING BLOCKS

OF LUCID D R E A M I N G

I. A Long Process of Discovery 
Like learning a new language or how to play a musical instrument,learning to become a proficient lucid dreamer takes time, practice, anddevotion. Becoming consciously aware in the dream state is only thefirst step. You must then acclimate yourself to maintaining awarenessin the dream state as you begin to understand the operational principlesof what amounts to a unique alternate reality. Learning how to directyour focus and manipulate your thoughts, modulate emotions, andconduct the most basic experiments can take years.At a recent IASD1 conference, I heard a presenter and experiencedlucid dreamer say that it took her twenty-five years before she felt likeshe truly understood lucid dreaming. To some degree, I echo her assess-ment in my own experience. It is not that lucid dreaming is hard to do;rather, consciously interacting in the dream state begins to reveal theincredible depth and complexity of dreaming and the unconscious. Ateach stage, the reality of the psyche unveils more profound experiencesand insights difficult to articulate.Present-day lucid dreamers have both an advantage and a disad-vantage. On the one hand, lucid dreamers today have the advantageof having other lucid dreamers who can support and encourage them
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with tips and ideas. On the other hand, the naive acceptance of thesetips and ideas often serves to discourage further thought and investiga-tion. The lucid dreamer sees how to achieve a particular goal in luciddreaming or duplicate another's experience but fails to realize theunderlying principles. Inner exploration requires deep understanding,careful analysis, and a probing, curious mind.
2. Temptations, Fears, and Defenses 
Consciously aware in the dream state, you can do or experience virtu-ally anything. This is the great blessing and curse of lucid dreaming. A blessing in that it lays open an entry to the reality of the unconscious;a curse in that it then offers so many temptations, distractions, andcuriosities to be experienced by the ego self. As I discussed earlier, manylucid dreamers become lost in the psyche's apparent abundance andfreedom of experience or get snagged by habitual pleasures, which theyreturn to again and again. In these cases, little progress is made towardgreater goals, discoveries, or big-picture realizations.Because the nature of the unconscious involves a journey deeperinto the Self, you invariably encounter more of the totality of yourself,including your fears and concerns. At first in the shallow waters of lu-cid dreaming, these issues may seem minor, insignificant. But a seriousjourney requires going into deeper waters, and there you may encoun-ter truly major personal fears and concerns in the guise of menacingdream figures, frightful situations, or seemingly unsolvable puzzles.Occasionally, some lucid dream events may spill out of the dreamingand intrude into waking reality, reminding us of the psyche's broaderreach and the curious nature of this realm.Finally, as you go deeper and feel the immensity of the psyche,you may naturally develop defenses against that immensity. You mayignore clear signals of greater potentials or avoid considering possibleexperiments because the implications appear too staggering. On somelevel, your ego self may feel threatened by the awesome depths of theunconscious and what might be discovered there.
3. Assumptions 
Possibly the most difficult task of all for lucid dreamers involves theconfrontation with our own assumptions. All of us begin with assump-tions about dreaming, the nature of the unconscious or the psyche, and
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reality. These assumptions color our view of ourselves, our experience,and reality. And because assumptions, by nature, are assumed to be true,we rarely examine them and ignore evidence that contradicts them. Asa result, along our journey into lucid dreaming, our assumptions oftenmisdirect us. One common assumption, as discussed earlier, is that thedreamer controls the dream. Yet, any thoughtful analysis shows that luciddreamers direct their focus within the dream but do not control the dream(as the sailor does not control the sea). Those maintaining the assumptionof control limit their experience and understanding, unless they're ableto see through this assumption and broaden their viewpoint.Another assumption proclaimed by some lucid dreamers is, "Youget what you expect! It's all about expectation!" Again, as already dis-cussed, that assumption works as long as lucid dreamers either ignorethe unexpected or fail to set up experiments in which the result mustbe unexpected. At that point, the assumption begins to falter and yourealize that still more is involved.The assumption, "It's all in your mind," may work for the firstpart of the journey. Eventually, you will either expand the definitionof "your mind" or find yourself unable to explain many experiencesadequately. When the conscious mind encounters the unconscious mind,old, limited viewpoints fall by the wayside. Ideally, your conceptualframework adjusts to accept the new encounters and allow for thegrowth of new ideas.Deeper into lucid dreaming, we confront situations that conflict withour assumptions, perhaps even our most cherished assumptions. If welet them, our assumptions can blind us to our experience and distort theexperience. At this point, our interaction with the reality of the psychebecomes overly interpreted. We can't differentiate the psyche from ourown beliefs about it and thus thwart our exploration. We don't see thepsyche so much as our beliefs about what "should" be there.
4. Intent and Will 
On any journey, lucid or mythic, the individual's intent and will matter.Though we may believe that we journey alone, our intent and willaccompany us. Their purity and depth create a path, even when we feellost or bewildered. On some level, each lucid dreamer's journey followsthe dictates of their intent and will.In that long journey, as the self deals with temptations, fears, anddefenses; avoids the dangers of apathy, neglect, and obsession; and
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persists through provisional assumptions to greater clarity, the selfconstantly re-creates itself. To a large degree, the lucid dreamer becomesthe journey, the realized awareness, the inward probing. By searchingfor the Self, the waking self becomes more truly its Self.
THE FIVE STAGES OF LUCID D R E A M I N G

I believe the depth of lucid dreaming would be better understood ifconsidered as a progression of developmental stages. The Swiss psy-chologist Jean Piaget notably developed a model of children's cognitivedevelopment stages with approximate time periods and mental func-tions. Of course, any model of lucid dreaming development has to bemuch more flexible. Unlike newborn children, lucid dreamers beginat different stages of maturity, knowledge, and awareness. Similarly,lucid dreamers may learn about advanced techniques from others andthereby preempt a natural progression of self learning.Piaget called children "little philosophers" for their attempts tounderstand and manipulate within waking reality. Lucid dreamersnaturally entertain a second round as little philosophers when theyattempt to understand and manipulate consciously within the dreamrealm. Just like a young child's sincere explanation that the oceanwaves create the breeze, beginning lucid dreamers may develop equallyinteresting philosophies based on limited experience. Over the long run,however, experienced lucid dreamers begin to articulate viewpointssimilar to those of other lucid dreamers, regarding expectation, belief,false awakenings, and so on, thereby suggesting the framework of a more coherent philosophy of the dream reality.Conceivably, a lucid dreamer's development could be divided intofive stages characterized by a number of dream behaviors, realizations,goals, processes, and impediments. Like Piaget's stages of cognitive de-velopment, the stages become progressively more complex and insight-ful over time. At the beginning, much like a newborn child, one findsthe lucid dreamer focusing on his or her sensory experience, followedby an attempt to develop skills suited to maintaining and manipulatingthe dream environment. With practice, the lucid dreamer moves into a more skill-acquiring and purposeful period of thought, experiment, andaction. This is followed by a new period of greater abstract reasoningand reflection. Finally, the lucid dreamer might consider the totality ofhis or her experience and posit a realm beyond this system or "beyondthe lucid dream."
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Stage I. Personal Play, Pleasure, and Pain Avoidance 
At this initial stage, lucid dreamers commonly report marveling atthe lucid state, enjoying the sensations of touch and sight, comparingand contrasting the dream with waking reality, and avoiding trou-bling stimuli. The initial goal revolves around maintaining lucidity bymodulating emotions and properly focusing awareness; essentially, thelucid dreamer is learning to remain lucid and understand this realm.Establishing aware focus is the initial principle realized.Impediments involve a lack of personal control, the appearance ofattractions or distractions that preempt lucid awareness, and discomfi-ture with a mental or nonphysical reality. The lucid dreamer may relateto dream reality in ways appropriate to physical reality such as flying byswimming through the air or flapping arms. At this stage, lucid dreamsmay be very brief (from seconds to less than three minutes) and involvevery limited experimentation.

I Dream: Dreaming reflects only me, my personal realmBehavior: Play, pleasure, stability, and dealing with attractions anddistractionsGoal: Maintaining lucidityReality Creators: Focus and emotional controlDirection: If dreaming reflects me, then I must learn to control itFear Blockage: Can't control it, unlike physical realityNeutral Stasis: Lucid dreaming involves fun, pleasure, and painavoidance
Stage 2. Manipulation, Movement, and Me
Here, the lucid dreamer practices greater movement skills such as flyinglike Superman but still sometimes reverts to a physical approach (swim-ming, arm flapping, and so on). The lucid dreamer begins to changedream objects to suit needs or desires and interact with dream figuresas mere reflections or playthings. In perfecting the skills to manipulateobjects and space, the lucid dreamer learns the basic principles or tech-niques of expectation and belief to influence the environment.Impediments involve an inability to manipulate space, dream fig-ures, or objects by improper use of expectation and belief, improperfocus, and a resultant concern about one's adequacy. At this stage, thelucid dreamer may experience false awakenings. Most lucid dreams willbe brief (from one half to six minutes) and involve a greater sense of
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experimentation with sensory experience and engaging dream objectssuch as touching dream figures.
I Dream: Dreaming reflects me and my controlBehavior: Manipulation, direction, elongation, and experimentationGoal: Manipulating objects and others in the dream spaceReality Creators: Belief, expectation, and suggestionDirection: I can control it if I use more powerFear Blockage: Objects and figures difficult to manipulateNeutral Stasis: Lucid dreaming involves mental playthings; they areas I expect them to beOther Factors: False awakenings occur

Stage 3. Power, Purpose, and Primacy 
Now the lucid dreamer may begin to conduct experiments, completelychange the dream environment or direction, and show his or her mas-tery over the dream realm. The initial goal involves the easier manipula-tion of the objects, figures, and space in the dreaming, often through theuse of directed intent and the will. The lucid dreamer continues to treatthe dream figures as thought-forms and may ignore evidence of differentclasses of dream figures as well as unexpected developments.Impediments involve inexplicable or unexpected events, the ap-pearance of things beyond control, an inability to conceive of properexperiments to test assumptions, and so on. At this stage, the luciddreamer may feel very powerful and in control while learning detailsabout the principles of operating in the dreaming realm. However,the appearance of apparent "independent agents" or dream figuresacting in purposeful and volitional ways may cause anxiety andconcern.

I Dream: Dreaming reflects me and my powerBehavior: Creation, destruction, going over, under, and throughGoal: Complete ability to manipulate objects and others in the dreamspaceReality Creators: Intent and willDirection: If my control and power can't do it, there must be moregoing onFear Blockage: Things do not follow my command; confusion; self asthe ultimate limitationNeutral Stasis: By will and intent, I can make whatever I wanthappen
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Stage 4. Re-reflection, Reaching Out, and Wonder 
Opening up to the responsive element behind the dream provides a newparadox for the lucid dreamer because it suggests the lucid dreamerexists in the dream state with another awareness or larger Awareness.The initial goal involves trying to probe, understand, and respondadvantageously to this realization. The lucid dreamer may develop a view that he or she has met the source, the dreamer of the dream, orthe aware unconscious. Old assumptions may be discarded.Impediments emerge as the lucid dreamer deals with this new mys-tery of another awareness, reconsiders past assumptions, and faces per-sonal and even serious metaphysical concerns. At this much deeper stage,the lucid dreamer may either ignore the apparent, but hidden, awarenessor engage it as a means to explore the nature of various realities.The lucid dreamer also may begin to reflect that the dream realmrepresents a new type of reality with common principles and structure.Questions may emerge about who or what constructed this new realm,since it seems reflected in other lucid dreamers' experiences but beyondthe capacity of the waking self. Some lucid dreamers may be forced toconsider what is beyond this realm of lucid dreaming.

We Dream: Dreaming reflects both me and otherBehavior: Surrender, letting go, trust versus fear, the new paradox ofawarenessGoal: Trying to understand the complexities of the dream spaceReality Creator: Using the other - the unknown inner awarenessDirection: If more is going on here, then I must be stuck in anothersystem; getting lucid about lucid dreamingFear Blockage: Could I lose touch with waking reality? metaphysicalconcernsNeutral Stasis: In association with inner awareness, I can exploreinfinity
Stage 5: Experiencing Awareness 
The nature of awareness could be considered a fifth stage, in which thelucid dreamer becomes deeply curious about the foundations of dreamand waking reality and going beyond lucid dreaming, beliefs, andexpectations. This stage exists outside of the lucid dreamer's control butseems to come as a reflection of the dreamer's intent and curiosity.At this stage, the lucid dreamer realizes a deep connection with allawareness and a connection to a broader whole. He or she may wake
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from sleep with a recollection of a self-less experience of awarenesscharacterized by light.
ALL Dream: Beyond me, beyond other; awareness without reflectionBehavior: AwarenessGoal: Understanding what is beyond lucid dreamingReality Creators: Deep intent and realizing connectionDirection: Using the analysis of dimensions to move past the repre-sentationalFear Blockage: Loss of connection with representational dimensionsNeutral Stasis: All exist as part of a larger, connected whole
Throughout these five stages, each lucid dreamer progresses as heor she masters the common principles in creating dream reality. First,we come to terms with focus (maintaining balance when lucid) andemotion (not becoming too emotional and losing lucidity). Then, weadd belief and expectation as we see that they play an important rolein what we experience and what we allow ourselves to experience.Next, we learn to master and use intent and will as we seek to deepenour ability to manipulate the dream realm. And finally, we come tothe "other" (or the mysterious inner) when we realize that to go evenfurther, we have to surrender, let go, and seek the presence behind luciddreaming. Beyond this fourth stage, we reach for something unknownand fundamentally inexplicable.In the first three stages of lucid dreaming, the common assump-tion that "I am dreaming this" continues. In stage 4, one realizes thatdreaming is definitely a cocreated event, which the lucid dreamer maydirect but does not create in total; rather, the conscious unconsciousor inner observer participates in the lucid dreamer's reality creation.In stage 5, one basically arrives at an experience of pure awareness asone attempts to go beyond the system of dreaming or lucid dreamingand discover its basis. Because nothing prohibits a lucid dreamer fromtrying an advanced technique, a beginning lucid dreamer could literallyjump to a stage 4 technique and "ask the dream" to show him or hersomething of importance. Of course, most lucid dreamers will experi-ence the level of their assumptions about lucid dreaming and progressas their conceptions, interests, and technical skills allow.As you develop as a lucid dreamer, be aware that your regulardreaming and waking life viewpoint may change. You may experienceintuitive insights, dream initiations, expressions of newly unblockedenergy, and other phenomena that may truly affect your waking self.As your lucid dreaming develops, monitor yourself and progress at an
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appropriate rate wherein the waking self and inner aspects respectfullycooperate. If at any time you feel unduly concerned by lucid dreamingor disconnected from waking reality, you should set lucid dreamingaside and begin to focus on physical reality. Ground yourself with ev-eryday activities such as taking walks, engaging with friends and family,returning to old hobbies, and reconnecting to the natural world.
MOVING ON

In Part One, I have sought to provide a broad picture of lucid dream-ing by explaining some of my experiences and insights along the way.Crucial to my development has been the realization that the luciddreamer does not control the lucid dream; rather, the lucid dreamerdirects his or her focus within the dream. Until I realized this, I assumedthat I existed in a "psychic mirror world" that only reflected my wakingself. I have also sought to place expectation as only one portion of luciddream reality creation, by emphasizing the occurrence of, and seekingof, the unexpected. Through focusing on and courting the unexpected,lucid dreamers engage the greater reality in which they exist and gobeyond the mirror world of waking-self reflection - the unexpectedhints at the profound depth of the psyche.When the inner awareness behind the dream began to announceitself, I realized that lucid dreaming involved much more than thewaking self alone. As a result, I began to ignore the manifest dreamand pose questions and requests to the awareness behind the dream.After deeply considering that something must exist behind the realityof lucid dreaming and waking reality, I sought to go beyond the luciddream and my self within the lucid dream. At that point, the awarenessthat enlivens me spontaneously began to have mystifying and self-lessexperiences of light, a point anticipated by at least one tradition ofBuddhist dream practice.In Part Two, we'll explore how to create dream reality, how tointeract conceptually with the lucid dreaming, and how, by seeking outthe unexpected, we can begin to learn the true vastness inherent in luciddreaming and the psyche. We'll also look at a new way to investigate thenature of waking reality, time, space, and the boundaries of identity.
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CREATING THE

DREAM REALITY

As WE SEEK TO COMPREHEND THE ALTERNATE REALITY OF LUCIDdreaming, we may initially feel that we manipulate the dream objectsand figures, but ultimately we realize that we actually manipulate ourown mind - particularly our beliefs, focus, expectations, intent, andwill. By manipulating our mind within the lucid dream, we learn howto create the dream reality that we then experience.Though many would simply declare the dream an illusion, thedream as illusion still relates to you on an intimate level. Largely, itreflects back your own concerns or wishes filtered through your beliefs,expectations, focus, intent, and will, but in an exteriorized, symbolicfashion. By all appearances, the illusory dream naturally draws eventsand associations to you that have significance for you. So, as youchange, the dreaming changes.Calling dreams an illusion suggests the ancient Sanskrit term maya. However, as psychiatrist and philosopher Gordon Globus points out,maya actually suggests much more.He writes: "One meaning of maya is translated as 'illusion' but italso has its basis in the verbal root ma, which means 'to make.' Thus[Wendy Doniger] O'Flaherty calls maya 'creative power,' 'artisticcreation,' 'the process of creation.' She quotes [Jan] Gonda on maya in terms of 'converting an idea into dimensional reality,' which is justwhat I have called 'formative creativity.'"1
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As lucid dreamers, we experience this broader meaning of mayadirectly - the forming and creating of an experienced reality from ourfeelings, thoughts, and ideas. The Sanskrit expert and scholar WendyDoniger O'Flaherty points out, "Thus maya first meant making some-thing that was not there before. . . . [M]aya can often best be translatedas 'transformation.'"2 She goes on to suggest, "To say that the universeis an illusion (maya) is not to say that it is unreal; it is to say, instead,that it is not what it seems to be, that it is something constantly beingmade."3
The ancient concept of maya, or illusion, alludes to the experiencerof the illusion as formatively assisting in the creation of the illusion. Wedo not exist in illusion so much as help form illusion. Lucid dreamerscome to realize the truth of this as they see their own artistry, their owncreative power, their own ideas formed into the dreaming reality thatthey experience. Like artists projecting their ideas, knowledge, and tal-ent into their paintings, lucid dre amers project portions of themselvescreatively into their dreaming. The lucid dreamer embodies and joinsforces with the inventive power of maya.To create the lucid dream most constructively, each lucid dreamermust learn how to apply properly to the dream canvas the colorfulmaterials of their mind. The full "creative power" of the lucid dreamcreator emerges when he or she masters the principles of realitycreating.In a sense, lucid dreamers accept and even relish their role as illu-sion makers. Lucidly aware, they learn the process of how they createtheir own reality, their own maya.For my part, I have identified six reality-creating principles for luciddreamers to consider: focus, beliefs, expectations, intent, will, and X,the inner Unknown. Let's begin by examining the nature of focus inlucid dreaming.

BUILDING THE D R E A M T H R O U G H THE

CREATIVE POWER OF FOCUS

Focus matters. Imagine yourself becoming lucid in the following dream:Coming out of a park, you see numerous skyscrapers and suddenly real-ize, "I don't live in New York City. This is a dream!" Looking around,you see fashionably dressed women walking past a pastry shop withincredible desserts in the window. To the left, there's a newsstand with
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tomorrow's issue of the Wall Street Journal next to a man dressed in anorange robe, like a Buddhist priest. To the right, you see a black carriagepulled by beautiful white horses. Lucid, what do you do?When lucid, you do what you focus upon, according to your stateat the time. A hungry lucid dreamer might focus on the pastry shop. A spiritual lucid dreamer might focus on talking to the Buddhist priest.A horse-loving lucid dreamer might focus on the carriage and horses.An experienced lucid dreamer might focus on something not apparent,like flying to the Statue of Liberty, and a more advanced lucid dreamermight ignore the whole scene and focus on an experiment she wishedto perform.When lucid, you can focus on the immediately apparent, the im-plied, and the potential. In effect, you can focus on the finite or theinfinite, the perceived or the unperceived. Focus creates a sense of orderout of all these innumerable possibilities. By focusing our attention,we concentrate our mental energy on a limited field of our particularinterests and personal priorities.As the philosopher William James put it, "My experience iswhat I agree to attend to. Only those items which I notice shape mymind - without selective interest, experience is an utter chaos."4 Sofocus performs a selective function by limiting our attention to areasof our own interest and making the experience of any reality practicaland personally meaningful.When consciously aware in the dream state, your focus matters fortwo fundamental reasons: 1) once lucid, your focus guides your experi-ence, and 2) if you lose focused awareness upon being lucid, then youwill shift realities and return to regular dreaming or waking. Focus,therefore, acts as a significant reality-creating principle in your luciddreaming. By properly using focus, you can radically change your luciddreaming and create longer, more interesting experiences.Focus, though, takes time to develop. As you become more adept,you'll find that sharing your early lucid dreams with others feels likeshowing old photos from grade school - you look at them and think,"Could I really have been that young and naive?" Looking back, itseems embarrassing how short and unimaginative many of my first luciddreams were. Though I felt excited to be lucid, I didn't understand howto create a stable dreaming reality.Yet even in their simplicity, every lucid dream demonstrates thereality-creating principles of lucid dreaming. By looking for thoseprinciples and learning from them, we begin to realize consciously
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how to conduct ourselves when lucidly aware. We build a frameworkof understanding.While it might be much easier to say, "Do this" or "Don' t do that,"when lucid dreaming, those directions simply order you around; theydon ' t provide insight. By considering the principles beneath the simpleadvice, you prepare yourself for a much deeper exploration of luciddreaming and the unconscious based on something more than simpleadmonit ions or rules. Consider, for example, these lucid dreams frommy teenage years:
Early Lucid Dream #1 : At my childhood home, Dad and I and a friendare outside working. We all seem younger than our current ages. Dadgets upset about something and yells, "Hurry up!" This really embar-rasses me in front of my friend and I'm just about to react when I realize, "This is all a dream!"Lucidly aware, I go up to Dad and tell him, "This is all a dream!So it really isn't important what you say, and I'm going to ignore allof your idiotic commands!" Suddenly a policeman appears and takesDad away.
Notice how I become lucidly aware and totally focus on confront-ing the dream image of my father. Wha t happens when I say my pieceand expend my focus on it? A policeman enters the dream. Did I, thelucid dreamer, consciously call the policeman forth? If not my consciousact, then what explains the policeman's entry into the lucid dream andsubsequent action?
Early Lucid Dream #2:1 am walking in an apartment and see my girl-friend lying asleep on the floor near the door to the shower. That strikesme as odd, and I realize I am dreaming. Thinking about what to do, I decide to go and bite her rump, basically to see what this would be like,and if she, as a dream figure, would notice. Grinning I lean over her,and softly bite her rump. Well, this seems fun! So I bite the other sideof her rump. It feels so real - just like one would think it should. Shecontinues lying there, asleep. Suddenly, my brother comes to the doorand she rises and puts a towel around herself. I feel embarrassed.
In the dream I had decided, while lucid, to conduct an experiment,wondering, "Wha t will this feel like?" and "Will she notice i t?" Whathappens when I conclude my experiment and no longer focus on it? Mybrother enters the dream, and my girlfriend gets up and puts a towelaround herself. Did I, the lucid dreamer, consciously request his intru-sion or her reaction? If not, then what explains those actions?
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Early Lucid Dream #3: I'm coming up the stairs to a movie theater. I suddenly feel I could move very fast, almost propelled along. I whizpast people. Then right before I come to the door, I realize I'm dream-ing and yell, "I can fly!" and I do - zooming around the ceiling of theold fashioned movie auditorium, lucidly aware. I feel great!Looking down, I announce to the audience, "The world is a belief!" I go on and address the audience, saying that they experiencetheir beliefs and perceptions, and really not a fundamental reality atall. At this point, groups of people start to leave the theater. Suddenlya security guard and a lady manager appear and want to talk with me.I now seem at their level. The manager seems initially mad, but whenwe are alone, she asks, "How did you do this?" She seemed impressedor surprised in a pleasant way.
This lucid dream came as part of a series of lucid dreams thatfound me becoming lucidly aware in theaters. Sometimes, I would sitin the audience and realize, "I'm dreaming!" At other times, I becameconsciously aware onstage. Notice how I lucidly express a fairly inter-esting idea, but once I finish my important announcement, what hap-pens? The audience begins to get up and leave, followed by the entryof a security guard and manager. Did I, the lucid dreamer, consciouslyrequest that?By looking closely at these lucid dreams, we see how focus relatesto creating experienced reality. These simple examples teach the fol-lowing:The need to focus, then refocus: In each of the preceding luciddreams, once I expend my aware focus on the task at hand (reprovingmy father, experimenting on my girlfriend, making my announcementto the theater audience), my active focus was empty, blank. At thatpoint, new dream figures suddenly enter the lucid dream. Like manybeginning lucid dreamers, I failed to refocus on any new objective,which allowed my unconscious to reassert itself and bring new dreamfigures into my lucid dream.If an experienced lucid dreamer kept a detailed report, you wouldread something like this: "Became lucid, decided to do this: did it. Thendecided to do this: did it. Then I noticed that and decided to investigate:did so." Experienced lucid dreamers (whether they know it or not)learn to refocus their attention as a means to maintain their creation ofthe dream reality. "Whether through taking action or simply deliberat-ing, experienced lucid dreamers maintain their awareness actively andelongate the lucid dream.
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Losing the battle of creating: At that exact moment when the lu-cid dreamer has expended his focus, something amazing happens: thedream reality continues as the unconscious creative dreaming systemreturns and introduces new elements, new objects, and new dreamfigures into the dream, as the policeman in my first example and mybrother in the second illustrate. I did not consciously create these dreamfigures. Their introduction represents the natural, ongoing, creativeprogression of the dreaming (which comes uninitiated consciouslyby the lucid dreamer). Once the lucid dreamer's focus diminishes, theapparent creative dreaming system reemerges, causing new dream ele-ments to appear.At this point, new lucid dreamers often become totally fascinatedby the new elements and lose their focused awareness. Within moments,they can become caught up in the swift flow of dreaming and immersedin its offerings. In losing their focus, they lose their creative power overthe lucid dream reality and return to regular dream reality.In effect, an aware lucid dreamer pushes back the ever-presentforces of unconscious creation for the right to create his or her consciouscreation. As the lucid dreamer's focused awareness emerges, the uncon-scious creations wane. Conversely, when the lucid dreamer's focusedawareness wanes, the unconscious creations reemerge.So, theoretically, when lucid, we can potentially do anything. As a practical matter, however, lucid dreamers do this:Beginning lucid dreamers tend to focus on what they find in theirdreamscape at the point of becoming lucid. They normally accept theimmediate surroundings as their total field of experience.Intermediate lucid dreamers focus on both the dreamscape andthe implied surroundings. They take in the dreamscape but expand thedreamscape as they move or search around the implied area. They maycreate objects or figures consistent with the dreamscape.Advanced lucid dreamers often engage the broadest range: thedreamscape, the implied dreamscape, and the potential dreamscape. Bythe potential dreamscape, they recognize that they can use their focusto attract potentially any dreamscape into their experience, even onestotally disconnected from the current dreamscape."Potential" sounds vague in that it suggests the probable, theunmaterialized, the latent. However, the word potential comes fromthe late Latin, potentia, meaning "latent power." Latent power existsin lucid dreaming, far beyond what most people can imagine. Evenmany lucid dreamers find themselves shocked by that latent power
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once they open up to it. Unfortunately, most lucid dreamers never doopen up to it. They either don't progress to the stage at which they canavail themselves of it, or they focus on the immediate or the impliedof lucid dreaming and ignore the extraordinary potential.Of course, don Juan said this much more dramatically. "Dreaming,"he told Castaneda, "is the gateway to infinity." However, to ventureinto infinity requires an ability to focus on a place, a setting, an ideaor emotion that is not evident. The potential dreamscape awaits thosewho are ready to birth reality, to create the nonexistent, to call forth theunseen. To focus within the abstract is the gateway to lucid dreaming'strue potential.Understanding the importance of focus as a reality-creating princi-ple can radically transform one's lucid experience from simple pleasureseeking to journeys into unimaginable experience. Focus serves to selectour experience from the vastness available to us in the infinity of luciddreaming. By focusing, we channel our creating powers to produce thedream's likely path.

BELIEFS A N D EXPECTATION:

W H E N EXPECTATIONS COLLIDE

Consciously aware in dreaming, lucid dreamers see the creative impactof beliefs and expectations in determining the dream experience. Thepower of expectation is so prevalent, lucid dreamers routinely talkabout the expectation effect, meaning the tendency for the lucid dreamto follow the mental expectation of the lucid dreamer (which I discussedat length in chapter 4).The expectation effect carries such import that a lucid dreamerwho suddenly changes his or her expectations instantly changes theexperience of the dream. When lucid, if you expect to fly through a wall, you normally will fly through the wall. If you suddenly doubt anddon't expect to fly through a wall, however, your new expectation willmaterialize, and you will most likely bounce off the wall.I recall a lucid dream in which I was flying back through a wallthat I had previously flown through. Suddenly, I had just a tinge ofdoubt about flying through it - just a speck. The result? I becamestuck halfway through the wall! Just that little bit of doubt tingedmy expectation, and my situation symbolically reflected my mentalstate. Hanging there in the wall, half in and half out, I realized the
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absurdity of the situation, and proceeded to "expect" my successfulpassage through it.So not only do you get what you expect, you get what you expect atthe moment you expect it. Changing your mind, even slightly, changesthe lucid dream experience to correspond to the minor gradations ofyour expectation.When lucid, you realize that the expectation effect (and all reality-creating principles) acts as a self-reflective learning system. If you expecttrouble, if you expect punishment, if you expect wrath, the lucid dreamresponds to your expectation with appropriate images and situations. Ifyou expect love, if you expect joy, if you expect ecstasy, the lucid dreamresponds in kind. Your experience largely reflects your expectations,which come from your beliefs, thoughts, ideas, and emotions.You could say expectations come in all shades of intensity, feel-ing, and depth. Expectations can be both simple and surprisinglycomplex. You can expect based on seemingly rational conditions; ifA, then I expect B, or if A and B, then I expect C, and so on. Whileexpectations appear simple, they emerge from the complexity of ourever changing personal belief system and shifting focus and can mirrorthat complexity.Since you can use lucid dreaming to actively go beyond expectation,you ultimately realize that lucid dreaming is not entirely a self-reflectivemirror of your waking conscious processes. In going beyond yourexpectations and allowing the unexpected, you open up to the largerreality and unknown creativity of lucid dreams.Before Stephen LaBerge had published his book Lucid Dreaming,5 a friend wrote and asked me if I had ever tried spinning in a lucid dream?In the early 1980s, I had never considered it. My friend suggested that I should try it and see what I experienced. At first I thought, "Spinning?Why would anyone want to spin in a lucid dream?" Not wanting to dis-appoint, though, I reminded myself that the next time I became lucidlyaware, I would spin and see what happened. This was the result:
I become lucid and remember the task. I start spinning myself. A circleof greenish light begins to manifest in the space around me as I spinwith eyes open. The environment doesn't change. Then I (or my pointof awareness) seem inside a pastel ball of light in which I'm hoveringover the floor in a circle around an axis. Unsure about what to expect,I think, "Perhaps, I should look for symbols." Now I see four coloredballs of light, vertically arranged in sets of two seeming to spin aroundtheir own axes but also around the axis of my aware point. Then four
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more balls of light appear. I keep spinning faster. Since this seems sounusual, I decide to wind it down. I wake.
So, was that spinning? Those who have read LaBerge's booksrealize that he used spinning to create an entirely new dream scene,particularly when he felt that the current lucid dream scene might col-lapse. At the time of this lucid dream attempt, I did not understandthe expected purpose or result of spinning. I spun around to see whatwould happen and ended up experiencing balls of light - apparentlyeven my awareness seemed inside a ball of light!Later, when I read LaBerge's book and tried spinning with the ac-cepted expectation to create a new dream scene, I created an entirelynew dream scene in my lucid dream, just as expected. Experience largelyconforms to expectation.This line of reasoning leads a person to wonder, do techniques workin lucid dreaming only when the subject knows the expected outcome?What matters more, the technique or the expectation? In the psycho-logically responsive realm of lucid dreaming, the value of a techniqueseems equal to its ability to produce an expected result. The true valueof techniques may be their usefulness as a focus for expectation orintent, more so than any innate capacity. On some level, my spinningand seeing balls of light made me curious about a "no expectation ef-fect." If we have a technique but no expectation of the outcome, whatdo we experience then? The underlying reality? The unexpected? Anappropriate subjective dream fantasy?My friend wrote back to explain LaBerge's expected result. Now,however, she proposed another technique to change the dream scene:simply wave your hand while expecting the scene to disappear. Sheasked me to try it in a lucid dream, which I did (July 1985):
My friend Paul and I are in a room. I realize this is a dream andremember that I agreed to try the wave technique. I also see a glassvase and almost decide to go smash it to see what would happen butdecide not to make a mess. Since the room is kind of murky and notvery interesting, I wave my hand to make the scene go away - and itdoes - but nothing replaces it! Now, all I hear is the sound of Paul'svoice in the darkness.
I expected that waving my hand would wipe away the dream imag-ery and it worked. However, my friend expected something different;she expected a brand new dream scene to emerge after waving away theold. As you can see, I did not expect that or intend that. Once I waved
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away the dream imagery, I could still hear my friend speaking, but hadno visuals other than a deep black field of empty space.The friend who had suggested the experiment was incredulous thatI hadn't understood a new dream image was supposed to emerge afterwaving away the old. But once again, I experienced what I expected tothe degree I expected it. Her initial letter did not make this clear enoughfor me to include as part of my expectational construct. I experiencedmy expected mental construct, not hers.When it comes to expectations, you normally get what you expect,at the moment you expect it, to the degree that you expect it.
T H E FIELD OF BELIEFS

Beliefs seem closely tied to expectations in that we expect that whichwe believe possible. In lucid dreaming (and in waking life, too), beliefshelp determine our personal experience, since we focus upon what webelieve to be significant and expect only what we believe to be possible.Our conscious and unconscious beliefs help order and structure ourunique version of reality.Jungian theorist Marie Louise von Franz writes:
As the American psychologist William James once pointed out, the ideaof an unconscious could itself be compared to the "field" concept inphysics. We might say that, just as in a magnetic field the particles enter-ing into it appear in a certain order, psychological contents also appear inan ordered way within that psychic area, which we call the unconscious.If we call something "rational" or "meaningful" in our conscious mind,and accept it as a satisfactory "explanation" of things, it is probablydue to the fact that our conscious explanation is in harmony with somepre-conscious constellation of contents in our unconscious.6
To this concluding observation, I would add that our beliefs orbelief system may represent much of that "pre-conscious constellationof contents in our unconscious." It seems to me that our conscious andunconscious beliefs create our mental "field," and we accept, reject, andconceive (or allow) each moment's ideas and experiences based on thecomposition of our individual belief field.When lucid in a dream, we generally act in accordance with ourbeliefs. If we believe something is possible, we attempt it; if we don'tbelieve something is possible, we don't attempt it. Our beliefs delineatethe boundaries of our experience to a large degree.
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Some of our beliefs could be considered our private beliefs, whileother beliefs we come to accept from society, our culture, the historictimes. We seem to attract to us and hold onto beliefs that agree withthose beliefs we already hold. We reject those beliefs with which we dis-agree and place on hold those that leave us feeling neutral. Consideredthis way, beliefs hold all manner and intensities of charge - positive,negative, neutral, so to speak - and the beliefs change as we change.Collectively, one might suggest that individual beliefs coalesce intomental constructs, just as electrons form atoms, which combine intomolecules, and so on.In essence, our vibrantly alive beliefs become our psychologicalhomeland, our worldview. Many of us accept our beliefs so completelythat they seem self-evident, natural, and utterly true. Our beliefs over-lay, and in a sense transform, the reality that we then experience.As lucid dreamers create the reality of lucid dreaming, they observehow beliefs strongly affect that environment. For example, in college,I read the Russian writer P. D. Ouspensky's assertion that a personcould not recall his or her name in the dream state. I wondered aboutthis. During my next lucid dream, I consciously recalled his assertionand lucidly found a pen and paper. "Robert," I wrote easily, and thenI began to write, "Watt," hesitated for a moment, thinking, "That'snot right," scratched it out, consciously recalled my last name, andquickly jotted "Waggoner."Stephen LaBerge reports reading Ouspensky's book and notes thatlucid dreamers who apparently believed in Ouspensky's assumptionfailed to announce their name in a lucid dream. He himself, not believ-ing in Ouspensky's suggestion, had no trouble announcing his name.7
Undoubtedly, your ideas and beliefs have a major impact on yourexperiences in the lucid dreaming environment. Though many assertthat in lucid dreams you can do whatever you want, as a practicalmatter, your lucid dream actions will be limited by your beliefs. Forexample, many lucid dreamers decide that dream figures have nothingto say, or at least nothing intelligent to say. After all, they conclude,"The dream figures are just products of my mind!" To prove that belief,they may point out that in their last twenty lucid dreams, not one intel-ligent comment was made by a dream figure. But how do they know thelack of response simply reflects their belief and expectation? Similarly,some lucid dreamers announce that the written word always changesin a lucid dream; however, after thirty years of experience, I find thewritten word to be relatively stable.
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When we believe in limitations or difficulties, we help bring themabout. So, cultivating an open mind and expansive beliefs about thepossibilities in lucid dreams potentially broadens the scope of our expe-rience. To discover the broadest nature of lucid dreaming, we must playwith beliefs on numerous levels. Since our beliefs actively affect even theinterpretation of our experience, they seem almost inescapable.I don't so much encourage anyone to adopt what they perceive tobe my beliefs as seek their own broader experience in lucid dreams - toconsider new concepts, new ideas, and, with integrity, see where theylead in their experience.
INTENT AND WILL:
T H E GATEWAY TO INFINITY

How do you move beyond expectation? How do you discover thatwhich is outside your experience? How do you engage the unknown?In lucid dreaming, you do this through the use of intent.Whenever we ask the dream to show us something, we use intent.When we shout, "Hey! I want to hear my feeling-tone!" we express ourintent. When we shout, "Hey! I want to see more women in here whenI return!" we use intent. The word intent comes from the Latin wordintendere, meaning "to stretch toward." Whenever we ignore the dreamfigures and ask the dream, our intent stretches toward an awarenessbehind the dream. We do not command or force or insist. We makea simple request of intent and in that stretching toward, we begin totouch, as don Juan said, the "idea of the abstract, the spirit. . ."8
Intent offers the awareness-beyond-the-dream an opportunity torespond. Intent asks that unidentified creative power to show us some-thing of importance - to select from every possible thing, known orunknown, imagined or unimagined, to choose what the lucid dreamerwill see at that moment, according to the mysteries of intent and theresponder.And what of the lucid dreamers? In asking the hidden awareness, dothey let go of directing their focus within the dream? In that moment ofintent, do they announce their openness, their willingness to experiencethe unknown? Do they allow themselves, at least for a moment, to letgo and trust in something beyond the conscious self? In opening to theunknown, do they allow themselves a brief glimpse of that awareness,an expression of their inner Self?
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Intent acts as a reality-creating principle, albeit a mysterious one,since we often do not or cannot know the response in advance of itscreation. In many respects, intent shows us that reality creation partiallyoccurs "beyond" us, beyond our doing, beyond our waking awareness.It hints at the fact that we cocreate the lucid dreaming reality; we donot create it exclusively. Unlike expectation, belief, or focus, by whichwe know what we expect to transpire, the use of intent reaches moredeeply, eliciting a response beyond our waking knowing.Will differs from intent. Lucid dreamers often use their will to cre-ate deeply desired events in the dream environment. As don Juan said,"Will is something a man uses, for instance, to win a battle which he,by all calculations, should lose . . . Will is a power . . . Will is what canmake you succeed when your thoughts tell you that you're defeated.Will is what makes you invulnerable."9
In lucid dreaming, inward focus leads you to the will and a pow-erful means of creating reality. To make the will function requirestwo things: 1) an inward concentration toward the emotions, and 2)a connection of emotions or emotional energy to a predetermineddesire. When that inward wish becomes empowered by emotions,the lucid dreamer experiences a new type of reality creation in thelucid dream. Suddenly, the inner desire literally bursts into the outerexperience!In the mentally responsive space of dreaming, creativity results froma new set of rules. Desire alone is not enough. You have to will thatinner desire to the level of emotion. There, your will, combined withemotional energy, explodes in a flash of creation. Through the use ofthe will, dream reality can be made to bend your way, as I experiencedin this lucid dream (June 1984):
My fiancee, Wendy, and I are, I believe, on a school's stairway.Suddenly my hands are in front of me and I realize I'm dreaming. I look at my hands, then look away, then at my hands, back and forth,trying to stabilize my lucid state. After a while, I turn to her and say,"I'm having a lucid dream. I want to teach you how to have a luciddream. First look at your hands. Now when they start to get fuzzy,look away at the scenery, and when that gets fuzzy, look back at yourhands. And keep doing that."We do this for awhile. Since we stand at the bottom of the stairs,I decide to will myself to the top of the stairs. I concentrate inwardlyand suddenly float to the top. I look down at Wendy and tell her touse her will and come up here. She tries and she does it.
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At the next landing, I intuitively know that I can't fly to the higherlanding. Frustrated for a moment, I determine to use my will to bendand pull the metal banister at the top of the stairs down to me. It curlslike a ribbon toward me as I grab hold of it, then it rebounds backin place, taking me with it. After a moment, Wendy does the same.Eventually, we leave the building and go elsewhere. I remain lucidwhile noticing a number of Chinese men at the new location. Webecome amorous and the dream ends.10

ACTIVELY USING E M O T I O N A N D THE WILL

Interestingly, the will often emerges most easily when the lucid dreamerfeels frustrated. At that moment, your frustration automatically movesyou closer to emotions. If you can quickly connect that emotionalenergy toward your goal, you can perform a kind of lucid jujitsu andmanifest your desired reality. By consciously directing available emo-tional energy to a willed outcome, your desires appear in the luciddream state instantaneously.Like the invisible air in physical reality, we rarely notice emotionalenergy in lucid dreams except when we become frustrated and it risesto the surface. Emotional energy seems to compose one of the buildingblocks of dream reality, ever present but hidden within the structure.The emotional substrate provides, I presume, some of the energy to propup the dream objects and figures, along with perhaps mental energy.Recently, I acted on this premise with surprising results. Awarein a lucid dream, I began to collect all of the energy of the dream andreclaim it, calling the energy back to me in sweeping motions. Afterwaking from that lucid dream, I recorded three more lucid dreams thatsame night.In those moments when you use the will, it seems almost ontologi-cally creative as it suddenly bursts forth with incredible creative energy.The will wipes away all obstacles. You don't control the will so muchas become one with its expression. It acts like the big bang of creation;everything yields to the pure expression of the will in that moment.A subtle aspect of intent and the will appears after many years oflucid dreaming. The dreaming begins to encourage the lucid dreamer.Events happen, as if purposefully designed to assist the lucid dreamerin becoming more aware. Messages appear, words are spoken, helpfuldream figures arrive in the lucid dream, all to encourage and supportthe lucid dreamer. At those moments, you feel the accumulated years
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of striving for greater awareness is beginning to be acknowledged. Thewill of the lucid dreamer touches something - the abstract, the spirit, theinner Self - and that something responds. When that occurs, you realizethat your intent and will help create the path that you follow.Of all reality creators, the will stands closest to emotion. It feedsoff emotion's energy to vitalize its mission. The will, when it burstsforth, realigns dream reality, carrying the dreamer's perception with it.That inward drawing of focus acts to compress the desire's expressionuntil a powerful release occurs. In that moment, one experiences thebirth of creation.

X.THE INNER UNKNOWN

When you use intent to "ask the dream," most lucid dreamers comeinto contact with an inner, aware responsiveness, which I consider theinner ego or the inner Self.When that inner awareness responds, it often creates or introducesan unanticipated new dream environment. For this reason, I considerX - the inner ego, the inner Self, or the inner Unknown - to be a reality-creating principle, which lucid dreamers can work with to alter thelucid dream normally beyond any preconception of the waking self.The existence of this inner Unknown and its reality-creating powersmeans that lucid dreamers are cocreators of the dream reality. Asmuch as our waking ego would like to take credit for all lucid events,we must accept that the lucid dream reality is frequently a creation ofthis inner awareness.Because it goes beyond the waking self's conception, this awareX or inner Self does not seem a "product" or outgrowth of the wak-ing self. Rather, it seems to me the organizing awareness or inner egowithin each person's dream space and, likely, mental space. It existsbeyond the waking self, so to speak, while understanding, appreciating,and responding to the waking self. By all appearances, it seems greaterthan the waking self, though primarily functionally engaged in its owndimension of mental space.In upcoming chapters, a number of lucid dreams will show thisinner awareness's responsiveness and apparent independence from thewaking self. In some examples, the inner awareness explains why thelucid dreamer's request cannot be expressed or should not be expressedat that time. In those episodes, we again see an element of independent
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and responsive awareness far beyond the waking self's wish fulfillingexpectations. Collectively, these lucid dreams do not show a sub-personality or something lesser than the waking self; rather, these luciddreams show something greater than the waking self.As we investigate the reality-creating principles, we discover theinitial meaning of maya - how we make, form, and create the illusoryrealm that we then experience. In regular dreaming, we forget our partin the dream's creation; in lucid dreaming, we begin to see our role inmaya. Through manipulation of our belief, expectation, focus, intent,and will, along with X, the lucid dreamer works to create the luciddream reality, using the underlying energy of emotion and ideation asits raw materials.In manipulating the mind, the lucid dreamer experiences theMind.It seems clear that the reality-creating principles so evident in lu-cid dreaming have a wider application to the making or maya of thewaking world.



11
VARIETIES OF

DREAM FIGURES

AS EXPERIENCED LUCID DREAMERS WILL TELL YOU, DREAM FIGURESexist in much greater complexity and variety than most dream theoristsimagine. When lucid dreamers consciously engage and converse withdream figures, the dream figures frequently surprise them with theirknowledge, observations, and rational comments (as we saw in theexamples in chapter 5). As such, lucid dreaming provides for an entirelynew perspective on the nature of the dream realm and dream figures.Some dream figures appear to be simple thought-forms or symbols,representing some idea, expectation, or emotion in the lucid dream;this group has little or nothing to say. Other dream figures, as previ-ously discussed, argue logically and convincingly for their autonomousexistence in an environment they perceive as real and resent the luciddreamer's comments about "creating" them. Still other lucid dreamfigures go beyond this and actually act in such a way as to be seen asindependent agents with an apparent agenda of their own, sometimesin contradiction to that of the lucid dreamer. As we shall see, on rareoccasions dream figures will appear and spontaneously announce theyare guardians or helpers, there to assist or watch over the lucid dreamer;they sometimes even provide useful advice or suggest ways to manipu-late the lucid dream environment.Dream figures don't appear to possess the same broad abilities ofthe inner awareness behind the dream; those abilities seem to be spe-cific to the inner awareness alone. Instead, the variety of dream figures
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manifest as points of increasing complexity and functionality along a broad continuum of awareness, knowledge, and ability to change thedream environment. By contrast, the inner awareness, when consultedby the lucid dreamer, responds with a much deeper sense of aware-ness, insight, and knowledge plus the ability to create an entirely newdream environment that expresses concepts and abstract ideas in directresponse to the lucid dreamer's request, such as in my "Hey, I want tohear my feeling-tone!" experience recounted earlier.Differentiating between the types of dream figures requires con-siderable skill, since our apparent physical senses in the lucid dreamhave little discriminative ability. To get a more accurate reading ofthe variety of dream figures, lucid dreamers have discovered that theymust literally interact with them, through conversations, questions,or suggestions, sometimes literally face to face. In a lucid dream yearsago, for example, I found myself having sex with an attractive womandream figure. While part of me enjoyed the physical thrill and buildingpassion, another part lucidly wondered, "Is she merely a thought-form?" To resolve the question, I raised myself up and authoritativelyannounced, "All thought-forms must now disappear!" Suddenly, shewas gone. As I lay there in the semidarkness, hanging in a missionaryposition that had seemingly lost its mission, I lucidly wondered howsomeone apparently so real, so tactile and responsive, could be nothingbut a thought-form.Before I could ponder too long, another woman had taken herplace! While not as captivating as the first, she seemed to know thepart quite well and we continued the scenario with passionate gusto.Again, I consciously felt her skin, touched her hair, and pressed herlips, yet I had to wonder, "Could she be a thought-form?" With that,I declared again, "All thought-forms must disappear!" And poof! Shetoo vanished.In the semidarkness of the lucid dream, I became alarmed. She hadfelt real, as real as my body felt in the dream. But she too disappeared.How could one tell then? How could we distinguish between a dreamfigure as valid as our own self and a thought-form? Or are all dreamresidents merely thought-forms?Before I could finish the questioning, a third woman lay underneathme! Not as engaging as the first two and with a bit of an attitude, nev-ertheless she seemed intent on fulfilling the mission. But as I felt herskin, her bones, her muscles, seeking some imperfection that wouldclearly indicate her status in the dream state as either equivalent to
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mine or just a thought-form, I realized my senses had a record of unre-liability. Formulating the dreaded question, "All thought-forms mustnow . . ." - she was gone before I could say "disappear."I have tried this same announcement - "All thought-forms mustnow disappear" - in a number of lucid dreams. Occasionally, all thedream figures disappear, but sometimes they don't. I recall once mak-ing the announcement to two groups of about four dream figures; onegroup suddenly disappeared, while the other group looked at me withsomething close to utter disdain as if to say, "Can't you tell the differ-ence?" and continued with their project.In many lucid dreams, we find the more common assumptionthat the dream figures represent elements of the dreamer borne out.By consciously asking, "Who are you?" the lucid dreamer allowsthe dream figure an opportunity for expression. Consider this luciddream, in which lucid dreamer Connie Gavalis poses that samequestion:
A man appeared. I asked him, "Who are you?" He said, "I am a partof you." He took my hand and led me through grayish darkness. Wewere in a room like I've never seen previously - kind of old - likeoutdated - from the past. The corner was decorated with streamers orsomething. Then, another man walked in. He had a beard and lookedlike an explorer of old. He stood in the corner where things were hang-ing. He said, "I'm a part of you that stakes out territory and unchartedareas." I laughed and said, "Oh yes, I do stake out my territory andnobody else better come into it." He said, "That's right, that's you."He said, "We are going to go over all parts of you."Then I saw other people walking in, all different types of people. I looked around and said, "I wonder where the teacher is?" I meant theteacher in me. Then, I saw a nun dressed in gray come in. They said,"That's the you who is too religious and too good. That's the nun inyou." I became annoyed and said, "I'm not a prude. I'm not a goody,goody girl." I couldn't understand why the nun was there.I got very anxious to know all these things about me. I asked,"Why do I want to know all these things about me?" They said,"Because then, you can be a complete, single entity - a whole person."I was delighted because I wanted to know all about myself - to bereal. I wanted to correct what perhaps is wrong in my understandingof myself."1

As the lucid dreamer's waking self questions the action, "a part" ofher takes her to a place where her "explorer" part announces, "We are
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going to go over all parts of you." She then sees "all different types ofpeople" and learns that by understanding the various parts of herself,she then "can be a complete entity - a whole person." In many respects,this type of experience suggests Carl Jung's individuation process inwhich, by knowing and accepting all parts of our self, we become ourcomplete Self.
EDUCATING THE LUCID DREAMER

Curiously, some dream figures have a distinct interest in educatingthe lucid dreamer. When consciously aware, we notice the purposefulnature of their actions. I encountered one figure at a dream library whoseemed intent on showing me something profound (October 1996):
My wife, Wendy, and I are outside a building in Houston it seems.Standing there, we see a couple from an earlier dream, which strikesme as odd. I decide to go inside and find the area incredibly well litand interesting - it's a library. Suddenly I realize, "This is a dream!This is a lucid dream!"I start running forward, gleeful. I turn back to three or four womensitting near the entrance. They are very serene and welcoming. Oneis holding a book. We talk briefly and I look directly into her eyes,very close. I notice that the coloration is a gray-blue swirl but doesn'tchange colors as I continue to stare. I ask the women to come fly withme but they decline.I turn and go flying down the aisles of books. Suddenly, I take a right and fly up to a young woman sitting alone. She has long brownhair, a very soulful expression, and deep brown eyes. I implore her tocome flying with me. She hesitates, but finally agrees.We hold hands and go flying up and through the ceiling. I thinkhow easy it is to fly with her and begin wondering whose energy andwillpower is being used in the flying, mine or hers?We go through the ceiling into an attic. She stops me anddirects my focus to the scene below. Interestingly, we can now seethrough the building to the basement of the library. Though thebasement floor has dusty rubble on half of it, I look closer andnotice a fascinating design. I see a large circle outlined, and then,within that circle, a square, touching the circle at four equal points.On that square sits an equilateral triangle (I believe) and standingupright in the middle of that triangle, I can see a softly markedrectangle. The rectangle stops at a point on the triangle where itcreates three new smaller triangles: the top point and alternatetriangles pointing either way.
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I intuitively sense the outline has mathematical meanings thatconnect the geometric images proportionally. Then, as I look again,it somehow dawns on me that these geometric figures symbolize theancient knowledge or wisdom that exists as the foundation of humanknowledge. That it's half covered in dust and rubble suggests that weexist only half aware of our true selves.I look at the woman and then realize that she brought me here toshow me this. She wanted me to be aware of this.
Years later, I finally realized that I had been shown a yantra sym-bol in this lucid dream. Similar to the auditory mantra in my earlierfeeling-tone lucid dream, a yantra is a geometrical design that someEastern religions believe contains both profound symbolic meaningand inherent energy. Yantras are often composed of circles, squares,triangles, bindu (center dot or seed symbol) and may have lotuses ormantras in them. By meditating on these visual images, some Easternreligions believe one may spontaneously have intuitive insights into thenature of the phenomenal and spiritual world.Incredibly, this dream figure made an independent effort topoint this yantra out to me, even though I had no conscious aware-ness of the Eastern tradition of yantras and their meanings. Gazingat it, I intuitively sensed it held meaning. Yet, how do I interpretthe dream figure who pointed it out? As an expression of me or myhigher awareness? As an independent agent with a desire to educateand instruct?In the next lucid dream, I wondered how these more aware dreamfigures viewed the lucid dreamer. I used my time to ask about their perception of dream interactions (January 2005):
After noticing an odd airplane, I begin to realize this is a dream,and I pull my awareness fully into the dream. (Sometimes this seemslike pulling a full bucket from a deep well - it's almost a physicalsensation.)I decide to ask the dream residents some questions.... Incredibly,I have an unusually long lucid dream with lots of discussions withvarious dream figures. As I go on, I realize that it is hard to remembersome of the earlier conversations.I begin talking to some of the dream residents about my situationin the dream and their situation in the dream. The basic conversationdevelops that in the dream state I appear to them as a type of aware-ness, and each of them appears to me as a type of awareness as well.The conversation is about how one needs to show an understandingof and appreciation for the dream figures' own valid awareness. When
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the lucid dreamer doesn't demonstrate this, the dream figure doesn'tcare to interact with one so unaware and unknowledgeable. The dreamfigures suggest they need to be treated thoughtfully in order to respondthoughtfully.
In this brief exchange, you might take away the following: 1) sincesome dream figures have a type of awareness, you should approachthem on this basis, and 2) based on their responsiveness, you can de-termine what type of further interaction seems warranted.Marc Ian Barasch, author of the award-winning book Healing Dreams, mentions a lucid dreamer who becomes befuddled by theunexpected knowledgeable awareness of seemingly autonomous dreamfigures:
I'm in some sort of clinic. I ask the woman behind the counter, "If thisis a dream, can I touch you?" She says, "Yes." I reach out and shakeher hand. To my amazement, her hand is warm and solid and feels justlike the outer world. Then I turn to a nurse walking down the hallway,and she gives a glance to the woman behind the counter, sort of like,"Oh, she figured it out." I get a tremendous feeling that this is theirlife, walking around in dreams, just like we have jobs out here. Thenurse says something like, "Now that you know this is a dream, youknow that we have a lot of information on you."2
Many lucid dreamers find it shocking to discover that a subset ofdream figures seem to possess a type of awareness, knowledge, andaction. While you may vaguely suspect that some dream figures haveconscious awareness, nothing prepares you for the more convincingencounters.Recurring dream figures occasionally appear in lucid dreams. Infact, they often prompt the dreamer into conscious awareness. Once,I watched a small group of dream figures enter a restaurant door twoor three times before the strangeness of that made me realize, "This isa dream!" Once lucid, they came over to me, and we had a fascinatingdiscussion. In fact, I consciously listened as some of the figures disagreedwith the assessment of the other dream figures! On a different occasion,I saw three dream figures walking separately, but all wearing the sameoutfit. That struck me as so odd I instantly became lucid. And this luciddream of recurring dream figures happened while I slept outside in theGrand Canyon on a rafting trip (August 2003):
I'm walking down a hallway and pass a woman and her teenagedaughter on my left side. Something seems odd (the woman's eyes, I 
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believe) and I become lucid as I say, "You are the woman that was inmy dream last night!"She grabs my right hand to focus on the palm print and pointsat it, saying, "Look!" As I look, I notice various gemstones lying onmy hand at certain places. In the very center of the palm is a roundyellow sapphire. An emerald-colored stone sits at my thumb's base,and a ruby-colored stone on the opposite side. An inch below the indexfinger, where the life line and head line begins, there's a diamond.As I watched, small pieces of the diamond began flaking off anddrifting into the skin. I felt an exquisite tingling, almost painful butexhilarating energy as the diamond flakes dissolved. I felt newly ener-gized and woke up.
Besides the interesting symbolism, the fact that the dream figurerecurred on successive nights caught my attention. In such cases, it feelsthat we're being set-up to achieve awareness. Does the dreamer's innerSelf set the dreamer up to become lucid or does the dream figure pos-sess the initiative to reappear as a semi-independent awareness withinthe lucid dreamer's mind?Though recurring dream figures who prompt lucidity seem fairlyrare, the main exception involves seeing deceased relatives, who appearquite regularly for some lucid dreamers. The presence of the deceasedoften initiates awareness that one must be dreaming. (In chapter 17,we will consider this unique topic at length.)Besides recurring dream figures, lucid dreamers also occasionallydream of doubles. By that, I mean seeing two dream figures of the sameperson. In the following example, lucid dreamer Joscelyne Wilmouthdescribes her lucid dream encounter with an identical Joscelyne dedi-cated to educating Joscelyne:
After I became lucid, I was one of a pair of identical twins who neverpreviously knew each other that interacted; my lucid self showed theother how to control her environment. We had a great time witheach other, learning and teaching, and now I am excited to see howmy nightly dreams turn out from now on. I usually have very vivid,vivid violent dreams. It was great to see that when my lucid dreamerself showed my non-lucid dreamer self how to deal with potentiallydangerous situations, how stunned she (the non-lucid dreamer) becameand also how excited.3
This lucid dream vividly suggests that the conscious waking selfcan receive instructions in manipulating the dream realm from his orher inner counterpart, symbolically portrayed.
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GUIDES A N D GUARDIANS

One particular group of lucid dream figures I personally found hard toaccept initially is guides and guardians - designations, by the way, thedream figures themselves provided when questioned in the lucid dream.For me, this just sounded too spiritualistic. Invariably, however, expe-rienced lucid dreamers seem to encounter these self-described guideswho spontaneously appear as relatively knowledgeable dream figuresthat offer assistance or support. Here's an example of a self-professedguardian appearing in one of my lucid dreams (June 2003):
Suddenly it occurs to me that having tea in an English garden is toodreamy and I say, "This is a dream." I begin to fly and ahead I see a totem pole with figures standing on top of each other. I fly to it, thenrealize that the top figure of a woman in a red silk outfit is actuallyalive. As she comes to life, we begin to talk.She states that she is a type of guardian. She says that she watchesover us and is there to help us. She has some other comments; shementions something about the "deadman's day."She then hands me another totem-like figure - this one of anAsian male priest-like figure with a red silk outfit and boxy red hatwith a tassel or feather on the right side. Suddenly he comes to life andbecomes life size. We all then talk.
Notice how the dream figure explains her designation and purpose;I did not consciously project upon her or label her a guardian. Notice,too, how the dream figure exists on the top of a totem pole. For manynative people, totem poles honored a respected, deceased elder orsymbolized an encounter with a supernatural being. In this situation,portions of the totem become alive.Oddly, the lucid dream's Asian male figure had appeared repeat-edly in other interesting dreams. Normally, he would comment on mydream activities from the night before and often gently correct me orpraise me for my dream actions. Knowing little about the symbolismof Asian dress, I asked a knowledgeable person about this red outfitand was told that only scholars were allowed to dress like this. Forme, that unknown-to-me detail reconfirmed the teaching aspect of thisrecurring dream figure.Not all guides or guardians appear in bodily forms. In this wonder-ful example taken from an interview in The Lucid Dream Exchange, lucid dreamer Clare Johnson, Ph.D., reports consciously meeting anawareness that exists as a ball of light:
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One night there are drunk students in the corridor outside my roomand they wake me up. When I fall asleep again, I go directly intoan exceptionally vivid lucid dream. I am standing in my room andeverything is totally clear. I announce, "This is as real as reality andI am dreaming." As if in response to a password, a ball of light startsto form across the room by the wardrobe. I watch it swirl and thenstabilize. It is beautiful.The light coming from this ball is orange and yellow, and it hasa distinctive female energy. I ask it what it is, and (without words) I am told it will always be there to help me in my dreams. If I need it,I just have to call. It then gives me some sort of power word which I know I'll never forget. Then it disappears. I stare at the place whereit was, and experience a rush of joy which propels me up and outof the window. I fly on the cool air and shoot up into the stars. Fora long time, I swing across the air currents enjoying the feeling ofthe wind on my skin and wondering at the startling reality of thisdream. Then I wake up, and can't for the life of me remember thepower word.4

Ultimately, most lucid dreamers come to accept that certain formsof self-designated guide and guardian awareness exist in the lucid dreamstate. While they might be symbolically clothed in the fashion or tasteof the individual dreamer, this set of aware dream figures normally havevery similar messages, such as the following:
I watch over you.I'm there to help you.I can teach and advise you.Call on me, if you wish.I have something for you.
In general, the various messages are attentive, caring, and instruc-tional.5 Also, the interaction seems initiated by the guide or guardiandream figure. (By contrast , the much more common thought-formdream figure rarely initiates interaction with the lucid dreamer.)Jung mentions meeting a few specific recurr ing d ream guidesor teachers over the course of his life. One such figure, Jung calledPhilemon. Painting him as an elderly man with wings, wearing a simplerobe, Jung wrote, "Philemon and other figures of my fantasies broughthome to me the crucial insight that there are things in the psyche whichI do not produce, but which produce themselves and have their ownlife. Philemon represented a force that was not myself. In my fantasiesI held conversations with him, and he said things which I had not
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consciously thought. . . . Psychologically, Philemon represented superiorinsight."6
Jung indicates that some special dream figures exist beyond the pro-duction of the waking self. Conscious in the dream state, lucid dreamershave met similarly aware dream figures and made a similar analysis. Forany dreamer, such meetings have radical implications about the natureof mind and psyche. In Jung's case, they likely factored into his ideas onarchetypes, the collective unconscious, and the nature of dreaming.

T H E INEQUALITY OF AWARENESS;

You A I N ' T N O T H I N G BUT A T H O U G H T - F O R M

By engaging, conversing with, and challenging lucid dreamers, dreamfigures argue for a broader appreciation of their existence. In numer-ous examples, a distinct set of dream figures use the following types ofmethods to persuade lucid dreamers of their awareness:
1. Employ logic or reason2. Provide information that is unknown to the lucid dreamer butverifiable3. Behave in a manner equal to the lucid dreamer's (for example, theyfly when we fly to demonstrate a type of equality)4. Question the lucid dreamer (for example, "What's that book inyour hand?")5. Return again as if to suggest their ongoing existence6. Initiate action toward the lucid dreamer (for example, activelypointing out to me the yantra symbol at the base of the library in myearlier dream)
Similarly, lucid dreamers consciously engage various, distinctclasses of dream figures who possess dramatically different awarenesslevels and behaviors in the following areas:
1. Conversational ability: to varying degrees, can converse freely, askquestions of the lucid dreamer, respond to questions, initiate conver-sations2. Purposeful action: to varying degrees, can act or behave in a pur-poseful manner (for example, teach the lucid dreamer, direct the focusof the lucid dreamer)
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3. Education or knowledge of the dream state: to varying degrees, canreason with the lucid dreamer, provide information
Therefore, lucid dreamers need to take into account behavior,knowledge, purposefulness, and ability to reason when interacting withdream figures. At their simplest, some dream figures exist as thought-forms, which briefly express a symbolic representation of an idea,thought, intent, or emotion. The thought-forms may have very littledurability, limited functional capability, and appear only as an expres-sion of a thought, idea, or emotion. These figures may be incapable ofreplying to questions or may respond with gibberish.Some dream figures may be considered aspect-forms or symbolicrepresentations of some semipermanent issue for the dreamer. Theypossess the greater energy of a larger issue and may be able to respondabout or initiate action regarding that issue. Since they represent anaspect of the dreamer's psychological reality, they may be able to relateto the dreamer on a limited basis.Some dream figures may exist as core aspect-forms or symbolicrepresentations of some permanent feature or issue of the dreamer.They may feel at home and alive in the dreaming as fragmentaryconsciousnesses with responsive purposefulness to our waking anddreaming life. Core aspect-forms may achieve considerable psycho-logical complexity and function as the building blocks for greaterego awareness. I believe they may emerge intermittently into wakingreality such as when we "don't seem ourselves" or "act out of char-acter." One or more of these core aspects may develop even furtherto continue a workable identity in waking reality, particularly whena new ego leader is required, as in multiple personality disorder ordissociative identity disorder.On very rare occasions, some dream figures may directly representthe inner ego or the inner Self, which may have a deeper understandingor perspective than the waking self about certain issues and try to com-municate. These figures may be capable of other means of expressionvia concepts, emotions, light, and energy.And finally, though obviously complex, some dream figures mayrepresent something outside our conception of our waking ego self.These dream figures may represent or actually be the mental form ofthe deceased, other dreamers, aspects of greater consciousness, andso on, or they may be the symbolic representations of that knowledgepresented telepathically or in an unknown manner.
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In effect, dream figures occur in a wide spectrum of actuality, fromephemeral thought-form to those that have a functional reality similarto the lucid dreamer in that state. In any given dream, you may meet a variety of dream figures with differing actualities - just as you may see a number of different "figures" in my living room, such as a news announceron the TV, a portrait of a figure on the wall, and me sitting in a chair. Inour waking world, we know enough to differentiate the figures based ontheir vastly different capabilities. In lucid dreaming, however, we're onlybeginning to learn this lesson. All dream figures are not created equal.Some may wonder if the lucid dreamer's awareness attracts certaintypes of dream figures, much like a street lamp at night attracts mothswho circle about. Or does the lucid dreamer's awareness reflect itselfin the dream figures, making them only seem more aware? One canfind many examples in which dream figures appear to be consciouslyaware before the lucid dreamer achieves awareness. Such experiencessuggest that the dream figure's awareness is not dependent upon thelucid dreamer's awareness; rather, the dream figure's awareness likelycontinues functionally separate from the lucid dreamer's.Lucid dreaming offers the field of psychology insight into the com-plexity of the Self and the myriad fragments of awareness that appear tocompose one's larger consciousness. As the physical body is composedof various organs, muscles, bones, and fluids all working together andsupported by complex cellular and chemical interactions, so too maythe contents of the mind be composed of a large variety of psychologicalstructures all interacting and supported by the processing of ideas, in-formation, experiences, and emotions, occasionally embodied as dreamfigures. Behind all of this psychological complexity, from the simplestthought-form to the most aware dream figure, lies the synthesis of thatcomposite: not the waking self, but the more comprehensive inner Self.Conscious in the dream state, we have the means to appreciate thedistinct elements and vastness of our larger psyche.
GUIDELINES FOR CONVERSING

W I T H DREAM FIGURES

To experience the vast nature of dream figures, you must cast off lim-iting beliefs and expectations and allow for the possibility of a morecomplex milieu. Once you open yourself to a real, conscious interaction,consider the following guidelines:
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1. Don't limit the dream figure by expressing prejudiced assump-tions, such as "You're a creation of my mind!" or "Do you know I'mdreaming you?" Most dream figures just stare at you when you saythese things. Instead, ask them an open-ended question, like "Who areyou?" or "What do you represent?" or "Why are you here?" Thenlisten for their response.2. When you have a choice, look for the most appropriate, aware, orintelligent dream figure to talk with. If you see Aunt Nelly but remem-ber that Aunt Nelly was always confused, asking her questions will,most likely, lead to questionable results.3. Develop your most important question, or series of questions, in thewaking state. Sometimes in the excitement of being lucid, you may beunable to think of anything appropriate to ask.4. Recognize the expectation effect and your influence in the process.If you expect a nonsensical reply, don't be surprised when you get it. Ifyou get something unexpected, don't toss it away and ignore it. Don'tbe blind to what you don't expect (or want) to see.5. If confused by the dream figure's response, ask for clarification!6. See the answer in broad terms. It may come as a feeling, an image,words, a symbol, or all of these at once.7. Asking general questions ("What is my purpose in life?") may leadto cryptic responses ("To live."). Instead, ask specific questions suchas "What does this white horse symbolize?" or a question that hasan unknown answer, as in "When the Cubs play next, what will thefinal score be?" Or, get some advice about how best to manipulatethe dream.8. Come to the conversation with a sense of openness. Come with a desire to learn, not a desire to tell. Experience the magic of consciouslybeing aware in dreaming.
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AT A DREAM CONFERENCE A FEW YEARS AGO, A FRIEND COMMENTEDthat lucid dreaming shared a common feature with the introductionof the microscope. "How so?" I asked, never having imagined sucha connection. He explained that although the microscopic world hasalways existed, few had a means to explore it properly until around1668, when a Dutch businessman, Antony van Leeuwenhoek, learnedto grind glass lenses more accurately. With that, van Leeuwenhoekincreased the simple microscope's magnification to more than 200x,which allowed him to observe the microscopic world of protozoa, bac-teria, blood cells, nematodes, and so on. Even though van Leeuwenhoekhad no university or scientific degree, his curiosity had driven him toperfect the tool that would allow deep investigation into the unknown,yet always present, microscopic world.Likewise, my friend continued, the dream realm has always existed,but until recently no one had a good tool to explore it deeply. With thescientific acceptance of lucid dreaming, science finally has a tool; luciddreaming is a kind of psychological microscope to probe inwardly.Finally, the unknown world of dreaming can be explored, tested, andexperimented with consciously to determine its true nature. Only luciddreaming allows for experimenting with the dream in situ, in the placeit happens as it is happening.But, my friend cautioned, just as in van Leeuwenhoek's day, manypeople were shocked to hear of his discoveries and scarcely believed
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their eyes when they peered into his high-powered microscope. Thedogma and belief system of the period held such sway that it took timefor van Leeuwenhoek's observations to be broadly accepted.Like van Leeuwenhoek's high-powered microscope, lucid dreamingopens up a perplexing realm and shows it in a more accurate light. Thenature of dream figures, the principles of influencing the dream envi-ronment, the various types of dream space, even the end of the dreamand the emergence of a new dream can all be explored consciously.Already, lucid dreamers compare their personal notes, and most agreeon basic principles and experiences regarding dream objects, settings,and figures. Yet, many lucid dreamers still have not fully accepted theidea of using lucid dreaming to focus on nonapparent but potentially ac-cessible concepts and conceptual information. By looking past appear-ances and posing questions to the dreaming, something unanticipatedand unexpected happens; an inner awareness responds to the question.For millennia, artists, writers, and scientists have proclaimed that manyof their most profound ideas and creations came to them suddenly,fully conceived, like a gift from the muse or, perhaps, the unconscious.Have experienced lucid dreamers discovered a means to tap the level ofunconscious information from which those concepts emerge?In the remainder of this chapter (and at various points in otherchapters, too), we will be considering numerous instances in whichlucid dreamers have shifted from focusing on dream figures, events,and so on, to focusing on "asking the dreaming." And, as with anytool or technique, the usefulness of asking the dream works best whenthe lucid dreamer follows certain practical guidelines. By taking theseguidelines seriously, lucid dreamers can better fulfill their personal goalsfor acquiring information and accessing the conscious unconscious.
THE IMPORTANCE OF W O R D I N G

The first guideline in "asking the dream" involves the importance ofproperly wording the request. The words selected convey the intentof the request and strongly affect the forthcoming response, so exactwording is crucial. A fascinating example of this comes from poet andpainter Epic Dewfall, who has used lucid dreaming as a means to dis-cover new artwork to create. As he prepares to visit his own "inner artgallery," wording is key to what the dream reveals to him."I get ideas for my paintings from lucid dreams," he says. "Aboutonce a month when I'm dreaming, I will realize I'm dreaming, and when I 
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do, I then walk around in the dream looking at art on the walls. I usuallyfind many paintings on every wall. By the time one of these lucid dreamsends, I usually have one or two good paintings memorized .. . I've beendoing this as a hobby since 1986." When he stops to look at a particularlyinteresting piece, he says, "I'll wake up after I have been looking at itfor about six seconds; I suspect this is because I've stopped moving frompainting to painting."1 As lucid dreamers know, staring at an object foran extended period of time will normally collapse the dream.Now here's the important lesson: Experience has taught Dewfallto phrase his lucid dream incubation such that he will look "at art"and not "for art." {Dream incubation refers to the practice of intend-ing to dream about a particular topic by concentrating on it beforesleep.) When he suggested to become lucid and to look "for art," hefound himself doing just that - literally looking for art - trying to findart somewhere in his lucid dream! Thus his whole lucid dream wouldbecome a futile search "for art." This misdirected wording taught himto incubate a lucid dream in which he would become aware and look"at art." He then found himself lucidly aware in a room with works ofart all over the wall. The conscious unconscious responded to the exactwording of the request. By all appearances, the dreaming awarenesstook into consideration the precise meaning of the preposition, at versusfor, and weighed the intent of the wording in its response.In addition, when lucid and we "ask the dream," the response ar-rives in direct relation to the form of our request. If we ask the dream"to see," then a visual display appears. If we ask "to hear," then anauditory event occurs, just as in my "Hey! I want to hear my feeling-tone!" experience.Again, the wording of the request appears to be crucial in the mate-rialization of the response. A poorly worded request and its fuzzy intentcan alter the resulting experience away from the waking goal of the luciddreamer. As a lucid dream figure once told me as I sought the principlesof flying, "In the form is the outcome." Curiously, a major criticism ofHilgard's hidden observer in subsequent experiments concerned the sig-nificant response differences by the hidden observer to slightly differentwording by the hypnotist. Critics felt this showed the hypnotized personwas actually responding to subtle verbal cues (a process called demand characteristics) and that no hidden observer existed. The experiences oflucid dreamers show that actually the inner awareness displays a highdegree of verbal acuity. A change of word or phrase that seems minorto us is critical to the inner awareness's response.
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For example, a lucid dreamer might verbally or mentally announcethat now she will project her consciousness "into a bird," and sud-denly she views the scene from the bird's vantage point. Contrast thisto the lucid dreamer who announces that she will "become" a bird or"totally experience what it feels like to be a bird." This second luciddreamer may suddenly feel wings, a beak, talons, and a tail and expe-rience "birdness" at a more profound level than the first dreamer. Tothe dreaming, the intent and wording of the request join together todelineate the response.The founder of the popular lucid dreaming website LD4all.com,pasQuale Ourtane, recalls her attempts to become various animals. Inan interview with The Lucid Dream Exchange, she recounts a luciddream in which she intended to "change into" a bird:
I tried to change myself into a bird to see what that feels like. Sureenough, I felt my body change, felt I had a tail and a beak. The eyesightalso changed, like very wide vision that came together in the middle.Shortly after that I tried to lay an egg to see what that feels like, itwas actually quite pleasurable; [my] realization: of course it is [pleasur-able], nature wouldn't make it unpleasurable.2
On another occasion, Ourtane attempts to become a specific birdby mentally desiring to "transform into" an owl:
(Lucid) I'm in a backyard of some sort. I see two beautiful owls flying.I decide I want to try and transform into an owl as well.I want myself to be an owl; I spread my arms and they becomewings. I feel the feathers on my wings and try to be in an owl's body.I fly on silken wings. So softly through the air with no sound atall. Even though it is dark, I have no problem seeing. I swoosh throughthe trees in the forest.3
"I feel I succeeded (only) in half," Ourtane comments, "because I still felt myself being human as well. But I felt smaller (as an owl) andthat experience of flying silently through the air was wonderful. It hasmade an impact, this dream, because the owls were so beautiful. Itwas a barn owl. I did some research and it turns out the barn owl fliesindeed silently through the night, I never knew that. "4
As we see in Ourtane's lucid dreams, subtle differences in word-ing affect the materialization or experience of the intent. The desire to"change into" something resulted in a different level of experience thanthe desire to "transform into" something. Also, the result is affected
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by the desired goal; a generic bird implies a different experience thanthat of a specific bird such as a barn owl.By becoming more specific about experiencing the concept or object,you can experience it at different levels or in different modes. For ex-ample, imagine being lucid and telling the dream, "I want to experiencethe complete absence of gravity!" Now become more specific and tell thedream, "I want to experience gravity as if I were on the moon!" You cancontinue with other examples, gravity on Mars, gravity in a black hole,the variations are endless. Concepts have depth of experience, and theconscious unconscious seems to have unfettered access to them.When a lucid dreamer wishes to experience a concept, he or she hasa choice of intent: either to sense the concept or to become the concept.Intending to sense the concept will normally result in the concept ap-pearing in some sensory way, involving sight, sound, touch, taste, orsmell. We can then point to it as something apart from us, somethingwe sense. When we intend to become the concept, however, we mayliterally be swept up into the experience such that it seems to displacethe experience of self as the concept expresses its reality.For many of us, it's relatively easy to deal with a sensed response,something materialized. We can imagine a lucid dreamer ignoring thedream figures and shouting, "I want to see unconditional love!" In re-sponse, a profoundly emotional scene may appear for the lucid dreamerto look at visually and absorb. Contrast that to the lucid dreamer whoshouts, "I want to become unconditional love!" He or she may thenbegin to feel intense emotion, bordering on the mystical, and swooninto the depths of unconditional love. Depending upon the concept weseek to become, the intensity of "becoming" may approach the over-powering and all consuming.Lucid dreamers exploring concepts for the first time, therefore, maywish to ask to sense the experience. Sensing allows us to learn about it,become familiar with it, yet still stand apart from it. Lucid dreamersshouldn't ask to become a concept until they feel ready to let go fully.By becoming a concept, you essentially ask to experience it on all levels,to take it on completely, to live it. While fascinating, the unpreparedmay find it overwhelming as their normally separate viewpoint takeson the immensity and strangeness of being a concept. Some conceptsmay be just too difficult to experience. We may have wrapped the con-cept with so much emotional energy and so many ideas that we barelyunderstand our intent in even relating to the concept. Or the conceptmay be inherently unfathomable. For example, consider experiencing
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the concept of God. Beyond any personal religious or spiritual beliefs,the idea of God simply may be too profound or complex for the begin-ning lucid dreamer to experience fully. Take, for instance, this earlylucid dream in which I ask to see God (May 1985):
I'm riding my bike across the sidewalks on the lawn of my old elemen-tary school. I see another bike rider doing something odd and realize,"This is a dream!" I ride along saying "this is a dream" every fewseconds to maintain my focus. Other kids are riding their bikes, too. I start to do figure-eight patterns; a portion of me senses a connection ofthe figure as an ancient symbol for eternity. I almost run into someone,which causes me to close my eyes for a second (this breaks me out ofmy lucid apathy). I suddenly decide, "I want to see God," so I call outfor God - and I start to fly upward! But the emotional surge is toomuch. I wake up quite excited, with my ears ringing.
We may do best initially to seek simpler concepts. Instead of askingto see God, we could announce to the dreaming, "I want to feel divinegrace!" or "I want to experience inner peace!" The dreaming will likelyrespond to these requests with a profound experience, far beyond anywaking-self imagining, but probably not one as overwhelming as we'relikely to experience when asking to see God.The concepts to be experienced need not be spiritual; we can "ask thedream" for virtually anything. A theoretical physicist might lucidly ask,"Hey, I want to experience being an electron in hydrogen" or a neuro-chemist might lucidly announce, "Hey, I want to experience how a genetransfers into a Purkinje cell!" The resulting experiential mindtrip mightprovide the insight of a hundred labor-intensive lab experiments.In effect, asking the conscious unconscious provides you an innervirtual reality experience that far exceeds any (physical) virtual real-ity laboratory. Inside the unconscious, we have inner knowledge andcomprehension far beyond waking knowledge or computer models.Moreover, we get the experience in the realm of lucid dreaming, wheresensory and intuitive awareness seems considerably heightened.

TRUST, ACCEPTANCE, A N D LETTING GO

Over the past ten years, as I've gone more deeply into lucid dreams, I often mentally hear words of encouragement and solace, such as "Trust"or "Nothing to fear." Usually, I hear these words when lucidly venturinginto totally new and unknown activities. In the following lucid dream,
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for example, I first experience an unknown force coming into the dreamas white light, then watch as an ancient roman-looking helmet begins tosplit apart vertically as the white light cracks it. At this point, I becomelucid in an extremely powerful dream (October 2004):
Lucidly aware, I begin to sense all of the energy around me and feelthe movement of the air and the power behind the dreaming. I beginto say very strongly, "I accept the power," and feel the energetic powerof the lucid dream starting to funnel toward me, like a vacuum. ThenI spontaneously say, "Nothing to fear," as I recognize that the energyseems powerful, good, and natural.I then begin to announce these phrases boldly, as the funnel of energyis coming toward me and into my body, "I accept the power!! Nothingto fear!!" I notice that the palms of my hands feel very hot, and I feel thatthe power is becoming encased in me. It all seems odd but natural, like I have finally opened up to the enormity of lucid dreaming's source.
Other lucid dreamers in this same situation might have beenoverwhelmed by the extremely intense energies coming at them, but atthe time of this dream, I had been considering the idea that dreamingrequires energy of some sort and, thus, it may be possible to reclaimthe energy when lucid, so I had gone along with the experience to feelwhat that might entail. As I've said, going deeply into lucid dreamingrequires a certain degree of fearlessness and trust. Although these areinner experiences, the sensory experience can test our limits.Of course, we can always call a halt to things. If the experience inthis lucid dream had become too much, I could have announced to thedream, "Stop!" or "Too much," and I would have seen an immediatelessening of energy.

ACCESS DENIED: PLEASE TRY BACK LATER

Not every request presented to the dreaming receives the desired orexpected response. In fact, the lucid dreamer may instead receive a lesson in making requests.Lucid dreamer pasQuale Ourtane recalls discovering an interestingway to explore the dream space. As a reality check, she would often pushher finger through a dream mirror to make sure she was dreaming. Then,in one lucid dream, she spontaneously decided to step through a mirrorto see what would happen. Incredibly, she found entering the mirrortook her to amazing places. Now she jumps into dream mirrors simply
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to experience the joy of exploring. She feels the mirror can also workwhen "you see in the mirror, where you desire to be, and then dive intothe mirror to end up in that scene you just saw in the mirror."5
Recently, a lucid dreamer proposed to Ourtane 's LD4all.com web-site readers a conceptual task to explore time and " to see the beginningand the end of the universe." In her resulting lucid dream, Ourtane usedthe mirror as a means of dream exploration. Here's what happenedwhen she made this conceptual request to the dream:
Right in front of me is a huge mirror. I walk towards it and look atmyself and pinch my nose, and yes, I can easily breathe [she performedthis as a reality check to make sure she was dreaming]. I remember thetask and decide to use the mirror for it.I say to the mirror, "Show me the beginning and the end of theuniverse." My plan is then to jump though the mirror to be there. I press my head against it to better see inside.A voice says, "The Universe has no beginning and no end, theUniverse is an everlasting cycle."Well, that was that then. I decide to do some time travel just incase to complete the task. So I jump through the mirror and call outsomething like "let me travel in time, let me be in the universe." I nowwhoosh through a space with light dots in it, it goes very fast andfeels a bit scary, I realize I have no idea where I want to go (or moreaccurately, "when"), I know I'm traveling to the past.At some point I fly over a landscape and see houses disappearwhile I fly over it, and the landscape change through time. In the backof my mind I think oh, I can go to ancient Egypt or something! Butthen I have already landed and I know I'm still in Holland. [She thenconverses with some young people who seem dressed like the 1950s,but can never get them to provide her a year or date.]6

In many respects, asking the mirror seems to function as a meansto engage the conscious unconscious or inner ego behind the dream. Asusual, a response occurs, though sometimes unexpected. In Ourtane 'scase, the voice disagrees with her original intent and its premise, an-nouncing, "The Universe has no beginning and no end, the Universe isan everlasting cycle." In effect, the dream has denied her request! Whenshe reconsiders her options and announces a different intent, "let metravel in t ime," the dream responds.In another case, lucid dream researcher Ed Kellogg flies along andrecalls his intent to see a superstring. He announces, "By the powerof Alkahest, let a superstring manifest!" Moments later, he receives a 
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response. "I hear a voice," he writes, "that tells me 'it does not seema good idea to do an experiment of this type, at this time, as you stillseem too unfocused and distracted.'" He considers this and then thevoice begins again by explaining how to remedy the situation: "To doan experiment of this kind requires careful consideration beforehand asto what to do, and clear mindful intentionality while doing it." At thispoint, Kellogg reconsiders: "[L]ooking up at the sky, I intend/shout,'Cancel.' The clouds lighten and begin to disappear. I intend/shout,'Cancel' again, and the dreamscape returns to normal."7
In some instances, nearby dream figures explain to the lucid dream-er the risks or problems associated with the request. In one example, thelucid dreamer persisted with a risky request to the dream and ignoredthe advice of the concerned dream figures, which resulted in the alarmeddream figures acting in such a way as to make the dream collapse.Once in a lucid dream, I started to fly and announced my intentto visit a friend. As I began to head in his direction, I noticed a strangeblack zone that I intuitively knew was impenetrable. As I got closer, thelucid dream unexpectedly collapsed. Talking to my friend the next dayon the phone, I mentioned the failed lucid visit. He told me that he hadintentionally determined not to be bothered by others in his dreamingthat night because he was working on a dream project. He was glad tohear that his intent appeared to counter my intent!The fact that not every intent or request is granted seems reassur-ing somehow. That an inner awareness knows or seems to respond insuch a way to stop or redirect our intent shows a caring or responsibleaspect to the inner observer.Those situations in which the voice directs the lucid dreamer toreconsider his or her intent suggest an awareness capable of analysis andinsight about the lucid dreamer. Again, I find this comforting. In nearlyevery case, the purpose behind the response seems purely educational,helpful, and intended to assist the lucid dreamer. In general terms, then,we would be wise to heed the advice of this inner awareness in the luciddream. It appears to have our best interests in mind.

SETTING GOALS:

PREPARING TO ACCESS T H E U N C O N S C I O U S

Because the wording of your intent has such major implications forthe experience, it's a good idea to prepare the exact wording while
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awake. Write out your request and see if each noun, preposition, andverb reflects your actual intent. As you mentally repeat your phrase, seewhat imagery it evokes in you. As Ed Kellogg suggested to me, let yourintuition tell you whether your intent poses any problems.Remember that it's best to request to sense the experience and notto become the experience until you're truly prepared to let go of normalmodes of self reference. Gradually acclimate yourself to the depth ofthe conscious unconscious. Since it apparently exists there behind thelucid dream, it will be available in future conscious explorations. Then,when you become lucid and feel the time and setting are right, ignorethe dream figures and objects and simply announce your intent to thedream. Lift up your head and shout it out. Then, stand back and waitto see what happens next.Actually, sometimes you don't even need to shout. All you reallyhave to do is wonder intensely, like I did in this memorable lucid dream(February 1999):
In a small Midwestern town in the early evening, I come to an intersec-tion and look around. It just seems too odd, and I suddenly realize,"This is a dream!" I walk up and down the street, laughing at the thingsI see, their "unreality." I go up and talk to an older woman about beinglucid, but she gets upset and doesn't want to hear.Back out on the street, I wonder what to do. I decide to call forEd Kellogg and see if he will appear. I look up and down the street tosee if he has come. Then I tell myself, "No thought-forms! I want thereal Ed." But I have the feeling that Ed isn't available.I decide that I'd like to make "energy balls" or chi, I put my palmsabout six inches apart and tell myself I'm making chi. I can feel theenergy and start to chant "Making Chi To See Ed!" (Earlier that weekin a phone call, Ed Kellogg and I reminisced about our mutual luciddreaming attempts; he suggested that perhaps we needed more chi,hence my odd chant.) I do this for quite a while, then I put my palmsoutward toward the nearby plants and feel energy moving. I laughand keep up my chant.Walking out of town toward some sandy ground, still chanting,I begin to wonder seriously, what is chi?Now in the far distance, I see two areas of bright, bright lightning-type light that doesn't disappear; in fact, it slowly seems to come myway. It changes a bit as it turns and spins and sparks blue and violetcolors. I am amazed and wonder if these spinning funnels of lightrepresent chi. Oh boy, I think, what have I done? I keep up my chant"Making Chi To See Ed." The two spinning funnels of light begin to
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move my way, coming closer and closer and growing taller as they doso. The swirling seems more distinct now, and I notice that the twist-ing funnels are actually composed of plumes of light. Some plumesare colored light blue, some violet, and some white as they all twisttogether yet remain distinct colors.The incredible light keeps growing in size and speed until it's morethan a hundred feet tall, towering over me. I feel an incredible energyand begin to laugh. The counterclockwise swirling pillars of light seemto have little dot-like shapes on them. I decide to allow myself to mergewith one of these pillars of light and start to fly upward, freely - theenergy is incredible and loving. I let go and merge with it.
SEEklNG CONCEPTS IN A LUCID DR€AM

An infinitude of conceptual experiences are possible when consciouslyaware in the dream state. The following represent just a few of thesimple and complex approaches taken to access the wisdom inherentin the conscious unconscious.
Meditating in a Lucid Dream 
The following is my one lucid dream experience with meditating(November 2003):

As I go along, it occurs to me that I have never tried to meditate for-mally in a lucid dream, and I recall my waking curiosity about this.I stop on a hillside and sit cross legged. I decide to simply quiet mymind. I find this extremely easy in the lucid state - it seems I reach a deep mental emptiness almost instantaneously.Suddenly in the sky, I notice brilliant streaks of white light allover - almost like intense white shooting stars in the daylight withlingering streaks of brilliant white. This continues, and then my mindrestarts. Remembering my goal of meditation, I decide to cut downon external stimuli. I close my eyes. Visually the scene goes gray - butI feel somehow truly expansive now - like I have become "at one"with my self/Self.
Becoming a Color 
In an interview for The Lucid Dream Exchange, Minnesotan David L.Kahn, author of A Dream Come True, relates how a type of foreknow-ing often precedes the lucid experience:
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In a recent lucid dream, I had a very bizarre experience . . . [I was]standing in front of a bathroom mirror when I became lucid. I noticedthat the shower curtain was blue, and I also noticed geometric shapeson the shower curtain. I knew that I would be blue when I lookedback at the mirror. Indeed my skin was very blue, except for my neckin the area that I recently had surgery. I looked away from the mirrorfor a few seconds, and when I looked back something very strangehappened. I became the color blue. It wasn't just my skin color. I wasactually the color, as though without me blue would not exist. Thisis one of my most difficult dreams to express in words, because it ishard to describe what it feels like to be a color.8
Solving an Important Problem 
In a lucid dream taken from Exploring the World of Lucid Dreaming by Stephen LaBerge and Howard Rheingold, we find a computer pro-grammer who keeps good company as he works on practical issues ofprogramming while lucidly aware:

At night I will dream that I am sitting in a parlor (an old-fashionedone that Sherlock Holmes might use). I'm sitting with Einstein, whitebushy hair - in the flesh. He and I are good friends. We talk about theprogram, start to do some flowcharts on a blackboard. Once we thinkwe've come up with a good one, we laugh. Einstein says, "Well, the restis history." Einstein excuses himself to go to bed. I sit in his reclinerand doodle some code in a notepad. Then the code is all done. I look atit and say to myself, "I want to remember this flowchart when I wakeup." I concentrate very hard on the blackboard and the notepad. ThenI wake up. It is usually around 3:30 A.M. I. . . start writing as fast as I can. I take this to work and usually it is 99 percent accurate.9
Going to Infinity and Beyond 
As part of an eight-week course on lucid dreaming, Ed Kellogg pre-sented a weekly lucid dreaming challenge to go "to infinity and beyond"while lucid. To interest his students in the topic, Kellogg presentedvarious mathematical, numerological, and esoteric perspectives oninfinity. Participant Justin Tombe lucidly recalled the concept whiledreaming (April 2004):

[Initially confounded by missing objects] I then realized that I dreamed,exclaiming to my friend, "It's O.K., this is just a dream." I then remem-bered my dream task and flew up out of the room. I looked back one
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last time over my shoulder to see a hazy image of my friend standingin the room, looking around in a confused manner.I turned my attention to the dream task, and repeated "To Infinityand Beyond!" several times, and then became aware that I was nowfloating in a vast emptiness. I was clearly aware of my (dream) body,but all else was emptiness, void. Sound, light, color, movement wereall absent in all directions in what FELT like an infinite distance.Finding this somewhat disappointing, I decided to try anotherapproach suggested in our group. I traced the mathematical symbolAleph Null with my hand in the space in front of me, and immediatelybecame aware of a whole new subset of perceptions, existing simulta-neous and implicate to the empty void. This new perceptual data wasin the form of a churning, turbulent "sea" of geometric wave fronts,emerging from a multiplicity of points, spiraling and unfolding indistinct motions, interpenetrating each other on multiple dimensions,and then falling away, or dispersing into fractal fragments. Each waveseemed to have its own unique geometry, much of it fractal, and rateand manner of unfolding. In addition, the leading edges were composedof bands of color, much like a rainbow, but with astonishing diversity,and they each also resonated a tone or set of tones. Surprisingly, thewhole array somehow conveyed a sense of being very subtle, and insome fashion encoded, implicate, or beneath the surface of the vastemptiness. [Justin continues his lucid dreaming by intending to find EdKellogg and suddenly finds himself in a cluttered room.]10

Justin writes in his notes: "Several interesting factors were broughtto light after further exploration. Of note, this entire dream sequencehappened between 7:00 and 7:08 A . M . (between when my alarm firstsounded and the snooze went off). This indicates that my perception ofthe passing of time was occurring at a different rate in the dream statethan as measured by the clock in WPR [waking physical reality]."11
Notice how Justin literally announces his intent to the dreaming.He doesn't ask a dream figure or interact with a dream object; hesimply makes a request and waits for the response. And what a re-sponse! Suddenly surrounded by an infinity of empty space, he tracesthe sign of Aleph Null, which stands for the countable infinity set ofnatural numbers (1 , 2, 3 . . . ); in the tracing movements, he physicallyexpresses a new intention of a specific kind of infinity. Once again, thedreamscape transforms itself with waves of geometric forms, spirals,tones, and colors.Incredibly, over the course of eight minutes, Justin enters a dream,becomes lucid, and performs numerous tasks in which he manipulates
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dream space through the simple act of intending. In my experience,lucid dreamers would have much greater success with intentionality indreaming if they simply directed their intention to the dream, as Justindid. By asking the dream, we show our lucid awareness of somethingbehind the dreaming - and that something, in turn, responds.
Experiencing Reality without Preconceptions: the Phenomenological Epoche 
Ed Kellogg describes a fascinating experiment in which he sought toexperience the lucid dream without preconceptions (along the lines ofthe phenomenological view12 proposed by Edmund Husserl). In thisendeavor, Kellogg manages to suspend his judgment about the per-ceived environment and experience it free of assumptions, functioningintentionality, and preconceptions (February 1999):

Flying along through a bizarre dreamscape. I remember my task to tryto focus on what I directly experience, without preconceptions. I per-form the phenomenological epoche (even saying epoche, eh-poe-kay,out loud to help focus my intent) to suspend judgment and becomefully lucid, marveling at the strange shapes and geometries.I fly down a sort of flat smooth valley between massive strangelayered structures looming on either side of me, towering twice myflying height, like oddly shaped cliffs. After 10 seconds of this at most,the dreamscape snaps into focus as a gigantic office storage room space,with a smooth flat floor with shelves and racks of supplies to eitherside of me. In relation to the room, I seem about 6" in height. I nowperceive and mentally note racks of paper office supplies, an old safe.I feel I have become more lucid.13

Kellogg comments: "However, at this point [seeing it as an officestorage room] my Functioning Intentionality has become activated,automatically 'making sense' of the dreamscape. I do not even considerthe possibility that I might now incorrectly impose this giant 'officespace template' on an unfamiliar environment."14
It appears that his attempt to see the lucid dream reality withoutpreconceptions works for a brief time. It may be that, as he supposes,his waking self innately sought to make sense of the weird shapes andgeometric experience. As soon as it did so and functionally conceivedthe environment as an office storage room with the usual items, thereality became as he conceived it to be. Linguistically, the seeminglyautomatic desire to verbalize the thing or the experience may have
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also taken part in undoing the direct experience. Normally, luciddreamers wish to experience the environment but also to create a dream report at the conclusion. In effect, the desire to understand theenvironment comes as the undoing of the nonconceptual experienceof the environment.Not every request to the conscious unconscious can easily berendered into experience or words. Frequently, lucid dreamers remarkthat words fail to encapsulate the incredible nature of the experiencethey request. Certain concepts, when experienced, fall far outside ofsimple expression.
D R E A M - A R T SCIENTISTS

The acquisition of conceptual information through asking the uncon-scious may have been presaged by Jane Roberts in her 1977 book, The "Unknown" Reality. There, she broaches the idea of the "dream-artscientists," that is, consciously aware dreamers who would seek outinformation in the dream state for use by science.Already lucid dreamers have repeatedly validated that this theoreti-cal possibility could be a practical actuality. Speaking for the personalityessence known as Seth, Roberts states:
The trouble is that many in the sciences do not comprehend that thereis an inner reality. It is not only as valid as the exterior one, but it isthe origin for it. It is that world that offers you answers, solutions,and would reveal many of the blueprints that exist behind the worldof your experience.The true art of dreaming is a science long forgotten by your world.Such an art, pursued, trains the mind in a new kind of conscious-ness - one that is equally at home in either existence, well-groundedand secure in each. Almost anyone can become a satisfied and pro-ductive amateur in this art-science; but its true fulfillment takes yearsof training, a strong sense of purpose, and a dedication - as does anytrue vocation.To some extent, a natural talent is a prerequisite for such a truedream-art scientist. A sense of daring, exploration, independence,and spontaneity is required. Such a work is a joy. There are somesuch people who are quite unrecognized by your societies, becausethe particular gifts involved are given zero priority. But the talent stillexists . . . A practitioner of this ancient art learns first of all how to becomeconscious in normal terms, while in the sleep state. . . . 
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The true scientist understands that he must probe the interior andnot the exterior universe; he will comprehend that he cannot isolatehimself from a reality of which he is necessarily a part, and that to doso presents at best a distorted picture. In quite true terms, your dreamsand the trees outside of your windows have a common denominator:they both spring from the withinness of consciousness.15
Lucid dreamers have already discovered that this "inner reality"has the capacity to respond thoughtfully and abundantly to questionsposed to it. If scientists were to approach this inner reality proactively,they would discover a new means of accessing available unconsciousknowledge and creative ideas.As we probe inwardly to the conscious unconscious and the variousmanifestations in dreaming, we begin to discover, like van Leeuwenhoekand his microscopic reality, an inner mental reality that has existed thereall along. Through perfecting the tool of lucid dreaming, science hasthe means to investigate the conscious unconscious and understand thelarger nature of the psyche. In doing so, we begin to lay the groundworkfor the introduction of the "dream-art scientist."



13
H E A L I N G YOURSELF

A N D OTHERS

DREAM WORKER AND MINISTER JEREMY TAYLOR TELLS THE SURPRIS-ing story of lucid dreamer "Dan," who dreams that he attends a livelyparty at a fashionable penthouse. Suddenly, Dan realizes that he'sactually sleeping at a "cheap rented room in Chicago" and becomesconsciously aware:
[Lucid now, Dan finds that an attractive woman sits on his lap and]asks him if he is having a good time. He laughs and replies that he ishaving a great time, but that he will have to leave soon - his alarm is about to go off and wake him up. The woman asks him in surprisewhat he means, and he replies that all this is a dream and none of itis real."You mean you think I'm not real?" the woman asks in someannoyance."That's right," he replies.With this, the woman becomes even more annoyed. "I'll showyou who's real or not!" she says, and crushes her lit cigarette out onthe back of the dreamer's right hand. Instantaneously the young manawakens in the rented room with a terrible pain in his right hand. Heturns on a light and sees a round burn the size of a cigarette on theback of his right hand.1

It's almost unimaginable - a lucid dream incident crossing theboundary into waking reality. Obviously, such an experience furtherextends the preliminary conclusion reached by Stephen LaBerge, after
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studying the physical body's response to lucidly dreamt events, that"dream events are closely paralleled by brain events."2 Various studiesshow a strong correlation in physiological measures between a wakingevent and the same event performed in a lucid dream.This cigarette-burn example is reminiscent of experiments withhypnosis. In hypnotic studies, as I discussed in chapter 1, some subjectshave shown the ability to manifest physical changes - burn marks haveappeared and disappeared, bleeding has increased or decreased, painhas been experienced vividly and then seemingly turned off - simplythrough the use of concentrated focus and suggestion. In Dan's case,he may have shown the heightened suggestibility achievable in the lucidstate and the dramatic potential to alter the physical self.Which prompts the question, if the body can be influenced by eventsin the lucid state, could a consciously aware dreamer heal his or her physi-cal body in a lucid dream? Incredibly, the answer appears to be yes.Numerous examples exist of attempts at physical healing of selfand others while lucidly aware in the dream state. Some lucid dream-ers who attempt healing in the lucid state report very limited successor no effect on their symptoms. Other lucid dreamers, however, havereported considerable success at achieving one or more of the follow-ing: 1) a reduction in the severity of physical symptoms, 2) a surpris-ingly rapid healing experience, and 3) on occasion, a disappearanceof the health issue altogether. Why do some lucid dreamers succeed,while others don't? My research into instances of successful and un-successful lucid dream healings has made clear to me the importance of thereality-creating complex of belief, expectation, focus, intent, and will (asdiscussed in chapter 10). A constructive use of these elements seemsessential in creating a positive Outcome.Another success factor appears to be the healing method itself.Lucid dreamers have approached the task of lucid healing by using a variety of methods, such as the following:
1. Symbolically and literally entering and manipulating the dreambody2. Directing healing intent, which often manifests as an unexpectedlight3. Directing affirmations, chants, or sound energy4. Creating symbolic, healing imagery5. Seeking information about the cause or meaning of the illness6. Seeking a dream doctor, medicine, or healing environment
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Obviously, techniques varied. Some were direct versus indirect,others literal versus symbolic, while some showed varying degrees ofinternal and external loci of control. Nonetheless, each lucid dreamerused some form of projective technique to create a healing experience,though some techniques appear to be more effective than others.
INSIDE THE D R E A M BODY

It may never occur to many lucid dreamers to manipulate their dreambody.3 Normally, we focus our energies outward to the dream scenesand figures. Other than looking at our hands in lucid dreams (tobecome lucid or to stabilize the lucid dream) and touching thingswith our hands in the lucid dream, it seems rare to consider the luciddream body at all. We normally "assume" the body into being asthe presumed locale for visual perception and then forget it as we goabout our adventures. When it comes to improving one's physicalhealth, however, some lucid dreamers do focus upon manipulatingthe dream body, often with impressive results and in dramaticallydifferent ways.Let's look at some examples of healing in the lucid dream statethrough manipulating the dream body. In the first example, PatriciaGarfield, author of The Healing Power of Dreams and an experiencedlucid dreamer herself, describes the healing experience of another luciddreamer, Mattie. Mattie's ankle fracture was severe enough to confineher to a wheelchair for months. To assist in the healing process, Mattiedecided to use her lucid dreaming ability. Garfield tells the story:
Whenever she became aware that she was dreaming, Mattie picturedherself "going inside my ankle." There she looked around and saw"all sorts of junk." In these lucid dreams, Mattie busied herself withremoving from her injured ankle the debris she found - screwdriv-ers, bolts and all sorts of tools. When she was awake, she found hercondition improving. For the first time since her injury, Mattie wasable to walk.4
Notice how the lucid dreamer found "all sorts of junk" inside herankle. So the "going inside my ankle" was represented visually, in a symbolic manner, and the removal of the symbolic "junk" led to rapidimprovement in her condition. This lucid dreamer didn't interact withliteral imagery of ankle ligaments, muscle, and bone as a surgeon mighthave seen. Rather, she saw her own unique symbolic expression of her
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severe ankle fracture as "screwdrivers, bolts and all sorts of tools" tobe discarded.We can only speculate as to whether Matt ie 's encounter with herankle existed as an overtly symbolic event because of her belief thatthe encounter must be symbolically portrayed. As you will see, otherlucid dreamers manipulate the lucid dream body not symbolically butdirectly, as if a representational model of the physical. In the followingexample, for instance, an experienced lucid dreamer, Keelin, discussesan interesting lucid experience in which she works directly on thedream body:
Last year, I was having a serious health concern with out-of-controlmenstrual bleeding . . . the problem recurred and hysterectomy wason the horizon . . . When the final decision was imminent, I had thefollowing dream:Sitting on the couch in the living room of my home, I'm braidingthe left half of my hair, which I suddenly notice is longer and thickerthan it is in waking reality. This cues lucidity and I feel the familiar,chilly vibrations that often accompany the onset of dream awareness.I remain calm, thinking I can always spin to prolong the dream state,but I'd rather not risk the possibility of landing in a new scene, and I don't want to become distracted from my pre-intended goal of directinghealing energy to my body. I decide that continuing to braid my hairwill keep me well enough engaged in the dream, so complete the leftside and begin with the right. When I'm almost finished braiding myhair, the dream feels stable enough to get on with my goal.Touching my face with both hands, I marvel at the realistic sensa-tion, the lack of distortion. Lightly I stroke the tip of my nose whereI'd found an area of concern recently (referring to skin cancer), feelit smooth and healthy. This is a spontaneous gesture (not part of myoriginal plan) as is my next action.Gently I insert my fingers directly into the center of my chest.There is no pain or blood, only the sensation of the pressure of myfingers moving slowly into my body without resistance. I touch myheart while holding in mind thoughts of healing and serenity. Aftera few moments, I remove my fingers and then insert them into myuterus (the original plan). Again, there is no uncomfortable sensa-tion, no resistance, just an awareness of an extraordinary freedom toperform this feat so easily in a dream. While placing my fingers and palms against the uterine wall, I hold a thought I've had on several occasions both in and out of dreamland - there is healing in my hands [emphasis added].
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Other than this exact phrase, I have no other word thoughts but,instead, a spreading becalming sense that accompanies my touch. I wake peacefully, in rapt wonder.Without scientific data, there's no way to prove that this dreamhad any physical effect; however, the bleeding did stop, and it's notgotten out of hand since then.5
Notice how Keelin spontaneously follows her intuitions first, bystroking her nose, touching her heart. Afterward, she continues withher original intention to bring healing to her uterus. She marvels "atthe realistic sensation" of touch in the lucid state and actively intendsthoughts of "healing and serenity" to her heart and uterus, firmly be-lieving "there is healing in [her] hands."Like Keelin, many experienced lucid dreamers have learned tofollow intuitional impulses as they sense their way through the innerrealm of lucid dreaming. Though they may have a general plan or goal,a sense of spontaneous knowing often leads the way and sometimesresults in new insights about the situation. Often by letting go of thewaking self's approach and allowing the inwardly felt direction, luciddreamers discover the most constructive path for their intent.In Keelin's case, while the healing touch occurs on a dream repre-sentation of her physical body, it appears here that the brain respondedwith appropriate adjustments on the actual physical body. Throughsome mysterious translation, the combination of healing touch andhealing intent moves from her symbolic body to her physical body tocreate a significant physical improvement.

MANIFESTING LIGHT: ENERGY, ELECTRICITY

Lucid derives from the Latin, lucere meaning "to shine." For manylucid dreamers seeking to project healing energy for the first time, itcomes as quite a shock to find themselves, without any conscious intent,projecting light from their hands. Even more shocking, perhaps, comesthe realization that other lucid dreamers with similar goals have alsospontaneously and unexpectedly projected light from their hands. Thissurprising feature of lucid dreaming - the appearance of light when oneintends to heal something - suggests that an underlying commonalityexists in aspects of lucid experience. Where does this connection comefrom? A deeper layer of the Self? The fact of the commonality may,perhaps, give evidentiary support to an underlying order or principle in
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the dream realm, supportive of the concept of the collective unconscioussuggested by Jung.In various colors and in various forms, this inner light is a commonfeature for many in lucid healing, which makes one wonder, does the lightheal? Or does it represent healing? Or something else, such as awareness,perhaps? And why various colors - why not just one color?Let's consider a few cases in which lucid dreamers either used lightor experienced a healing light. This first example is from a series offascinating lucid dream healings recounted by Ed Kellogg. He receivedthis account from a woman he refers to as "AH," who had gone to bedone night barely able to walk from the pain of six plantar warts on herfeet. As a lucid dreamer, she reported the following dream:
I walk through what appears to be a museum; it seems dark, like thelights are very low. [I see] small lamps attached to the walls, illuminat-ing alcoves where religious objects sit on display. I weave in and out ofthe chamber in the flickering light Something about the light seemsstrange. I think of my feet because they are hurting me as I walk. So I sitdown on a cube, like a wooden cube. Then I remember I can heal myfeet [in a lucid dream]. At that moment, all of the surrounding roomdrops away to a black void where I sit. I recall using a ball of whitelight as I had been visualizing [before going to sleep]. Sure enough itappears around my hands. I put my hands on my feet - first, the rightone. The light enters the foot and glows golden from within. I hold itthere for several seconds and then move to the left foot. Same process.I put both feet down and realize I had done what I had incubated. Itseems amazing and terrifying. That feeling is so intense I woke up. Thefeeling makes my heart pound.6
Ed comments: "The night before AH could hardly walk becauseof the pain from 6 plantar warts, 3 on each foot, each about one cen-timeter across. Before retiring she had checked their appearance, anddid a visualization for healing (as on previous nights), but this timealso a lucid dream incubation. In the morning she felt surprised whenshe felt absolutely no pain on walking. She checked on the warts - theyhad all uniformly turned black overnight. All of them fell off withinten days."7
In private conversation, Ed shared with me that AH had tried wak-ing visualization techniques for many months, trying to achieve thissame goal, with little or no success. Yet after just this one lucid dreamattempt at healing, immediate changes occurred as the warts turnedblack and fell off.
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AH's story, and others like it, remind me of the Buddhist claim thatsuggestions made in the lucid dream become nine times more effectivethan those made in the waking state. By acting "closer to the source" ofcreativity and deeper in the subconscious, we spur the healing energiesto perform much more quickly and profoundly.This next healing lucid dream example took place while I was a member of the Lucidity Project, in the 1980s (as I described in chapter5). One of our group members had a knee injury and asked the groupto try to assist in healing it lucidly. Though I had mixed feelings aboutthe idea, I felt curious about the possibility of healing another in a luciddream. How would I approach it? What would happen? Later thatmonth, I had the following lucid dream:
I continue in the lucid dream and see a hunting lodge on a hillsidewith large pine trees around. I suddenly recall about LG's knee andremember our goal to help heal her knee. I wonder about how to dothis, when suddenly a "cameo image" appears in the dream - show-ing a woman's knee! The oval-shaped image seems projected aboutmidway up on my visual field and takes up perhaps five percent of thevisual field - like an oval television's picture in a picture.I assume this cameo image is LG's knee and mentally projecthealing energy to it - which suddenly appears as light hovering aroundthe knee area. As I recall, it was a deep pink or light red light. I won-dered where it came from, since I didn't consciously intend it. Then I wondered, do I have the correct knee? This looks like the right knee,but did she say it was the left? I think about projecting healing energyon the left knee as well.
As I recall, another person in the group also reported a reddishhealing light when she tried to assist LG's knees. LG reported somemodest improvement, but not a full healing.Ed Kellogg reports another case of a lucid dreamer, referred to as"TLP," who experienced light along with an electrical-type energy inthis lucid dream:
I was in a standing position, leaning up against something that feltwarm, buzzing, electric. It felt very good and I completely relaxed. I then felt the presence of three guides. . . . [One guide] told me that I was not caring for my physical body the way I should of late and that,combined with my emotional state, had left me vulnerable to sickness.I remembered then that I had gone to bed with a terrible sore throatand a fever [101F]. They began working on my energy field, or aura.I could see crystalline energy emanating from the mid section of their
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bodies. This was happening simultaneously. I felt the energy hit me andI felt as if I was caught in an electrical storm.. . . I then felt somethingpop in my head, and it was as if very warm liquid oozed down mybody and I felt as if I were going to melt into the ground. . . . Then I felt energy being directed into the throat area, into my third eye area,and into the solar plexus area. I completely "let go" at this time andmerged with the sensations that I was feeling. The next thing I knewwas [the guide] saying to me, "Sleep now, rest in your comfortabledarkness. You will awaken well."8

Ed comments: "Indeed TLP did not remember a thing until she awokenext morning. She immediately got up and looked at her throat in the mir-ror. All of the dark streaks of red were gone - her throat felt completelynormal. Her fever had gone and her temperature now measured almost 3 degrees below normal, a drop of 5 degrees from her temperature the nightbefore. Although she has not had a major illness, TLP reports having hada number of dramatic results from lucid dream healings on illnesses suchas colds, flus, back problems, and intense muscle stiffness."9
Interesting how the lucid dreamer sees "crystalline energy" andfeels something like electrical energy hit her body in various places. Shehears diagnostic comments from what she senses as "the presence ofthree guides." Something seems to "pop" in her head, and she finally"lets go" to accept the sensations. One guide concludes by advising her,"Sleep now, rest in your comfortable darkness. You will awaken well."For some lucid dreamers, dream figures occasionally appear as helpersor guides in such healing situations and conduct healing actions. Fromexperience, I know that being "hit" by light or energy can be both a powerful and unusual sensation, so it seems necessary to open up tothe experience and trust in it as you seek healing.

HEALING T H R O U G H THE POWER OF SOUND,

CHANTS, A N D AFF IRMATIONS

Could sound play a role in lucid dream healing? Various religious andspiritual practices have felt that sound innately contains creative energyand can be used for healing intent. Whether in the form of a mantra,powerful word, or chant, lucid dreamers can consciously experimentwith sound in healing.In addition to being a talented lucid dreamer, Ed Kellogg has longheld an interest in the mystical practices of kabbalah and has used
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words, sounds, and chants to experiment in a number of lucid dreamsettings. To a large degree, he feels that these verbal expressions bothfocus his intent more powerfully and directly and may tap into othersources of energy as well.Ed tells the story of his own experience in lucid dream healing. Heexplains, "On September 23,1994,1 had severely injured my big toe inan accident, dislocating it and splitting the upper skin of the toe fromside to side in the process. After relocating the toe myself, I received 4 stitches but no other medical treatment. In December the joint beganto ache, and I would feel twinges of pain 10-20 times per day."10 Thefollowing is his account of the lucid dreams he experienced:
December 10: [Rlealizing I dream, I decide to try healing my big toeafter trying unsuccessfully to use dream computers. I try a healingchant with no effect. My toe looks bluish-purple, some red. I chantagain while massaging my toe, seems to help.
December 20: In a sort of college dormitory, I realize that I dream.It looks a bit like Duke University at night. I decide to go flying butremember I wanted to heal my toe. I use the energy beam chant, whichworks really well, blue and gold sparks emanate from my hand ontomy toe - terrific visual effect - my toe absorbs them. I go downstairsto go flying . . 11

Ed reported the following results: "After the first lucid dream heal-ing on 12/10 aching in the toe decreased 99%. I only felt one slighttwinge from that time until Jan 1,1995.1 felt another twinge on Jan 11after running for twenty minutes, but since then the toe has remainedhealthy and pain free."12
Privately, I asked Ed about why he undertook a second luciddream healing of his toe, since the first decreased the pain by ninety-nine percent. He explained that the lack of visual effects in the firstlucid dream left him feeling "unsatisfied"; thus, he sought anotherlucid dream experience with "great special effects" to make certainthat the toe's health would be complete and ongoing. After this, heconducted a final lucid dream healing for the scar in which a "yellowlaser beam" of light shot from his fingers. A week later, the scar hadlargely disappeared.I also questioned Ed about what he meant by "energy beam chant."He explained that he devised a chant to help him recall his intent andfocus it. The chant normally went like this: "From my hand shootsan energy beam, to heal my (blank) with Power Supreme!" In his
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experience, he found that certain wordings resulted in a more energeticand noticeable response.During one of his first attempts at lucid healing, in 1984, Ed usedhealing affirmations. Prior to the dream, he had punctured a right ton-sil with a wooden skewer while enthusiastically eating a shish kabob.His tonsil had become "horribly infected and swollen, looking about3 times normal size, bright red, and w/ yellow lines of pus decoratingthe exterior." Using a "sensory awareness relaxation technique," hesought to have an OBE but had a lucid dream instead:
. . . walking through a house I wake to the lucid dream state, decide totry healing my throat. I look in a mirror and my throat looks healthy,but the tonsils look more like the middle section [uvula] than liketonsils. So in my dream body my throat looks healthy, but different. I program for healing to occur [using affirmations], and my throat doesfeel much better on awakening.13

Ed comments: "Subjectively I would estimate that less than anhour had passed between waking and sleeping, and the pain had almostentirely disappeared. The next morning my right tonsil looked andfelt almost normal, only slightly red and swollen. At least 95% of theinfection had disappeared in less than 12 hours."14

POWER OF SUGGESTION:

IMAGES OF HEALING A N D HEALTH

A number of lucid dreamers have used the conscious creation ofsymbolic healing images and environments to promote their greaterhealth. To some degree, this practice parallels visualization techniquescommonly used to promote health. Lucid dream researchers JayneGackenbach and Jane Bosveld report of one woman who created anenvironment in a lucid dream to accomplish several different heal-ings:
[The lucid dreamer] has used lucid dreaming to quit smoking, stopbiting her nails, lose weight, and rid herself of hives and menstrualcramps. Although she has never seen a doctor for her hives, she is oftenbothered by them and has controlled them by suggesting to herselfas she falls asleep that she needs to calm down. Then when she turnslucid, she creates a cool meadow environment in which she continuesto tell herself to be calm. Repeatedly, after this dream experience, herhives will disappear.15
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When considering healing imagery in a lucid dream, lucid dreamersseem to take two paths. One group predetermines what constitutes a healing image or setting and then projects it into the lucid dream. Theother group of lucid dreamers asks the dream to create the most appro-priate healing imagery at that time and then enters into it aware. In thissecond approach, the lucid dreamer relies on the greater understandingof the unconscious to manifest.In either case, we shouldn't assume that the healing imagery orsetting contains the same healing potential for everyone. Healingimagery will naturally vary from person to person, depending on hisor her background and culture, as well as from situation to situation,depending upon the disease. I recall one night, during a severe sinuscold, dreaming of myself as an underwater diver with a bell helmetthat pumped in pure oxygen. When I awoke, the congestion had finallycleared, and I could breathe easily again. Consciously, however, I would have never selected that particular image as being symbolicallypowerful for me.
SEEKING I N F O R M A T I O N A B O U T THE ILLNESS;

FACING THE ILLNESS

For some lucid dreamers, the desire to understand the meaning of theillness (their own or another's) is paramount. In their lucid dream, theyseek information about the illness or ask to see the illness's meaning.Can understanding heal? Can greater awareness trigger new actionstoward health? Beverly Kedzierski Heart D'Urso, Ph.D., a long-timelucid dreamer and one of Stephen LaBerge's colleagues and first lucidresearch subjects, had a fascinating healing experience. In waking life,she visited her medical doctor and, after some tests, he told her thatshe had an "expanded uterus" with "both a large cyst and a mass thatlooked like it might be a tumor."16 Concerned about the situation, oneweek later, Beverly had several lucid dreams including the following:
I ask [the dream figures], "What does my condition mean and whatshould I do about it?" They do not give me clear answers, so I decideto ask the "Source" to show me answers on the wall structure in frontof us . . . I say out loud, "What does my condition want me to knowand what should I do?"I immediately see these projected images. The first one showsskeletons similar to the ones we had hanging on Halloween. I think
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they might represent death. Next, I see a traffic scene. An ambulanceand fire truck appear. Finally, an airplane comes smashing down fromthe sky onto a freeway.17
[In my next dream, I see] huge geometric figures in five differentcolors hovering and circling over us in the sky. They seem as large asocean liners. A turquoise colored one comes closest to me . . . They allseemed to shoot a kind of energy on me, which I experience as a heal-ing. I become very relaxed and open to taking in this invisible energy. I would best describe it as a type of heat. [I notice that the dream figureof my son] seems scared, but I tell him not to worry. I explain, "Theycame to heal me!" 18

Later that same day, Beverly went back to see her doctor. "Hedid another ultrasound test searching for the cyst and the mass," shereports, "but they did not exist anymore. He found my uterus 'nolonger expanded, but completely normal and healthy.'"19 Amazingly,the situation had changed significantly, and she remains healthy yearslater.Notice how Beverly initially asks the dream figures for answersbut they fail to respond with helpful information. Then she decides toask the "Source" of the dream for a response. She ignores the dreamfigures around her and addresses herself to the awareness behind thedreaming. When she does ask the Source, she suddenly sees new imageryprojected on the wall that provides a symbolic answer to her question.Then the lucid dream is followed by a semi-lucid dream of geometriccolored shapes that shoot healing energy on to her, which she recognizesas a healing act.As I will discuss in greater detail in chapter 15, it may be pos-sible to access unknown information, including medical information,while lucid. I once had a lucid dream in which I see the child of a friend. In the dream, I remember that this child has a rare, nonvisiblephysical condition. Even though he is only three or four physically,I ask him in the lucid dream, "Why do you have this condition?"He replies, "For my mother." This response stuns me, and I decideto wake.Years after telling the child's mother about this lucid dream, shebrought it up and told me that I had uncovered a family secret. Formany centuries, the women of their family had given birth, on occasion,to children with this nonvisible physical problem. She said, "I don'tknow how you came up with that answer, since nobody knows thisfamily secret. But you were right."
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SEARCHING FOR HEALTH;

THE HEALING R O O M , THE HEALING

LIQUID, THE HEALING DOCTOR

In the waking world, healing often appears to come from others - froma doctor or a prescription or a machine in a hospital . Some luciddreamers use this same approach as they seek healing help in dealingwith their illnesses. Can a lucid dream doctor cure a physical disease?Do dream-created healing liquids work? Keelin, the experienced luciddreamer I introduced earlier in the chapter, decided to find out in thisnext lucid dream example:
A friend is dressed in brown tones, but the second time I see her, thesame clothes are blue. While thinking that this is odd, they changeonce again right in front of my eyes and I realize I'm dreaming. In thenext instant, she disappears completely. The sensation of mild, chillyvibes begins and I quickly shift focus to address my goal of attemptingto heal the spot on my lip that still concerns me. I rub my hands untilI sense they're glowing. The scene is now in my kitchen, the timing ismidnight, with appropriate moonlight coming in through the windows.I rub my right index finger over my lip, strongly intending for healingto take place.After a couple of moments, I wake, then return to the same scenewith lucidity intact. I hold my right hand in front of me and willfullyconjure a drinking glass. At first it looks empty and I think: This willnot do! Immediately it is filled with a clear liquid. I intend this to bea magic healing potion and drink it right down, making certain theliquid wets my entire upper lip.20

Keelin comments: "Although it's impossible to say precisely whatphysical effect this dream may have had on the actual condition of mylip, I felt tremendously empowered by assuming responsibility for thehealing of my body and greatly comforted by the vivid imagery. Thefinal biopsy diagnosis was benign. Nothing like the fear of surgery toprovide great incentive for lucid dreaming!"2 1
Notice that Keelin actually uses two approaches in her set of luciddreams. In the first one, she places her right index finger on her lip"strongly intending for healing to take place." Then in the second one,she decides to create a "magic healing pot ion" that , once consumedand touched to her lip, will then contain the healing intent. The firstapproach suggests a direct intent, while the second suggests an indirectintent, since she projects healing intent into the "healing pot ion."
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When psychology investigates lucid dream healing, researchersmay notice differences between the cases in which the healing intent issuggested directly and the cases in which the lucid dreamer projects thehealing intent into an external agent such as a liquid or "magic healingpotion." Lucid dream reports suggest that direct healing intent mayoffer the shortest path to physical fulfillment.In another case, a long-time lucid dreamer repeatedly sought assis-tance from either a healing room or healing doctor. In this instance, shefinds both. She recounts, "I'm outside so I concentrate on the HealingRoom, go through a wall and find myself in a doctor's office." Shenow finds a nurse-like young girl who offers her chocolate cake, butshe refuses it, saying, "It looks too good." The lucid dreamer continuesand eventually finds a doctor, asking him, "How can you help me?"The doctor replies, "I don't know." She responds, "Well, try." He com-plains, "I'm tired. It's late and you always come here on Fridays."22
She continues to follow the doctor, who provides her some soupin a bowl. Discovering it's tomato soup, the lucid dreamer concludes,it "always disagrees with me." As the doctor walks away, she shouts,"This is my dream; you are as I'm creating you. . . . At least tell mesomething simple." The lucid dreamer wakes up.In this particular case, the lucid dreamer doesn't note any improve-ment in health. Curiously, we can note some passivity in her action.While Keelin manifested healing liquid and directly applied healingintent, this lucid dreamer seems to seek healing outside of herself, inthe actions of the dream doctor. Notice how she initiates the encounterby asking the doctor, "How can you help me?"Also of interest, the doctor recognizes her pattern of coming late,on Friday, when he feels tired, suggesting perhaps that she seeks innerassistance at the wrong time, or in the wrong manner. Here again, sherefuses his comments and his offer of tomato soup, because it "dis-agrees" with her. One wonders if the offering of chocolate and tomatosoup functioned as possible literal or symbolic suggestions for betterhealth. Or perhaps the whole interaction indicates a difficulty acceptinghealth suggestions?While it seems nearly impossible to know the symbolic meaningof an individual's lucid dream, another lucid dreamer tries the sameprojective technique in a search for greater health. "After I becomelucid," the lucid dreamer recounts, "I recall I was going to try [EdKellogg's] challenge and ask what are the next steps for deep healingfor myself." She decides that she will go to a building and inside it will 
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discover the answer. "I get to a group of houses in the distance, butthey are all boarded up," she says. "I figure they are empty so don'tbother to go inside." She goes to a store and states that at the end of theescalator, she'll find what she needs for health. She discovers a "coupleof pillowcase sets [which] feature tiny 'mojo bags' of the same mate-rial - commercial magic? [She assumes] the person fills the bag withhealing items or protective materials and sleeps with it around his/herneck." She ignores these and grabs a teddy bear instead and then, twice,she ignores a black woman who seems to keep following her. She findsherself entering houses with a "not very neat" bathroom. She begins totease a cat and suddenly realizes, " [I have on] white furry gloves, likethe cat. I've lost the teddy bear. At that point, I wake up."23
As in the previous case, in which the lucid dreamer asked assistancefrom the doctor, this lucid dreamer did not experience any significantimprovement in her health situation. She decides to find "the next stepsfor deep healing for myself," but where she intends to find the answerlooks "all boarded up." While lucid, she could easily walk throughthe wall and go inside but instead surmises, "I figure they are empty sodon't bother to go inside."As she progresses, at each point at which she intends to discover ananswer, she finds something only to discard it - apparently because itdoesn't seem of any value to her. She twice ignores the black woman;the black woman continues to follow her. And the dream persists inshowing her a "not very neat" bathroom.By the end of the dream, she teases a cat, only to find that sheherself has white furry gloves "like the cat." In a sense, the dream mayrepresent a tease of sorts, between the lucid dreamer's desire for "deephealing" and her apparent refusal to accept any of the answers or anyof the help provided by her dreaming self. One wonders if the luciddream symbolism suggests the dreamer's conflicting desires about theusefulness of lucid dreaming for healing.Of course, health challenges occur from many causes and may serveother purposes. One therapist, for example, taught a sufferer of post-traumatic stress disorder to become lucid to deal with recurrent night-mares. The therapist was shocked when the client said he would neveruse lucid dreaming to help himself with severe nightmares. When askedwhy, the gentleman explained that he needed the disability benefits!Even when a person sincerely desires perfect health, he or she maynot believe it's possible or achievable. When lucid, our beliefs andexpectations exist as powerful factors that influence the lucid dream's
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direction and our response to the dream information. By looking backat ineffective lucid dream attempts at healing, we may gain insight intoour limiting beliefs or expectations.

HEALING OTHERS

WHILE LUCID DREAMING

As the examples in this chapter illustrate, healing oneself in a luciddream has been repeatedly shown to be possible. A person aware inthe subconscious (or unconscious) seems in an innately powerful placeto direct effective suggestions of healing intent and energy. Lucid inthe unconscious, constructive healing intent appears to quicken one'snatural healing ability.Could it also be possible, then, beyond self healing in lucid dreams,to influence a friend's health when lucid? Could a trained lucid dreameruse the lucid state to impact another's health? Though relatively rare,a few lucid dreamers have attempted this. It's important to note herethat, for ethical reasons, lucid dreamers should always receive the otherperson's consent before attempting any healing in a lucid dream. In do-ing so, they remove any concerns about the other person's acceptance ofthe lucid attempt. Also, they don't end up in a lucid dream wonderingwhether they have the right to attempt such a thing and potentially losesome of their focus as they lucidly deal with an inner dilemma.In some cases in which lucid dreamers have attempted to directhealing energy onto another, the dream interaction resulted in a sub-sequent improvement in the other person's health. In other attempts,however, lucid dreamers have seen their lucid dream healing energyrebuffed by the person's dream image, suggesting the healing energyor intent was unwelcome. As one would expect, in those cases, noimprovement in health occurred.In the following examples, each conducted with the consent of theill person involved, Ed Kellogg recalls his efforts to assist another'shealing process while lucidly aware.
Fully lucid .. . [While staying at S's house in waking physical reality],I go into [S's and D's bedroom] and announce that we "dream." I ask[S], which knee needs healing, [S] says the right, but I want to see formyself. I have him pull up his pants to make sure. The left knee has a sort of metal plate, and on top of it a bump that [S] says needed healing[note left knee in waking physical reality needed healing not the right].
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I place my hand over the bump, and my left hand under the knee, I doHC chant for S's left knee, and both blue and green energy [bright,laser-like] comes out of my right hand. After 10 seconds or so, S says,"That's it" but light still comes out of my hands for a minute or so. I take my hands off and try applying this energy to myself, but I hear a phone ringing and return to waking physical reality.24

Ed comments: "S. noticed marked improvement in the mobility andstrength of his physical knee, and a marked decrease in pain associatedwith the movement, on the day following the healing. S. rated his kneefor the week before the healing at about 4 out of a possible 10(10= thehealthy knee), and for the week after the healing as 8 out of 10. Thefunctional improvement has persisted, with continued physical therapyand exercise, S. currently rates his left knee, now over 8 months later,at 9 out of 10."25 Now, seven years later, Ed tells me, in a personalconversation, that the knee continues at this level of health.In the next example, Ed seeks to assist someone with severeemphysema:
I try to fly to D., end up in a cloud, visualize their house and boom, endup on their front porch. They look much younger in Dream Reality,G. looks in her thirties, D. in his forties.... Inside I try a healing of D.. . . D. keeps interrupting, asking me what I do. I tell him I'll explainlater in Waking Physical Reality. I use a healing chant (Now let thehealing energy shine / To cure the lungs with power divine). A green energy-liquid, like dark chlorophyll comes out of my fingers into D's chest [emphasis added], where it seeps out again. I leave him to recover,but when I return I find him pale and frail in a wheel chair. I create a white light chi energy ball with rotating hand motions and try to chargehim up. This technique really impresses the guests, but D., desperatefor energy, keeps touching me, and grounding the energy into himselfbefore I can build up a good charge.26
Ed comments: "Within a day or so following this lucid dream heal-ing, D. showed a remarkable improvement. For the previous six monthshe had needed oxygen therapy twenty-four hours a day. Afterwards,he required oxygen supplementation only while sleeping at night. Hecontinued in this improved state for over 5 years."27
These remarkable lucid dream experiences suggest a hidden dimen-sion to lucid dreaming. The lucid dreamer's intent appears to engage a deep source of transpersonal healing energy with surprising effects. "Inthe future," Ed Kellogg says, "controlled studies may eventually confirmthe effects seen in these anecdotal reports, and lucid dream healing may
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become one of the more accepted and practical applications of luciddream research. But for the present, we will just have to let the dreamsspeak for themselves."28
Evidence so far suggests that lucid dreamers most likely to succeed with their lucid dream healing attempts display the following attitudesand behaviors: 1) a positive expectation or positive belief about possiblesuccess, 2) greater "surrendering" to the lucid dream and acceptanceof its flow and intuited information, 3) the use of healing techniquesthat they can perform by their own actions, and 4) a willingness to callon inner energy.Those less likely to succeed in their lucid dream healing attemptsdisplayed some of the following attitudes and behaviors: 1) a neutralexpectation or belief about their success; a possible expectation offailure, 2) greater rigidity to the lucid dream and its flow (for example,they refused advice, symbols, or items offered them in the lucid dream,seemingly because it conflicted with waking assumptions and beliefs),and 3) use of healing techniques they could not perform personally (theyneeded to "find" the healing place, the doctor, or the healing liquid);the healing seemed more external to them and could not be performedby their own action.Ed Kellogg's considerable work on lucid dream healing has dem-onstrated convincingly the potential here to affect physical healthpositively. Through his decades of experience with lucid dreaming anduse of focusing techniques to concentrate intent, he has gained deepinsight into this practice.29
With lucid dreaming, we apparently have conscious access to thepower of the unconscious. With more experience and more examplesof lucid dream healing of self and others, we may begin to understandthe interconnected nature of the unconscious, the physical body, andone's intent to heal. Lucid dreaming may become a primary tool toengage the conscious unconscious's vast creative powers to improveour mental, emotional, and physical health. As Patricia Garfield ob-served, "The potential for healing in lucid dreams is enormous."30

We have only just begun to explore that potential, however. Throughthe attempts and discoveries of individual lucid dreamers, we have a chance to bring forth the profound creative and healing energies of theconscious unconscious and understand healing from the much largerperspective of the inner Self.
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CONSCIOUSLYCONNECTING VIA TELEPATHY

EARLY IN HIS CAREER, PSYCHIATRIST AND INTERNATIONALLY RENOWNEDdream expert Dr. Montague Ullman discovered something interest-ing while talking with his patients about their dreams. It seems theyoccasionally dreamt telepathically about his life. In some instances, thetelepathic connections were small. For example, a distrustful patientdreamt of giving a chromium soap dish to someone building a home.Unknown to this patient, Ullman had recently been looking at a chro-mium soap dish he had mistakenly received when building his houseand had held onto "in a spirit of belligerent dishonesty inspired byrising costs on the house .. ."1 The patient seemingly homed in on thissmall incident via dream telepathy as a poignant symbolic expressionfor his distrust of therapists.On other occasions, the patients seemed to pick up on larger issuesthat dovetailed with events or concerns in Ullman's life. Ullman foundthis repeated dream telepathy so fascinating that in the 1960s, he andpsychologist Stanley Krippner, Ph.D., began formal dream-laboratorystudies at the Maimonides Medical Center in Brooklyn, New York, toinvestigate dream telepathy scientifically. Over the course of almost tenyears' research, they found considerable scientific evidence of dreamtelepathy and have reported the findings in their fascinating book,Dream Telepathy: Experiments in Nocturnal ESP. Musing on why dream telepathy appeared initially in therapysessions, Ullman and Krippner state: "The unique advantage of the
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psychoanalytic situation for discovering telepathic dreams residesmainly in the fact that dreams are regularly reported by the patient tothe analyst. Nowhere else in our culture do dreams obtain such promi-nence. Ordinarily they are not discussed; people are not encouraged toremember them; nor are they encouraged to look for any inner mean-ings much less any paranormal correspondences with outer events."2
Simply by attending to dreams, we begin to realize that somedreams are tied to a larger sense of awareness that somehow goesbeyond time and space and provides individuals with shared nonlocalinformation. In lucid dreaming, of course, we can take this further andconsciously seek out such information.Psychotherapist, author, and lucid dreamer Kenneth Kelzer workswith clients to explore dreams and their meaning. Kelzer recounts oneclient's surprising lucid dream containing psychic telepathic informa-tion. "Suzanne" was an experienced lucid dreamer in her late fifties,trying to adjust to the forthcoming retirement of her executive husbandand the positive and negative changes in lifestyle that might result.Kelzer describes her lucid dream:
Suzanne is floating down a river to the ocean. As she reaches the oceanshe realizes she is dreaming, and becomes lucid. As she swims out intothe ocean she sees a gigantic male arm and hand reaching out to her,and someone calling and beckoning to her. It speaks to her silently andsymbolically saying, "Come and help me." She feels the power of thegargantuan hand and is determined not to get caught in its grip, so sheswims around it repeatedly sending it a vibration of love and peace untilfinally the hand and arm shrink down to a manageable size. Now shetakes the hand in her hand and goes down with it into the ocean. Theygo down, down and she comes to the bottom of the sea and she sees a nude male body lying on the ocean floor and approaches it. The manlooks similar to her husband, though also dissimilar in certain ways. Shefeels a great deal of compassion for him. She approaches him and triesto send him a message of consolation.. .. She peacefully floats up to thesurface of the ocean and as the dream ends she feels very good.3
After hearing the dream, the group worked with it using a Gestalttherapy process in which Suzanne acted various roles in the lucid dreamto obtain additional insight. You can imagine her hand reaching up,implying the feeling of, "Come and help me." Or see her acting as a figure on the floor, needing compassion and consolation. That evening,Suzanne's husband came home from work, entered the kitchen, and hada very unusual request. Approaching her, he asked, "Would you mind
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just hugging me?" She does so, and another unexpected dream-likeelement develops, which Kelzer relates: " [Suzanne's husband] suddenlylay down on the floor of the kitchen, and reaching up with one arm,said: 'Would you just mind lying here on the floor with me and puttingyour arms around me?' Again she complied. But now her mind wasracing with all of the power of this event, which she recognized at onceas both psychic and synchronistic."4
In Suzanne's lucid dream and physical-world reenactment, oneglimpses the curious place where dream life intersects with waking life.Her husband's arm reaches up from the floor of the kitchen, just as it hadfrom the floor of the ocean in her lucid dream; and, as in the dream, shecomforts her husband. Powerful psychic events like these, Kelzer con-cludes, have the potential to "burst our old models of the universe."5

EVEN FREUD H A D AN INTEREST

Occasional telepathic or clairvoyant information appearing in dreamsseems natural to those who monitor their own dreams or work withthe dreams of others. Though reluctant to embrace the idea of dreamtelepathy, Sigmund Freud, the father of psychoanalysis, could notentirely escape an interest in it. According to Peter Gay, author ofFreud: A Life for Our Time: 
In 1926 [Freud] reminded Ernest Jones that he had long since harboreda 'favorable prejudice in favor of telepathy' and had held back only toprotect psychoanalysis from too close a proximity to occultism. Butrecently 'the experiments that I have undertaken with Ferenczi and mydaughter have gained such a persuasive power for me, that diplomaticconsiderations had to take a back seat.' He found telepathy fascinating,he added, because his preoccupation with it reminded him, though ona reduced scale, of 'the great experiment of my life' when he stood upagainst public obloquy as the discoverer of psychoanalysis.6
One of Freud's disciples, Dr. Sandor Ferenczi, had an interest inpsychic phenomena and apparently conducted informal experiments on"thought transference" with Freud and his daughter and life-long com-panion, Anna. Further, Montague Ullman and Stanley Krippner, in theirbook Dream Telepathy, have commented, "The tracing of telepathicelements in dreams led Freud to the view that it was an 'incontestablefact that sleep creates favorable conditions for telepathy' . . . Freudlater conjectured that telepathy 'may be the original archaic method
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by which individuals understood one another, and which has beenpushed into the background in the course of phylogenetic [evolution-ary] development. . . .'"7
Freud's interest never led to clear support for telepathy, since hismain focus was psychoanalysis, but intrigued by dream telepathy, heremained an interested agnostic, so to speak, and occasionally com-plained of the difficulty of creating a psychological structure or modelto explain telepathic and similar phenomena.8
The French neurologist and hypnotist Jean Martin Charcot, whomFreud observed working on psychiatric patients during his time inParis, made a remark that Freud often quoted: Theory is all very well,but that does not prevent facts from existing. Some lucid dreamers arebeginning to feel the same way about their experiences with psychiclucid phenomena. The facts of these psychic lucid dream experiences areemerging, in spite of there being no acceptable theory to explain them.For lucid dreamers, conscious awareness in the dream state allows forthe active exploration of psychic phenomena like telepathy, clairvoy-ance, and precognition. Aware in the dream, lucid dreamers can seekout unknown but verifiable information and see for themselves whetherthe dream state is conducive, as Freud said, to "favorable conditionsfor telepathy."Though physicists have provided various theories that might allowfor the incidence of telepathy and psi, no widely accepted theory existsto explain it. However, as Charcot observed, the innovator's experienceoften runs ahead of the theory and the slow wheels of science. In thisand coming chapters, I hope to encourage lucid dreamers to explore psiphenomena in lucid dreams. Already, experiences exist to suggest luciddreaming's potential to investigate and possibly prove this persistentfacet of dreaming.

A LUCID DREAMER SEEKS

U N K N O W N I N F O R M A T I O N

As coeditor of The Lucid Dream Exchange, I read the various luciddreams submitted to our quarterly publication. One university stu-dent in particular, Ian Koslow, struck me as having a natural talentfor lucid dreaming. After having sent in several lucid dreams, Iansent me an email one day with a simple, straightforward question.It appeared to him, he said, that I believed lucid dreaming could
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provide verifiable, unknown information. How could I be sure? heasked.I knew enough to avoid a "battle of beliefs" and responded toIan with a few observations and one simple request. I explained thatnothing I could say would convince him that lucid dreaming providesverifiable and unknown information. "But you're a talented luciddreamer," I said, "so you can try this: Devise an experiment that willprove or disprove the ability to get unknown, verifiable informationin the lucid dream state - then do it for yourself in your next luciddream."A month later, Ian surprised me by submitting a lucid dream. Withthe help of a friend in his college dormitory, he had devised an experi-ment to obtain unknown information. As you will see, he became lucidand succeeded in his task.
This is an interesting story that I want to share . . . I am still trying tofigure out exactly what it means . . . I was talking to a girl in my dorm about lucid dreaming, and we were discussing whether or not the people you see in the dream areactually real, or just imaginations. To test this out, we decided to doa little experiment.She told me that somewhere on her back she had an awkwardlooking freckle and she wanted me to find her in my lucid dream, andsee if I could locate her freckle.Well, it took me about a week, but I finally found her in my luciddream and searched her back until I saw a dark freckle on her lowerback, dead center, right above her ass. I remember thinking duringthe lucid dream that there was no way this could be the right spot,because I thought I remembered her hinting to me that it was on theside of her back.When I woke up I went to her room and told her that I was readyto guess where her freckle was. I went up to her back and pointedmy finger at the spot that I saw it in the dream, and to both of oursurprise, she lifted up her shirt and my finger was directly covering herfreckle. Now, I have no idea what this means, but I don't think it's justa coincidence that I happened to guess exactly where the lone freckleon her back was. All I could think is that the power of lucid dreamingmight be more than I imagined.9
Notice how the freckle doesn't appear on the side of her back wherehe thought she hinted it might be; instead, he found it deep down onher lower center back. Notice, too, how in the lucid dream he thinks
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"there was no way this could be the right spot" because it runs counterto the suspected hint that he already considered.In effect, Ian's hint of an expectation seems overruled by the eventsin the dream, and he wakes with a bit of curiosity tinged with self-doubt. Thankfully, when he visits the young woman, he points to theexact place indicated in his lucid dream. He follows the lucid dreaminformation faithfully.10
About a year later, I interviewed Ian for The Lucid Dream Exchange and learned that his successful lucid dream had been preceded by a failedattempt in which he appears to struggle symbolically with self-doubt.
A few nights later [after setting up the experiment with the youngwoman] I became lucid, and the first thing that came to my mind wasfinding my friend and looking for the freckle. I left my dorm roomand began walking toward hers, but as I got closer, it became harderfor me to move. It was as if there was some type of force preventingme from moving any further. Then a different friend of mine who alsolived on my floor came out of his room to yell and wake me up fromthe dream. It's interesting to point out that the person who yelled forme to wake up is someone who didn't believe in the concept of luciddreaming and accused me of making it all up.11

Notice how it took Ian two lucid dreaming attempts to accomplishthis task. In his first attempt, he experiences an inability to move, and a bothersome dream figure appears who possibly represents Ian's disbe-lief. Ian calls these doubting figures "Distracters." After a few nights,he lucidly tries again. This time, he lucidly intends the young womanto come into his room, and she does, whereupon they perform thewakingly conceived experimental task successfully.In an experience like this, we begin to see the possible experimentalcapacity of lucid dreaming as a tool to explore the potential of the mindfor unconscious information. The lucid dreamer doesn't have to waitfor a clairvoyant or telepathic dream; he or she can help create oneand awaken with the information. Such an ability could lead the fieldsof psychology and parapsychology to a whole new means to study psiphenomena.Does this prove anything? No, one personal experiment like this,of course not. But as lucid dreamers, we can try experiments like thisover and over until, at some point, the result of all that replication will provide us with our own experiences and, thus, our own set of eviden-tiary data and conclusions.
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USING LUCID AWARENESS TO

W I N A DREAM TELEPATHY CONTEST

A small yet fascinating event at the IASD conference each year is theDream Telepathy Contest. The contest is an outgrowth of the dreamtelepathy experiments conducted at the Maimonides Medical Centerin Brooklyn, New York, in the 1960s and '70s. While not conductedas a scientific experiment, the contest is simply held for its educationalvalue. The rules are simple. A telepathic sender is chosen. On thenight of the telepathic sending, the sender chooses one envelope froma group of four sealed envelopes, all of which contain different imagesof a painting or photo. The sender retreats to his or her room, opensthe envelope, and attempts to transmit telepathically the image of thepainting or photo. The sender does so by looking at the image, talkingabout the image, imagining himself or herself involved in the image insome way, and so on. That night, the interested conference attendeestry to dream about the image being transmittedThe next morning, the contest organizers get the image from thetelepathic sender, open the other three envelopes with their images, andplace all four images on a table where attendees can later view them.Attendees are then asked to write down their night's dream that mostclosely matches one of the four images. Of course, only one of the im-ages is the target image.Some conference attendees have become lucid on the night ofthe contest and sought out the target image while consciously aware,sometimes with incredible results. Lucid dreamer Clare Johnson, Ph.D.,reported this amazing experience:
I conjure up a strong visual memory of [the telepathic sender] Beverlystanding in the auditorium a few hours earlier, clutching the sealedenvelope with the dream telepathy image in it and inviting us to dreamof her. "Okay, Beverly" I think. "I'm listening." Then I drop straightinto an exhausted sleep.Green begins to seep into my dreams. It hangs in translucentblocks of color as a backdrop to the dream action. It reflects offpeople's faces. Soon I am surrounded by it and the scene morphs intoa spacious park full of big old trees. The air is fresh and I feel happy. I am wandering around with IASD members, commenting on the green-ness. In the distance, a woman's voice is shouting "Tree! Tree!" as ifshe has just discovered the answer to some fundamental question. I glance in the direction of the shouts but see no one. I hesitate, looking
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into the woods, but I'm not lucid at this point and I'm caught up inthe pleasant social interaction with the other dream characters. I feelit would be rude to leave them.Later [in the dream], we are all at the conference site in a high-ceilinged room, discussing the dream telepathy contest. I see Beverlyacross the room and know that I'm dreaming this. Beverly looks cheer-ful but I think she's got to be tired since she must be having a sleeplessnight trying to transmit the image. I ask her how she is feeling. Sheflings her arms out, grinning, and says, "I've just been shouting theword inside my head!""That's interesting," I say, "because in my last dream, people wereshouting about trees." I want to ask her outright if tree is the imageshe is projecting, but think this might be cheating. A woman across theroom says excitedly, "I've been getting that, too. Tree shouting." Weget into a discussion about the nature of greenness. Is green a positiveor negative color? We agree that it is both dark and light. Deep andbeautiful'. . . . Then, very slowly, I wake up. I am smiling in the dark."The telepathy picture really might be a tree," I think.[When Clare wakens and arrives at the conference, she sees Beverly,the telepathic sender, and begins to relate her lucid dream. Beverly encour-ages her to go look at the four images and enter the contest officially.]When I get to Registration with the slip of paper upon which I scribbled down my dream, there are three images which don't resonatewith me at all, and on the end is a picture of the tree I tried to draw inmy dream. I return to the workshop and can't concentrate on anythingthe presenter is saying.As I had to fly home that day, I missed the dream ball and so onlydiscovered a few days later that I'd won the contest. I was intrigued tolearn that Beverly did actually shout about trees inside her head whileattempting to communicate the image. This experience has given mefood for thought concerning receptiveness in lucid dreams.12

PERSONAL EXPERIMENTS

W I T H LUCID DREAM TELEPATHY

Although the Dream Telepathy Contest took place in an organizedgroup setting, anyone can conduct a dream telepathy experiment. Allyou need is another interested person. On a predetermined night, oneperson acting as the sender simply selects a vivid and unusual image tosend telepathically, while the dream receiver seeks to dream of the imagebeing sent. On the following morning, the dreamer emails all of his orher dreams to the sender. (The dreams don't need to be lucid; dream
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telepathy appears to work in all dream states.) Then, the sender revealsthe image and determines if the reported dreams connect to the image.Often, both the sender and the dreamer feel shocked by the cor-respondences. Normally, the image dreamt about is not an exact repro-duction; rather, elements of the image enter into the other's dreams. Forexample, if the target image is a pagoda in Tokyo, the dream receivermay dream of something similar, such as Mt. Fuji or meeting peoplefrom Japan. "Very rarely does a receiver, or percipient, report a dreamthat exactly duplicates the stimulus the sender, or agent, was trying totransmit," Robert Van de Castle writes in Our Dreaming Mind. Often,Van de Castle notes, the receiver will pick up the dominant color, ac-tion, form, or texture of the image.13
A friend and I conducted a series of dream telepathy exchangeswith excellent results. After several attempts, I finally became lucidlyaware (October 2006):
I seem to be in the lobby of a building. People come and go. I go nearthe elevator and notice that the shine on the metal seems unusual. "Oh,this is a dream!" I realize.I get on the elevator, looking at the others who get on. I get offthe elevator and consciously walk around. I ask about the place whereI find myself, and someone seems to indicate it is a place for peoplewho "misperceive reality."We turn to the balcony area and I see a magazine or child's book.I think, "Oh, I can use this to find out the telepathic image." So I decide to open it and see the telepathic image. When I do so, I noticeon the page's right side, the profile of a man's face looks out straightahead. It is an illustration, not a photo. The lines are flesh colored,maybe a bit darker. He seems to look out over a valley or "vista" (anice view). . . . I wake.
In my dream journal, I drew a round, bald head with a funny,triangular eye area, looking out over a valley. I sent the dream to myfriend and she, the telepathic sender, provided me with the image thatshe had transmitted. The image was of a hot air balloon hanging over a valley. (Although I was unable to locate the original, the photo you seehere is very similar to the photo used in the experiment.) The balloonhad an interesting triangular eye shape on it, much like the triangulareye shape that I saw in the lucid dream. Though not a perfect transla-tion, I easily picked up the valley perspective. However, I seemed totranslate the shape of the hot air balloon and transpose it into a round,bald, flesh-colored head.
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From my own experience and in talking with other lucid dream-ers, I have noticed that verbal messages are sometimes more preciselyand accurately transmitted than visual images. Often the images get morphed into look-alike structures (a balloon becomes a bald head,for example), while the verbal messages come through more clearly. Itmay be that words have stricter communication values in telepathy - theword stands for itself - while imagery has to be interpreted by thedreamer and thus opens itself to a symbolic reworking.One of my more interesting lucid dream experiences incorporatesboth symbolic and verbal information. And, similar to the experience ofSuzanne in Ken Kelzer's dream group, this lucid dream made its way outof the dream world and into the waking world (November 24, 1998):
My wife and I are driving a pickup or SUV. The roads are dark, andsuddenly I see a blue truck come into our lane, passing another truck.I pull over and it passes us. I feel relieved we weren't hurt. We pull upto a restaurant or bar, and I realize, "This is a dream!"I'm inside enjoying a feeling of lucid euphoria, when I see myfriend Moe come inside. She's wearing a white T-shirt and black pants.I ask her if she realizes this is a dream. She seems just a little bit alert,so I walk her around a bit. Then I decide to hold her and levitate (toconvince her we dream). I keep saying, "See, we're floating! This isa dream."Trying to make some impact on her, I get the idea to make a peacesign with my fingers. Putting them in front of her face, I say, "Look,Moe, do you see this peace sign? Every time you see it, it can makeyou become lucid - you'll know you're dreaming." Again, I put thepeace sign right in front of her face. I wake.
Four months later, I'm traveling on business on the West Coastand call Moe to see about having lunch. We make plans to meet.
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Arriving early, I wait outside the restaurant and, at last, I see Moecoming down the sidewalk. As she walks up to me, she gives me a cu-rious look - then suddenly reaches up and puts a big peace sign rightin front of my face! I am completely stunned - I had recalled the lucid dream earlier inthe day, but had never mentioned it to her. "Why did you do that?" I asked. She just shrugged her shoulders and said nonchalantly, "I don'tknow. Just felt like it." Later over lunch, I told her about my luciddream of meeting her and showing her the peace sign and how shock-ing it felt to see her mimic my lucid dream behavior.Driving away that afternoon, I wondered, had I telepathicallyencouraged her to put the peace sign in my face? Or, did this responseemerge as an impulse from her subconscious self's participation in thedream? Or maybe from her inner ego? In the dream, did I interact witha dream figure representation or the dreaming person?Unlike some examples that we might write off as mere coincidence,this event was truly profound and shocking. Not only had informationbeen exchanged, but my dream action appeared to influence Moe's wak-ing action. Suddenly, the two worlds of dreaming and waking didn'tseem so separate. For a moment, on a sunny suburban street corner,lucid dreaming merged with lucid waking.
TESTING YOUR TELEPATHY TALENT

To see if you have a talent for receiving telepathic information, I encour-age you to find a friend, perhaps online, and play with sending andreceiving images in the dream state. Try it once a week, on a predeter-mined night. Decide which role each of you will play, sender or receiver,and give it a try. By approaching it in a spirit of fun and adventure, youcan learn a lot about this simple yet fascinating experience.Across cultures and social classes, dream telepathy is a commonlyreported dream experience. Whether the dream reports the coming ill-ness or passing of a loved one, announces the birth of a child, or justprovides general news for the dreamer, an inner system of communica-tion seems to exist. By paying attention to dreams, we gain access tothe occasional telepathic message and can learn how to differentiatetelepathic news from other dream information. When we become con-sciously aware in the dream state, we have the capacity to deliberatelyseek out our own telepathic information. Whether we find a hiddenfreckle on a friend's back, learn about a new acquaintance, or seek
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contest information, those actions have the power to reshape our viewof the world and direct us to the mysterious depths of mankind's muse:intuited knowledge.Beneath the surface layer of communication apparently lies anotherlayer, ancient and unappreciated. Perhaps, as Freud pondered, this in-ner telepathy is the "original archaic method" of communication thatwe still carry in the unconscious, a vestige from the past. To becomeaware of those invisible strings of communication, conceivably all weneed to do is believe in their existence, practice old forms of listening,and pay attention to dreams and our inner life.After years of experimental work, the authors of Dream Telepathy state, "Our main surmise is that the psyche of man possesses a la-tent ESP capacity that is most likely.to be deployed during sleep, inthe dreaming phase. Psi is no longer the exclusive gift of rare beingsknown as 'psychic sensitives,' but is a normal part of human existence,capable of being experienced by nearly everyone under the right condi-tions."14
As Charcot suggested and Freud often repeated, theory is all verywell, but that doesn't prevent facts from existing. Dream communica-tion, or dream telepathy, appears to be one of those "facts," if we wouldonly investigate it seriously.
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FORWARD-LOOKINGPRECOGNITIVELUCID DREAMS

FOR MILLENNIA, RELIGIOUS TEXTS, HISTORICAL NOTES, AND PERSONALmemoirs have recorded fascinating accounts of dreams that seemedto contain precognitive information. From pharaohs to presidents tocommon men and women, precognitive dreams have ignored status,rank, culture, and belief and transfigured the unquestioning acceptanceof linear time and local perception for those who have experiencedthem. In many ways, precognitive dreaming remains a persistent mys-tery in search of an acceptable explanation.In his book (with coauthor Letitia Sweitzer) Dreams That Come True, psychologist David Ryback, Ph.D., recounts his movement fromskeptic to believer. A survey of his college class showed sixty-six percentfelt they had experienced a precognitive dream. When half of the classprovided examples, his rigorous analytical criteria found that eightpercent of the class had dream experiences that suggested paranormalfuture-sensing as the most likely explanation. His subsequent explora-tions supported his contention that one out of twelve individuals hasevidentiary precognitive dreams.Though precognitive dreaming has been dismissed by many, luciddreaming may offer a new means to acquire precognitive informationand counter critics who frequently claim:
1. Much precognitive dream information is announced retro-cognitively, or after the fact. Lucid dreamers could seek out pos-sible future information about a specific topic, wake up with it, 
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label it "precognitive," provide it to a fair witness, and wait for the event. 
2. Much precognitive dream information seems too general or toosymbolic. Lucid dreamers could set up experiments to require a non-symbolic response, such as yes, no, a number, a letter, and so on. Then the response is both specific and basically literal. 
3. The supposed precognitive information is actually subtle cues,subliminally sensed information, a type of anticipatory guesswork orself-fulfilling prophecy, and so on. Lucid dreamers or scientists could devise experiments that exclude these possibilities and point to the dreamer's receipt of nonlocal information outside of linear time. 
Conscious in the dream state, we can finally begin to experimentwith the true limits of dream awareness.Possibly the first lucid dreamer to write about apparent precogni-tive information in a lucid dream is the Dutch psychiatrist, Frederickvan Eeden, who coined the term lucid dreams. In a paper titled, "AStudy of Dreams," van Eeden discussed a lucid dream experience withan apparent forward-looking warning:
In May 1903 I dreamed that I was in a little provincial Dutch town andat once encountered my brother-in-law, who had died some time before.I was absolutely sure that it was he, and I knew that he was dead. He toldme that he had much intercourse with my "controller," as he expressedit - my guiding spirit. I was glad, and our conversation was very cordial,more intimate than ever in common life. He told me that a financialcatastrophe was impending for me. Somebody was going to rob me ofa sum of 10,000 guilders. I said that I understood him, though afterwaking up I was utterly puzzled by it and could make nothing of it.
As events came to pass, van Eeden discovered that the warningcarried apparently valid information. In his report ten years after thelucid dream, he continues:
I wish to point out that this was the only prediction I ever received in a lucid dream in such an impressive way. And it came only too true, withthis difference, that the sum I lost was twenty times greater. At the timeof the dream there seemed not to be the slightest probability of sucha catastrophe. I was not even in possession of the money I lost after-wards. Yet it was just the time when the first events took place - therailway strikes of 1903 - that led up to my financial ruin.1

As with many a lucid dreamer 's first experience with forward-looking information, van Eeden did not seek out the information;
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instead it came to him. Conscious in the dream state, van Eeden seesthe dream figure of his deceased brother-in-law, who suggests thatvan Eeden's "guiding spirit" had mentioned an impending "financialcatastrophe." With hindsight, van Eeden sees that the time of the luciddream, May 1903, coincided with the "first events" that would ulti-mately lead to the financial loss.Warning dreams appear throughout history. Whether symbolizedin the words or actions of deceased loved ones, the gods, or someperplexing dream symbol, the dream's emotional impact haunts thedreamer. The book of Genesis 41:14-36 contains a classic warningdream. There, the Egyptian pharaoh has a troubling dream of sevenfat cattle, followed by seven thin cattle. Dissatisfied with his counsel'sinterpretation, he turns to Joseph, who interprets the dream to meanseven years of abundant food will be followed by seven years of famine.Feeling the interpretation's correctness, the pharaoh makes appropriateplans and prepares to store extra food stocks in the good years.Crucial to warning dreams is the issue of proper interpretation.Though van Eeden clearly received a financial warning, the exact na-ture remained unclear to him. Lucid dreamers should investigate suchwarnings and try to interpret the offered advice properly.A similar warning lucid dream occurred to a professor friend ofmine, who sent it for publication in The Lucid Dream Exchange: 
I am outside by a building with others near me when I realize this isa dream. I decide to fly . . . I fly quickly to several hundred feet and I repeat three times, "I seek my highest." I remember this was my goalwhen I become lucid. After flying upward, I'm somewhat surprisedby running into a ceiling and I remember that sometimes this hap-pens when I fly upward in dreams. I try to push my body through thewall near the roofline and it morphs a bit into the wall, but I can't gothrough easily, so I go back . . . I see a very tall house with no side wall - so I can see a woman onthe top floor doing something. I fly over to her and see she is using twolarge smudge sticks. She lights one and tells me to use it. I realize that I had been incorrect when I thought she was Asian and that she's reallyNative American. The smudge stick is mostly out and not smokingvery much. Her child is here. I know that I've been at other smudgeceremonies, but that I don't really believe in this cause-and-effect viewof smudging. [Smudging is often used as a means to clean or purifynegative energy.] She says something about food or what she or I ameating. I say that I believe that what you "think" about what you eat ismuch more important than what you actually eat. I feel very confident
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about my experiential understanding of this comment. . . Suddenly, I mostly lose lucidity when I see a man across the hall . . 2 
Flying in his lucid dream, he "seeks the highest" but strangely hitsan invisible ceiling. Noticing a Native American woman, he consciouslydecides to fly over to investigate. There, the woman lights a smudgestick for him (a symbol of cleansing or purifying) and encourages him toconsider his diet. The lucid dreamer disagrees with the woman, statinghis view that belief about diet seems more important. A nearby eventdistracts the lucid dreamer, who soon wakens.Reading this exchange, I felt extremely concerned for the luciddreamer and almost called him on the phone to encourage him to takethis warning seriously. Seeing that his lucid attempt to seek "the high-est" resulted in meeting a Native American woman suggested a detourof considerable importance. When she offers him a smudge stick andmentions a proper diet, I noticed my friend seemed to ignore her advice.I recall saying a silent prayer for him that something "constructive"would occur.When I met my friend later in the year at an IASD conference, I asked about his health. He looked at me with a curious expression,"Why do you ask?" I explained that it was because of the lucid dreamof the Native American woman. He expressed complete surprise, sincehe had not discerned the health warning that I sensed in the luciddream.About six months after the lucid dream, he had an extremelypainful digestive problem late at night, so severe that he began to feelthat he actually might die. As he stumbled around his rural home inextreme abdominal pain, he spotted a publication about the Cascaratree, which Native Americans used as a purgative. Seeing this as hisonly hope, he hobbled outside in the dark and rain until he found theCascara tree - a relatively rare tree he had once identified on his isolatedacreage. Stripping some branches from the young tree, he began to chewthem until, finally, they acted to remedy his dire situation.After telling me the story, he marveled that I saw an actual warningin his lucid dream, which he totally ignored and resisted. But as he re-peated again that he truly felt that he might die that night, suddenly theintertwined symbolic connection between the Native American woman,her comments, and the natural remedy became clear to him.Jung notes that the unconscious seems to possess an anticipatoryknowledge of certain events: "Thus, dreams may sometimes announcecertain situations long before they actually happen. This is not neces-
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sarily a miracle or a form of precognition. Many crises in our liveshave a long unconscious history. We move toward them step by step,unaware of the dangers that are accumulating. But what we consciouslyfail to see is frequently perceived by our unconscious, which can passthe information on through dreams."3
Even though in lucid dreams we receive the anticipatory informationwith more conscious awareness than in regular dreams, we may not per-ceive it as such or can refuse to hear it, deny it or misunderstand. Whatlessons in lucidity could one take from this? Three come to mind:
1. If a positive-seeming dream figure delivers a warning to you, seri-ously consider heeding it. By positive-seeming, I mean dream figuresfor whom you have a personal and positive regard.
2. If you feel confused by the symbolism or fail to understand themessage, seek to have a clarifying lucid dream in which you activelysearch for more information about the possible warning and possiblesteps to avoid it.
3. If you have few or rare lucid dreams, then before going to sleep,simply ask for or incubate a dream of clarification in which informa-tion about the troubling dream will be made clear to you. Often, thisresults in a traditional dream that makes evident the issue at hand.
One imagines that had van Eeden more clearly understood ortaken the warning seriously, he could have taken action that wouldhave resulted in the events not happening. Similarly, my friend whoneeded the purgative may have subconsciously aided himself by placingthe publication about the Cascara tree's medicinal quality in a placehe would see it when needed. Warning lucid dreams seem to suggestprobable events, not predestined ones.4

ACTIVE AND A M B I E N T

PRECOGNITIVE LUCID DREAMS

Like van Eeden, most lucid dreamers never conceive of the idea ofactively obtaining forward-looking information in the lucid dreamstate. Rather, lucid dreamers seem more likely to notice precognitiveinformation after the fact, either as a warning from a dream figure orsimply embedded in the dream space.In his book, The Lucid Dream Manifesto, early lucid dreamresearcher Daniel Oldis mentions an odd experience of apparently
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obtaining future information in a lucid dream. Interestingly, he did notintend to discover future information; rather, he simply noticed it inthe dream state. Aware in a lucid dream, he writes:
Decided to walk downtown and see what adventures awaited me inmy dream state. I decided to enter a gift shop that I had never beeninside of during waking life as it had just recently opened; went inand looked around. On the wall in the back of the store somethingcaught my attention - a sack of a specific type of plastic cowboys andhorses that I had played with as a child but had never seen since inany toy shop.I awoke soon after and forgot about the dream in the days thatfollowed. About a week later, I had occasion to be in the store witha friend, and upon looking on the back wall noticed a plastic bag of toy cowboys and horses identical to those I had seen in my dream [emphasis added].
Oldis points out, "This, of course, brought back the memory ofthe lucid experience and strengthened my interest in the psychic na-ture of lucidity. . . . " He concludes that the connection between hislucid dream and the later waking event seems to "challenge scientificexplanation."5
When a lucid dreamer happens upon unknown or future-orientedinformation without intending it, I consider these "ambient" precogni-tive lucid dreams. Amazingly, the to-be-discovered information simplyhappens to exist in the dream space. You amble onto it. You don'tseek it out so much as simply note it. The future information occupies"the space."My realization that some lucid dream experiences appear to containfuture information occurred much like Oldis's. I had the lucid dreamand later visited the location of the dream event while waking, only todiscover that the waking location had now changed and existed as I hadlucidly dreamt! Here are my two examples of ambient lucid precogni-tive dreams. The first occurred to me in a dream in which I was beingchased by gangsters in a car in my old hometown. When I passed 17thand Plum, I drove behind the old Vickers gas station to hide, but becamelucid when I saw a large car wash there. In waking physical reality, therewas no car wash there - at least at that time. Probably five years later,a car wash was built in the exact location as in my lucid dream. SinceI had not lived in that town for almost a decade, I felt shocked when I saw the car wash in the same spot as my earlier lucid dream.
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My second ambient lucid precognitive dream occurred, again, in myold hometown. In the dream, I rode with my father and oldest brotherin a small station wagon, when it dawned on me that we did not havesuch a car. With that realization, I became lucid. We stopped in a park-ing lot of a local Methodist church, where I noticed the parking lot wasmuch too large since, from waking experience, I knew a house sat onthe exact spot where we had parked. Years later, when I passed thischurch again, I saw that the church had torn down the adjacent houseand expanded the church's parking lot to include that very spot! Theparking lot looked exactly like my memory from this lucid dream.An interesting aspect of both of these dreams, as well as that ofOldis, is the "information" exists literally. The toy soldiers, the carwash, and the parking lot all appear as later seen. Unlike most precog-nitive dreams that rely on symbolism (the pharaoh's fat and thin cattle,for example), these ambient precognitive lucid dreams seem noteworthyfor their direct relation to the later materialization.Some have suggested that the landscape may contain the energypattern of past and future events. Since lucid dreaming often resultsin the lucid dreamer existing in a mental model of an actual wakingenvironment, one can wonder if these ambient lucid dreams providehints of probable-world models that preexist their physical manifesta-tion, along the lines of Rupert Sheldrake's morphic fields.6 Does theheightened awareness of lucid dreamers make them more likely to recallthe dream environment and later similarities?From a scientific perspective, some would argue that this unsought,ambient, lucid dream precognitive information suffers from the same"retro-cognitive" or after-the-fact awareness attributed to many report-ed precognitive dreams. Many critics of apparent precognitive dreamssuggest that since the dreamer sees the connection to the dream onlyafter the fact, sometimes, weeks, months, or years later, the dreamermay, knowingly or unknowingly, shape the dream recall to conformto the waking situation. Lucid dreaming, however, offers a means tocounteract these criticisms and more thoughtfully approach the age-old question of dream precognition. By seeking out possible futureinformation in the conscious dream state, lucid dreamers can provideprenotifications of the results. That is, they can register a predictionbefore the event occurs.Just such a possibility is explored in the book, Extraordinary Dreams and How to Work with Them.7 A long-time lucid dreamerand artist happened to attend a baby shower for a friend who was
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expecting her first child. At the party, many wondered whetherit might be a boy or girl. On the way home from the party, thelucid dreamer thought about this, too, and thought about it againbefore going to sleep. That night, near the end of a long dream, hedreamt:
The next thing I became consciously aware of was standing infront of a door covered with a heavy drape. All at once the drapeis pulled back and I see Suzanne with her newborn baby. I am nowcompletely lucid and am amazed at the reality of what I see. Sheholds the baby in her arms and I see that it is a boy with reddishskin. I see the shape of the face and the color of the eyes. I look athim exactly as I would if I were going to try and remember eachdetail for a painting.8
Feeling the lucid dream might be precognitive, the lucid dreamerwoke and "decided to type out his dream, date it, and seal it in anenvelope." Weeks later, he learned Suzanne had delivered a healthybaby boy. When the lucid dreamer visits her with the sealed enve-lope, he discovers: "The experience was like a deja vu. I walked intoa darkened room, just as I had in the dream. Suzanne was sitting inthe same position holding the boy and he was exactly the same per-son I had seen in the dream, even the shape of his head and color ofskin. Suzanne read what I had written and agreed that it describedher baby."9
Besides correctly identifying the baby's sex, the lucid dreamer notedin his written record many additional details of the baby's featuressuch as skin color, head shape, and eye color. Also, the lucid dreamincluded many details of the setting where he ultimately saw the motherand child for the first time - the darkened room and the mother's posi-tion, for example. And finally, note how the lucid dreamer becomescurious about the sex of the expected baby and then that night dreamslucidly about it. Curiosity shows up repeatedly as a precursor to luciddreams. When we become curious, we seem to engage inner forces ofintent that focus on the subject of our curiosity and may assist us inbecoming lucidly aware.When we explore consciously for unknown, future-oriented in-formation, lucid dreaming's revolutionary potential to toss aside theconstraints of linear time becomes apparent. If we can use that potentialto engage the dream actively for forward-looking information, we dem-onstrate the malleable nature of time and the apparent time-less aspectsof the dreaming dimension in which the inner awareness resides.
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ACTIVELY SEEKING FUTURE I N F O R M A T I O N

The first time I tried to have a precognitive lucid dream came in responseto a challenge many years ago by Linda Lane Magal lon, author ofMutual Dreaming. Before receiving the letter containing her challenge,the idea of seeking forward-looking information in a lucid dreamhad never occurred to me. I decided to give it a try. Curious myself, I had to wonder, "Could a lucid dreamer actively receive precognitiveinformation?"That weekend, I became lucidly aware (August 1994):
I find myself in something like a big stage area for a band with a dance floor. There are instruments all around, a drummer behind hisdrums, chairs, etc. I think, "What should I do? Should I send energy topeople I know?" No, I decide, that doesn't interest me. Then I recall,Linda wants people to precognate in dreams. But as I consider it - I can't think of how to precognate! It seems absurd. I begin to think,"How am I supposed to precognate when I am cognating now (in thisdream)?"
When I woke, a bit upset at this miniphilosophical crisis, it quicklybecame evident that I needed to project the precognitive informationoutward from myself as if from another source. For example, whenlucid, I might ask a dream figure for the information or intend to dis-cover it when I open the door to a room. By intending to discover theinformation "out there" or "apar t from me" in the lucid dream, I couldthen realize the response.As far back as 1986, Ed Kellogg wrote in the Dream Network Bulletin a b o u t developing a m e t h o d he calls the Lucid D r e a mInformation Technique (LDIT), which would be useful for findinganswers to all types of questions. In the following lucid dream, Edperforms the basic technique:
In a lucid dream I demonstrate an incubation technique using a silverbowl to a group of other dreamers. Basically the technique consisted ofthe following. First the lucid dreamer decides on a question, in whichhe or she asks for the information most needed at the present time.After deciding on a specific question, the dreamer inverts the silverbowl and consciously focuses on the question. After waiting a fewseconds for the answer to materialize, the dreamer then turns over thebowl to find a materialized note with the answer written on it.For myself I asked for a message from an official in a governmentagency about the possibilities of future research grants, and received
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the answer, "Goodbye!" which I clearly understood meant that I wouldreceive no further funding from this agency (note: which incidentally,has proved quite true).10
When lucid, one might use this technique "as an oracle of one'sunconscious information," Ed suggests. In an updated commentary, hecalls the technique "a dreamtime search engine to successfully accessinformation of all kinds."11
In his own experience, Ed found the resulting information "of a very high quality." However, like the oracles of Ancient Greece, theinformation provided in response to his lucid request did not alwaysseem exceptionally clear or useful. "In one case, where I had requestedinvestment information, I got my answer on a clay tablet in whatlooked like cuneiform!" he reports. Sometimes his students would usethe technique but not understand the symbolic answer and ask Ed forhelp. "I told them to get the meaning from their own unconscious thatmaterialized the answer, and not to ask me!" he says.Ed concludes: "The essential principle behind this technique in-volves first finding a medium for the materialization of the answer (suchas a bowl, or closed drawer) asking the question, waiting a few seconds,and then reading the materialized answer (after turning over the bowl,or opening the drawer, etc.). I have found it most important to pick anappropriate medium in each dream for the LDIT [response]. . ."12
The issue of "an appropriate medium" in the lucid dream is signifi-cant. In the earlier example of the college student who lucidly soughtthe young woman's odd freckle on her back, she (or a dream figure rep-resentation) appeared in the lucid dream, turned around, and showedthe lucid dreamer the exact place. But what if this same lucid dreamerhad become aware, remembered the task to find the freckle's location,yet not seen the young woman? How should he have proceeded? AsEd suggests, he would have to create an appropriate medium for theanswer. Perhaps the lucid dreamer would ask a nearby dream figure toshow "where" on its body the woman's odd freckle could be found.Or perhaps the lucid dreamer would suggest that a diagram of thebody appear on a nearby wall with a mark showing the location ofthe odd freckle.The appropriate medium may depend upon the individual luciddreamer. For example, some lucid dreamers find dream figures differin their cooperativeness. Dream figures also vary in apparent aware-ness; one may need to consider the most seemingly aware dream fig-ure. Otherwise, one should seek answers from dream objects (inside
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a drawer or on a paper in an overturned bowl, for example, as Edsuggested). Or conversely, simply shout out the question to the awareunconscious for a response.When lucidly experimenting, we must be prepared for an answer'screative expression. Sometimes the answer comes in a simple yes orno form, while other times it may be expressed in a visual or symbolicform. I recall one talented lucid dreamer who yelled a question to herinner awareness; in response, a famous painting appeared in the sky.Some visual images in dreams may contain common or even uni-versal meanings. For example, as many dreamers have discovered, thetelephone often symbolizes a communication medium. Not surprisinglytherefore, studies of extrasensory perception (ESP) "cite frequent ex-amples of information that is received over long distances in dreamsabout receiving a phone call," as Patricia Garfield has noted.13
In the following dream-conceived precognitive experiment, I decideto use the telephone as a medium for getting future information:
While traveling on business in Detroit, I become lucidly aware in thedream. Remembering my interest in obtaining future information, I spontaneously create a precognitive dream task. In the lucid dream, I announce out loud, "When I pick up this telephone in the dream, I willhear from the most important person to talk to me on the next day."Feeling good about this plan and lucidly aware, I pick up the phone,expecting to hear the most important person to talk to me on the nextday. Putting the phone to my ear, I hear my wife talking to me veryhappily. I decide to wake up and write the lucid dream down.
Upon waking, I felt a bit disappointed that I had not thought of a more convincing precognitive task. The next day, as I went to my meet-ings, made phone calls, and traveled, I considered the lucid dream. Thatevening, when I called my wife, as is my habit, she announced that shehad great news. As I recall, she was offered some exciting task by theuniversity to chair a search committee for a faculty position.Though the experiment seemed a success in one way - I did hearon the dream phone from the most important person to talk to meduring the coming day - from an experimental design perspective ithad many flaws. For example, how does one define "most importantperson"? And when I said "to talk to me," the underlying unspokenintent involved over the telephone instead of face to face; however, I didn't clearly make it part of the experiment.Experience has taught me the importance of creating an experi-mental task in advance, while awake. Whenever I devised a wakingly
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conceived predetermined task, the lucid dream experiment containedstructural elements that made for stronger waking world verification.Also, the lucid dream seemed primed to pre-incorporate my intent andprovide the proper dream conditions (symbols and setting) conduciveto the experiment.The strength of the lucid dreaming mind (creativity, associations,and so on) is not the strength of the waking mind (logic, reasoning,and so on). When lucid, reasoning may be secondary to other mentalprocesses such as expectation. Essentially, the lucid dreaming mind mayneed the waking mind to develop convincing experiments suitable forthe waking viewpoint. The lucid dreaming mind may not see the needto investigate the malleable nature of time and space (in the same wayas the waking mind), especially if the lucid mind takes the malleablenature of time and space for granted.The following four accounts (the first of which I related earlier)illustrate my actively sought lucid dream attempts to obtain unknownor future information. In some cases, I have changed the identity ofthose involved for the sake of privacy:1. As a preface to this lucid dream (May 1996), I had becomequite enamored of looking into eyes in the lucid state, a characteristicreported by other lucid dreamers. Even in lucid dreams, eyes seem tohave a particularly fascinating and powerful aspect to them.14
Lucidly aware in the dream, I see the eye of a friend's child. A bit ofa red line floats on the child's eye. Seeing this, I recall that in the wak-ing world this child has a rare but nonvisible physical condition. Lucidand now curious, I go up to the child and ask, "Why do you have thisphysical condition?" The child succinctly responds in a matter-of-facttone, "For my mother." This completely shocks me because it's totallyunexpected. I decide to wake up and write the lucid dream down. Whatcould that possibly mean - "For my mother"?I told my wife about this odd lucid dream but otherwise kept itto myself. As it happens, I had a number of dreams about this family.Finally, I had a dream in which a dream voice suggested that I share myseries of dreams with them. I woke and, later, over dinner with them,asked them if it would be okay to share my many dreams with them.They happily agreed.I had made a list of the dreams beforehand and started to tell themabout them. They enjoyed the series of dreams about themselves, mak-ing comments like, "Oh, you don't know this about me, but I used todress just like that," until, finally, I came to the lucid dream in which
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I asked their child about the medical condition. I told the dream andhow I asked, "Why do you have this condition?" and that the childresponded, "For my mother." This was met by stony silence. Theydidn't seem angry, more stunned than anything, and I quickly went onto the next dream.Years later, my friend returned to this lucid dream and told me thatI had uncovered a family secret. In their family, for many centuries,the women had given birth on occasion to children with this nonvis-ible physical problem. In some cases, the children had died quickly andsuddenly. "I don't know how you came up with that answer," she said,"since nobody knows this family secret. But you were right."2. In one of three lucid dreams in one night, I eventually had a spontaneous desire to experiment with precognitive lucid dreaming(January 2000):
I am in our family house, which has big rooms and a sunken livingroom. As I walk around, I realize, "This isn't our house! This is a dream!" Lucidly, I talk to some of the people there and admire oneyoung woman in particular.After a while, I see DJ and wonder what to do in this lucid dream.Recalling some precognitive lucid dreams, I step up and ask him,"When I hear from you next, what will be the first words out of yourmouth to me?" He looks me square in the face and replies, "Robert,you . . . " I make a mental note to remember that.Then once again, I have this incredible surge of sound energywithin me - like an inner explosion that makes all my cells feel alteredand tingle. For a moment, I worry that I am waking up my wife andwonder if my body is flopping around in bed. I wake up tingling anda bit shocked by this sound explosion, since it came unexpectedly.
Nearly five weeks later, the phone rings and my wife answers. Shecalls out, "Robert, it's DJ." I instantly recall the lucid dream and takethe phone. I say "Hello" and DJ responds with "Robert, you are finallythere!" - confirming my earlier lucid dream that predicted the first twowords as "Robert, you."Potentially, perhaps, one could monitor hundreds of DJ's commongreetings and see if "Robert, you" ever appears on the list. An open-ended response from the pool of verbal possibilities might make thisverbal pairing, "Robert, you," a one in one thousand or even rarercombination.3. In this next lucid dream, I have various lucid dreaming adven-tures and run into some friends (April 1996):
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We go out into a courtyard, where a banquet is going on, and peopleare sitting about. I start to wonder what interesting thing I could do inmy lucid state, and I think I should ask someone to predict something.I see JD sitting by the door and ask him some questions. I ask, "A yearfrom now, where will you be living?" He calmly responds, "In Boston"(which is where he is living at the time of the dream). Then recallinghis apparently serious relationship, I ask, "A year from now, will yoube married?" Again, he calmly responds, "No." At this point, I realizethat another JD has appeared, sitting about five feet away from the firstone, and he's looking at me skeptically. I wonder about two images ofthe same person and decide to wake.
Though this experiment required that I wait a year, the responsesgiven to both lucid dream questions were eventually confirmed as cor-rect. At the time of the lucid dream, JD had already told me of plans tomove to a new city but ultimately did not. Also his serious relationshipdid not lead to marriage, confirming the other question's response.The appearance of the second JD surprised me and made me won-der if the second dream figure was the person's telepathic response tohis or her subconscious awareness or concern regarding my questions.Looking back, I wish I had had the presence of mind to ask the secondfigure, "Who are you? What do you represent?" and listen for theresponse.4. After writing about these experiences for The Lucid Dream Exchange, a reader called me and asked if I had ever tried to dreamlucidly of lottery numbers. I had to admit that I had never even consid-ered such a thing. The caller then told me that he had attempted this.I asked what happened. As I recall, he said that he had gained lucidityand recalled his task to get all six pairs of numbers for the Big Lotto.He looked around and decided for the numbers to appear before him.He then began to see pairs of numbers appear on a white notepad.Quickly he tried to remember them all and felt that he had succeeded.He decided to awaken before he forgot them. The caller told me thatremembering six pairs of numbers exactly from the lucid dream state tothe waking state was harder than anticipated. Upon waking, he quicklywrote down the pairs, but only felt confident about the first three pairs;he was not confident about the final three pairs.When the Big Lotto numbers appeared in the newspaper, this lu-cid dreamer reported getting the first three pairs exactly right. In thefinal three sets, he had recalled various numbers, but not the propercombination of pairs. It simply seemed too big a task to memorize,
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and then take from the dreaming state to the waking state, a set of sixpaired numbers. Because of his success at recalling the first three pairs,however, he felt that it must be possible. He urged me to give it a trybut suggested I select a lotto that had fewer numbers. Thinking thatall I had to lose was a night's dreaming and a dollar, I decided to at-tempt to discover precognitively the numbers of the Pick Three lotterygame for the upcoming Saturday. Unfortunately, my attempts to findthe exact rules of the game (before the lucid dream) failed, so basicallyall I knew about the game was that it involved the selection of threenumbers (May 3 1 , 2000):
I'm walking along with a radio, listening to something. I seem to beon the sidewalk near my old elementary school. It's nighttime. As I go along, something seems "odd" - I realize that this is a dream. I put my hands out in front of me and run down the sidewalk yelling,"This is a dream, this is a dream!" I can see my hands go out of focusafter about five seconds - and I think that I need to be careful not tolose my visuals.The stars are very bright and seem more numerous than in wakingreality. I think about flying up to the stars but don't think it wouldamount to anything. I put my hands up again and repeat, "This is a dream." I turn right, toward my childhood home, when I see a carwith headlights on in our neighbor, Mr. Major's, garage. Even thoughthis looks different than in waking reality, I run over there. The carturns off its headlights.It occurs to me that I could ask Mr. Major what the Pick Threenumbers are for the next lottery, as another lucid dreamer had men-tioned as a precognitive test. I can't quite recall the name of the lotterygame. As I mentally try to formulate this and prepare to ask the question,I suddenly see a circular item in my hand - like the Wheel of Fortune onthe TV show, and in color. I think, "Is this providing the answers?"Looking down, my vision seems to fall on the only number visible,number 8. I look away, and then back down at the wheel, but thistime, I see no numbers, just the wheel - blank. I looked away againand then see an 8. Then finally I see a 1.1 think, "Is it 8-3-1?" falselyreasoning that I didn't see a second 8 because that would be repetitiousand therefore it must have been a 3. I look again - but the wheel ofnumbers has changed. For some reason, 831 seems like the numberof something familiar (reminding me of an old lock number on a postoffice box in college that was circular shaped like the wheel). Mr.Major is now out of his car, but he is about 40 years old (instead ofthe 80-year-old man that I knew) and so is his wife. I can't get greaterlucidity, feel a bit frustrated, and decide to wake up.
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When I woke up, I felt strongly that 8 was one of the numbers. ButI wasn't very pleased with how the numbers showed up one at a timeand before I even asked the question formally. Then I realized that inthe dream when I thought the "next lottery," I meant that it would bethe Saturday weekend lottery. So I felt a bit awkward about the wholething, since I didn't verbalize my exact intent; rather, the dreamingkept giving me answers as if, somehow, it already knew my intent andthe correct answer.Symbolically, I enjoyed the dreaming's creative insertion of Mr.Major, who lived in my old neighborhood. In waking life, he had thegood fortune of discovering oil on his farmland, so I assumed he hadconsiderable wealth even though he lived very modestly. By the time ofthis dream, I believe that he had passed away a decade earlier.In any case, that Saturday's Iowa Pick Three lottery numbers wereannounced: 8-0-8.Having never played the Pick Three, I hadn't realized that zero wasa possible choice. I wondered, too, whether my lucid dreaming mindeven considers zero to be a number. Is that why I saw no numberson the wheel? And to make matters even more confusing, one num-ber - 8 - showed up twice.As my dream report shows, I looked at the wheel the first time andsaw an 8. Then I saw no numbers, which could possibly be consideredzero, or nil, nothing. Also, when lucid, it didn't occur to me that thesame number could show up twice, which explains my doubting thenumber 8's reappearance and deciding 3 seemed more appropriate. A liberal interpretation of the experience might say that I saw an 8 onmy first look, "nothing, but the circular wheel" - which also happenedto be shaped like a big 0 - on my second look, and another 8 on mythird look. But because I didn't know the exact rules of the game, I misinterpreted the numbers.If another lucid dreamer were to try this experiment, my advicewould be to go for a simple lottery situation, learn all the rules, and havean exact goal date in mind. Then, after your lucid dream, buy a ticketand before the winning lottery is drawn, send your lucid dream reportto a friend or friends for verification purposes. Lucid dreamers shouldrealize that the dream's response may come in a manner that requiresinterpretation, as it seemed to do in my case. If the lucid dream providesan unclear response, keep your cool and ask the dream for clarification.(If sufficiently lucid, you may have the presence of mind to questionthe response by announcing to your inner awareness, "Show me this
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more simply because I don't understand." In most cases, a new responsewill result with clearer information.) Since any information that needsdeciphering can be misinterpreted, be certain of your interpretation.
OTHER DREAM STATES:

DREAMS OF CLARITY

As one progresses more deeply into dreaming and lucid dreaming,certain sets of experience distinguish themselves as being unlike typi-cal dreams. In my experience, a type of dream exists in which there'sa relative lack of symbolism, action, or movement; instead, the visualfield contains perhaps one or two figures or objects in a dark void orexpanse but is otherwise empty. This dream setting appears to be a place to communicate precise information or have direct conversations,hence its symbolic sparseness and lack of movement.In Western dream literature, I have never seen this type of dreammentioned. When reading The Tibetan Yogas of Dream and Sleep byTenzin Wangyal Rinpoche, however, I immediately recognized some-thing that sounded similar.Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche, the Buddhist monk from the Bon tradi-tion, suggests that one may experience dreams of clarity, "which arisewhen the mind and the prana [or vital energy] are balanced and thedreamer has developed the capacity to remain in non-personal pres-ence." Unlike normal dreams where the dreamer gets swept back andforth, "in the dream of clarity the dreamer is stable." And unlike normaldreams, in which the dreamer's interests and habits seem projected ontothe dreaming, "[i]n the dream of clarity it is as if something is given toor found by the dreamer. . . ."15
In my case, I simply noticed a set of rare dreams in which I existedin the dream state with perhaps one other person or one other object.Otherwise, the visual field was a glistening darkness, like a darkened,empty theater stage. Normally, very little action occurred there; instead,I was shown direct information or I was involved in a conversationwith one or more dream figures. The following exemplifies one of myexperiences:
In an expansive empty gray space, I see JA, a postdoctoral student froma foreign country. He tells me that he would like to introduce me to hiswife, whom in waking reality I have never met or seen. From behindhim, she now steps forward and does a little spin.
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I look at her and feel very surprised, since she looks nothing like whatI had expected. They both smile at me, and the dream concludes.
A week later at a dinner party, some graduate students tell me thatthey had finally met JA's wife. I stop them and say, "Before you sayanything, I want to tell you what she looks like. I met her in a dream."I begin to describe her, just as I saw her in the strange dream state - herface, her skin tone, her hair, and all the details I could recall. One of thegrad students replies that I have obviously met her in the waking state.Another says that she probably weighs 130 pounds, not 125 pounds,as I estimated. The other concludes that this is simply impossible, andI must be making it up.A month later, I happen to meet this woman at a gathering to heara new band in town. When I meet her in waking reality, she wears thesame dress - same color, same design as in the dream. Also, I recallthat in the dream she performs a little spin, and now, with this bandplaying, I see her spin on the dance floor.I have had a number of these dreams of simple and clear communi-cations. Normally, I have a feeling of semi-lucidity, because I recognize"Oh, another one of these"; however, sometimes I become fully lucid.One of the oddest experiences of this type involved me and a geometricfigure composed of light (May 2003):
This dream begins in the empty dream space. As I stand in the glisten-ing darkness, I notice something odd to my upper right. There hangs a shaft of glowing light - it seems a hexagonal (six-sided) shaft of intense,pale greenish, glowing light about six to eight inches across and fourfeet long. Semi-lucid now, I simply know this shaft of light is "precog-nitive information." Suddenly the shaft of light comes slamming intomy right temple. Like a painfully sweet energy being plunged into mymind, it comes pushing deeper and deeper. At this point - bam, bam, bam, bam - I experience four or five precognitive dreams, seeminglyin microseconds.
I wake and begin to write them down as fast as possible. The firstinvolves a professor friend who had moved away. She tells me aboutthe man she plans to marry. The second involves a brief, interestingencounter at a shop with a rarely seen acquaintance. And the third in-volves talking to someone unusual while kids play in the background.By the time I recalled the third dream, the additional dreams had faded.The dreams entered my mind in microseconds, yet each took severalminutes to write down.
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In the morning, I told my wife about this odd shaft of light contain-ing precognitive information slamming into my right temple and howit seemed our longtime friend had an upcoming marriage. I mentionedwhat I had learned about the man she planned to wed. Still, I had towonder what this all meant.About three months later, I found out.On an ordinary day in the middle of the afternoon, all three dreamsplayed out in the course of about twenty minutes. The sequence beganas I walked out of the grocery store, saw the "rarely seen acquaintance"from the second dream, and felt the same feelings as in the dream. A bitof dream deja vu, I mused to myself. After driving home, I pulled themail from the mailbox and then responded to a business phone call froman unusual person as kids played in the background, a virtual replayof the third dream. Now, that's odd! As I looked through the mail, I opened a letter from our professor friend, telling us of her marriageplans with many of the same details from my first dream. Incredible!When I realized the dream series had suddenly all come to pass,my mind reeled. How could three seemingly unrelated dream eventscome packaged in a shaft of light and then all come to pass monthslater within a twenty-minute period?As I watched the dreaming realm overlie the waking realm, orperhaps the waking copy the dreaming, I began to wonder about thisdistinct dream state - dreams of clarity - in which information is pre-sented more directly and without symbolic overlay. It seems as we godeeper into dreaming and lucid dreaming, we discover distinct levelsor layers of subconscious awareness. With greater depth comes greaterclarity.
SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR ACTIVELY SEEKING

U N K N O W N I N F O R M A T I O N

Some lucid dreamers may have the desire to experiment with obtainingunknown or future-oriented information in the lucid dreaming state.Although I encourage such efforts, I wish to reiterate three points.First, remember the probabilistic nature of future events. I don't believefuture events are predestined; they may, however, exist in a range ofhigher probability. Second, prepare your experiments in the wakingstate. And third, keep in mind the interpretation effect. As the personexperiencing and interpreting the dream's response, your interpretation
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is an important part of the equation; so while the information may becorrect, your interpretation may not be. It may be best to see the resultsof your experiment on a continuum of accuracy. Why? Because someexperiments will lead to yes or no answers, and you either get it rightor you don't, but others will be less clear-cut. Let's say, for example,you ask in the lucid dream, "What kind of car will Ashley's parentsget her for graduating from college?" and suddenly you see a whiteMustang convertible. Months later, without telling Ashley, it comes to pass that she gets a car from her parents (just as she expected), butit's a blue Mustang, and it's not a convertible, it's a hardtop (thoughAshley tells you they thought about getting her a convertible). Whatthen? Was this an experimental success or a failure? Using a continuumof accuracy, you can assess the lucid dream information to the actualevent better.Because lucid dreaming allows the conscious dreamer to activelyseek a specific goal or task, it is valuable for scientific precognitiveexperimentation. Lucid dreaming allows for "before the fact" reportsand information with less overt symbolic content. Though the natureof reality might be inherently probabilistic, lucid dreaming provides a means to explore this and thus provide a huge leap forward for scien-tific investigation.In dreams, the nature of time seems much looser; people and objectsfrom your past, present, and possible future intermingle in an associa-tive melange. In dreams, time seems naturally nonlinear. Could thatbe because time is naturally nonlinear? Or is that simply the nature ofdreams? Lucid, you can investigate the truer reality of "time" in thedream state.For those who wish to try your own personal experiments, I offera few suggestions:
1. Agree to be completely honest with yourself about the lucid eventand the results.2. Treat the experiment with sincere curiosity. Open up to it. Avoidmaking this dead serious work because, in the mentally responsiveenvironment of lucid dreaming, it can become too charged with emo-tion or mental heaviness.3. Make specific notes upon waking and avoid making assumptions. Itseems better to describe the dream figure, "a fifty-ish, slender womanin a blue dress," rather than conclude it was "Aunt Jo," unless youknow with certainty it was a specific person.16
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4. Prepare a thoughtful experimental task before lucid dreaming. Firsttimers would be best not to compose a complex experiment or onethat involves a lot of memorization. Also, don't compose one thatmay require years to come about or has poorly defined terms such as"Dream, tell me, who will be the next person in my family to becomeseriously ill?" (What do you mean by "seriously"?)5. If working with a partner to seek some secret about the partner,make sure that they are willing to give you an honest answer. Somepeople will simply refuse to confirm (or deny) the veracity of hiddeninformation.6. If you seem to have a predisposition to certain types of predictions,construct your experiment around that. You may have an easier timeworking with things that interest you than with something seen asimpersonal and uninteresting.7. Develop a track record before betting on conclusions. If your firstexperiment comes to pass, avoid the assumption that all future oneswill be equally correct. Wait until you have a history of experimentalresults before calculating your overall level of accuracy. Many resultsare validated by comparing their accuracy to chance.8. Realize that carrying information from the lucid dreaming state tothe waking state can be problematic. You may experience, among otherthings, a false awakening, memory overload, errant assumptions, orsymbolic misinterpretations. With practice, you will develop techniquesthat assist you in perfecting these experiments.
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MUTUAL LUCID 

DREAMING

MUTUAL DREAMING, THAT IS, DREAMS IN WHICH TWO OR MORE PEOPLEshare the same dream, remains a fascinating yet profoundly disturbingidea. Fascinating in its implications, disturbing in that it invalidates theidea that dreaming is an exclusively private activity. Mutual dreamingindicates that some dreams may possess elements of a consensus reality.In effect, any evidence for mutual dreaming advances the idea of thedream state as an alternate reality, albeit a mental one.Though rare, some dreamers have claimed to have experienced thisphenomenon. Linda Lane Magallon, in her book Mutual Dreaming, includes this account from a lucid dreamer who requested to remainanonymous:
In the spring of 1978,1 was attending a small Midwestern college. I wasfriends with a group of five young women who occupied a dormitorysuite at the other end of our co-ed dorm. We were friends only, and I never felt any romantic interest in any of them.One night I dreamt that I was in their suite, and I went fromroom to room and made love to each one. It wasn't passionate/lustfullovemaking; it was more like sharing a soulful experience, and com-municating with each other our deepest thoughts and emotions.In fact, I clearly remember one of the women of the dream tellingme how extremely unlovable she felt, while I reassured her. Later, I learned that this woman had a very unhappy home life.The next day I remembered the dream because it was so vivid. AsI was walking to class that afternoon, someone in the dorm came up
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to me and said, "Hey, I heard you were quite a Romeo last night." I asked her what she meant by that. Then she told me that Nadine andSheila both dreamt that I made love to them in their dorm rooms thenight before. I was amazed! Three of us apparently recalled the samedream incident!I was too shy to talk to them about it, and I was also concernedthat they would interpret the dream on a physical level, instead of thedeep emotional level that it was to me. Now I wish I had talked tothem and gotten the details of their dream experience.1
Normally, I might doubt a story like this. After all, it was submit-ted anonymously and, therefore, the person may have simply made itup. In this case, however, I have reason to believe the account. Yousee, I was the author. Yes, it happened to me as a college sophomore. I submitted the story and asked for anonymity, more out of embarrass-ment than anything else.Even now, I remember my friend shouting across campus, "HeyRomeo!" At first, I didn't get it and asked "What?" Then I proceededto hear how I had been quite a Romeo the night before in the dreamworld. If it hadn't involved sex, I likely would have been able to talkto the others involved - but since it did, it felt far too embarrassing tobring up - even though I saw it as a symbolic event. Most touching forme was the young woman who felt so unloved. In waking reality, shewas the one always dressed to the nines with perfect makeup, but inthe clarity of dreaming, I sensed her secret despair in feeling completelyunlovable. I just couldn't face trying to talk to these young womenabout this mutual dream experience.Underlying my reticence was the larger issue of discovering realconsensus in a dream event. After all, science and society say that ourdreams are mere symbolic reflections within our private minds. Yet here,three people were agreeing about an event that occurred in the privacyof three separate, individual minds. How could I counter society's beliefand suggest to them that we were evidence of private minds meetingin the dream state?

MEETING DREAMS AND MESHING DREAMS

In Mutual Dreaming, Linda Lane Magallon proposes that mutual dreamreports often come in two forms: meeting dreams and meshing dreams.Meeting dreams involve a "personal recognition and interrelationshipin a shared dream space,"2 meaning both dreamers (or three in the
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preceding case) report seeing each other and agree upon elements ofthe dream space environment. In meshing dreams, the focus moves to"information interchange," when both dreamers become aware of thesame basic information. In their dream reports, they may not see theother dreamer, but their dreams express a very similar idea, emotion,symbol, or event.3
An example of a meshing mutual dream happened to my nieceand me. We both dreamt that her recently deceased grandfather (mydeceased father) wanted us to get something out of the closet. In mydreams, I understood the item to be in one of his suit coat pockets there.After realizing that we had both dreamt the same request, I assumed thedream had a literal meaning and called my mother. At first, she fearedthat she had given my father's clothes to charity, but then recalled that a couple of suits had been saved. When she checked the suit coat pockets,she was shocked to discover meaningful family photos that my fatherhad placed in one pocket. In this example, my niece and I didn't see theother in the dream state, but we had the same basic information andexperience, the information meshed and proved true.Lucid dreamers have recounted a number of likely mutual en-counters in the dream state. Sometimes by design, sometimes by hap-penstance, and sometimes by deep longing intent, mutual dreamingoccurs, as we see in this story by an experienced lucid dreamer, artist,and professor, Fariba Bogzaran, as recounted in Extraordinary Dreams and How to Work with Them: 
In her exploration in lucid dreaming, Bogzaran constantly incubatedlucid dreams of being in her home country and visiting an old friendwhom she had not seen for eighteen years. One night she had the fol-lowing lucid dream:"I am walking in my old neighborhood where I grew up. SuddenlyI ask myself, 'How did I get here?' I do not remember taking a plane.At that point I become lucid. I continue walking and have a strongintention to see Yalda my old childhood friend (she has moved and I have never been in her new house). I find the street where she lives andwalk towards her house. The color of the door is pale blue. I ring thebell and she opens the door. I am overjoyed to see her. We cry and hugeach other with overwhelming emotion. Embracing her feels absolutelyreal. The intensity of the experience wakes me up."Bogzaran recorded the dream and in the morning she wrote herfriend a letter enclosing the dream. In her letter, she detailed whatshe saw in her dream and described the location of her friend's newhouse. A week later she received a letter from her friend. In this letter,
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dated the day after the dream, her friend described the same dream.In Yalda's dream, Bogzaran came back home for a visit. Her frienddescribed the same scene that Bogzaran had experienced, whereBogzaran knocked at the door and Yalda opened the door. Surprised tosee each other, they embraced with great excitement. At that momentYalda also became lucid in her dream."4
The criss-crossing letters of two friends separated by thousandsof miles and many long years provides clear evidence that this mutuallucid dream touched both of them deeply. Thankfully, each took thetime, independently of each other, to write about the dream, the similardream setting, and the events. A rare blend of deep interest and focusedintent may have propelled this reunion experience into the inner spaceof lucid dreaming.Another fascinating example of an apparent mutual lucid dreamoccurred to Dale Graff, a former director of project STARGATE, thegovernment program that investigated remote viewing phenomena.From my association with Dale, I know he has a deep interest indreaming and uses dreaming as a targeted means to collect unknown,verifiable information.In his book River Dreams: The Case of the Missing General and Other Adventures in Psychic Research, Dale relates a story of workingwith a woman named Diane on their first long-distance remote view-ing project. In the course of the experimental process, Diane reports"a crazy dream" in which she becomes lucidly aware on a Saturdaynight. Remembering that he had a lucid dream on the same night,Dale asks for the details. Diane pulls out her typewritten sheet withher lucid dream:
Suddenly I am aware that I am high in the sky! Nothing is holding meup and I begin falling toward the ground. I look down and see a hugemountain. I can see gullies and slopes. I look up and see somethinglike a parachute, but I am not attached to it. The parachute has manycolors. Someone else is nearby, but I cannot see who it is. Then I amfalling faster and see the mountain approaching. I stop the dream.5

Transfixed by her account, Dale provides his lucid dream from thesame night:
I am in a large airplane that is open at the back. I walk toward theopening and fall out. As I am falling toward the ground, I clearly seea mountain below that is sparsely covered with small trees. I lookabove and see a large multicolored shape that looks like a parachute.
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Someone is nearby, also falling, but I do not recognize the person. I continue falling. The mountain zooms toward me. I know I am dream-ing and decide to leave the dream.6

Though unplanned, Diane and Dale both report remarkably similarlucid dreams on the same night with a high level of corresponding de-tails. While the lucid dreamers don't actually identify the other personas they fall toward the mountains, they both remark that someoneseems to be falling with them.With the enhanced awareness of lucid dreaming, tantalizing possi-bilities for mutual dream exploration arise. Two or more lucid dreamersshould be able to connect consciously in the dream state, notice similardream environments, exchange information, and reemerge into wakinglife with the information intact. Although challenges exist on variouslevels, it certainly appears that mutual lucid dreaming has occurred.

DUAL-PERSON-LUCID A N D

ONE-PERSON-LUCID M U T U A L DREAMS

Lucid mutual dreams come in two forms: dual-person-lucid dreams andone-person-lucid dreams. A dual-person-lucid mutual dream occurswhen both parties achieve lucid awareness and meet in the dream state.The example by Bogzaran of lucidly seeking her friend, meeting her, andthen the friend becoming lucid shows dual-person-lucid awareness ina common dream environment. Both parties achieved lucid awarenesstogether in the dream state.A one-person-lucid mutual dream occurs when a lucid dreamerinteracts with a non-lucid dreamer in the dream state and then bothreport a very similar meeting or meshing experience. Normally, the lu-cid dreamer provides a much more descriptive and active dream reportthan the non-lucid dreamer.I played the role of the non-lucid dreamer, meeting up with a lucidEd Kellogg in the dream state in a mutual dream in July 1998. In mydream journal I wrote, "I see a beach scene; it seems like a four-sidedrectangular island with a beach and a big sand dune hill. The interior issomewhat empty, lagoon-like. Odd." I recall flying down to this island,seeing it from above, and mostly staying on the interior lagoon side.That same night, about fifteen hundred miles away, a lucidly awareEd Kellogg dreams:
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. . . in a tropical setting, white sandy beach, palm trees, near a clearbody of water like a lake or lagoon. I see Robert and suggest that wego swimming. Robert comments that he came back unexpectedly anddid not bring any trunks. I tell him he does not need them, as he hasnot come here physically, but in his dream body. If he wants, he canmaterialize a pair. I look at [Robert] and see he has already material-ized a pair of light turquoise blue and white patterned trunks, boxerstyle, with irregular large rounded splotches of color. At this point I really wake up to the fact that I dream also. I assume that he at leastseems minimally lucid, although he has a sort of vague look in hiseyes, unlike his usual focused and energetic expression. Curious aboutconsensus, I ask him how he sees them - he tells me he wears a pairof black and white patterned trunks, rather than blue and white. I look at him again, and now he has on a pair of bright turquoise blueSpeedo style. . . . I feel annoyed that this possible lucid mutual dreamfollows so closely on the one two days ago, when I have still not setup a detailed protocol [for our formal experiments]. Still, I've donethe best I could with this, carefully noting details and exchanging codewords. Nevertheless, in a fit of pique I go over to a wall/rock and puncha hole through it, rock dust flies everywhere.7
The next day Ed emailed me to ask that I send my dreams to a fairwitness (impartial person) while he does the same. After I sent my dreamreport, Ed revealed his lucid dream to me. As questions for greater de-scriptive detail went back and forth, I suggested that we simply drawour individually recalled scene, thinking a picture would be worth a thousand words. Here are the results:As you can see, both environments share common elements - col-ors, objects, and shapes - suggesting a mutual dream definitely oc-curred. But although we experienced a strikingly similar environment,my lack of awareness allowed me to recall only: 1) the environment,and 2) my basic actions. Lucidly aware, however, Ed was able to recall:1) the environment, 2) his actions, 3) many of my actions, including a match for my movements in the dream, 4) my demeanor and lack oflucid awareness, 5) his thoughts, and 6) his emotions. The variationsin our accounts illustrate how the lucid dreamer plays with a full deck,while the non-lucid dreamer can barely hold his cards.Often, lucid dreamers feel frustrated by the non-lucid person's poorrecollection of dream details that could verify the mutual encounter.Many discover their non-lucid friend or associate's dream recall may pro-duce nothing, or just a few basic details. Sometimes as the lucid dreamerbegins to describe what took place, the non-lucid dreamer's memory
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returns, and they blurt out just-remembered details that the lucid dreamerhas yet to mention. Very rarely does the non-lucid dreamer recognizedefinitively the lucid dreamer's presence or involvement. At best, thenon-lucid dreamer may recall "someone else" in the dream environmentand provide a basic description of gender, height, and hair color.In such a situation, questioning the non-lucid dreamer about unstat-ed elements can help to bring up details. Was it daytime or nighttime?Indoors or outdoors? How many people approximately? What colorswere prominent? Can you describe the landscape? Any actions or feel-ings? As a result, the non-lucid person may recall more than originallythought and thereby verify many aspects of a lucid experience.Ed once phoned and questioned me about my dreams of the previ-ous night. As I recounted them, he focused in on one dream in particu-lar. As we discovered the basic corresponding elements, he began toidentify the people's gender and seating placement at the table I sat atin the dream. "How do you know that?" I asked in surprise. He quietlyreplied, "Because I sat to your left, lucidly aware."
DUAL LUCID MUTUAL DREAMS

Dual-person-lucid mutual dreams, those in which two lucid dream-ers share the dream space, are relatively rare in dream reports. Thisdoesn't seem surprising inasmuch as lucid dreaming occurs much lessfrequently than regular dreaming and, thus, the statistical probabilityof both you and a friend being lucid on the same night becomes lesslikely. Add to that the idea of you and your friend both being lucid inthe same dream space on the same night, and you can see the inherentrarity of dual lucid mutual dreams.In my research, I have uncovered only a handful of dual-person-lucid mutual dream reports. Here, once again, I rely on Ed Kelloggbecause he is one of the few lucid dreamers to investigate mutual luciddreaming seriously. In the following lengthy excerpts, all taken fromEd's paper, "Mutual Lucid Dream Event,"8 and used by his permis-sion, Ed describes his and and his friend Harvey Grady's mutual dreamexperience and discusses the complex, practical, and theoretical issuesinvolved in mutual dream interactions and reporting.
Ed Kellogg's dream of December 10, 1994:
In a sort of archeological dig - in Mexico - I see people digging forgold, peasants, in a sandy Sonoran type desert. We find huge old
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wagons on the side of the road, from a circus or something, which hadbones of elephants and/or lions, etc. I go with the group - realize that I dream, but don't know if they realize it - a sort of virtual reality fieldtrip. I talk with the leaders and they respond. I see [Harvey Grady],and tell him to give me a collect call on waking up to WPR (wakingphysical reality), if he recalls this dream, and to let me know if he reallydoes participate in a WPR tour at this time. [Harvey] looks like he justshaved off his beard. He shows me some old airplanes in a museum,and I look forward to virtually flying them, although I wonder whatwould happen to my physical body if I crash . . . (my lucid dreamcontinues, but I leave [Harvey] behind).[Ed comments:] I finally talked with him on the phone, carefullyavoiding questions that might "lead the witness." Harvey gave me a brief account of his d r e a m . . . . At this point I confirmed that his dreamseemed very similar to mine, and asked if he had participated in anarcheological expedition (the only detail I shared from my dream), andhe said he did not recall this. I asked him to please write the dreamdown in detail, which he finally did on Feb. 11 , 1995.
Harvey Grady's Lucid Dream, February 1 1 , 1995:
I remember Ed and three or four other men, whom I knew in thedream but not in daytime, talking about an expedition to explore forprobable archeological records, then traveling to an arid desert areawith desiccated hills and twisted arroyos, where we split up to searchthe surface soil for possible artifacts. We also watched for caves. Wewere dressed appropriately with hats for shade, a little reminiscent ofIndiana Jones.The land in the dream was similar to Israel hill country, or aridportions of Arizona, Nevada, or New Mexico. We were searchingfor ancient artifacts, like [from] Atlantis or Mu. I recognized that thedream dealt only with one part of an ongoing series of the search forevidence of ancient civilizations.In the dream, I felt that we were going through the motions ofthe search in the astral plane in order to establish energetic templatesfor the persons who would conduct the search on the physical plane.The energetic templates created from our experiences would guide thesearch of some physical explorers. Therefore, we went through themotions of the search like actors playing out roles, in order to generatethoughts, emotions, and desires for the template .. . This double levelof awareness made the dream more interesting to me.
Ed's analysis:
Our dreams display a number of interesting congruencies:
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1. Harvey and I appeared in each other's dreams (on the same night,at about the same time).
2. We dealt with multiple levels of awareness in ourselves, includinglucidity.
3. Desert locale.
4. An organized group effort of a small group of men.
5. We both saw the dream as a "rehearsal" for a physical reality event.
6. Bones or other evidence of ancient existence.
7. Digging or searching for something hidden in the earth.

Of course, aside from the similarities, many differences also exist inthe two dream reports. In my experience, the dreamscape functions likea sort of Rorschach, in which dreamers selectively notice, perceive, andidiosyncratically identify some elements while ignoring others. Selective,or fragmentary, recall of the dreams afterwards further compounds thedifficulties involved in making valid comparisons. Given the inconsistentnature of human observation documented in accident reports, one can nomore expect an exact agreement in description for two participants in a dream event than one could expect it for a physical event which involvesfar fewer confounding variables. This makes the similarities shown inthe two dream reports even more significant. Also, although Harveyhad not shaved his beard physically, I wonder whether he in this casedreamed of himself as clean-shaven like Indiana Jones. The appearanceof my dream body often differs markedly from my physical body.
Ed reports that realizing "the possibility of contamination of onedream account with the other ," he intentionally "tried to keep suchcontaminat ion to a minimum, by withholding details from [his] dreamuntil [he] had heard them independently from Harvey." Further henotes that "our appearance in dreams can differ markedly from ourphysical appearance , [and thus] makes a confusing situation evenmore confusing. In the physical world we habitually use appearanceto determine identity. In the dream world this habit serves us poorly,as one's appearance can change, from moment to moment , and fromdream to dream."Moreover, "the dreaming mind often shows very poor discrimina-tion by identifying unfamiliar dream people, or things, with familiarand somewhat similar physical reality counterparts ." He explains:
In 1974, I had a lucid dream that led to my personal discovery ofthis tendency, which I called "the substitution phenomenon." Luciddreamers have experienced at least one blatant example of the "sub-
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stitution phenomenon," when they realized while dreaming that theyhad mistakenly identified (substituted) dream reality as physical reality.But the discovery of this misidentification only begins the process ofunmasking the pervasive nature of "substitution phenomena" in eventhe most lucid of dreams.For example, I dream of my brother, but when I wake up to a more critical awareness in a lucid dream, I usually find that my dream[brother] does not really look like, or "feel" like, my physical realitybrother, and I encounter instead a substitute whom I had misidentifiedas my brother in the dream. Similarly, I often dream of my home, yeton attaining lucidity I notice that my dream [home] differs in manyways from my physical home. . . . My dreaming mind seems to takethe path of least resistance by identifying unfamiliar people, objects,or locales with familiar ones, quite often fitting square pegs into roundholes."
To understand the dream experience better, Ed notes:
In my experience, dreams, like plays, occur on at least three qualitativelydifferent levels. First, the structural level, that consists of the stage set-tings and props, the raw dreamscape before we project meaning ontoit. This level makes up the substratum of the dream, dream phenomenaqua phenomena. Second, the meaning level, in which symbols, feelings,and the relationships of the dream characters and objects predominates.And finally, and most superficially, the labeling level, where we verballyinterpret and identify what happens during a dream.Written and oral accounts usually focus on describing the labeling level of dreams, where we often boil down a multilevel experience intoa few simplistic identifications. Many dreamworkers probe deeper andfocus on the underlying meaning level of the dream. The structural level of the dream, the substratum, usually remains either unnoticedor ignored, but it may prove the least idiosyncratic level of them all.As such it may hold the key to providing the best evidence for dreammutuality. For example, although both Harvey and I dreamed of our-selves in almost identical desert dreamscapes, I identified it as Mexico,whereas Harvey first identified it as the Holy Land in Israel. Thosewho wish to investigate the possibility of mutual dreaming may needto pay more attention to descriptions of the structural level of dreams,rather than to the identifications made by the dreamers on the labeling level. A similar effect exists in "remote-viewing" experiments, whereresearchers find that when subjects focus on the structural contentof their perceptions, as opposed to the verbal identifications madefrom that content, that the probability of their achieving a "hit" on a remote-viewing target improves markedly.
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AN EXPERIMENT IN INTENTIONAL

MUTUAL LUCID DREAMING

In one set of experiments Ed Kellogg, Linda Lane Magallon, and I conducted, we set aside certain nights to become lucidly aware, meetin dreaming, and then pass on a preselected secret word and specialgesture, both selected from a list by the toss of dice. In the morning,all dream reports would be first sent to an impartial third party (fairwitness) before being shared.On our first night's attempt, Ed and I came close to a lucid mutualexchange. Because of the length of our lucid dreams, I have selectedparts of the dream report (as quoted from the dream reports we sent tothe third party) to show certain similarities in progression:
Ed Kellogg"Seems like New England"
"Seems like my hometown""I am in a large house""Outside I see a panel van"
"I see Robert""It's daytime""At first he doesn't seem lucid""Robert tells me his code words"
"Robert leaves quickly"

Robert Waggoner"Feels like Pennsylvania orNew England or England""I am driving through a city""I am in a car""We drive by a small truck or panelvan""I turn and see Ed""It's daytime""Suddenly I become lucid""I look at Ed and say my codeword, "Screwdriver!Screwdriver!""I feel like the lucid dream isending"
At this point, three unfortunate things happened. First, I had se-lected my code word, screwdriver, from the wrong list of code words.So on waking, when Ed looked at the list of possible code words, noneof them seemed to match. Stymied, he chose a three-syllable code wordthat began with S, structurally similar to screwdriver. Second, I lost lu-cidity before Ed could pass on his code word and gesture. And third, Edcontinued in his lucid dream, trying to meet up with Linda; the time andeffort involved in doing so made it hard for him to recall exactly whatmy code word had been upon waking, since in long lucid dreams, mostlucid dreamers have difficulty remembering earlier details exactly.From my list of similarities in the dream report, one can see a numberof correspondences that suggest an interaction occurred in a similar envi-
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ronment: general location, time of day, objects, dream figures, feeling/af-fect, movement, progression of action/events, and verbal exchange.Throughout our experimental period, many examples of dreamtelepathy occurred. On one experimental night, Ed lucidly arrived, ap-parently, in my living room (because his description seemed to matchnicely), where I greeted him and made a show of pouring him a glass ofred wine, while he passed on his code word and gesture. In the morn-ing, he correctly guessed my code word of "grapes" (from a list of 100labeled objects, ten of fruit, one of a cluster of red grapes) and notedmy lack of lucid awareness. He also noted details of my living room,which he had never seen in waking life.However, our collective desire for a platinum-quality mutuallucid dream meeting never materialized in these attempts. At times,we came close, with remarkable telepathic hits or one-person-lucidmutual dreams. I believe that experienced lucid dreamers with theproper scientific protocol and circumstance will achieve, eventually, a valid, verifiable dual-lucid mutual lucid dream within the structure ofa scientific experiment.On April 9,2005, as members of a panel presentation on extraordi-nary lucid dreams, four lucid dreamers, Lucy Gillis, Ed Kellogg, BeverlyD'Urso, and I sought to attempt mutual lucid dreaming. Because ofthe volume of dream reports, all of which appear in a lengthy articleI wrote for The Lucid Dream Exchange, titled "Meeting Dreamers inthe Dream State: A Lucid Quest," I will present here just a few of thecoincidental occurrences.9
In my first dream of the night:
I seem to be at a college like Michigan State, where I seem to be takingtwo courses, one on "forms" and one on "philosophy." After talkingwith others about the classes, I say, "It's not like I actually have toweld anything together, like a rhombus and an octahedron . . . " Thenthey all pipe up, telling me that the test involves exactly that - weldingthings together!
Unbeknownst to me, Ed (who attended Michigan State) had wokenabout this time to read a book, The Number Devil, about a boy namedRobert who in a lucid dream learns about mathematics and shapes by cut-ting out and pasting together figures, including an "octahedron." Already,telepathic influence seems apparent in the first dream of the night!A couple of dreams later, Ed becomes lucidly aware and begins tochant my name, then begins flying. After minutes of flying, he smells
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the "salty rotting" smell of the ocean, but wakes. My room that nightwas the Sheraton Hotel near the San Francisco airport and yards awayfrom the salty San Francisco Bay.In Ed's next dream, he lucidly finds himself near a large staircaseand calls my name. Meanwhile, I, semi-lucid, dream of hearing Ed'svoice calling as I stand near a staircase.In my final night's dream, I do become lucid, and see Beverly aboutfifty feet in front of me.
I see Beverly looking left and right, walking down the street towardmy direction surrounded by seven to ten others. She wears black, anda black hat! I can scarcely believe it. . . . I go down to her and saysomething like, "Beverly, wow, this is amazing!" I decide to make a gesture, and put my hands straight up, like a "goal." She says some-thing back and has a fairly typical look, but not as animated as mine.I tell her about becoming lucid . . . she looks at me, but does not makea gesture in reply.
Miles away, Beverly's brief dream record reads: "5:01 A.M. Womencome together in a locker room wearing all black, hooded gowns so noone could recognize them."Once again, we came very close to having two lucid dreamers si-multaneously aware. When I saw Beverly coming down the street in a group of women all wearing black, I had to modulate my emotions sothat I wouldn't end the dream. Mutual dreaming history seemed to bein the making! However, as I interacted with her, I came to suspect thatshe had not achieved lucid awareness; rather, she seemed semi-lucid.As should be clear by this point, it seems very likely that given theopportunity, lucid dreamers will objectively prove the reality of mutuallucid dream interactions. When demonstrated, such experiences couldbegin to revolutionize traditional views of dreaming and the dream-ing state. Like Alice in Wonderland, lucid dreamers could open thedoor to investigating a world made "curiouser and curiouser" by theappearance of an alternate reality, a mental one or, if you prefer, analternate maya.

COAXING THE N O N - L U C I D

TO LUCID AWARENESS

You might ask, "Has a lucid dreamer ever prompted another dreamerinto achieving awareness?" The answer is yes, lucid dreamers have tried
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with apparent success. I can recall one night meeting a non-lucid Ed andtrying to coax him into lucid awareness. In the morning, I called him, andhe did become lucidly aware that night, but in a different general environ-ment without my presence. His response didn't surprise me, since in mylucid dream I didn't hang around him waiting for him to "come to."After about twenty years of lucid dreaming, I found that dreamfigures sometimes assisted me in becoming lucid. Certain actions seemedintended, purposeful, and directed toward my realization of consciouslyaware dreaming. How did they do it? Normally in one of four ways:Repetition: Seeing the same dream figure twice jogs your memory.It makes you stop and wonder, "Where did I see that person before?"which often calls up lucid awareness. I recall that once, a group ofdream figures entered my visual field in a revolving door three timesbefore I "got it" and became lucid.Odd Creations: Watching a dream figure do something totally oddcan call up that critical mindset and make you think "Odd. Could this be a dream?" Odd things might include the dream figure disappearing and thenreappearing, changing the color of clothing repeatedly, and so forth.Persistent Attention: On some rare occasions, the dream figure orfigures may continue interacting with you to prompt your lucidity. I recall once, a whole group of twenty or more dream figures sang songsfor me, told jokes, and so on until finally I became lucidly aware andthey began to applaud! Suddenly, I recalled they had tried this samething the night before!Questions: At least once, I have become lucid when a dream fig-ure asked me a question. Having to think about the question and myresponse made me realize that I existed in a dream. Questioning seemsa potent way to elicit lucid awareness.As a lucid dreamer engaging a non-lucid friend, you might use thesame strategy of repetition, making odd creations, persistent attention,and asking questions to elicit your friend's lucid awareness. Some luciddreamers have also reported success by touching their non-lucid friendto prompt awareness.

DIFFERENTIATING DREAM FIGURES AND

MEETING U N K N O W N LUCID DREAMERS

Once you've become lucid in the dream state and encounter a friendyou would like to bring to lucidness, how can you tell if you have
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encountered an actual dreamer or some other type of dream figure? Inmy early years of lucid dreaming, sometimes I would try to get one ortwo of my brothers to join me on a lucid dreaming adventure - like a group fly-in - but they acted so goofy, I could never seem to get theircooperation. Eventually, I gave up. When I finally met experiencedlucid dreamers at the Association for the Study of Dreams conference,this question of the actual nature of dream figures came up. Ed Kelloggresponded that in some valid encounters, the non-lucid person's figureoften behaved as if semi-drunk. Their eyes and head shifted almostrandomly. They moved disjointedly or with little coordination. Theyseemed "there" but largely unfocused. When they looked at you in thedream, no hint (or very little) of recognition crossed their face. If youtalked to them or pointed out features of the dream environment, theyseemed barely to register it. Maintaining a connection with them wasa constant challenge.I totally agreed with Ed's comments and realized that we bothrecognized a common feature of valid encounters with other dreamerswhom we met while lucidly aware. Sometimes, the persons show semi-lucidity or a bit more awareness in the dream. In these cases, they followyour comments, move with you, and act somewhat appropriately, buttheir inability to initiate actions toward you, the lucid dreamer, givesthem away. Formulating a response or acting purposefully seems torequire a higher order of awareness and would be considered evidenceof the other's lucidity.Of course, if a lucid dreamer met another aware lucid dreamer,then one would expect to find a look of recognition and awareness,decisive movement and action, a general sense of rapport with appro-priate responses to questions, an ability to focus on the other's issue orconcern, and so forth. In effect, two lucidly aware individuals shoulddemonstrate something similar to a common waking-world give andtake between two aware viewpoints.Yet other questions persist. How does one tell whether he or shehas simply met a dream symbol or thought form who just "looks like"a friend? Of course, a lucid dreamer could request that "All thoughtforms must now disappear!" and see what results. Barring this, theaverage thought form would appear disengaged in the setting. Unless"expected" into action by the lucid dreamer, a thought form simplyexists. Like a potted plant in the corner, the thought form appears inthe dreaming space as an appropriate item but with no greater purposeor motive.
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As previously mentioned (in chapter 11 and elsewhere), however,you may meet, while lucid, a class of consciously aware dream figureswho engage in reasoned discourse, appear to have memory, display a greater understanding of the dream environment, and possess knowl-edge. These same dream figures may reappear and show some perma-nence in the dream realm. Since they seem to carry their own "identity,"it seems hard to imagine they would assume a friend's appearance inyour lucid dream, though it remains a possibility. More probable maybe the lucid dreamer's unconscious expectation that they look like anassociate and then see them as such.Complicating all this, one could take the theoretical position thatall meetings - real, imagined, dreamt - occur in one's mind, so allfigures exist as thought-forms. Or, in such a case, one could say thatany exchange of information has occurred at other levels, possiblytelepathically. If so, the apparent meeting place and action were only a symbolic production of the mind's receipt of mental information. Thus,the information exists, but the meeting in a dream space does not; thedream space is only an illusionary projection of the mind.Many experienced lucid dreamers can provide examples of meetinganother lucid dreamer in the dream space, conversing and interacting, yetthe other lucid dreamer comes from outside their circle of acquaintance.When I first had this kind of experience, I began to tell the other luciddreamer to contact me. I gave my name, phone number, and address - a lot to recall, even for a waking person. In one memorable example,the other lucid dreamer, a librarian in a town in (she informed me)Moldova, took me to her simple walk-up apartment. Upon waking, I thought the meeting imaginary, since the woman told me her town saton the river across from the Ukraine - and I felt confident that Moldovadid not share a border with Ukraine. Since this dream occurred only a few years after the breakup of the Soviet Union, I decided to investigateMoldova's location and was stunned to discover that Moldova borderedthe Ukraine and shared a river. I even found the likely town of the librar-ian from her pronunciation. (Isn't it strange that the name of the citywas in Moldovan or Russian, while our conversation seemed in Englishexcept for the name of the town?) If this person exists in waking reality,I would recognize her by a distinctive facial mole near her nose.In another lucid dream, I encountered a lucid dreaming artist incentral Europe. I could see the canvases behind him, his paintings, andthe whole layout of the studio. After giving him my name and all theother pertinent contact information, he told me that he wouldn't be able
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to recall it. Realizing that even if I wrote it out, the lucid dream writingwould not be there for him upon waking, I decided to let it go.So, do lucid dreamers occasionally stumble into each other'sdreams? Or does some joint interest, purpose, or similarity drawlucid dreamers into a mental meeting? Perhaps someday - or maybeit has already happened unbeknownst to me - two lucid dreamers,unacquainted in the waking world, will consciously exchange enoughinformation when lucid to make contact later in waking reality.
DREAM SPACE; OPENINGS A N D CLOSINGS

The words "Space, the final frontier" opened each episode of the Star Trek series as Captain Kirk, Spock, and the rest of the crew venturedacross the galaxy to new worlds.For some lucid dreamers, creating a mutual lucid dream involvesmaking a new world by either entering another dreamer's dream spaceor calling another dreamer into your dream space. Here again, certaincommon features seem to exist that show some structural elements tothe lucid dream environment.For example, when lucid dreamers independently report movingtoward another's dream, many experience leaving their dream imag-ery behind, moving through a darkness or gray state, before enteringanother's dream. Also, lucid dreamers independently mention enteringthe dream or having others enter their dream by creating a vertical orhorizontal "slit" in the dream screen. Just as one might cut through a theater screen to get backstage and then "step through." In one exampleof my own (January 1999):
I have a ripped up notecard in my hands that I had pulled out of mypocket, and as I look at it, I have the feeling that I can put it all backtogether. All of a sudden, as I try to do so, it makes me realize this is a lucid dream! I look around and think "I'm lucid. I'm lucid. What didI want to do? Oh yeah, I want to get Ed here." So though I get someodd looks from the other dream figures, I start walking around callingout every ten seconds, "Ed Kellogg! Ed Kellogg come here!" I have a big grin at the thought of it, and keep looking to see if he will comethrough a door or what.Within thirty to forty seconds, as if stepping through a curtaintear in the air, out steps Ed Kellogg! He's just six feet away! I'mshocked to see him, particularly in the manner in which he appeared.Ed looks very strong and vibrant, almost exactly as he does in waking
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life except stronger, no gray in his hair, and a bit more filled outand taller. Actually when he stepped out, it was as if he was aboutfour inches above the floor. He is wearing a short sleeve T-shirt ofmedium frosted green, brand new jeans that are quite dark blue andcasual brown shoes and glasses. He has a very alert look on his faceof awareness - he seems to realize this is a lucid dream. He steps to a point about three feet in front of me.
A FEW O T H E R C O N S I D E R A T I O N S

Various questions arise whenever a mutual dream or mutual luciddream is reported. Does it primarily involve dream telepathy, or dotwo dream selves actually interact in a dreaming space? If a dreamingspace, then who creates the dreaming space - the first person there, themost energetic person, or a combination of both dreamers? Does theexact clock time matter, or do these interactions occur in a dimensionoutside of waking time and space? How could one ascertain whethertwo dreamers meet in the same dream space or if two dreamers simplyshare telepathic information about a space?In my experiments with Ed Kellogg and Linda Lane Magallon de-scribed earlier, we felt that an exchange of unknown information, likea code word or gesture, needed to be made between two lucid dreamersand recorded by both to demonstrate mutual lucid awareness. StephenLaBerge alternatively suggests that one could place lucid dreamersin the lab with the agreement that they would make a special signalwhen they met. If these two signals occurred simultaneously from thetwo lucid dreamers, then it might suggest a meeting in a shared dreamrealm. However, if the signals were not close to being simultaneous,then LaBerge felt that at best, one could suggest they possibly shareddream plots.10
Although more experiments need to be performed to begin toanswer those questions, I suggest considering the following when at-tempting a mutual lucid dream:
1. Select partners with strong lucid skills, excellent dream recall, andhigh integrity.2. Set up a protocol or set of procedures to follow, requiring detaileddream reports.3. Don't contaminate other dream reports by sending your possiblemutual lucid dream to other dreamers. Have everyone send their
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dream reports to an uninvolved third party who will wait to releasethe dreams once everyone has reported.4. When you read over the dream reports, try to be objective. Oftenyou will notice areas of dream telepathy that indicate a dream meetingor meshing; but to show a lucid meeting took place, did the two luciddreamers exchange any information with each other and then correctlyreport it in their separate waking reports?5. Don't be surprised if the other party did not achieve lucid awarenesson the same night as you. It may take a few attempts. Keep the spiritof the experiment light and carefree.
You may be surprised at the amount of time it takes to set up anexperiment, report, read, and analyze one night's dreaming, but havinga strong experimental design increases the impact of your results.11
It may be that mutual lucid dreaming, just like precognitive luciddreams, serves to provide evidence that space, like time, is fundamen-tally not as we perceive it. Reaching back to the original Sanskrit term,maya, we may literally help create, emit, and form the dream space thatwe then experience. Using our beliefs, expectations, focus, intent, andwill, we may assist in the reality-cocreating efforts of our larger Self aswe interact with changing ideas, emotions, and information and sparkthe apparent world into its constant, ever-changing projected mentalspace to which we then react in a perpetual, ever changing Now.In one sense, there may be no "space" where this occurs, except inthe dynamic, larger awareness of the Mind. Similarly, there may be noinherent separation between selves except as the selves cling to theirself constructs. The apparent distance between any awareness may havemore to do with the belief in our selves as separate and apart insteadof part of a larger whole.
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INTERACTING WITH THE DECEASED 

WHILE I TRAVELED ON A BUSINESS TRIP, MY WIFE CALLED ME WITH SADnews. A colleague's wife had passed away after a short, severe illness.Sorry to hear this, I asked how the husband was handling the loss. I felt bad about being on the road and missing the funeral, even thoughI didn't know his wife very well.Within the next few nights, I found myself in a dream walkingdown a white staircase:
As I turn the corner to go down the next flight of stairs, I discoverthe deceased woman, Dorothy, and her husband, Larry, coming upthe stairs. At this point, realizing that Dorothy has passed, I becomebasically lucid.Remembering that I haven't expressed my condolences yet, I step closer to them. Turning to Larry, I somberly say, "I'm so sorryto hear about Dorothy's passing." They look at me confused, andmutter, "What?" Now looking at them both to make myself perfectlyclear, I announce a bit more vigorously, "I am so sorry to hear aboutDorothy's passing."Suddenly their faces register complete shock. Looking at me, then ateach other, they immediately turn and rush back down the stairwell. Fora moment, I consider following them to try and explain but then realizeI have already provided quite enough information for one night! 
Apparently, my assessment of Larry and Dorothy's situation dif-fered remarkably from their own. Perhaps I should have been more
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circumspect and expressed my sorrow for the passing of "Dorothy'sphysical body." Or I could have asked them a simple question to see ifthey understood the situation. But in that moment, the finer points oflucid dream etiquette eluded me.Dream encounters with the deceased seem fairly common.Throughout history, the deceased have frightened, comforted, warned,and advised dreamers. While the interactions range from the profoundto the simple, the commonality of the occurrence seems notable.Theoretically, meeting with the deceased in dreams may stand as a major impetus behind the formation of religions across cultures becausedreaming of the deceased calls into question the apparent finality ofdeath.In her wonderful book, The Dream Messenger: How Dreams ofthe Departed Bring Healing Gifts, Patricia Garfield provides many fas-cinating examples of dreamers interacting with deceased dream figures.Common themes arise from these communications, including messagesof comfort and assurance that the departed is "okay."On some occasions, Garfield discovered, the departed bring con-cerns or warnings to the dreamer, suggestive that they might continueawareness in a nonphysical form. In other instances, however, inter-actions between the dreamer and the deceased seem to be part of thedreamer's grieving process, and involve symbolic and emotional healing.In a variety of dream settings, the dreamer continues to resolve his orher grief, loss, and unspoken concerns.Because lucid dreams contain considerable symbolic content,dreamers have to take care when dealing with the symbolic imagery ofdying. Some dreams of death refer only to a symbolic death of the old,followed by the birth of the new, a lesson I learned in this humorouslucid dream (July 1998):
I find myself in a small town in Kansas, looking for a phone boothto contact one of my brothers. Wandering around, I see somethingodd - a church with its doors wide open, the lights on, and finelydressed people in the pews.As I walk toward the church, I see what appears to be the begin-ning of a funeral, as I can see a coffin up by the altar. I walk downthe aisle, curious about the odd shaped coffin - shaped like a body.I become fully lucid now at the strangeness of this whole situation.Sizing it all up I decide, "What the heck, this is a dream. I'll open thecoffin." As I reach to pull the coffin door back, I am quite shocked tosee a good friend lying inside! He opens his eyes and smiles.
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Confused by this sudden turn of events, I try to fathom the mean-ing of this. I ask, "Does this mean you'll pass away in the next coupleof years?" He looks up and says, "No." I ask, "Does it mean thatyou'll live for the next few years?" He says, "Maybe."
I wake, comforted by our lucid conversation but still wonderingwhy my healthy thirty-something friend would be in church lying in a coffin. About two days later, the mystery was solved. My friend calledme to tell me the big news: He was engaged! Suddenly, it becameclear - my friend the single man had died, but my friend the engagedand soon-to-be married man was alive. The church setting fit in nicelybecause it hosts the life passages of both death and marriage.I chuckled at my symbolic depiction of the "death" of the single man.The lucid dream conversation had hinted that the imagery was symbolicand didn't suggest a physical passing. My friend's phone call provided themissing pieces of the puzzle for this bit of lucid dream telepathy.

THE QUESTION OF THE DECEASED

Seeing the deceased in a dream often serves as a prompt to initiate lucidawareness. Noticing Grandmother, you may suddenly realize, "Wait a second, Grandmother is dead. This must be a dream!" Thus, deceaseddream figures help increase the likelihood of lucid awareness and pro-vide lucid dreamers with a rare opportunity to interact consciously withthem. In the world of dreams, dreamers can lucidly converse, question,challenge, or be challenged by the deceased dream figure.The unsettling question for all dreamers concerns the actual natureof deceased dream figures. Does one see merely a personal dream sym-bol? Or does one see the actual deceased but in a nonphysical form?Or something else?When meeting a deceased dream figure, lucid dreamers normallyfollow one of three paths: 1) they view it through their assumptionsabout lucid dreaming, such as, "it's all in my head, one sees what oneexpects," 2) they experience it according to their beliefs about the af-ter death state, such as, "Grandmother is in heaven, or Grandmotherdoes not exist," or 3) feeling uncertain, they try to reason it out with a proactive approach of curious questioning and investigations leadingtoward evidence.Undoubtedly, a fully lucid dreamer can engage the deceased dreamfigure quite deeply with questions. However, for many lucid dreamers,
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their assumptions or beliefs determine their approach to the deceased.Either they immediately assume the deceased exists and happily re-unite, or they immediately assume that the deceased doesn' t existand ignore or rebuff the dream figure as nothing more than a "dreamcharacter."There are several ways lucid dreamers could go beyond their beliefsand try to reasonably ascertain whether they interact with a mere sym-bol or the actual deceased. One approach involves seeking informationindicative of a valid interaction, such as information unknown to thelucid dreamer. If information provided by the deceased dream figureproves correct, the lucid dreamer could reasonably assume he or shehas experienced an interaction. If the information proves incorrect,the lucid dreamer could assume he or she has dealt with a symbol orthought-form and not the deceased.For example, lucid dreamer Sylvia Wilson wrote of seeing herformer pastor in a dream and becoming lucid as she realized he wasdeceased:
I was dreaming of an old dead Pentecostal preacher that I knew asa child. I loved him a great deal. . . . Suddenly I realized that I wastalking to a dead person . . . [lucid] I realize I don't have much moretime with him and I ask him quickly, "What message do you want meto give to your wife?" He says, "Tell her, if she has the big picture ofme, it is not me!"Then he absolutely disappears and I awaken in a shock. I feelabsolutely certain I have talked to my old dead preacher. So the nextmorning . . . I finally get her [the widow] on the phone, I tell her shemay not believe it, but I believe that I talked with her dead husband.Then I tell her what the message was to her. This starts a huge bit ofcrying and she explains. She said that she had a huge old picture ofher husband [hanging in her home] that used to hang in the church,and she had been crying and trying to pull him from the picture. So I guess the message to her was: that's not him anymore.1

Thankfully, Sylvia had both the presence of mind to ask what thedeceased dream figure might want to say and the capacity to rememberit upon waking. In this case, the lucid dreamer had no knowledge ofthe widow's behavior toward the picture of her deceased husband. Bycalling the widow, Sylvia's lucid information was verified. After talk-ing with the widow, the strange response - "Tell her, if she has thebig picture of me, it is not me!" - makes perfect sense and suggests anactual interaction with the pastor 's awareness.
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Another method to determine whether one interacts with a dreamsymbol or the deceased involves noticing the objects and memorabiliaaround the deceased. Occasionally, these dream details provide clues toa real encounter. For example, lucid in a dream with a deceased person,the lucid dreamer may see a collection of brass telescopes lying on a table. Upon mentioning this to the deceased's relatives, they may replythat the deceased had a serious interest in astronomy as a teenager,back when brass telescopes were common. Unknown details like thissuggest an actual encounter happened.The third approach involves the lucid dreamer receiving a help-ful warning or valuable advice from the deceased dream figure. As I recounted earlier (in chapter 15), Frederick van Eeden, who coined theterm "lucid dream," consciously dreamt of his deceased brother-in-lawwho warned him of an impending financial loss. Upon waking, vanEeden failed to understand the warning but later noted that aroundthat same time, events occurred that led to a considerable financialblow. The deceased dream figure's warning, while misunderstood,was valid.Finally, a valid interaction may occur when a lucid dreamer andanother dreamer independently report of interacting with the deceasedin dreams. Lucy Gillis, coeditor of The Lucid Dream Exchange, reportssuch an event. When seeing her deceased mother in a lucid dream, Lucyasks the figure of her mother, "What would Gramma want for her birth-day?" Her deceased mother smiles and says, "The usual." Later, whenLucy spoke with her Gramma, she learned that her deceased motherhad visited Gramma in a dream around the same time. Incredibly, asthey compared notes, the dream figure wore the same outfit (not oneshe owned while alive) and looked the same age in both dreams. Lucylater realized that her grandmother's deepest wish was to be visited byher daughter in dreaming. This event indicated she got her wish.2

COMPLICATING FACTORS

Getting past our beliefs and assumptions about lucid dreams and thenature of dream figures seems quite a challenge in itself; the emotionalweight of seeing the departed only adds to the complexity. Our emo-tional closeness to the deceased and issues of our own grief and lossoften become the primary focus, even for lucid dreamers. It may takemany encounters before the lucid dreamer feels ready to consider theactual nature of the deceased dream figure.
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Beverly D'Urso, the extremely talented lucid dreamer who playeda major role in Stephen LaBerge's early experiments, recalls frequentdreams about a close friend, Patrice, who died in a car accident at agenineteen:
At first, I'd see her, and we would continue as we would have whenshe was still alive. One time, I remembered that she had died. It scaredme so much that I woke up. Afterwards, I learned to stay in the dreamand talk to her. It took me time to get accustomed to hearing her voice,but I was finally able to ask her questions, and, eventually, listen to heranswers. I felt very relieved to connect with her this way.3
When I asked Beverly privately about how she understood thefigure of Patrice in her lucid dreams, she replied, "At that time, I'dsay that I saw her as my representation of 'Patrice.' I figured that hercharacter would act according to my expectations." But now, Beverlyconsiders other possibilities. "I do feel open to the possibility that I canconnect to what people might call the 'essence' of someone else in mydreams," she says, "including someone who died. However, I do notthink that I do so every time I dream of someone whom I interpret asanother person I know."Finally, religious and spiritual beliefs may collide in our encoun-ters with deceased dream figures. Those with a rigid belief systemmay be unable to see the need to investigate this question, since theirstrong belief or lack of belief has already finalized the issue for them.Moreover, a resolution of the question of deceased dream figures raisesnew problems that we may wish to avoid. If we allow ourselves toview the encounter as valid, we may have to deal with a whole hostof conflicting religious and scientific ideas. If we view the encounteras invalid, we suggest our own mortality and annihilation. Some mayresist even considering the idea on any level because of the implicationsof either result.A lucid dreamer who strongly believed that the dead no longer existin any form wrote to The Lucid Dream Exchange of being followedby the dream figure of his deceased mother on almost a nightly basis.One night, he became lucidly aware and, seeing the dream figure of hismother once again, asked sharply, "Let's cut to the chase, this isn't re-ally you. So who are you?" She replied, "I'm the image of your motherthat's in your head. You need me, so why do you fight me?"4
Whether from emotional reasons or scientific and spiritual ones,general reluctance exists in lucidly exploring the issue of the deceased.Clearing the tangled brush of beliefs around the topic requires a certain
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fearlessness. One must let go of the false stability of assumptions, whileholding tight to the vapors of uncertainty. Approaching the issue withcuriosity and an open mind may open up a constructive pathway.In lucid dreaming, we have a skeleton key to resolving the perennialquestion of life after death. Whether it can provide evidence to unlockthe door, we shall see.
ALLOWING LUCID INTERACTIONS

WITH THE DECEASED

In my view, we often repress dream knowledge about a coming deathor misfortune and make it clear that we don't wish any foreknowledge,preferring the "bliss" of ignorance instead. I feel this censoring ofdreams occurs at a basically conscious level. Our beliefs, expectations,and focus collaborate to shape much of our dream recall, and we oftenremember dreams that align with those factors and fail to recall thosethat don't. The common observation that "Freudians have Freudiandreams, and Jungians have Jungian dreams" suggests the active impactour beliefs and expectations have in our dream formation, recollection,and interpretation. As such, we both censor and shape what dreamswe recall.As the long-time keeper of a dream journal, I believe my dreamingself would not ignore the approach of any significant event, even thedeath of a parent, unless I knowingly or unknowingly decided to remainunaware of it. In fact, I clearly told my dreaming self that I wanted toknow about the eventual passing of my aged father. Unlike most people,I opened up to and consciously allowed the information.Actively believing that my dreaming self would keep me informed,I felt fortunate to receive many forward-looking dreams about hispassing. I recall one that occurred exactly a year before he passed,which contained a number of details to be later experienced. As thedate of his passing drew closer, the dreams about the event seemed tomultiply until, finally, on the night of August 12-13, 1997,1 had thislucid dream:
It is dark and cold, and I am driving with my dad across the NorthDakota prairie in the winter. Outside there is snow and ice on theground. We come to a motel and park there. I stand outside and talk tothe office clerk as he sits at a window. I seem to have some complaintthat there is only a room for my father and none for me, but the clerkdoesn't seem to care.
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I walk back to the room but get confused about where to go inthe dark. I decide to go investigate a large building that I see, think-ing it may have room. As I get to the front of it, I realize it is a large,empty, deserted church. There are no lights on; it looks pitch blackinside. The outside marquee sits empty, without names. I can hardlyimagine such a large church deserted like this. Something seems oddabout that, and I realize that I'm dreaming.Lucid, I jump up in the night air, thinking, "What do I want todo?" I decide to fly deep into outer space. As I look up, I see an olderman, hovering about twenty feet off the ground. Incredibly he seemsto glow from within, as if he contains light within him. He doesn'twear any clothes. He looks at me, then his face registers surprise as I fly right past him, higher and higher into the night sky and beyond tothe gray dark outer space.After a while of flying deeper and deeper into the darkness, I stopand ask the dream to show me something important to see . . . 
A day later, at 4 A .M. on August 14, our small cat uncharacteristi-cally jumped right on my stomach and woke me up. I played with thecat for a moment and tried to get it to lie down and sleep, but it refusedto lie down and kept rubbing me. A few minutes later, the bedsidephone rang, and I thought , "Dad has died." My wife handed me thephone; my sister told me Dad just passed away, minutes earlier.Recalling my lucid dream, the symbolism felt quite obvious andextraordinary - the dead of winter, the dark of night, the empty church,a room for my father but none for me - all symbolic suggestions ofdeath, journey, and passing over. Mos t fascinating was seeing thisman who glowed from within - like some golden light illuminated hisbeing. He looked very much like one of my uncles, a favored brotherof my father's, who had passed away earlier. Of my hundreds of luciddreams, I cannot recall ever meeting a personage who glowed like this.Unfortunately, I didn' t stop to ask him his purpose there in the dream,something I deeply regret now.My father passed over very peacefully. Thankfully, in the hoursbetween my lucid dream and the next night of his passing, the nursescalled the family, having noticed that his blood pressure and other vitalsigns had dropped significantly. Our family had time to spend precioushours talking with him and wishing him well.After my father passed, I had a short series of dreams in whichwe always met at the T W A gate. Normal ly , he just sat there, likesomeone wait ing for a plane. Finally, I wondered , "Why do we keep
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meeting at the TWA gate?" Then, I got the dream pun. People likeus two, the living and the dead, always meet at the "Trans World"gate.In these dreams, I assumed my father was a dream symbol.When deceased dream figures display little initiative, awareness,or activity (like my father at the TWA gate), I normally concludethey exist as thought-forms or symbols. On the other hand, whendeceased dream figures display considerable initiative, awareness,or activity, their status seems less certain. They may exist asthought-forms, aspects of self, archetypal energies, or somethingelse. The figure's degree of awareness, knowledge, and initiativeseem the determining factor.After the passing of a loved one, dreamers should expect to have a number of dreams in which they sort through their own feelings, ideas,and realizations. In these dreams, one likely deals with his or her ownpersonal issues and symbolic figures. It may be, too, that the deceasedhave their own issues to contend with.Though in retrospect it appeared quite impatient of me, only a month after my father's passing, I decided to take matters into my ownhand. I would lucidly go in search of him. Consciously aware, I soughtto push my way through the trans-world gate and visit the other side(September 1997):
I drive to an old part of town and push through some construction -finally get out and walk. I go to an area that is kind of like a church.In talking to a young woman, something very minor occurs, whichmakes me realize this is a dream.I fly around the area and up past a gold and blue onion dome on the building. I feel great and fully lucid. I notice ten people standingin one area apparently watching me, so I fly over to them. I decide toask questions about what the symbols in the dream represent. Theyare very talkative and give answers quickly. I ask "What does thatdome represent?" They grin, and one says something like "The domeis on top - as a symbol of your spiritual growth, it is where you wantto be." I ask about other symbols and receive responses.I then decide to ask to see my dad. After I ask, they all politelydemur, as if it is not a good idea or not possible. I try various alternatesuggestions, but all are met with this same disinclination . . . A womandressed in blue announces that she is always watching over him (orus), and she is there to help at all times, perhaps trying to alleviatemy concern.
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I then ask if they can tell me the future, for say, the next week.They respond that sure they could tell me what is "likely" to happen,but that my own thoughts, beliefs, and expectations determine whatfinally happens. So they could tell me, but what would be the point?I concede to their explanation.The dream continues with another long conversation, about rein-carnation; then I decide to wake up.
In this lucid dream, it appears that interaction between the luciddreamer and the deceased does not always happen "on demand." Inother lucid dreamers ' reports, I have noticed that when the deceasedhas recently departed, the lucid dreamer 's ability to contact themseems similarly compromised. Whether this occurs as a function ofthe dreamer 's emotional state, the deceased's situation, or some otherfactor seems a matter of conjecture.After this incident, I decide not to pursue my father in the dreamstate anymore but to let him contact me if he wishes. A year and a halflater, my father appears in a dream (a dream of clarity, it seems). N o tknowing if I speak to merely a dream figure representation or some-thing more real, I decide to ask him questions. Perhaps if the answershave validity, I can discover whether the dream figure has validity aswell (April 1999):
The dream scene begins basically like a dark stage. Now I see a goldenwood ladder right in front of me, hanging in the air. I can see the pol-ished wood gleaming and the narrow grain on the wood. SuddenlyI see a foot and then another and look up - I recognize my dad iscoming down the gold wood ladder. I realize, "Hey, Dad's dead" andthink, "Well, then this is a lucid dream." I'm a bit surprised by hisbad haircut and grin at the absurdity of not getting a good haircut inthe after-death state! He looks about sixty years old and very healthy,even though he passed on at eighty-two.At this point, I begin to wonder if I'm meeting a symbolic thought-form or my deceased father. Reasoning that if he comes from the "landof the dead," he should be able to answer questions about death, I decide to ask him some tough questions.He looks bright and alert as we exchange greetings, and he tellsme that he is doing fine. Then, I pull out my first question, "Dad, tellme, when do you think Mom will die?" He looks at me and says, "Oh,Mom will probably die in two to six years." I then ask, "Of what?"[In my notes, I wrote "heart," but I can't recall if he said Mom wouldhave heart problems. To the best of my knowledge, my mother's medi-cal record had never shown heart problems.]
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I ask him some other questions, but finally he remarks that hecame to tell me certain things. He says that the coming months maybe challenging, but that the family can make it. I get the feeling thatAugust will be the most difficult. He also tells me that I need to bemore compassionate and understanding of one family member, sayingsomething like, "You don't understand the circumstance of her life,so it isn't for you to judge her now." He has some other advice, but I don't recall it. I feel very pleased to see him.
Immediately upon awakening, I realized there were several strik-ing pieces of information in this dream encounter. The Old Testamentsymbolism of the Golden Ladder was particularly appropriate, sincemy father was a minister's son. And seeing the bad haircut was a priceless detail. I was a bit surprised that he would ask me to be morecompassionate to this particular family member but agreed that hehad a point and changed my perspective. As for major challenges inthe months following the lucid dream, the only issue I recall is that a tornado damaged a family member's house in the following month;at the time, it was hard to know whether this was the "major chal-lenge."What struck me most in this lucid dream encounter, though, wasmy father's answers to my questions about my mother's possible futurepassing. My reasoning in asking him about my mother was that since hewas in "the land of the dead," he might have some special insight. Atthe time, there was no indication that my mother had any heart issues,but two years after this lucid dream, my mother went to the hospital inMarch 2001, complaining of shortness of breath; the doctors diagnosedthat she had developed a heart problem. While the veins and arterieswere very healthy, she required medication to help the heart function.Two years later, she went to the hospital again, this time with addi-tional heart problems, which the doctors later realized were the resultof a common prescription drug she had been taking. So in the end, myfather's warnings of heart issues did play out.

LUCIDLY SEEKING THE DECEASED

Curious about the possibility of contacting the deceased in the lucidstate, Ed Kellogg used his lucidity to investigate. Roughly two monthsafter an elderly acquaintance's passing, Ed performed a lucid dreamincubation to visit him and had the following lucid dream:
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I come to myself in a room setting, sitting at a table with three oldmen. I realize that I dream, and remember my task - to find Bruno.First I decide to look over the men. We sit at a circular table, the menlook in their 70s and 80s, old white-haired, one balding another fat,all look feeble and flabby. None of them looks like Bruno even whenhe died, and I expect him to look much younger and healthier now,as several months have passed since then. The old men try to talk tome, but I excuse myself, getting up, saying "Sorry to break this [dreamscene] up, but I really need to look for Bruno."I stand up and call "Bruno L." a few times, and look over ina corner to see [Bruno] sitting in a chair. He looks in his thirties orforties, very lean and self-possessed. He has on an elegant dark graysilk suit, a white shirt and a dark tie. He has a deep tan - very dark,and looks almost like an American Indian. He also has on a pair ofglasses with black or very dark frames. Most odd of all he has a fullhead of white hair, although his eyebrows have dark hair. At firstglance his hair looks straight, but when I look closely his hair looksfrizzy, like that of a black man, it sticks up about two inches fromhis head and seems so unexpected it makes me question whether I'vefound Bruno.I say "Hi Bruno! How do you do?" He replies "Good to seeyou! I haven't seen you a round?" I look at him and say "WellBruno, you died!" [Bruno] immediately replies "No I didn't! I wasreborn on three planes." He looks cool and self-possessed. I tell him"Bruno, when I said you died I meant physically. For me the worddeath implies rebirth." [Bruno] nods and apologizes for "not beingmore demonstrative." I find it hard to hear him, realize I begin towake up. I try to move around to prevent RWPR [return to wakingphysical reality - ed.], and ask Bruno to try to speak more loudly,as I can't hear him. Despite my efforts the whole scene fades into a sort of white light.5

Ed took the lucid dream to Bruno's son and asked whether it con-tained any verifiable details. Bruno's son mentions a number of pointsthat Ed correctly identifies. Ed notes:
1. During the period I knew Bruno in waking physical reality (fromabout 1986), he had almost no hair, no tan, physically a bit flabby.He wore wire rimmed glasses - for presbyopia [age-related sight prob-lems - ed.], I assumed. I do not recall ever seeing him in a suit andtie - almost always he wore a casual shirt and a bolo tie.
2. His family buried Bruno in a dark gray silk suit with a dark red tie(unknown to me).
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3. Bruno wore glasses for most of his life, not just in later life - and inhis 30's and 40's he wore glasses with black frames [a detail that Ednoted in his dream report].4. For most of his adult life Bruno had a very dark tan - something I did not know and had not seen.5. Although Bruno began losing his hair as a teenager, and certainlydid not have a full head of hair in his 30's - he did have extremelycurly/frizzy/kinky hair which he used to wear in a sort of afro style. I had absolutely no clue about this, as Bruno had lost all but a fringe ofhis hair when I met him, and his son had straight dark hair - which I'dassumed that Bruno did also - until I learned otherwise when I checkedwith his son after this dream.6
Interestingly, most of Ed's details correspond to Bruno's life be-tween age thirty and forty, which appears to Ed as the age adoptedby Bruno in the after-death state. Various sources have identified a tendency for the deceased to appear much younger in dreams than theyactually are at the date of their passing, almost as if the deceased ordream version of the deceased reflects the physical description fittingtheir feeling about themselves at the time.Almost three years later, Ed tries again to contact another deceasedacquaintance, "D. B.," who had passed away ten weeks earlier. Fivedays before his successful lucid dream, Ed experiences a lucid dream inwhich he meets a dream figure who agrees to take him to meet the de-ceased. Before they arrive, however, Ed loses lucidity and wakes. Later,in the successful second attempt, Ed becomes lucid and, announcing hisintent, meets the same dream figure who once again agrees to take himto meet the deceased. Ed's numbering, 1 through 7, in this long luciddream corresponds with the numbering in his comments that follow:
Driving in the dark with my truck, I can hardly see - something thathas happened to me in recent dreams. I believe that I probably dreamthis, so I stop the truck, and use the "With an eagle's sight I see" chantto see if my vision improves. Overhead lighting comes on after I'vechanted, my vision improves markedly and I find myself in a parkinglot. [Shazam] - my dog - rides with me in the truck. I get out to goexploring, and go into a nearby store that looks like it sells healthfoods. I check to see if I dream by testing to see if I can put my handthrough a window without breaking it - and find that I can.Now fully lucid, I remember my task to contact D. B. and call outhis name: "D- B - ! D- B - !" a few times. I feel close to waking up,when the same man shows up from a previous attempt I'd made to
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contact D. B. in a lucid dream [five days earlier] - middle sized, non-descript, balding. He looks sort of like an assistant coach or hospitalaide. I call out " D - B - !" one more time. The man greets me in a friendly fashion, and says that he recognizes me, "From when we metin heaven a few nights ago," he says. To justify my visit to D. B., I tellthis man about my friendship with D. B. and of our work together. Hesmiles, but then tells me he has some important things to tell me aboutD. B. before I visit him - I believe him, but in trying to passively listento him, I feel the pull of returning to physical reality again. I tell himI need to stay active so that I can remain in dream reality, so please,just take me to D. B.He leads me through a series of corridors, into a sort of dingygym-hospital like basement . . . (1) I hear [D. B.'s voice], but I cannot see him. I tell the aide that I can't see [D. B.], and he says "Don'tworry - you will." [D. B.] apparently dictates his memories and obser-vations into something that looks like an old dictation machine - suit-case sized and brown, resting on the floor. (2) He has either not noticedmy arrival, or has chosen to ignore me. I listen to him as he talks about"the wonder of calligraphy" (I have to listen very carefully to make outthe word) and how "people do not fully appreciate (or understand) themystery of it." (3) I get a little tired of this - [D. B.] seems deliberatelyhiding from me and ignoring me.I notice [Shazam] at my feet, who has apparently tagged along.As Shazam knew D. B., and as D. B. liked Shazam, I direct [Shazam]to "Find D - ! Find D - !" [Shazam] runs under the desk, a darkgray blanket flies up in the air (4), and [D. B.] suddenly appears - helooks about fifty or so. I humorously chide him a bit, saying, "Youknow in this place you can choose your body - and you can do betterthan that!" He replies something to the effect that "here I don't get tokeep my body," implying that his current body has no value, preciselybecause it does seem so impermanent, mental rather than physical, andthat he misses his physical body very much and does not consider theone he has now as an acceptable substitute. However, he does changehis appearance, and now looks about 35 or so. I would hardly haverecognized him if I had not seen the picture of him in his early twen-ties. . . . He has thick, black hair, and although clean shaven, the hairon his head looks quite bushy. He looks much more built up than inthe picture I'd seen of him in his twenties where he looked somewhatthin, but this [D. B.] body also looks pale, a bit out of shape, and hasa sullen expression.(5)[D. B.] tells me he has the task of recording all of his memories.I think he feels glad to see me, but that he also seems determined notto show it. The aide looks pleased that at least I've stimulated [D. B.]enough to get him to stand up, and to respond, moving out of his
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depression/brown study, and perhaps to take a break from his obses-sive focus on recording his memories. (6) I try to cheer [D. B.] up, andtalk with him about the work we shared, and of an interview I (falsely)remember having recently done with a yoga/Eastern philosophy maga-zine on the subject. (7) [D. B.] actually looks interested. I ask him ifI can do anything for him - perhaps something he wants me to relateto someone in physical reality? I tell him that his wife E. B. does well,and ask him if he has any specific message he'd like me to relay to her.He looks like he might, but before he can answer, against my will I rapidly return to waking physical reality."
Of the corresponding points that follow, numbers 1 through 6 arebased upon information Ed received from D. B.'s wife, E. B., "informa-tion unknown to [Ed], consciously, at the time of the dream."7 :
1. D. B. died on Oct. 12, 2000. He spent time during his Navy dayswriting reports in cabins on ships, and even on a submarine, TheNautilus. Perhaps the dream environment that I saw seems a recreationof that environment - metal walls, metal doors, a dimly lit enclosedspace with no windows. He very much enjoyed the time he served inthe Navy, and had many fond memories of that period of his life.
2. D. B. did indeed enjoy having and using dictation machines - brownand suitcase sized. When he died, he had two machines like this in hisbedroom. In fact, he not only liked using his dictation machines, hecherished them.
3. D. B. did indeed have a keen and ongoing interest in calligraphy thatbegan in about 1995, would in fact buy books on calligraphy, everytwo years or so, as well as calligraphy equipment, although he neverfound the time to practice calligraphy himself.
4. In his later years D. B. routinely wrapped himself up in a favoriteblue-gray blanket made of alpaca wool. Under dim lighting conditions,the blanket simply looked gray.
5. In his thirties, D. B. looked much as [D. B.] looked in the dream -pale, a bit out of shape, and unhappy, the result of a miserable mar-riage, smoking, and drinking too many martinis.
6. Apparently this seemed a habit of D. B.'s while still living - he wouldroutinely make notes, or have his wife make notes of his thoughts andobservations, filling many notebooks and pieces of scrap paper. Also,when D. B. focused on a task he would quite often do so to the exclu-sion of all else until he had finished it.
7. A false memory. In physical reality at least, I have not done anysuch interview.8
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Displaying considerable talent at intending the lucid dream andmaintaining lucid awareness, Ed discovers five or six previously un-known details about the deceased by carefully observing him in hisdream environment. Each detail is confirmed later by the deceased'sspouse. Also, as Ed talks to the deceased dream figure and chides himfor his choice of bodies, the deceased dream figure adopts a youngerbody in response, but still in keeping with the deceased's physical-world body and attitude (which was unknown to Ed at the time). Ifwe assume that the new body's appearance had been dictated by thelucid dreamer, we would expect the lucid dreamer to provide some-thing more attractive than a younger-looking body that "looks pale,a bit out of shape, and has a sullen expression." If the lucid dreamerdidn't change the deceased's appearance, we are left to wonder whator who did.Similar reports of meeting deceased friends and family membershave been mentioned to me by some other experienced lucid dreamers.Long conversations and the direct or indirect exchange of previously un-known information between the dreamer and deceased, the deceased'smore youthful-appearing body and similar behavior to who they werewhen alive in the physical world - all of this suggests that lucid dream-ing may contact or access a dimension where conscious interaction withthe deceased seems possible and offers experiential proof.Interestingly, Ed succeeds on his second try after he again meetsthe dream figure who guides him to the location of the deceased. Thedream figure shows a degree of awareness as he recalls their previousmeeting's approximate time and apparent place. Ed concludes by pos-ing the perennial question:
Do we really visit with those who have "passed on" in some of ourdreams? For myself, from a factual perspective, just considering theunexpected correspondences that have showed up in my own psy-chopompic9 dreams, I'd answer this question with an "I think so,but other explanations - such as telepathy, etc., might account forthe unexpected, and accurate, information obtained." On the otherhand, from an emotional perspective, judging the experiences basedon the astonishing degree of emotional resolution that I experiencedfollowing each of these dreams, I feel obligated to say, despite mypersonal attachment to the phenomenological attitude, "Yes, almostcertainly."10
Indeed, the world would be a tidier place if the deceased neverappeared in dreams, never provided unknown information, and never
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passed on valid warnings, since then we could ignore any thoughts ofa possible nonphysical life beyond death.The world would be an even tidier place if dreamers couldn'tbecome consciously aware in dreams and interact, explore, and ex-periment with deceased dream figures, since then we could maintainthe blanket assumption that all dream figures exist as merely symbolicrepresentations created by the dreamer.In some lucid dream interactions with deceased dream figures, weconfront likely evidence that one's awareness does continue after physi-cal death. Whereas spiritual traditions have maintained that positionfor millennia, normally as an article of faith, many lucid dreamers areconfronting the issue of awareness after death as a matter of personalexperience when conscious in the dream state.Across cultures, dreaming has operated as the one consistent placewhere figures of the deceased appear and interact with the living. Nowwith increasing numbers of dreamers capable of conscious awareness,these dream interactions will certainly become more numerous, varied,and curious. We finally have a means to provide convincing evidencethat awareness can continue in some form after death.Evidence of a nonphysical dimension, alongside the physical, mayrewrite the human experience. We may discover, too, that the spiritualtradition has overplayed aspects of this nonphysical dimension, involv-ing punishment and reward instead of education, continued growth, andfulfillment. Consciously aware in dreams, we may finally comprehendthe existence of a mental realm hidden behind the physical.
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T H E UNIF IED SELF IN A 

CONNECTED UNIVERSE

BY ATTENDING TO OUR DREAMS, WE NATURALLY ATTEND TO OUR INNERlife. Whether lucid or not, the nightly recognition of dreaming connectsus to our inner psychological reality and subtly reminds us of the cre-ativity, information, and life energy that lies deep within. Mindful ofour dreams, we naturally assist in opening channels of communicationbetween our waking self and our inner awareness.As we develop our nightly listening skills, we begin to hear moreclearly the daytime whispers of intuitions and impulses. Those quietmoments, when new thoughts and insights arise, remind us of ourever-present inner connection with a greater awareness. In letting goof our concerns, we more easily access a sense of natural grace andknowing.Years ago, my wife and I joined a seven-day float trip down theColorado River through the Grand Canyon. Within a day or two ofbeing constantly in nature and totally out of touch with the worldof work, meetings, phone calls, and national news, we felt ourselvesreadjust mentally and emotionally. Surrounded by nature, we be-came inwardly more natural, more alive, and more aware in eachmoment.On the trip, I noticed that I had particularly interesting dreams andbecame lucid on two successive nights as I lay asleep outside on a tarpunder the brilliant stars and moon. It felt good to be free of routineconcerns and return to nature's simple rhythms.
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On the fourth day in the Grand Canyon, the August sun blazeddeep into the cliffs as our raft pulled to the rocky shore near HavasuCanyon - home of the famous, beautiful spring-fed waterfall and lus-cious, milky-blue creek waters. As we disembarked to explore, ourguides told us to follow the trail across the rocks and up above thesteep embankment alongside the creek for about a mile, and then thetrail would drop down to the silky blue canyon water.Watching our group scramble along the rock and wisp of a trail,I looked back to see my wife helping a woman, the oldest person inthe group, negotiate the easiest route. There was no sense of hurrynow. I hung back and helped my wife and the woman at variousrocky points. Up ahead, the rest of the boat made quick progressalong the trail.Eventually, and with some effort, we helped the woman down thesteep embankment of loose gravel and dirt to a quiet place in the creekwhere she could soak. "Aaahhh," I murmured as we started to crossthe swift, cool waters of the creek; this silky water has some mineralin it, which made for its smooth feel and soft white stone formationsunderwater. Finding a spot, we eased ourselves into the delicious cool-ness. I relaxed and closed my eyes. This was heaven in the August sun;I literally soaked it all in.A few minutes later, I took a quick glance around. Most everyonehad gone farther upstream, to the waterfall, perhaps. My wife and a couple of others relaxed twenty feet away in a quiet pool. I closed myeyes again. Feeling at peace and playful, I mentally said, "So Canyon,what do you have to say to me?" Immediately, I mentally heard a voiceclearly state, "Get out while you still can."Now that was completely unexpected! I sat up and looked tosee if I was hurting something, sitting on a plant or breaking a rock.Everything seemed fine. Still, I couldn't deny that I had clearly heardsomething suggest otherwise.I closed my eyes again, feeling assured that I was not hurtingthe canyon. More relaxed now, I decided to ask one more time, "SoCanyon, what do you have to say to me?" This time it sounded evenmore urgent, "Get out while you still can!" Hearing those words a second time, I knew something was really wrong. I still didn't knowwhat, but the canyon knew.Pulling myself out of the water, I called to my wife, "We have togo." Lazily, she asked why. "I don't know," I said, "but something'swrong."
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Moments later, I looked to the sky and there, beyond the westcanyon wall, I could see the dark front edge of a massive thunderheadcoming into view. "Look over there," I pointed, "it's a thunderstormheaded this way. There's going to be a flash flood."My wife's first concern was the elderly woman. "We've got to get her out of here," she said. We roused the others from their quiet relax-ation in the stream and told them of the approaching storm. Together,we helped the elderly woman up the steep embankment and onto thetrail above the creek bank. By then, the crew from the boat appeared,running up the trail, yelling, "Get out! Get back to the boat! A storm'scoming. Hurry!"Everyone made it back to the boat just as the heavens opened upwith a thunderous downpour. As we pushed off into the river lookingfor a ledge to moor beneath and escape the torrent of rain, I thankedthe canyon for letting us get out "while we still could," knowing thatin moments a flash flood would be racing through Havasu Canyon.

THE FORCE OF AWARENESS

Jung recognized that each person's inner awareness can influence theconscious thought process. "So," he wrote, "by means of dreams (plusall sorts of intuitions, impulses and other spontaneous events), instinc-tive forces influence the activity of consciousness."1 Not only dreams ofthe night, Jung noted, but also the intuitions, impulses, and other spon-taneous events of each day appear to arise from this same deep, innersource. He qualifies his point, however. To hear from the unconsciousclearly, he maintained, you must deal with any repressed or distortedaspects in your own consciousness. Otherwise, you will simply distortthe inner communications with your personal overlay of repressed anddistorted material. By consistently working with dreams, these personalfears and issues often become evident, moving us closer to acceptanceand resolution as they loosen their distorting influence.Much of the clarity of inner communication relates to the claritywithin our own minds and our simple ability to listen. Since the infor-mation comes through our mental processes, we need to consider thecontents of our minds. While Jung highlights repressed informationas a major distorting aspect, I also feel that personally held limitingor erroneous beliefs and expectations serve to distort or inhibit infor-mation.
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As I lay in the cool waters of Havasu Creek and playfully askedthe canyon a question, I did so because I had taken seriously the ideaannounced to me in a lucid dream - that everything is sacred, conscious,and alive. I had come to believe that we all exist within an aware uni-verse. Each item and each space is conscious and alive.Though many believe that each individual possesses a consciousand an unconscious, with possibly a subconscious buffering betweenthe two, it seems we also possess an intra-conscious function that goesbeyond or transcends our private conscious awareness. Our intra-con-scious connects us to the larger field of awareness beyond our wakingselves. But if we don't believe in that possibility, or see no purpose infocusing inwardly for information, we will rarely experience this intra-conscious awareness.In the language and terms of psychology, we are taught a presump-tion of isolated awareness in which our conscious, unconscious, andsubconscious exist within our self alone. By virtue of that belief andteaching, the instances of telepathy, clairvoyance, intuition, and syn-chronicity seem inherently suspect, since these suggest a connectednessof awareness or intra-consciousness. Though Jung's view of the col-lective unconscious suggests common features within the individual'spsyche, it falls short of suggesting an active connected awareness atan unconscious level - something I believe lucid dreaming providesevidence of.In my first twenty years of lucid dreaming, as I came to seek anultimate or base reality beyond symbols and appearance, beyond dream-ing and lucid dreaming, something deep within allowed the awarenessthat enlivens me to experience the "clear light" of pure awareness (asdescribed in chapter 7). After exiting that experience, I knew that eachdot of awareness, each speck of aware light, existed equally with allothers and equally connected to all others. The awareness of the col-lective could be accessed in the awareness of the tiniest speck.From that moment, I sensed that behind all appearances an un-paralleled, profound connection exists at a deep, deep level. Beneatheach experience lies a connectedness. Behind each life, each object, eachaction, an awareness exists joined to all other life, objects, and actions.The inner working of all this awareness spills out into a reality formedand experienced and connects all in a massive symphony of individualcreativity and fulfillment.In certain moments, if you allow it, you can sense that the worldaround you is deeply interconnected: the sound of this bird is connected
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to a neighbor opening his door, the wind rustling the leaves announcesthe car appearing around the corner, your brief sudden thought of a friend lies in synchronicity with an action hundreds of miles away. Thethought, the wind, the car, the bird, all connect at some deeper levelwhere awareness resides, intersects, creates, and fulfills. Behind all ap-pearances lies the movement of awareness.The great Oglala Lakota Sioux medicine man and visionary, BlackElk, said:
The first peace, which is the most important, is that which comes within the souls of men when they realize their relationship, theironeness, with the universe and all its powers, and when they realizethat at the center of the universe dwells Wakan-Tanka, and that thiscenter is really everywhere, it is within each of us. This is the realpeace, and the others are but reflections of this. The second peaceis that which is made between two individuals, and the third isthat which is made between two nations. But above all you shouldunderstand that there can never be peace between nations until thereis first known that true peace, which, as I have often said, is withinthe souls of men.2

PLAYING W I T H THE CONNECTED UNIVERSE

Throughout this book, the examples of lucid dreamers who consciouslysought out telepathic and clairvoyant information, assisted in the heal-ing of others, and interacted within mutual lucid dreams, have pointedout the existence of an inner connectedness. As we enter into a deeperexploration of the so-called unconscious through techniques such aslucid dreaming, we will need to redefine many of our concepts aboutthe nature of conscious awareness, developing new terms to expressour discoveries. Granting each person a connected or intra-consciousawareness may be one of these developments.Regardless of the term - unconscious, subconscious, or intra-con-scious - the ability to explore inner aspects of awareness requires eachindividual to develop greater flexibility and reduce distorting personalinfluences. In lucid dreaming, we see how our experience largely fol-lows our beliefs, expectation, and focus and how these factors createand influence the perception that we then perceive. As we ventureinward, we must work through the constraints of the self as we seekto fathom the larger Self and the framework in which this larger Selfnaturally exists.
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Our larger connectedness often appears most clearly when we learnto let go, refocus inward, and allow the sensing of inner experience. Inour normal nightly dreams, we do this reactively; in lucid dreaming,however, we are provided an open gateway to experience deliberatelyand thoughtfully the waking self's connection to inner awareness.Through experimenting with lucid dreaming, we have an opportunityto see for ourselves the larger relationship that surrounds us - the innerSelf in a connected universe.Invariably, connections allow for possible influence in both direc-tions. As I grew more certain that the so-called unconscious was actu-ally very much conscious, alive, and listening, I began to play with thisidea. One night, as a test, I announced to the inner Self that I no longerwished to experience dream imagery and symbols; I wanted only toremember the message of the dream. Curious about what might hap-pen, I prepared for sleep and placed a pen on my dream journal. WhenI woke in the middle of the night, I found myself completely incapableof recalling a dream plot or images or symbols - I had only clear mes-sages reverberating in my mind. They were like pithy statements fromsome esoteric text. I once received the message, "The One connects tothe All," for example. And sometimes, the messages were much moremundane, reflecting concerns about a family member or friend. Once,the message involved a friend's concern for her daughter, for instance.As for dream imagery, nothing appeared; the maya-making projectionisthad been asked to go away.After about two weeks of waking with messages of the dream butno recall of dream imagery, I deeply missed the drama of dreaming.I felt nostalgic for the curious plots and interesting dream figures,the sudden juxtaposition of forgotten friends with new locales, thespectacular visual nature of never-before-seen creations. I missed thepanorama of activated ideas and emotions vividly projected onto thetheater of my mind. So, tired of pithy messages that now seemed asdry as dust, I asked my inner Self to resume the beautiful, engaging,and mysterious dream stories; immediately, the dreams resumed,reminding me, again, that the unconscious is always listening andresponsive. Whether realized or not, we have a connected relation-ship with the conscious unconscious that goes both ways. When webelieve this, individually and collectively, when we learn to speak andto listen to our inner awareness and its broader connectedness, wewill begin to reap the benefits of our relationship with the consciousunconscious.
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Perhaps, in emulating the conscious unconscious, our goal shouldbe that as we engage the world, a port ion of our self will remain lis-tening. Whether chopping wood or carrying water, whether signingbusiness documents or comforting a child, some part of us is allowed tolisten to the inner awareness, to stay connected to the active unknown.One purpose of dreams may be to perform this important function atleast once each day and thus keep us from becoming totally out of touchwith our inner aware Self.While falling asleep one night, I reminded myself that I needed towrite an article for the next Lucid Dream Exchange. As sometimes hap-pens when we fall asleep thinking of lucid dreams, I had the followinglucid dream (February 2006):
I talk to a friend at IASD and ask him about being busy and variousprojects. He responds about the amount of work and correspon-dence.As I walk away through a cafeteria-type setting, a tall man dressedin regal clothing (as if from another century or perhaps a religiousorder) comes from my left and asks me a question, "What book doyou have in your hand?"I realize that I'm carrying a book and pull it up to look at the title.Seeing it clearly, I tell him, "It's Dreams: God's Forgotten Language byJohn Sanford." With that, I know I own the book but have never readit. That's odd. Suddenly I become aware that I am dreaming.I fly off, feeling ecstatic, and shout (something like), "I send outone hundred pieces of love to others!"
Upon waking, I went to my bookshelf and pulled out my unreadcopy of Dreams: God's Forgotten Language. (I later learned that theauthor had passed away a few months before this lucid dream.) JohnSanford, an Episcopal priest and Jungian analyst, suggests listening todreams and the psyche or larger Self to help us through life's trials.Using examples of dream work in his pastoral counseling, Sanfordshows the creative power of dreaming as it points out resolutions toconflicts, suggests areas of individual growth and freedom, and providesinformation beyond normal space and time. Repeatedly, he shows theinspired and directive aspect of dreaming and wonders (as dreamersoften do) at the power and intent of dreaming's source.Of particular interest to dreamers is Sanford's reflection on dream-ing's ability to show us our totality as humans - not only the brightestbut also the darkest aspects of our being. He exposes our personal andcultural inclination to focus exclusively on the bright and good and
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positive while refusing to acknowledge darker and troubling portionsof our own experience. Dreams, Sanford suggests, encourage us toacknowledge all aspects of our being and come into greater awarenessof the seeming dark and light. By doing so, we improve our ability tohear clearly and not distort inner information.In his final chapter, "The God Within," Sanford concludes:
We are not only conscious; we are also unconscious. Unconsciouspsychic reality is as real and substantial as is our conscious life. Itexpresses its reality in a hundred ways, one of which is the dream. Thecenter of our conscious life is the ego, the center of our total psyche isthe self, which seeks to express through our consciousness the totalityof our nature. The experience of the totality of our nature is not just a psychological experience, but also a religious one in the sense that itconnects us with a meaning and purpose beyond our egos. Our dreamsserve our psychic totality, and seek to bring the ego into relationshipwith the psychic center in order that our totality may be consciouslyknown and lived.3

At its best, lucid dreaming offers the potential to use our consciousawareness within the dream state to explore and more actively "bringthe ego into relationship with the psychic center." When lucid dreamersunderstand that something exists behind the dream, they can begin toengage the awareness that "connects us with a meaning and purposebeyond our egos," as Sanford suggests. Unfortunately, he points out,we often unthinkingly adopt cultural beliefs and expectations that cancondition us to avoid engaging dreams and our inner realm. "Collectivethinking consists of all those attitudes and prejudices we acquire fromour parents, compatriots , teachers, and our present overly intellectualand material culture," Sanford writes. "It throttles our individualityand prevents us from hearing the creative voice within. . . . Nowhereis collective thinking more conspicuous than in the way it causes usto ignore, or distort, the meaning of our dreams." 4 To value and trulyunderstand dreaming's significance, then, we have to uproot internal-ized, limiting cultural beliefs about dreaming.When the regal-looking dream figure asked, "What book do youhave in your hand?" he called to my attention not only an unread bookon my bookshelf but another example of the vibrantly aware realmof the unconscious. In that moment , my dreaming self achieved lucidawareness, but even more important , my waking ego self experiencedanother instance of an apparently thoughtful, engaged, and construc-tive inner awareness.
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If we could adopt Sanford's belief that all dreams "bring the egointo relationship with the psychic center," we could see that we possessa purposeful and unified Self. In a unified Self, there may be challengesand concerns to address, but underlying it all exists a constructiveintent. Within a unified Self, we may symbolically meet our deepestfears, but we do so knowing that it leads to our greater fulfillment aswe strive to grow beyond those self-adopted limitations.When the waking ego learns of the constructive intent of inner por-tions of itself, it sees clearly that it lives as one portion of a unified Self.With that awareness, the waking ego can begin to let down its defenses,recognize its inner support, and accept its connection to a broader stateof being. Recognizing the unified Self, the waking ego can hear moreclearly the naturally constructive intuitions, impulses, and dreams assuggestions for personal growth, healing, and wholeness.
AN OUTLINE OF THE CONNECTED UNIVERSE

As I have endeavored to illustrate throughout this book, the waking ego,the waking self, seems only a small portion of the totality of consciousand unconscious awareness. How can something with such a small andlimited perspective understand the greater psychological reality in whichit has its being? So too, how can the waking ego or waking self be thecreator of the vast reality of our inner life? Even Freud concluded, "TheUnconscious is the greater sphere that includes the smaller sphere ofthe Conscious. . . . The Unconscious is the true reality of the psyche,its inner nature just as unknown to us as the reality of the externalworld, and just as imperfectly revealed by the data of consciousnessas the external world is by the information received from our sensoryorgans."5 How, then, can our waking self ever expect to understandthis more expansive "true reality" in which our psyche resides? I believelucid dreaming provides one path to understanding because it has thecapacity to show 1) the existence of an inner awareness, 2) the truernature of the dream environment, 3) a hidden reservoir of unconsciousinformation, and 4) the underlying source of awareness.
I. The Existence of an Inner Awareness 
Through conscious dream explorations, we can experiment with the so-called conscious and unconscious frameworks; finally begin to perceivethe inner awareness there; and understand its intent, purposefulness,
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and relation to the waking self. I believe science will confirm that oncethe lucid dreamer escapes the subconscious atmosphere of overt per-sonal desires and fears and directs his or her attention to the nonvisibleawareness behind the dream, the waking self will be shown to intercon-nect with an inner awareness. These interactions will show a responsive,helpful, constructive, even protective awareness and overturn manytraditional assumptions about the nature of the unconscious.This inner awareness or inner Self likely represents, as Jung sup-posed, the "ego" of an inner "psychic system." The experiences oflucid dreamers so far indicate that the inner Self's purpose or directionappears to be instructive, supportive, or educational. It does not seemintent on dominating or usurping the lucid dreamer's awareness; rather,it appears to support its further development.The recognition of a second psychic system or inner realm with anaccompanying director or inner Self is, as Jung stated, "of revolutionarysignificance." It naturally calls for a reconsideration of the nature ofthe waking self, its meaning and purpose, and for a further investiga-tion of the inner Self and its relationship with the waking self. Likethe Copernican revolution, the existence of an inner Self inherentlyreorders the place of the waking self in relation to the larger psycheand its doings.Realizing that we possess a conscious unconscious seems the firststep in developing a relationship with the largest portion of our psyche.Throughout this book, various lucid dream examples suggest the meansfor talented lucid dreamers to discover this for themselves.Like all natural systems, when viewed from a larger perspective,the system of the Self seems best described as unified and naturallyharmonious. I held this belief through innumerable unique lucid expe-riences, and like a mathematician who can sense infinity without everhaving experienced the totality of it, I sensed and came to believe in a unified Self within a connected universe, far beyond my knowing. Thetrust and belief in a unified Self allowed me to let go and, in letting go,become more than I had been.
2. The Truer Nature of the Dream Environment 
From the repeated experiences of lucid dreamers, the dream environ-ment responds to and operates under common principles across dream-ers. It does not seem innately primitive, chaotic, or irrational; instead,it normally reflects in part the qualities, concerns, and attributes of the
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dreamer (which, of course, may be primitive, instinctual, repressed, andso on). As a principled realm, dreaming naturally exists as an orderlymental space with many common features. Since we largely don't com-prehend the principles and have mischaracterized the environment ofdreaming as innately chaotic, we routinely fail to see the orderliness andprincipled nature of the dream realm. Experienced lucid dreamers, bycontrast, learn of its principled and orderly nature as they consciouslyinteract with the dream environment.The dream environment appears to exist as a mental frameworkin which lucid dreamers consciously engage various types of their ownmental and emotional representations along with other portions of theSelf. The dream realm and dreaming, therefore, facilitates these interac-tions and partially serves as an exchange of information between layersof the Self and the awareness of the waking self. Dreaming also existsas a meeting ground between waking awareness, other portions of theSelf, and additional unconscious information from other sources.Though information and concerns may be exchanged and reactedto in the dream state (accompanied by various emotional and ideationalreactions by the dreamer), the information, emotions, and reactionsare not characteristics of the dream environment any more than anargument in your car is a characteristic of your car. A more thoughtfulconsideration of the dream space would show it as a largely neutralenvironment, constructively disposed to assisting the waking self andlarger Self. By considering it thusly, we move away from attributingthe events of the dream to a native aspect of the dream realm or a na-tive aspect of the unconscious - and finally begin to observe the dreamenvironment as it exists, apart from the action that occurs there.Conscious in the dream state, most any lucid dreamer can see thereality creating principles of belief, expectation, focus, intent, and will.Additionally, most lucid dreamers can see the X - or the unknownInner - involved in various aspects of the lucid dream's creation. Bothlucid dreaming and dreaming exist as cocreated products involvingmore than the waking self's emotions or mentations.
3. A Hidden Reservoir of Unconscious Information 
Lucid dreamers discover that a natural part of the aware unconsciousappears to connect to a layer of accessible information outside of therealm or creation of the waking conscious. In many reported luciddream experiences, this accessible information goes beyond mundane
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observations about the dream or dreamer to profound information,experiences, concepts, and ideas. Moreover, it appears that this layer ofinformation supports the historic belief that forward-looking, clairvoy-ant, and telepathic information is occasionally accessed in the dreamstate. Already, lucid dreamers have reported success at receiving thistype of nonlocal information, which indicates a new means to inves-tigate scientifically the apparent nonlocal abilities of consciousness toobtain unknown but verifiable information.Because lucid dreamers have discovered that requests for acces-sible information have been denied, either due to the errant nature ofthe request or the abilities of the lucid dreamer to handle the receiptof conceptual information, some limitations exist (beyond the luciddreamer's level of expertise and clarity). Undoubtedly, lucid dreamers'ability to access unconscious information deserves further investigation.Though not without challenges in procuring and accurately reporting,the presence of an unconscious layer of information has the potential fora major reconsideration of the appearance of certain types of knowledgeand the nature of the mind.
4. The Underlying Source of Awareness 
Beyond the symbols, beyond the figures, beyond all appearances, beyondthe dream, lies a realm of pure awareness. Through this base reality,one senses the structural unity of awareness. Though reflected outwardin billions of manifest forms and activities and individual awarenesses,underneath, all are enlivened by the same light, the light of awareness.While apparently apart from others and apparently separate fromobjects, nature, and space, this awareness connects us at a deeper level.In lucid dreaming, we can consciously access this knowing and beginto demonstrate the existence of this profoundly connected realm. Itstruest expression occurs when we go beyond lucid dreaming, inwardlythrough our own mind beyond the materializations and symbolic rep-resentations and beyond the conceptualizations of self, letting go andreturning to experience our animating essence, pure awareness.

T H E ENORMOUS BEAUTY

Much of what I have presented in this book may seem almost unimagi-nable, but the paradox of lucid dreaming - being conscious in the
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unconscious - provides each person a tool to explore and experimentfor themselves. Your own experience can offer you the proof you seek.As you make your way - if you allow yourself - you will likely findthat your own intent, your own deep wonder , naturally creates yourpath and helps draw the necessary experience to you. In lucid dreamslike this one, you find the portions of the self joining together to assist,and you realize the inner support available to you on your journey(December 1999):
On a neighborhood street, I seem to be playing and talking with someadults and kids. The kids really like me and possibly call me Uncle.It's a very friendly group - maybe twenty people total.Someone keeps doing something repeatedly, like playing a song,over and over. Finally, I realize the oddness of this and become lucidlyaware. Then I notice - everyone was waiting for me to become lucid! Inparticular, there are three dream figures - one is a tall blonde guy andthe other two are shorter with dark hair - and as they recognize that I am lucid, they appear very pleased that I have made the mental shift.We all hug and then perform a spontaneous chant, like a team.I feel very happy to see them. Part of me thinks, "This is a mutuallucid dream - the four of us are all lucid." There are a lot of jokes andverbal exchanges. They even joke with me about getting me to thislucid state. Then suddenly I recall a similar dream in which I did notbecome lucid - my god, these dream figures had tried this before! Wetalk some more and I look around, noticing the details and people.To our left stand three Asian women dressed in traditional gar-ments. They have box hats, veils, and outfits composed of gauzy, silkyfabrics - one woman primarily dressed in ivory, one in light orange,and one in light blue. The one in ivory has an instrument and begins toplay a beautiful piece. I jump up and say, "This is incredible!" Lookingaround, I find my dream journal and start to sketch her profile. I lookdown at my drawing and then up at her, again and again, working onthis sketch. It's filling in nicely except for the mouth. I tell everyone,"This is simply wonderful - the whole thing!"I remind myself every now and then that this is a lucid dream andstart to think that it is becoming fairly long. We applaud these Asianwomen when they finish, and people get u p . . . . A man has a guitar andstarts singing songs. They sound like familiar tunes but the lyrics arenew and funny. I try to write them down in the dream journal. . .. Heperforms another song. Everyone laughs.At this point, I truly become overwhelmed by the beauty andlove in this lucid dream. I stand up and everyone looks my way. I say, "When I awake in physical reality as Robert Waggoner born on
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January 28 in Kansas, sometimes the cold and snow of physical real-ity can get me down. But when I am here in this reality" - my voicestarts to get emotional - "I am overwhelmed by the Enormous Beautyof this World."Suddenly, I feel all of their love reflected back to me and start toget even more emotional. As the wave of emotion builds, something"clicks" and I realize that I'm half out of the lucid dream. I considerstruggling to get my complete awareness back in while I still have thevisuals but I feel like I should end it and write it down, so I decide towake.
This book is the result of the "enormous beauty" of the uncon-scious, the mental space of dreams, and the hidden, yet ever supportive,psyche. This lucid dreaming path, with its fantastic creativity, deeplessons, profound compassion, and awareness, has touched me greatlyand encouraged me to give it voice.I hope to activate your personal curiosity, your own explorationof lucid dreaming, so that you can discover your own answers, beauty,and wonder. By becoming more consciously aware in the dream state,we begin to recognize our wholeness and the broader dimensions ofSelf. Aware in the dream state, we as a people and a culture have accessto a more informed psychological viewpoint reflective of this whole-ness. Lucid dreaming allows us another means to achieve the ancientimperative, "Know Thyself."May this book touch you and inform you as you strive knowinglyor unknowingly toward your greater wholeness. I wish you well onyour journey.



APPENDIX A 

FREQUENTLY ASKED

QUESTIONS

THE FOLLOWING ARE SOME OF THE MANY QUESTIONS I HAVE BEENasked about lucid dreaming. Because lucid dreaming is a vast topic,please feel free to visit my website for more questions and answers atwww.lucidadvice.com
What are reality checks? Reality checks are the practice of assuring yourself that you are dream-ing by double-checking the dream reality. Lucid dreamers "check" thereality by floating, flying, placing their hand through a wall, and so on.In such a fashion, they confirm that they are aware in the dream state,since these actions can be performed only in dreaming. Reality checksare an excellent practice to incorporate into your lucid dreaming.
How do I awaken from a lucid dream? Most people simply decide or intend to wake up, and they do. Othersfind that they routinely wake if they stare at one object in the luciddream for a period of time. Still others know that if they engage in cer-tain emotion-producing behaviors while lucid, they will likely wake. Ingeneral, lucid dreamers have no problem waking. Most have a greaterinterest in staying in the lucid dream and avoiding things that makethe lucid dream end.
What are false awakenings? False awakenings describe the experience of believing that youhave woken from a lucid dream only to realize that you still dream.Normally, you quickly realize that you are still dreaming and awaken tophysical reality. Sometimes, however, it takes a while for the realizationto occur, since you may find yourself in a very real seeming environment
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or be busily writing down the lucid dream in your dream journal whenit occurs to you that you are still dreaming. Some people use the real-ization of a false awakening to conduct a reality check (as explainedpreviously) and begin a new lucid dream adventure.
What is the void or gray state? The void or gray state describes the dark, sparkling, normally imagelessscene that occasionally lucid dreamers see when the lucid dream col-lapses and the visual imagery ends. At this point, many lucid dreamersdecide the lucid dream is over and wake up. If you wish, however, youcan maintain your awareness throughout the gray state and wait for a new lucid dream to emerge. Lucid dreamers do this by touching theirsensed body and maintaining a kinesthetic sensation or by singing tokeep an auditory sense active, or sometimes they simply maintain theirawareness and wait for a new dream scene to appear. (Some luciddreamers, myself included, wonder if the void or gray state representsunexpressed potential or the dream matrix.)
How long do lucid dreams last? The length of a lucid dream depends on one's experience and ability atstaying focused and aware. For many beginners, I estimate that ninetypercent of their lucid dreams last fewer than five minutes. Intermediatelucid dreamers may find that they remain lucid for up to ten to fifteenminutes. Experienced lucid dreamers may go beyond that; some reportssuggest as many as fifty minutes of continuous lucid dreaming.Experienced lucid dreamers sometimes voluntarily cut short theirlucid dream because if they stay too long, it often becomes hard to re-call exact details that occurred much earlier in the dream. This is whylucid dreamers conducting experiments while lucid will normally tellthemselves to awaken after getting the experimental results.
Besides memory limitations, what other cognitive issues do you find in lucid dreams? When viewed from the waking perspective, it may appear that thelucid dreamer isn't always relating to the dream events in a particularlyanalytical, rational, or logical way.1 Similarly, in hypnosis, the subjectsoften accept considerable logical incongruity as they act in their trancestate, something hypnotists call "trance logic." Of course, most of theincongruence relates to suggestions offered by the hypnotist.As previously noted, your lucid dreaming actions normally followyour existing beliefs and expectation (which seem rational at that mo-ment). For example, if you believe that you can fall, then you will fall,
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although logically, gravity does not exist in the dream state. Thoughyour concern about falling seems a very rational idea at the time (it isrational for you as long as you hold that belief), when awake it appearsillogical and irrational.Since your "belief posture" or set of beliefs and expectations act tolargely direct your relation to the dream environment (and possibly thehypnotic one), under the constraints of your beliefs in that state, youdo act rationally. Therefore, it seems improper to examine the logic orrationality of a lucid dreamer's behavior without examining his or her"belief posture" at that moment in the lucid dream.
What are dreamsigns? Dreamsigns refer to any dream object or event that helps you realizeyou're dreaming. In my early lucid dreaming, seeing my hands actedas my predetermined dreamsign. As soon as I saw my hands, I realizedI was dreaming. Sometimes seeing something unusual or a deceasedrelative in the dream will act as a dreamsign and elicit lucid awareness.If you want to create an effective personal dreamsign, the dreamsignneeds to be strongly paired or associated with the realization "This isa dream!"
Most lucid dreams seem fun and exciting. Do you ever have negative or upsetting lucid dreams? Most lucid dreams are exciting and enjoyable, yet it is possible to haveupsetting lucid dreams or lucid nightmares. In these cases, the lucid orsemi-lucid dreamer meets a threatening dream figure or situation (apersonification of fears, normally) and feels overwhelmed, often failingto consider the various options in dealing with the figure or situation.Since lucid dreams are predisposed to follow beliefs, expectations, andfocus, concentrating on the frightful characteristics helps precipitate thefrightful situation. If you can suddenly change your beliefs, expecta-tions, or focus, then you will likely resolve the situation. If you remainfearful, you prolong the fearful lucid situation.
What about lucid dreams where distracting dream figures appear? Some lucid dreamers experience the appearance of "distracters" (a termcoined by Ian Koslow in his Lucid Dream Exchange interview2) or luciddream figures that seem to work in opposition to your intended goal oryour lucid awareness. These dream figures may bother you with ques-tions or doubts; by all appearances, they symbolically represent yourown questions or doubts. Normally, distracters become less frequent asyou become more comfortable with your lucid dreaming abilities.
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Similarly, you might meet the converse in lucid dreams, or "attrac-tors," meaning lucid dream figures who garner your attention by beingattractive, seductive, or in some way very noticeable. Depending on thesituation, these dream figures often represent (preexisting) feelings ofdesire. Like most distracters, once you ignore them, they disappear.
How do you respond when you find a frightful figure in your lucid dream?First, the designation "frightful" is an interpretation of an experience.I have seen monsters in lucid dreams and laughed because I saw themas personified symbolic expressions. Most experienced lucid dreamersencounter unusual experiences and accept them or deal with them asexpressions of a fundamentally constructive and unified Self. By chang-ing your mental perspective, interpretation, and emotional response,you can transform situations that some may call frightful into interest-ing, albeit unusual, lucid dream encounters.For example, many lucid dreamers successfully deal with the ap-pearance of a hostile figure by projecting love and compassion onto it.In some cases, the hostile figure immediately transforms into somethingneutral or friendly. I recall a lucid dreaming friend who encountered a very menacing dream figure, whereupon he decided to project a feelingof love onto it. The result? The menacing dream figure began to meltand dissolve, like the Wicked Witch of the West. Mentally projectingthe "power of love" or "peace" upon frightful figures can have a dra-matic, positive effect.
How can there be something "behind" the lucid dream, if you, the lucid dreamer, are dreaming the dream? When we realize that we don't control every aspect of the lucid dream(as I discuss at length in chapter 2) and we encounter completely unex-pected and unanticipated things, we begin to sense that something elseis involved in producing the lucid dream. At first, this something mayseem to be an automatic dream-making process that occurs beneathour conscious awareness. However, in those cases when I and othersquestioned the "dream," it normally responded in a thoughtful, intel-ligent, purposeful, creative, and often unexpected way, indicative ofsomething much more aware than an automatic dream-imaging pro-cess. Moreover, in the cases of lucid dream telepathy, clairvoyance,precognition, and so on, you again find evidence for some awarenessbehind the dream, which provides an answer that our waking ego selfcould not know.
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You can resolve this for yourself in your next lucid dream by notfocusing on the dream figures and objects and instead questioning thedream, "Hey dream! Show me . . . " Choose something open-ended,conceptual, or outside of your awareness (a likely future event) and seewhat happens. Then, based on your experience, you decide.
I don't remember my dreams. How can I begin to do so? During a presentation in Colorado a few years ago, a young man askedme that same question. I told him that there were two reasons mostpeople didn't recall their dreams: 1) they felt dreams had no value,and therefore didn't warrant being remembered, or 2) they felt thatdreams were naturally scary and they had decided not to recall them.He then realized his lack of dream recall coincided with his parent'sdivorce fifteen years earlier. So, on the night following our conversation,he mentally told himself that he was now prepared to remember hisdreams. In the morning, he was ecstatic. Incredible, wonderful, inspiringdreams had come to him upon falling asleep, he said.For anyone wishing to become a lucid dreamer, remembering yourdreams is the first step. Believing and suggesting that it is easy to re-member them will impact your recall positively. Then, when you wake,immediately write your dreams in your journal. If you have too manydreams, you can suggest that you recall the "most important dream ofthe night" and see what happens.
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TIPS A N D TECHNIQUES

IN THE COMING PAGES, YOU WILL FIND A NUMBER OF SUCCESSFUL TECH-niques that lucid dreamers have used to become consciously aware indreaming. My advice - focus on one technique, practice it consistentlybut without straining or overexertion, and imagine yourself happilywriting down your lucid dream in your dream journal - imagine thejoy of your success.

D O I N G IT: BECOMING CONSCIOUSLY

AWARE W H E N D R E A M I N G

Dreaming lucidly seems within almost anyone's ability. Many peoplewho first hear about lucid dreaming have a lucid dream in the nextnight or two - simply by becoming curious and open to the idea. Forothers, it takes more time.While making a presentation in Copenhagen a few years ago, I noticed a prominent psychologist and author on dreaming in the frontrow. After my talk, we conversed a bit about lucid dreaming. Dayslater, he announced during a conference presentation that he had expe-rienced his first lucid dream. Similarly, over a dinner conversation witha psychologist trained in psychoanalysis, I discovered he had his firstlucid dreaming in the night following our conversation, simply frombecoming curious and mentally engaged by the idea.Following a lucid dream seminar I held at MonkeyBridge ArtStudios in Minneapolis, a woman attendee, "ERHS," reported herfirst lucid dream1:
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Two weeks ago I celebrated my 60th birthday. A couple of nightsafter, I had a dream in which I was given a red birthday card. I lookinside, but can't read the words. I realize, "I'm dreaming, so I can readanything." I look again and can read what the card says: "Showersof flowers, on your birthday and every day! signed: the Universe." I was still grinning when I woke up. Yes, it was my first, and I hopeand expect not my last lucid dream. I am going to try asking out loudfor a lucid dream.
Lucid dreaming happens naturally to people of all ages, back-grounds, and interests. If you can remember a dream - if you possessthat much awareness in the dream state - then you only need to increaseyour awareness a few degrees more to become lucidly aware. Considerthe "dimmer switch." Once the switch is on, a minor adjustment dra-matically increases the amount of light. So, too, with lucid awarenessin dreaming. You only need to make a minor increase in your dreamawareness to become consciously aware of dreaming.Let's look at some of the techniques that lucid dreamers find suc-cessful.

I N F O R M A L SUGGESTION

Suggestion comes in two modes, formal and informal. In my example ofthe psychoanalyst who became lucid the night after our dinner conversa-tion, you find informal suggestion operating. As he listened to the experi-ences and concentrated upon them - much like you are doing now - hetook in this informal suggestion: lucid dreaming happens to curious andinterested people of all ages, backgrounds, and viewpoints simply byopening up to and allowing lucid dreaming. By reading this book, youare becoming curious about lucid dreaming and increasing your chancesto spontaneously become lucidly aware in your upcoming dreams.How do lucid dreamers use informal suggestion? Before going tosleep, they read about lucid dreaming or others' lucid dreams. Withoutthinking about it, they become engaged in the ideas. They might read a lu-cid dream report and think, "Wow, is it really possible to do that in a luciddream?" or "No one can do that in a lucid dream - that's baloney!"This latter point happened to me one evening as I read a copy ofThe Lucid Dream Exchange before going to sleep. A woman wrotethat lately her lucid dreams had elements of the next day's newspaper'sfront page. I thought, "Oh please! There are so many items in the frontpage. I bet she's just seeing what she wants to see." That night, I had
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a powerful lucid dream in which I sat in a church pew between a manand a woman. Strangely, I felt the man really wanted to kill the woman,even though they seemed married! Why am I dreaming this and sittingbetween these two? I lucidly wondered. Upon waking, I went down-stairs, opened the Sunday paper, and was greeted by a huge front pagearticle about a battered spouse who first met her husband in churchbut eventually had to flee him and his controlling personality. Wait a second - that was my lucid dream! The whole article took up almostthree pages of newsprint. Once again, I learned an important lessonabout the possibilities inherent in dreaming.How else can you practically use informal suggestion to increasethe likelihood of lucid dreams? Besides reading about lucid dreamsin books, publications, or online, you can simply play around withthe idea of lucid dreaming. What would it feel like to fly throughthis wall? What would it feel like to shoot out the window and flyaround outside? Play with the idea of it. When sitting in a lectureroom or office meeting, imagine yourself saying, "This is a dream!I'm having a lucid dream!" Then imaginatively take off and flyaround the room. Stand on the podium. Float upside down. (Takea minute to play right now with lucid dreaming - see yourself freeand unfettered.) Playing with the idea of lucid dreaming generatesvaluable emotional energy.
FORMAL SUGGESTION

When we engage conscious techniques to influence our mind, we useformal suggestion. Hypnosis, visualization, dream incubation, dreamritual, all these techniques have an element of formal suggestion.Psychologist and lucid dreamer Patricia Garfield advocated a simple"Tonight I will have a lucid dream" in her groundbreaking book from1974, Creative Dreaming. She found that autosuggestion resulted inan average of four to five lucid dreams a month.2
Self-suggestion might include the following: 1) while lying in bed andpreparing for sleep, repeatedly say to yourself, "When dreaming tonight,I will realize I'm dreaming," or 2) "Tonight in my dreams, I will be muchmore critically aware and when I see something odd or unusual, I willrealize I'm dreaming," or 3) "Tonight while my body sleeps a portion ofme will remain alert and make me realize I'm dreaming."Choose a suggestion that feels comfortable to you and stick with itevery night. Lucid dreamers who consistently use a proper suggestion
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before sleep invariably report a lucid dream. In fact, every inductiontechnique rests upon the idea of suggestion.

LUCD DREAM1NG AND HYPNOSIS

In the 1980s at the University of Virginia, Dr. Joseph Dane researchedthe use of hypnosis to induce lucid dreaming. The participants selectedfor the study had shown an ability to be responsive to hypnotic induc-tion but had no previous lucid dreaming experience.After placing each of the women students under hypnosis, Danesuggested, "Tonight, you're going to turn off the automatic pilot in yourdreams and fly with awareness. Tonight as you dream, you will some-how manage to recognize that you are dreaming while you're dreaming.Something will happen in your dreams to trigger your awareness, andyou will remember that you are dreaming."3
Additionally, half of the group was also encouraged while in hyp-nosis to discover a personal dream symbol in a dream, which wouldhelp prompt a lucid dream. One young woman dreamt of a powerfulwoman in a cape, so that became her dream symbol. The followingnight, the young woman saw the same caped woman, which triggeredher to become lucidly aware and conscious. According to Dane, "Thequalitative level of their experience was well beyond what would nor-mally be expected in laboratory experiments."4 This group experiencedlonger and richer lucid dreams than those lucid dreamers without a personal dream symbol.Results seemed extremely promising, since most managed to havea lucid dream within a few nights of the hypnosis. The results alsosuggest that lucid dreamers may improve their lucid dreaming skills byincubating a personal dream symbol to assist their lucid dreaming. Todiscover a personal dream symbol, you could suggest something like,"Tonight in my dream, I will clearly see a personal dream symbol thatwill assist me in becoming lucid."

CASTANEDA'S F INDING-YOUR-HANDS

APPROACH

I first learned of the Castaneda technique in this passage from his thirdbook, Journey to Ixtlan: 
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"You must start by doing something very simple," he [don Juan] said."Tonight in your dreams you must look at your hands."I laughed out loud. His tone was so factual that it was as if hewere telling me to do something commonplace."Why do you laugh?" he asked with surprise."How can I look at my hands in my dreams?""Very simple, focus your eyes on them just like this." He bent hishead forward and stared at his hands with his mouth open. His gesturewas so comical that I had to laugh."Seriously, how can you expect me to do that?" I asked."The way I've told you," he snapped. "You can of course, lookat whatever. . . . I said your hands because that was the easiest thingfor me to look at. Don't think it's a joke. Dreaming is as serious asseeing or dying or any other thing in this awesome mysterious world.Think of it as something entertaining."5
Don Juan certainly seemed serious about such a simple technique.So I tried it every night before going to sleep. Within a few nights, ithappened. I became consciously aware in the dream state.From a psychological perspective, the Castaneda approach es-tablishes a simple stimulus-response associational linkage betweenseeing your hands and realizing, "I'm dreaming!" Remember theRussian physiologist Ivan Pavlov and his dogs? He was the scientistwho trained a group of dogs to associate the presentation of foodwith the ringing of a bell. Ultimately, every time the dogs heard theringing of the bell, they began to salivate reflexively, even if no foodwas present. Pavlov elicited this response by associating food withbell ringing. He created what psychologists call a conditioned reflexor a conditioned response.When we consistently associate the sight of our hands with theidea, "I'm dreaming!" then, like Pavlov, we set up a mental conditionedresponse that sparks an aware realization in the dream state. As Pavlovlearned, we need to repeat this activity frequently to establish a solidand automatic association. By creating this association in the wakingstate, we can influence the dreaming state. Here you have my versionof a modified Castaneda technique:
1. Sit in your bed and drop the cares and concerns of the day. Take a minute to do this.
2. Casually look at your hands and tell yourself in a caring manner,"Tonight while I dream, I will see my hands and realize I'm dreaming."
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3. Continue to casually look at your hands and mentally repeat theaffirmation, "Tonight while I dream, I will see my hands and realizeI'm dreaming."
4. Don't be bothered if your eyes cross or you begin to get tired. Remainat peace and continue to repeat your intent slowly and gently.
5. After five minutes, or once you feel too tired or sleepy, quietly endthe practice.
6. Gently remind yourself of your intention to see your hands in a dream and then realize that you're dreaming, and go to sleep.
7. When you wake up in the middle of the night, gently recall yourlast dream; did you see your hands? Resume your intention to see yourhands and realize that you're dreaming.
8. Repeat this approach faithfully each night, and you should have a lucid dream. When you wake from your lucid dream, write it downin your dream journal. Write the entire dream, how you realized youwere dreaming, what you did while aware that you were dreaming,all the details. And congratulate yourself!

STEPHEN LABERGE'S M l L D TECHNIQUE

Although I began with the Castaneda technique in 1975 and used itand suggestion as my initial methods, once I heard about the MILDtechnique years later, I employed it with considerable success. Withinmonths, I had doubled my average number of lucid dreams.In the front of my college dream journal, I kept a numeric graphcharting my lucid dreaming progress (a remnant of many behavioralpsychology courses). I knew my lucid dreaming baseline ranged fromfour to nine lucid dreams a month. When I switched to the MILDtechnique, my lucid dreaming numbers began to climb. Eventually,I topped out at thirty lucid dreams in one month - my best numbersever.The term MILD stands for Mnemonic Induction of Lucid Dreamsand can be more fully explored in Dr. LaBerge's book, Lucid Dreaming. (I highly recommend this book for all lucid dreamers.) Mnemonic stands for a mental device used to assist the memory; for example, therhyme "In 1492, Columbus sailed the ocean blue" helps children recallthe date of Columbus's voyage. LaBerge felt that the memory of one'sdesire to become lucid was a key to becoming lucid. My rendition ofthe MILD technique follows:
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1. When you spontaneously wake up during the night, vividly remem-ber your last dream in detail.
2. Intend to become lucid in the next dream by suggesting, "Next timeI'm dreaming, I want to remember to recognize I'm dreaming."
3. Now imagine that you are back in the recalled dream and becominglucidly aware at an appropriate point. Visualize this clearly.
4. Keep doing these steps until your intent feels well established. Asyou prepare to sleep, expect to become lucid and aware in your nextdream.
As a college student, I found it hard to recall this technique, so I wrote it on a note card, placed it on my night stand, and committed it tomemory each night. In fact, I found it useful to recall the technique viathe MILD acronym in this way: M-Memorize the last dream, I - Intendto become lucid, L - Lucid, I see myself becoming lucid in the dream,D - Do it! By remembering the steps in this way, I could easily performthem when I awoke.By imagining yourself becoming lucid in your last dream, you helpcreate a very real-seeming mental event. As you mentally play at beingaware in a dream, you mimic lucid dreaming. This role-playing seemsto prepare a fertile field for lucid awareness, increasing your chancesof becoming conscious in the next dream.

THE NAP-TO-LUCIDITYTECHNIQUE

For many lucid dreamers, the "nap to lucidity" technique vastlyimproves their probability of becoming lucidly aware. The first luciddreamer to signal from the lucid dream state, Alan Worsley, discoveredthat if he woke up early in the morning, stayed awake for an hour ortwo while having a cup of tea or coffee, then went back to sleep, heoften became lucid in his morning nap. Many others have independentlynoticed the same thing.Research on this technique reported by Lynne Levitan at theLucidity Institute6 showed significant increases in the probability ofa lucid dream. In the study, lucid dreamers would intentionally wakeabout ninety minutes before their normal waking. They would spendthe next ninety minutes awake and then return to sleep, using a specialMILD exercise. Using this technique, the number of lucid dreams sky-rocketed in the morning nap when compared to baseline records.
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Recently, I woke at 4 A.M. and felt the need to get up and writedown some ideas about lucid dreaming for this book. When I fin-ished an hour later, I decided to take a nap on the downstairs couchand proceeded to have a very intriguing lucid dream in which I con-sciously moved the living room furniture through the air by dreampsychokinesis.Of course, by waking up earlier than normal and then taking a nap an hour and a half later, our chances for lucid dreaming increasemost dramatically.
PAUL THOLEY'S C R I T I C A L - M I N D TECHNIQUE

German lucid dreamer and psychotherapist Paul Tholey explored luciddreaming deeply and originally in some fascinating ways. In 1959, hedeveloped an idea to achieve critical awareness in dreams. He wrote: "Ifone develops a critical frame of mind towards the state of consciousnessduring the waking state, by asking oneself whether one is dreaming orawake, this attitude will be transferred to the dreaming state. It is thenpossible through the occurrence of unusual experiences to recognizethat one is dreaming. One month after beginning with this method, I had my first lucid dream."7
Tholey translated this idea into various practices such as askinghimself numerous times throughout the day or when confronted withan odd event, "Am I dreaming or not?" Then wondering, "How do I know?" Later when dreaming, he found that same attitude beginningto express itself in the dream state and eventually became lucid.Testing certain dream theories of the time, Tholey calculated, "Ifone thinks over unsolved problems before falling asleep, a quasi needdevelops which according to Lewin can be interpreted as a system ina state of tension. In the dreaming state, this system is able to relaxmore easily which may not only lead to the problem being solved but also help the dreamer to become aware that he is dreaming" [emphasisadded].8
In effect, Tholey wondered if the tension of an "unsolved problem"could act as a vehicle to elicit conscious awareness, assuming that wedream about unresolved issues from the day, as some dream theoristsproposed. This psychological vector approach to bringing consciousawareness into dreaming shows his impressive creativity and interestin dreaming processes.
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I once experienced this "unsolved problem" influencing luciditywhile on a business trip in January 1995. I was watching the eveningnews before falling asleep when the announcer reported that a majorearthquake measuring 7.2 on the Richter scale had hit Kobe, Japan. Thedetails were sketchy. I turned off the television, hoping the earthquakewas not too severe. That night, I became lucidly aware and found myselfflying to Japan to inspect things; I walked amongst broken concreteand twisted metal. Also, along the way, flying high over the PacificOcean by all appearances, I saw a ship far below. The ship appeared tobe moving along a southeast to northwesterly line. I flew down to seeit and read the ship's name - it was the USS Stark. Although the U.S.Navy had an active frigate by that name at the time, I have not beenable to determine whether it was in the Pacific or what its movementswere on the day after the Kobe earthquake. (The earthquake occurredon January 17, 1995, at 5:46 A.M., local time.)
MISCELLANEOUS CONDITIONS

THAT SEEM TO ASSIST

During my thirty years of lucid dreaming, I noticed certain activities orevents seemed to increase the probability of a lucid dream. A few yearsago, I wrote an article for The Lucid Dream Exchange, mentioningthese miscellaneous factors. Oddly enough, within two months of itspublication, my dreaming self showed me that I had made an error inthe list. In the article, I stated that lucid dreaming seemed less likely tooccur on the night of the full moon. Guess what? After I wrote that, I had lucid dreams on the night of the next two full moons. Once again,the aware unconscious appears to listen with the intent to educate.Many lucid dreamers have found the following items boost theirlucid dreaming chances:
1. Change in location: It seems that sleeping in a different room,whether in the same house or when traveling, makes one a bit more"vigilant" or aware.2. Change in life routine: Vacations and holiday periods all seem to increase the likelihood of lucid dreaming.3. Yoga or energy practices: Many of us have noticed that the nightafter yoga class or other energizing practice we have a spontaneouslucid dream.
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4. Excess physical, mental, or emotional effort during the day: Itappears that excess exertion may increase lucid dreams.5. Normal exuberance: Periods of feeling in good spirits, content, andpositive seem to affect the ability to become lucid.6. Certain foods: Some lucid dreamers have noticed an increase in luciddreams after eating certain foods. The writer Jane Roberts suggestedfoods like asparagus might be helpful, and a minor touch of caffeinebefore sleep may assist some people. Years later, scientists discoveredthat a plant relative of asparagus contains a chemical useful for increas-ing awareness in those with Alzheimer's.7. Vitamins such as B6 before bedtime: Some studies indicate B6 maylead to enhanced memory retention.8. Weather changes: I have personally noticed a strong connectionwith approaching storm systems and an increase in lucid dreaming.Perhaps this is due to changes in air ionization or air pressure in theprairie landscape where I reside.9. Certain locales: Though I would prefer to say that all places seemequal for lucid dreaming, I have had some incredible lucid dreamson various trips that visited ancient Native American sites. It seemsimpossible to know whether the actual site, or my possible beliefs andexpectations about the site, created this increase in lucid dreaming.Others have suggested high altitudes promote lucid dreaming.
These miscellaneous factors create questions about the triggeringof lucid dreams. Once a person possesses the basic skill, does mentalexpectation play the primary role? Or do lucid dreams increase based onone achieving a certain "energy threshold?" Can external forces, suchas weather, food, vitamins, and so forth, affect lucid dreaming signifi-cantly? Do these factors play only a secondary role to expectation?

DIFFICULTY W I T H B E C O M I N G

CONSCIOUSLY AWARE

Over time, I have noticed some people seem to take to lucid dreamingwith relative ease. These people appear to possess a welcoming mentalatmosphere. By that, I mean internally they exhibit a deep sense ofallowance, personal acceptance, and active expectation about luciddreaming. They feel good about trying it. They have goals they wantto try. They have a sense of wonder and intrigue. They possess a senseof play about it.
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Of course, not everyone initially succeeds at lucid dreaming. Themost likely reason is that they fail to recall dreams - any dreams. Whensomeone approaches me with a complaint about being unable to luciddream, I first ask them about their dream recall. Until they becomeactively interested in remembering dreams, how can they expect tobecome lucid dreamers? I encourage them to keep a pen and notebookon their nightstand and to begin to record their dreams upon wakingor in the morning - even if only a fragment appears.When I do meet those who actively recall dreams but seem inca-pable of having a lucid dream, I ask them, "If you could become lucidtonight, what would you really want to do?" More often than not,they have no specific response, no goal. I ask them to develop a goalthat arouses their emotional energy - because if you don't care, thenwhy bother?Last, I ask about their consistent efforts or persistence. If you trythe technique one evening and then forget for the next four eveningsbefore trying again, the lack of consistency or persistence does notbode well. Think of your efforts as an expression of your true intentand gently persist.If you do not succeed in becoming lucid after a month or two ofregular practice (or if you have tried to become lucid and never suc-ceeded), you may need to reconsider your mental atmosphere. It maybe that your mental atmosphere contains one or more of the followingfears or inflexible conceptual blocks:
1. You're interested in lucid dreaming but have fears about it or thesubconscious.
2. You're interested in lucid dreaming but philosophically don't agreewith it or don't approve of it.
3. You're interested in lucid dreaming but feel it requires too mucheffort, high spiritual accomplishment, or special permission.
4. You're interested in lucid dreaming but are too tired to do the prac-tices or can't remember any dreams.
5. You're interested in lucid dreaming, but your life feels hectic or inturmoil (due to problems related to work, relationships, family, andso on), and you can't really concentrate.
If any of these conditions apply, it's important to face them fullybefore proceeding. By facing our fears, expanding our limiting beliefs,and responding to issues in a thoughtful and insightful manner, we
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grow. Allowing new and interesting experiences requires an inneropenness and a sense of wonder. When you feel wonder about luciddreaming, you draw its realization closer to you.
SEEING LUCIDITY'S DEPTH:

LEVELS OF LUCIDITY

Experienced lucid dreamers know that there are degrees of lucid aware-ness in lucid dreaming. Once we recognize the dream environment andbecome lucid, we may find our awareness fluctuating among varyinglevels of lucidity. Ed Kellogg explores the varying levels of lucid aware-ness, which he calls the Lucidity Continuum,9 which I present here,with Ed's permission, in a condensed format:
Pre-Lucid: Dreamer notices bizarreness as "unusual." Dream Reportmight read: "I saw a young woman with a hole in her stomach andthought that was weird."
Sub-Lucid: Dreamer vaguely realizes he or she dreams. Dream Reportmight read: "I walked down the street and noticed a flying horse, so I knew this couldn't be real."
Semi-Lucid: Dreamer knows he or she dreams but continues to followthe dream plot with very minor adjustments. Dream Report mightread: "I walked into the house and saw Uncle Harry, but I realizedUncle Harry was dead, so this must be a dream. Mom asked me ifI would set the table, and I did so, even setting a place for UncleHarry."
Lucid: Dreamer knows he or she dreams and realizes choices and abil-ity to make major changes in their dream experience. Dream Reportmight read: "Sitting in my third grade classroom, I thought, 'I'm notin the third grade anymore! This is a dream!' Then I decide to fly outthe window. I meet some people at a crosswalk and tell them, 'Thisis a dream. To prove it, I will fly to the top of the stoplight.' I do soeasily. Standing on the stoplight, I then make all of the traffic stop bymentally expecting it."
Fully Lucid: Dreamer can recall his or her physical life and all predeter-mined tasks to perform and shows high level of dream manipulation.Dream Report might read: "Now lucid, I begin to think, 'What experi-ment did Jan and I talk about yesterday? Oh yes, she wanted me to aska dream figure what it represents!' So I approach a dream figure standingat the bus stop and ask, 'Excuse me. What do you represent?'"
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Super Lucid: Dreamer shows extremely high level of dream manipula-tion and personal energy, clarity of thought, creativity, and memory,and so on. Dream Report might say: "Lucid, I have incredible energy,clarity, and flying skill. I recall that I want to experience unconditionallove. I ignore the dream figures and objects and shout out to the aware-ness behind the dream, 'Hey, I want to experience unconditional love.'Suddenly, I felt intense . . . "
At each successive level, you find an improvement in your clarityof thought and overall awareness. Thinking of lucid dreams as a con-tinuum of awareness has other important aspects.First, beginning lucid dreamers should see that achieving luciddreaming may come in stages. You may dream of having conversa-tions about lucid dreams - or you may dream of mentioning how "lu-cid-like" or "dream-like" an event or action appears. So close! Theseevents clearly show that the idea of lucid dreaming has seeped intoyour awareness. Lucid dreamer John Galleher provides an example ofmoving through various "levels of lucidity" before finally becominglucidly aware:
I dreamed I was at a dream retreat center. I was sitting in a lawn chairby a lake which bordered the center. I was writing "lucid dream" inmy dream journal, when the director of the center approached me."Having any dreams?" he asked me. "No, but I'm going to have a lucid dream," I answered. "Why don't you take a walk around thelake and get to know your surroundings," he said.I got up and began walking and my wife joined me. We walkedaround the lake until we came to a place where the lake flowed intoa river. There was a bridge across the river but it was made of fabric,like a long sheet stretched across the water. I hesitated because thissure looked like an "iffy" proposition, but then I decided that I couldswim if I fell in so I crossed over. It was a balancing act, but I madeit. My wife saw that I did it, so she joined me.We continued walking and came to a wooden house along thelakeside. On the porch sat a waking life friend of mine. He wasrelaxing but in waking life he's a real workaholic and it was thisinconsistency that made me lucid. "We're in a dream, look at yourhands," I said to him. He looked at me rather doubtfully, so I said"Watch this." I began levitating, but as I pushed off I gave myself a twist in a kind of theatrical way, like "up, up and away." This twiststarted me spinning as I went up and got faster and faster as I rose.It became more and more ecstatic until finally I lost the dream. I woke up feeling great.10
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In this example, the dreamer engages in discussing lucid dreamswith a dream figure who questions him. But not until he notices hisworkaholic friend relaxing does it strike him as too unusual. At thatpoint, he shifts levels from the pre-lucid stage to lucidly announce,"We're in a dream . . . "A second important consideration of the lucidity continuum con-cerns your ability to move up or down the lucidity continuum. Youmay lose awareness after becoming lucid or gain greater awareness asthe lucid dream progresses. Lucidity does not exist as a steady state - itfluctuates.A third valuable aspect to the lucidity continuum involves dif-ferentiating between standard lucid dreams and fully lucid dreams. Infully lucid dreams, you can recall experimental tasks and use a muchbroader range of your lucid abilities.Fourth, the lucidity continuum provides insight into a certainsmall percentage of people who claim, "All my dreams are lucid!"When questioned, they seemed to understand that they dream while inthe dream, but they often act like semi-lucid dreamers: dreamers whoknow they dream but continue to follow the dream plot with veryminor changes.For beginning lucid dreamers, their strategy should be to remainlucid as long as possible while learning to direct their focus. The initiallesson involves modulating emotions to maintain the lucid dream. Thesecond lesson involves maintaining one's lucid awareness while inter-acting with the ongoing dream.Here are some techniques to modulate your emotions and maintainthe lucid dream:Stay focused on lucid awareness. Because excess emotions oftenlead the lucid dream to collapse, lucid dreamers quickly learn tomodulate their emotions by staying focused on their lucid awareness.When lucid dreamers see something exciting, glorious, or disgusting,they can remind themselves, "This is a dream," as a way to stay calmand focused on their awareness. Often that realization seems enoughto reduce emotional surges.Develop a calming practice: In some situations, the lucid dreamerdevelops a practice that serves to induce calm. Don Juan taughtCastaneda to return to looking at his hands whenever the dream seemedready to collapse. You can do the same thing whenever the lucid dreamgets too emotional. Look at your hands or, perhaps, at the floor. Ineither case, this seems to "ground" the dreamer because it removes
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one's attention away from a disturbing stimulus and to a peaceful orneutral stimulus.Place emotional issues to the dream's end: For more experiencedlucid dreamers who might wish to do something in their lucid dreamthat naturally leads to excitement or emotion (e.g., have sex, performa fantastic feat, confront a serious fear), they can often recall thatintent but act on it at the conclusion of their lucid dreaming (sincethey know that the excitement will be intense). So in the lucid dream,they first perform less emotive tasks before getting to the more emo-tive tasks.Handle recurring emotions: For a small portion of lucid dreamers,they may become lucid and soon be confronted by something emotive:an intense sexual desire, a frightful figure, or something exciting. Whenlucid, you decide how to respond, but when it comes to recurring emo-tion producing situations or dream figures, it seems most helpful to asksuch things as, "What do you represent?" or "Hey Dream! Why amI experiencing this?" and await the response. Dealing with recurringfigures or situations seems invaluable for moving forward and creatinga proper foundation for growth.Techniques for maintaining awareness are extremely helpful forbeginner and intermediate lucid dreamers as they seek to prolong thelucid state. Most awareness techniques involve manipulating yourfocus, such as:Repetition: Many have discovered that one way to maintain aware-ness involves repeating a comment about your awareness. To avoidlosing your lucidity in early lucid dreams, you may wish to repeat everyfifteen seconds, "This is a dream. I am dreaming this." Some beginninglucid dreamers make it a practice to look at their hands every now andthen during the lucid dream as a reminder.Having a goal: When we focus on a goal, the goal seems to remainactive until the goal is satisfied. For example, if we walk into the Louvrelooking for the Mona Lisa, we continue with that goal by activelydisregarding other artwork until we reach the Mona Lisa. In a similarway, when we have an active goal in lucid dreaming, that focus seemsto buttress our lucid awareness. We usually ignore or reject competingimages and temptations and continue toward our goal, lucidly aware.Comparison/contrast in the dream: When we become lucid and no-tice a certain quality about the lucid dream, we can use that to maintainlucidity. For example, flying might be the quality that reminds you thatyou are lucidly aware. In other lucid dreams, you may touch something
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and make a natural comparison/contrast between lucid dreaming andwaking. If you continue touching things throughout the lucid dream,you continue to reinforce the idea of a comparison/contrast of the twostates.Announcing intent: When lucid, announcing your intent seemsto have extra power or extra impact. While some people might yell,"Better lighting" and see light levels increase or "More people" and seemore dream figures around them, one could also announce, "Greaterawareness!" or "Greater clarity!" and elevate the awareness.Projecting one's power: In some lucid dreams, I found myself"deciding" that I could more easily maintain lucid awareness if I cre-ated a reminder such as carrying a cane or holding a special object. Inone lucid dream, I magically created stickers that read, "I am lucid."Then I spent the dream placing the "I am lucid" stickers on items inthe dream! You can buttress your awareness by creating a personalsymbolic reminder to be aware.Singing: Some lucid dreamers, like my Lucid Dream Exchange coeditor Lucy Gillis, have discovered that singing while lucid dreaminghelps them maintain their lucid awareness and make certain activities,such as flying for example, easier. Singing about your lucid activitiesmay help you focus your lucid awareness, provide a sense of directedemotional energy, and allow you to engage specific goals.Practice makes perfect: With practice, your lucid dreams becomeeasier to maintain and last longer. In a sense, practice makes perfect - orat least, much better - lucid dreamers. Most established lucid dreamershave no trouble maintaining their basic lucid awareness and may hardlygive it a second thought.

D R E A M REENTRY

In my early years of lucid dreaming, as a college student, I wouldsometimes find myself lucidly aware in a dream with a gorgeous youngwoman. As things progressed and became more amorous, my emotionswould rise to a point at which I woke. Oh, if I could only reenter thatlucid dream!Surprisingly, I found that in many instances I could reenter thedream consciously and continue it, often, by all appearances, with thesame dream figure and dream setting. Since a beginner's lucid dreamscan be relatively short, learning dream reentry is a valuable tool.
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Certain behaviors appear to assist the dream-reentry process. First,for some reason, it seemed to help if I matched the exact position of myphysical body upon waking from the earlier dream. So to reenter thedream, I would reposition my body to conform to how it had been uponwaking. I put my head just so, put my arms here, placed my leg justright, and so on. Now, my body felt ready for reentering the dream.Then, I found it best to replay the dream in my mind while focusingon an event near the dream's end. At that place in the dream, I wouldvisualize it completely in my mind for a moment while allowing my-self to doze off. Often, at this stage, I would slip back into the dream,consciously aware, as if by lucidly intended dream osmosis.My final trick involved replaying the dream to the end and then"seeing" some portion of the dream as if inside the dream. By that, I mean I would seek to perceive the dream from some symbol or dreamfigure's viewpoint in the dream. Once I began to see the dream froman inside perspective, I suddenly would find myself back in the dreamstate. Usually, the dream would reanimate and continue, and my lucidawareness would be in the scene. Sometimes, the dream details wouldseem slightly altered, but all in all, a fair similitude would exist there.Later, I discovered other lucid dreamers had created very similarpractices for improving their dream-reentry chances. Once again, thedream state and lucid dreaming process showed a common platformof successful principles and activities.
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Chapter 1: Stepping Through the Gate 
1. On June 16, 1973, I dreamed of watching a moon cross the skythree times as a voice said that the event would occur in three years. Thensuddenly I found myself in the midst of a ferocious riot with both blacksand whites. As I sought shelter, I noticed a Dutch-type windmill, similarto one in my hometown. Three years later, on June 16, 1976, the Sowetoriots erupted in South Africa as students protested the forced teaching ofAfrikaans. Because of the numerous deaths and injuries, many historiansconsider this date The Day Apartheid Died, as a BBC broadcast called it.In an odd coincidence, two months later at college, one of my dorm-suitemates was a young black man from Soweto. I never told him about thedream.2. In fact, sometime later, I overheard one of my older brothers as-sert, "We're part Indian." I asked him how he knew that, and he replied,"Grandmother told me." I asked my mother about it, and she became veryupset. Years later, she admitted that Grandmother was right; we were a small part Native American. She hadn't wanted us talking about it withour schoolmates for fear that some prejudice would occur. As for me, itexplained certain experiences.3. Carlos Castaneda, Journey to Ixtlan: The Lessons of Don Juan (NewYork: Pocket Books, 1974), 266.4. A fair amount of controversy has ensued as to whether CarlosCastaneda's books constitute fiction, nonfiction, or some blend of both.Critics include author Richard de Mille, Castaneda's Journey: The Power and the Allegory (Santa Barbara, CA: Capra Press, 1976), who sought topoint out the numerous chronological and logical errors in the writings.For my part, I can only say that the book's technique of inducing lucid orconscious dreaming worked for me and many others. Also, as I continued
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to lucid dream on my own, I had experiences that Castaneda's don Juanexplains in later books before his explanations were published. Becauseof this, I feel at least some of the books' instructions seem based on validinsights about dreaming consciously.In many respects, Castaneda's work had a broad and lasting influence,even creating ripples in the approach to the study of anthropology. Heinspired others to investigate indigenous knowledge both theoretically andpractically. Additionally, he created a greater appreciation of possible psiphenomena and indigenous techniques to explore that mystery.5. Castaneda, Journey to Ixtlan, 100.6. Quoted in "Conscious Dreaming" by Chandra Shekhar, Science News 2006 (Santa Barbara: University of California): http://www.nasw.org/users/chandra/Clips/lucid_dreaming.htm.7. As I was doing some research for this book, I came across variousarticles by Alan Worsley, the first lucid dreamer to signal lucid dreaming ina sleep lab in the mid-1970s and an extremely talented lucid dreamer.In his writings, Worsley mentions one of his lucid dream skills, whichinvolved manipulating and elongating his arms to incredible proportions.Reading this prompted me to think I might like to try it myself.Many lucid dreamers find that if you become really curious about doinga lucid dream task, you're more likely to lucid dream, remember the task,and perform it. Just like that, in my next lucid dream, I recalled the idea:
I find myself walking down a road that seems under construction,like a war has ended and it's being rebuilt. Other people walk alongtoo. I get to a small school house where I see one of my brothers and a little kid wearing an interesting blue and gold shirt. Something aboutthis little kid or his energy makes me realize, "Hey! This is a dream. I'mlucid!" The kid claps when he sees me become lucid.I feel some excitement at being lucid again and decide to fly through a glass window - I fly right through it but now am in a different room. SoI decide to fly through a concrete block wall to see what lies on the otherside. I fly through it and experience the interesting sensation of sensingthe wall as I do so. But now I seem to be in a storage room. I fly throughthe wall once more and end up near the entrance of the school.Standing there, I wonder what to do and recall Worsley's ability toextend his arms while lucid. I decide to try it. Holding out my left arm,I begin to pull on it with my right arm - incredibly, the arm begins tolengthen. I find this interesting and pull some more and then some more.Now my left arm has extended to about seven feet in length. I wigglemy fingers and watch as they move.I look over at my brother, whom I now notice. While I've been ex-tending my arms, he has been contracting his by pushing his arms intohis shoulders! One arm has virtually disappeared down to the wrist
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and fingers! Suddenly, I can feel the dream ending and I try to hold onbut can't manage to reenter it. I shout something like sending love andenergy to others. I wake.8. Castaneda, Journey to Ixtlan, 100.
Chapter 2: Does the Sailor Control the Sea? 1. J. Allan Hobson, "Finally Some One: Reflections on ThomasMetzinger's 'Being No One,'" Psyche 11, no. 5 (June 2005): 5.2. Ibid., 7.3. Various of the Jungian-oriented psychotherapists told me that luciddreaming reminded them of what Jung called "active imagination," ex-cept that I was doing it in the dream state, not, as Jung described it, in themeditative state. The main practice of active imagination involves quietingyourself into a meditative state, then using either a remembered dreamimage or some imagined starting point (e.g., walking up to a house) andwaiting for the imagery to evolve while you consciously maintain awarenessand engage the images with questions. With practice, one can become quiteadept at active imagination and mentally converse with many interestingsymbols and figures that may provide insight into your life situation oremotional state.4. As quoted by Marc Ian Barasch in his book, Healing Dreams (NewYork: Riverhead Books, 2001), 14.5. Ryan Hurd, "DreamSpeak Interview," The Lucid Dream Exchange 43 (June 2007): 6.
Chapter 3: Moving in Mental Space 1. Lynne Levitan and Stephen LaBerge, "In the Mind and Out-of-Body:OBEs and Lucid Dreams, Part 1," NightLight 3, no 2 (Spring 1991): 9.2. Thomas Metzinger, "Reply to Hobson: Can There Be a First-PersonScience of Consciousness?" Psyche 12, no. 4 (2006): 3. 3. Susan Blackmore, Consciousness: An Introduction (Oxford: OxfordUniversity Press, 2004), 2.4. Robert Monroe, Journeys Out of the Body (New York: Doubleday,1971; reprint, New York: Broadway Books, 2001).5. The following are some OBE basics and suggestions for "rollingout."If you find yourself falling asleep and hearing a constant humming, buzz-ing vibration about you, just remind yourself that people have reported thisfor hundreds of years and, thus, there is no reason for alarm. Assumingyou don't spontaneously find your awareness outside of your body, youcan do this: 1) imagine that you have lifted your arms straight up (youmight suddenly see a pair of faded images of arms above you, almost likeshadowy outlines); 2) now, imagine yourself quickly moving those arms to
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the left (or right) so that you can roll out of the bed; and 3) as you throwyour arms to one side, the imagined movement of those imagined armsmight suddenly "roll" your awareness out of your body! Keep trying untilyou succeed in moving your awareness.You may find yourself standing in your bedroom now, feeling light asa feather. Feel free to look back at your bed. You may see yourself there,but in some cases, you won't. Either way, levitate a little bit to be sure thatyou are in an altered state or stick your hand through the wall to confirmit. Once confirmed by an appropriate "reality check," feel free to explore.You might want to see if you can confirm whether you are in an imaginedrealm or a physical one.When it comes to experiences of awareness like lucid dreams or OBEs,if you can simply accept the experience with a feeling of curiosity and be-mused interest, you will likely have an interesting and enjoyable experience.To fight or resist the experience will likely lead to unnecessary concernsand fears. Like many inner experiences, they are rarely discussed openly,even though they are relatively commonplace.6. Kenneth Ring and Evelyn Elsaesser Valarino, Lessons from the Light: What We Can Learn from the Near-Death Experience (New York: InsightBooks, 1998; reprint, Needham, Massachusetts: Moment Point Press,2006), 65-66.7. Robert A. Monroe , "Wanted: New Mapmakers of the Mind,"Lucidity Letter 4, no. 2 (December 1985): 49.8. E. W. Kellogg III, Ph.D., "Mapping Territories: A Phenomenology ofLucid Dream Reality," Lucidity Letter 8, no. 2 (December 1989).9. In recent years, the OBE phenomenon has received new attentionfrom scientists. In one case, they assisted in creating a waking OBE-typeexperience with virtual-reality goggles. In another, scientists stimulated a region of the brain that resulted in OBE-like sensations in an awake pa-tient. Experiments like these may lead to increased understanding of thepossible mechanism. However, on a personal or experiential level, theselaboratory-induced copies may not accurately replicate the actual totalOBE experience any more than duplicating symptoms of the flu can beequated to having the flu.10. I discuss the apparent knowledge of some dream figures at lengthin chapter 11.
Chapter 4: Beyond Freud's Pleasure Principle 

1. Actually, when my niece called me the day of the dream, I believeI heard her say to the dream, "Hey dream, show me something good forme to see." But in this written report from weeks later, she gives a moreconvoluted request to the dream.2. Robert Van de Castle, Our Dreaming Mind (New York: BallantineBooks, 1994), 129.
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3. The Lucid Dream Exchange (December 1992): 18.4. Carlos Castaneda, The Art of Dreaming (New York: HarperCollins,1993), 161.
Chapter 5: Independent Agents and the Voice of the Unconscious 1. Years later, Linda Lane Magallon wrote Mutual Dreaming (NewYork: Pocket Books, 1997). Jane Roberts' two-volume The "Unknown" Reality was published by Prentice Hall (Englewood Cliffs, NJ) in 1977. Itwas republished in 1996 by Amber-Allen Publishing (San Rafael, CA).2. C. G. Jung, "The Relations Between the Ego and the Unconscious,"in The Basic Writings of C. G. Jung, ed. Violet Staub de Laszlo (New York:Random House, 1993), 196.3. Ibid., 196-97.4. Connie Gavalis' lucid dream originally appeared in the May 1993Lucid Dream Exchange. 5. Personal communication (December 12, 2007). Used by permission.6. Suzanne Wiltink, The Lucid Dream Exchange (June 2006).7. Paul Tholey, "Overview of the Development of Lucid Dream Researchin West Germany," Lucidity Letter 8, no. 2, (December 1989).8. Paul Tholey, Schopferisch Traumen: Der Klartraum als Lebenshilfe (Creative Dreaming: The Lucid Dream as an Aid to Life) (Niedernhausen,Germany: Falken Verlag, 1987), 237. Thanks to Christoph Gassmann forhis assistance in translating.9. Scott Sparrow, "Letter to the Editor," Lucidity Letter 7, no. 1 (June1988): 8.10. I'm not sure who coined the term "false awakening," but I feel thatit may serve to denigrate a valid experience and keep researchers from con-sidering it and its phenomenological implications. Consider if we replacedthe word "imagination" with the term "false thinking." Would you wantyour child to develop his or her "false thinking" skills? Would you supportartists and writers who engaged in works of "false thoughts?" In callingthis valid experience a "false awakening," we suggest a prejudgment of anexperience about which we know little. I prefer a more neutral term, suchas "alternate awakening."
Chapter 6: Feeling-Tones and Review Committees 1. For many years, I had found that the books by Jane Roberts containedparticularly helpful advice on lucid dreaming. Not that they focused somuch on being consciously aware in the dream state; rather, they offereda different perspective on the nature of reality and reality creation, a topicof special interest, of course, as one goes deeper into lucid dreaming.2. Jane Roberts, The Nature of Personal Reality (Englewood Cliffs,NJ: Prentice Hall, 1974; reprinted, San Rafael, CA: Amber-Allen, 1995).Session 613, September 11, 1972.
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3. Carlos Castaneda, The Art of Dreaming (New York: HarperCollins,1993), 64.4. Ibid., 65.5. Ibid., 99.6. Ibid., 107.
Chapter 7: Experiencing the Light of Awareness 

1. Deirdre Barrett, The Committee of Sleep (New York: CrownPublishers, 2001), 113-14.2. As I mentioned in chapter 1, lucid dreamers have been able to signalfrom within a dream that they are dreaming and thus prove the existenceof conscious awareness when dreaming. This seems to provide insight intothe age-old psychological debate of whether humans have a mind or onlya brain. Now consider this: Is the person's conscious awareness inside thedream a physical being? No, he exists mentally in a lucid dream and usesthe physical mechanism of eye movement only to "declare" that he exists.However, the lucid dreamer moves his nonphysical, mental eyes in thedream with only the mental intent to make physical eye movement - yet,the physical eyes move. Therefore, by these mental actions, a consciousdreamer seems to prove the separate but concurrent existence of the mindwith the brain.3. Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche, The Tibetan Yogas of Dream and Sleep (Ithaca, New York: Snow Lion Publications, 1998), 149-50.4. When I read Metzinger's question about the naturally contradictoryaspect of someone reporting a "selfless state," it reminded me of my simi-lar concerns from a different perspective. Whereas Metzinger approachesthis from logical insight, my wonderings centered on "how." How didthe first person to experience this figure it out? How did he or she cometo understand this self-less state and give it a name? Without another todiscuss the experience or compare notes, how could that person identifyit? Did the person question a knowledgeable figure in the dream after theexperience and have it explained?In any case, Metzinger's question is a good one because so many of uswould not have the insight to raise this important question. In turn, anyresponse to it raises new questions about the nature of awareness and selfconsciousness.5. Thomas Metzinger, Being No One: The Self-Model Theory ofSubjectivity (Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press, 2004), 566.
Chapter 8: Connecting with the Hidden Observer of Dreaming 

1. C. G. Jung, "On the Nature of Psyche," in The Basic Writings of C. G.Jung, ed. Violet Staub de Laszlo (New York: Random House, 1993), 53.2. Ibid., 61 .3. American Heritage Dictionary (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1976).
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4. Wendy Doniger O'Flaherty, Dreams, Illusion, and Other Realities (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984), 224-25.5. Ibid., 15.6. Ernest Hilgard, Divided Consciousness: Multiple Controls in Human Thought and Action (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1977), 1.7. Ibid., 4.8. Ibid., 5.9. Ibid., 6.10. Ibid., 10.11. Ibid., 10.12. Ibid., 83.13. Of interest to lucid dreamers who may wonder about the nature oftheir dream figures as independent of one's self or hallucinated, Hilgardrecounts how a hypnotized subject solved this dilemma. When hypnotizedand directed to create a duplicate copy of a person in the room, the subjectwould now report two identical figures. When asked to determine whichone was "real," the hypnotized subject hit upon the "ingenious idea" ofmentally suggesting that one figure should now raise its hand. The figurethat raised its hand would thus identify itself as the hallucination.14. Ibid., 186.15. Ibid., 209-10.16. Ibid., 209.17. Ibid., 255.
Chapter 9: The Five Stages of Lucid Dreaming 1. IASD, the International Association for the Study of Dreams, wasformerly ASD, the Association for the Study of Dreams. (I refer to ASDin chapter 7.) The organization changed its name in 2001 to reflect itsinternational membership.
Chapter 10: Creating the Dream Reality 1. Gordon Globus, Dream Life, Wake Life: The Human Condition through Dreams (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1987), 173.2. Wendy Doniger O'Flaherty, Dreams, Illusion, and Other Realities (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984), 118.3. Ibid., 119.4. William James, The Principles of Psychology, vol. 1 (London:Macmillan, 1890), 402.5. Stephen LaBerge, Lucid Dreaming (Los Angeles: Tarcher, 1985).6. Marie Louise von Franz, "Science and the Unconscious," in Man and His Symbols, ed. C. G. Jung (New York: Dell, 1979), 383.7. LaBerge, Lucid Dreaming, 103.8. Carlos Castaneda, The Power of Silence (New York: Simon andSchuster, 1987), 239.
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9. Carlos Castaneda, A Separate Reality: Further Conversations with Don Juan (New York: Pocket Books, 1972), 147.10. Out of curiosity, I asked my fiancee if she had any dreams that night.She said all she could remember was a strange dream with some Chinesepeople in it.
Chapter 11: Varieties of Dream Figures 1. Connie Gavalis, "Going Over All Parts of You," The Lucid Dream Exchange 12 (January 25, 1973): 38.2. Marc Ian Barasch, Healing Dreams (New York: Riverhead Books,2000), 206.3. Joscelyne Wilmouth, The Lucid Dream Exchange 32 (September2004), 19.4. Clare Johnson, Ph.D., "The Ball of Light," The Lucid Dream Exchange 34 (March 2005), 34.5. I say "in general" here because some lucid dreamers make the pre-sumption of calling a dream figure their guide, even though the dream figurehas not announced itself as such. Also, some dream guides may challengethe lucid dreamer, which may not necessarily feel caring or teacherly tothe lucid dreamer but could be considered such.6. C. G. Jung, Memories, Dreams, Reflections, ed. Aniela Jaffe, trans.Richard and Clara Winston (New York: Pantheon, 1963), 183.
Chapter 12: Fishing for Information 1. From an interview of Epic Dewfall by Richard C. Wilkerson, creatorof the online magazine Electric Dreams 4 (January 1997), http://www.dreamgate.com/electric-dreams/.2. pasQuale Ourtane, The Lucid Dream Exchange 42 (March 2007): 4 3. Ibid, 5.4. Ibid, 5.5. From my personal email correspondence with pasQuale Ourtane(December 16, 2007).6. Ibid.7. E. W. Kellogg III, Ph.D., "Exploring the Bizarre Physics of Dreamspace,Part 3: 'Dreamspace,'" The Lucid Dream Exchange 39 (June 2006): 17.8. David L. Kahn, The Lucid Dream Exchange 41 (December 2006):4. 9. Stephen LaBerge and Howard Rheingold, Exploring the World ofLucid Dreaming (New York: Ballantine Books, 1990), 178.10. Justin M. Tombe, The Lucid Dream Exchange 31 (June 2004):15.11. Ibid., 15.12. "Phenomenology as a discipline aims at clearly seeing, and rigorouslydescribing, the essential structures of one's life-world," Kellogg explains.
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"To accomplish this, phenomenologists perform the epoche (or transcen-dental phenomenological reduction) which involves a fundamental shift inperspective by suspending judgment in the 'thesis of the natural attitude.'Basically, this meta-schema describes our ordinary everyday attitude towardthe world. For example, the judgments that we live physically as humanbeings in 'objective reality,' that physical objects exist independent of ourawareness of them, that events juxtaposed in space-time exist in some sortof a cause and effect relationship, and that we experience a 'physical uni-verse' directly and without significant distortion. Thus, the epoche bringsabout a radical suspension of belief in this ordinary, deeply ingrained, andusually unconscious attitude toward the life-world."In his lucid dream, Kellogg performs the epoche "while also attemptingto suspend the autonomous operation of 'Functioning Intentionality.'" (EdKellogg, "Lucid Dreaming and the Phenomenological Epoche." Lecture,Society for Phenomenology and the Human Sciences conference, Eugene,OR, October 7- 9, 1999).13. E. W. Kellogg III, Ph.D., "Lucid Dreaming and the PhenomenologicalEpoche" (Lecture, Society for Phenomenology and the Human Sciencesconference, Eugene, OR, October 7- 9,1999).14. Ibid.15. Jane Roberts, The "Unknown" Reality, Session 700.
Chapter 13. Healing Yourself and Others 1. Jeremy Taylor, Dream Work: Techniques for Discovering the Creative Power in Dreams (New York: Paulist Press, 1983), 215.2. Stephen LaBerge, Lucid Dreaming (Los Angeles: Tarcher, 1985),90. 3.I use the term dream body only as a means to identify the body formas a representation in the dream state. Though some may suggest thatthe dream body exists as a type of "energy body" or "etheric body," andWestern psychology might make room for a "symbolic body" or "bodymodel," the question at this point seems moot.4. Patricia Garfield, The Healing Power of Dreams (New York: Fireside,Simon and Schuster, 1992), 256.5. Keelin, The Lucid Dream Exchange 32 (September 2004): 5.6. E. W. Kellogg III, Ph.D., "Lucid Dream Healing Experiences:Firsthand Accounts." Abstract. 1999 ASD Conference, Santa Cruz, CA.http://www.asdreams.org/documents/1999-_kellogg_lucid-healing.htm.Used by permission.
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